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‘To think is always to follow the witch's flight.’
- Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, What is Philosophy?, p. 41 
‘A bewitcher is the star of her own life. …  If you don’t believe me, lie down right now and
spread your arms and legs out in a star position. ... Don’t you feel fabulous? Do this exercise
as often as possible. As you do it, you are turning yourself into a living talisman of the most
positive, bewitching energy in the universe.’
- Fiona Horne, Bewitch A Man, pp. 19-20
‘Wake up from your lives … There are angels in you.’
- Alan Moore, ‘A Town of Lights’
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Abstract
This research examines the work of four celebrity magicians, exploring the living quality of
magic in their biographies and in their fiction (which is often semi-biographical). I engage in an
immanent reading of these texts, striving to interpret them on their own terms. The subjects of
these texts celebrate their apparent otherness,  but in fact,  they occupy a relatively  privileged
position within popular  culture.  The texts  constitute a discourse between the authors’  various
conceptual selves, in order to exalt a particular public self which attains the status of ‘celebrity.’
Like the Lives Of The Saints, these texts provide an example for readers to follow. The magicians’
lives demonstrate for  the ‘ordinary’  reader that  another world is perfectly accessible,  and the
subject within the text can show us how to access that other-world.
Magical  discourse  persists  in  the  modern  world,  and  although  scholarly  consensus
recognises that the practice of magic is commonplace, magic is also a subjective practice, and so
it is not always easy to make sense of. Thus the magicians speak of walking between worlds, of
entering a space apart from everyday life. This discursive space serves as a quarantine. In spite
of its ubiquity, magic is taboo in modern public life, and ‘reasonable people’ are often obliged to
denounce it. However, when we discover how to read magical discourse on its own terms, the
other-space is revealed as the home of an irrational other-self, a subject whose existence seems
to  be  independent  of  either  the  reader  or  the  author.  This  figure  is  a  conceptual  persona
(described by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari) who thinks on our behalf, and thus enables us to
‘think like a magician.’
The function of magic in a modern context is to ‘think differently,’ to initiate an encounter
with the magical other world. Modern magicians practice a subtle hermeneutics of experience; the
sorcerers interpret their own lives as texts, rich with secret meanings and ambiguities. The lives of
my case studies are particularly striking because, as public figures, their biographical narratives
are available to us.  These bizarre narratives (about  alien  abductions,  encounters with talking
animals, visions from the Goddess, etc.) urgently demand to be interpreted.
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Introduction
In the modern secular world, many readers do not know how to interpret a story which 
takes place in an enchanted other-world, except as fiction. In this way, the disenchantment of our 
world is a problem of hermeneutics – we have no shortage of things to believe in, but even so, we
must find a way to interpret these stories as true accounts. Yet the magicians tell us that magic is 
real, that the magical practices of colonised peoples and ancient pagans have always produced 
real results, and that magic persists even in the modern world. If we struggle to believe in magic 
(whatever that entails), then it is because we do not know how to listen to the magicians, because
we consider their ideas to be unreasonable and unworthy of serious attention.
In his attempt to define magic, early anthropologist Marcel Mauss insists that 'we cannot 
be content to accept facts as “magical” simply because they have been so called by the actors 
themselves or observers. The points of view of such people are subjective, hence not necessarily 
scientific.'1 Although Mauss is correct, this way of looking at magic is entirely backwards.2 When a 
subject interprets an event as “magical,” we must pay very close attention to their position as a 
subject: it is no coincidence that many definitions of magic refer to the magician's subjective 
intent.3 Implicitly, magic is practiced by a person who desires something. It is from this implication 
that I take my working definition of magic. Magic is a practice which constitutes its practitioner as 
a certain kind of subject – a magician. By practicing magic, the practitioner becomes a magician. 
This subject stands at the center of my thesis: “magic” is nothing. 
In this thesis I interpret the writings of four celebrity magicians: Grant Morrison, Alan 
Moore, Oberon Zell, and Fiona Horne. All of these voices have the privilege of reaching a global 
audience – they are white, they speak English, they have fans, and they have each received 
some serious scholarly attention.4 Carole Cusack observes that ‘celebrities function as the saints, 
idols and demi-gods of the post-Christian world,’5 and so these exalted figures seem perfectly 
1 Mauss 1972, p. 22.
2 Because I am not a magician, and I am not writing about any magical practices of my own, I am very 
hesitant to define “magic.” Wherever possible, I would prefer to simply  acknowledge when English-
speaking self-professed magicians refer to their own activities as magic. Accounts of “primitive” magic by
early anthropologists take for granted that the anthropologist's own definition of “magic” is perfectly 
matched to the culture the anthropologist is studying, and so as David Pocock comments, “it is an easy 
and dangerous step to imagine that the entire phenomenon is now accessible to (the scholar's) empathic
understanding. Ironically, an unreflective empiricism is thus transformed into simple-minded 
subjectivism” (foreword to Mauss 1972, p. 7).
3 This is particularly true of definitions offered by the magicians themselves: see e.g. Crowley 1929, Dukes
2000, Zell 2004, Horne 2006.
4 Zell is widely regarded as a major figure within the Pagan new religious movement of the 1960s and 70s,
and the works of Alan Moore and Grant Morrison have each been the subjected to serious literary 
criticism. Fiona Horne has been the subject of significantly less academic attention, but she has been 
discussed by Australian scholars of religion, including Carole Cusack (2011a) and Douglas Ezzy (2001, 
2003).
5 Cusack 2011b, p. 299-300.
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placed to influence audiences towards a taboo way of thinking. However, the hermeneutic 
problem persists. Even if these writers have an audience, it is difficult to make sense of their work,
because they speak of mystical experiences, of travelling to other worlds and encountering spirits,
and they insist that they are not just speaking metaphorically. I have chosen these four case 
studies because even though they demonstrate that magic is commonplace in the modern world,6 
they simultaneously demonstrate how difficult it is to speak critically about magic. As Wouter 
Hanegraaff notes, although Alan Moore’s Promethea is ‘hailed as a virtuoso performance in the 
art of comics writing, its intellectual content and the nature of its spiritual message have been 
neglected by scholars.’7 This thesis offers a way forward, a way of grasping that slippery cluster of
concepts which the magicians call ‘magic.’
This hermeneutic challenge is precisely what Michel de Certeau sought to address in 
much of his work:8 how can we make sense of discourses which are denied the status of truth, 
discourses which pertain to the Other? The lens through which I read these texts is inspired by 
Michel de Certeau’s reading of the Lives of the Saints (exemplary figures for readers to emulate) 
and the writings of the mystics (which allude to private, first-hand experiences of the divine). Each
of these genres describes another world, and so the modern reader might be tempted to interpret 
them as fictions, but if so, they are what James Clifford calls ‘serious, true fictions.’9 
Mysticism and hagiography are distinct genres, with distinct subjects. The subject of 
hagiography is a public subject, whose sacredness lies in the public imagination. Saints are 
adored from afar by the faithful (and particularly, by hagiographers). Mystical writing concerns 
private subjects, who struggle to articulate their knowledge in words, but whose experiences are 
validated if the reader recognises something in them, something which resembles the reader’s 
own experience of the divine. Both genres are ‘economies of truth’ which systematically define 
where truth may be found.10 The “truth” in hagiography is a matter of popular faith, negotiated in 
public, while the “truth” of mysticism is fundamentally private, and can only be validated by 
experience. This thesis concerns public figures who speak of private, mystical experiences. The 
“truth” of these texts is elusive; it always lies somewhere else, in another space.
6 Scholars who study magic have already dedicated a great deal of attention to justifying why this topic is 
worth taking seriously. One particulaly noteworthy study is Christopher Partridge’s Re-enchantment of 
the West (2004 and 2005), which introduces the concept of “occulture,” and argues that the occult is a 
perfectly ordinary feature of contemporary culture. Similar arguments have been put forward by Meyers 
and Pels 2003, Styers 2004, and Otto and Strausburg 2013. In truth, there is nothing alien or 
otherworldly about the occult. However, even if magic is commonplace, magicians still speak of travelling
to other worlds, and they discursively set themselves apart from the “mundanes” who do not practice 
magic.
7 Hanegraaff 2016, p. 234
8 Most notably including Heterologies (1986), The Writing of History (1988), and The Mystic Fable 
(1992a), although perhaps his most accessible work is The Possession at Loudun (2000).
9 See Clifford and Marcus 1986, pp. 6-7, and Clifford 1988, p. 10.
10 See Clifford and Marcus 1986, p. 7: ‘In this view, more Nietzschean than realist or hermeneutic, all 
constructed truths are made possible by powerful "lies" of exclusion and rhetoric. Even the best 
ethnographic texts—serious, true fictions—are systems, or economies, of truth.’’
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Mystical life, de Certeau says, is comprised of ‘decisive experiences, indissociable from a 
place, a meeting, a reading, but not reducible to the events that convey them.’11 De Certeau reads
the mystics’ accounts on their own terms. These are not the ravings of lunatics, but rather a 
discourse which is from the outset positioned as Other. The task of mystical writing is to recall ‘an 
otherness already known to the crowd, and that they are always “forgetting.”’12 There is something
behind the lives of the mystics, a presence which positions the mystics themselves on the other 
side of their own discourse. An immanent reading, which makes sense of how these texts work, 
requires us to accept the text’s otherness in much the same way that de Certeau does. In the 
words of Fredric Jameson, such a reading requires ‘some new and more adequate, immanent or 
anti-transcendent hermeneutic model.’13
The introduction to this thesis is divided into four sections. This first section provides an 
overview of my argument, that magic and mysticism in the modern world have been 
consigned to ‘another space,’ a conceptual space apart from everyday life. However, as we will 
see in later chapters, my case studies show us that we can access this space by becoming 
subjects who are not ourselves. The later parts of this introduction present three important 
concepts that will guide my analysis. First, we must develop an understanding of the term 
‘magic,’ a vitally important word which recurs constantly throughout the writings of these self-
professed magicians. But this word is used to refer to different things; we must consider how to 
interpret it, what the magicians themselves mean by it, and how it has been understood by 
scholars who have studied it. Because I have framed magic as a hermeneutic problem, I make 
use of Tanya Luhrmann’s argument that ‘becoming a magician’ is always a matter of 
interpretation.14 Secondly, we must recognise the exemplary function of hagiography, a 
genre of writing which gives us a surprising insight into the lives of the sorcerers. In a religious 
context, the purpose of a biographical ‘life’ is to exemplify for the reader how to live as the saint 
lived. However, it is important to note that the primary subject of magical discourse is typically not 
the sorcerer’s ‘mundane’ self, but the separate magical persona that they become. The process of
initiation or transformation which is to be experienced by the reader mirrors the transformation of 
the author into their persona. Finally, this introduction concludes with a discussion of the 
hermeneutic traditions from which I have drawn inspiration, and with an acknowledgement of
the limitations of this research. 
De Certeau suggests that the discursive other-world, which stands apart from everyday 
life, is a distinctly modern invention, originating as recently as the sixteenth or seventeenth 
centuries.15 It is specifically in the modern era that ‘all expressions of the sacred, from the most 
11 De Certeau 1992b, p. 17: ‘“It happened there,” the mystic can say, because he keeps, engraved in his 
memory, the smallest circumstances of that instant; the precision of the memories in any “life” or 
“autobiography” demonstrates this.’
12 De Certeau 1992a, p. 43
13 Jameson 1981, p. 7
14 Presented in Luhrmann 1989, Persuasions of the Witch’s Craft
15 De Certeau 1992b, pp. 13-14. A similar case is also argued in de Certeau 2000, pp. 4-5: it was at this 
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suspect to the purest … are pushed to the same position in society – on its outer limits.’16 This 
new mystical discourse arises not from a new way of thinking (because mystical thought has 
always existed),17 but from the constitution of ‘mystical life’ as a space apart from normal life, and 
the classification of ‘the mystics’ as an entirely new social type.18 ‘In becoming a specialty, 
mysticism found itself limited to the margins of the observable.’19 Prior to the Enlightenment, 
‘mystical knowledge’ and ‘occult forces’ were pervasive. These terms referred quite simply to 
things which existed in the world but were not well understood. Foucault observes that in 
Renaissance discourse, fools and madmen possessed special understanding of such mysteries: 
‘while the man of reason and wisdom perceives only fragmentary and all the more unnerving 
images of it, the Fool bears it intact as an unbroken sphere. That crystal ball, which for all others 
is empty, is in his eyes filled with the density of an invisible knowledge.’20 In the Age of Reason, 
however, reasonable people found it necessary to confine all forms of unreason in specialised 
facilities.21 Even though sorcerers today are no longer locked up as a matter of course, a ‘space 
apart’ persists in magical discourse. Ghosts and spirits are said to come from ‘the other side;’22 
sorcerers speak of magical ‘otherworlds;’23 even skeptics say that the credulous are ‘cut off from 
reality,’ implying that reality is just one region enclosed within a larger space – a space which 
subjects might move through as they draw closer to or further away from reality. This is why 
magical discourse is uniquely problematic: by discussing or thinking about magic at all, we are 
indulging in a fantasy about things which are not generally supposed to exist in our world. The 
other-space serves as a quarantine or sanitarium for such concepts, to ensure that they can only 
be experienced by unreasonable people who have ‘lost touch with reality.’ As if to reassure us of 
his sanity, Alan Moore emphasises while performing magic that ‘there is no such thing as magic.’24
time that sorcerers and diabolists begin to appear in closer proximity to the ecclesiastical institutions, so 
that ‘the most archaic and the most radical elements’ of supernatural thinking began to blur together, 
until they were seen to constitute a single heretical mode of thought.
16 De Certeau 2000, pp. 4-5: the demonic possessions at Loudun in the 1620s exemplify how the most 
devout communities and the victims of demonic possession were to be found in the same place. 
17 De Certeau 1992b, p. 13: ‘It is only in the seventeenth century that one begins to speak of “la mystique”; 
the recourse to this noun corresponds to the establishment of a specific domain. Previously, “mystique” 
was only an adjective which qualified something else; it could be assigned to all types of knowledge or 
objects in a still religious world.’ See also de Certeau 1992a, pp. 144-145, on the use of ‘mystique’ as an
adjective.
18 De Certeau 1992b, pp. 13-14
19 Ibid., p. 14
20 Foucault 1965, p. 22. King Lear is a particularly iconic example of this ‘foolish insight’ – the king’s Fool is
wiser and more honest than most of his betters, but Lear does not heed the Fool’s advice until he 
himself has become a madman.
21 This is the ‘Great Confinement’ described at length in Foucault 1965. Of course, in the case of the 
witches, execution was often preferable to confinement. Even so, the ‘reason’ behind the mass 
execution of witches in the early modern era is discussed in Hutton 2017 and Federici 2004.
22 See e.g. Holzer 2012
23 See especially Greenwood 2000
24 Moore repeats this phrase as a hypnotic chant in a performance at the Bridewell theatre (later released 
as The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of 
Copulation’).
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In de Certeau’s analysis, discourse cannot conform to an external truth, but must always 
produce a truth of its own. The production of historical truth, for instance, begins with the isolating 
of a body of texts to be interpreted, with the transformation of these texts into ‘documents,’ into 
the ‘sources’ of the truth that the historian seeks.25 But this obscures the productive role of the 
historian. When historians naively suppose that a past ‘already given’ is revealed by the texts that 
they study, then they position themselves not as producers of knowledge, but as consumers, who 
passively receive knowledge produced by someone else.26 Martin Nakata similarly emphasises 
that any theoretical standpoint ‘has to be produced. It is not a simple reflection of experience, and 
it does not pre-exist in the everyday, waiting to be brought to light.’27 
De Certeau asks, then, ‘what do historians really fabricate when they “make history?” What
are they “working on?”’28 His opinion is that historical writing, like all writing, produces a 
conceptual order.29 The world is organised and mapped by those who hold the pen, and the 
terrain of the other is the New World, the ‘blank, “savage” page on which Western desire will be 
written.’30 Writing is colonisation; it differentiates the writer from the other.31 The work of the 
historian, at least in de Certeau's view, is to produce ‘the past’ – to produce the very concept of 
that idiomatic foreign country, whose treasures might be plundered so as to enrich our present 
world.32 De Certeau tells us that this production occurs in the interspace between historical 
sources and our own ideas about the past:33 it is in this difference that a historical distance is 
disclosed, that we discover ‘a reality that once had a living unity, and no longer is.’34
The other-reality of the sorcerers and the mystics is not quite past, although it is foreign. 
But the magicians are not historians,35 and they do not produce their other-world by writing about 
25 De Certeau 1988, p. 72. See also de Certeau 2000, p. 7: ‘What historical research does not set out from 
a legend? In providing itself with sources or criteria of information and interpretation, it defines in 
advance what is to be read in a given past.’
26 De Certeau 1988, pp. 72-73. 
27 Nakata 2007, p. 11. Notably, Nakata adds that an Indigenous standpoint ‘is not any sort of hidden 
wisdom that Indigenous people possess.’
28 De Certeau 1988, p. 56
29 This point is elegantly recapitulated by Nakata 2007, p. 11: a theoretical standpoint is a political tool, 
because it serves to ‘persuade others and elevate what might not have been a focus of attention.'
30 De Certeau 1988, p. xxv 
31 See Buchanan 1992: ‘In de Certeau's terms there can be no such thing as post colonial writing, or post 
colonialism, as all writing as praxis is already a colonisation of a terrain not its own. Writing is, for de 
Certeau, the very symbol of rationality ... Those peoples not possessing writing are understood only by 
writers in terms of writing.’
32 The phrase ‘the past is a foreign country’ originated as the iconic first line of L.P. Hartley’s 1953 novel, 
The Go-Between. Incidentally, Hartley also wrote that it is the novelist’s responsibility ‘to create a world 
which the reader can accept and live in, without feeling that it would dissolve like Prospero’s if the author
was not somehow behind it. … It must, in some degree, be an extension of his own life.’ (Hartley 1961, 
p. 172)
33 De Certeau 2000, pp. 7-8
34 Ibid., p. 8
35 Aside from the obvious exceptions. Notably, although Ronald Hutton was raised Pagan, he also says 
that history occupies ‘the space in my life’ that others fill with religion or spirituality: see Hutton 2009, p. 
xii.
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it. Rather, de Certeau suggests that the ‘blank page’ is itself ‘the spellbound world.’36 History 
overwrites the enchanted world, overwrites the infinite possibility of what might have been in order
to account for the blunt reality of what is. It is not surprising, then, that disenchantment is often 
discursively framed as a historical inevitability.37 The longing for reenchantment is implicitly a 
rejection of this world and its historical conditions, a rejection of the path that our world is 
travelling down. The magicians’ task is to reconceptualise the world and its trajectory, to see 
within our world the potential for something completely different. They seek something which 
seems logically impossible – a theoretical standpoint which has not been produced by anyone, 
which pre-exists the political conditions of writing and thought.
 Deleuze and Guattari describe how certain ‘frenzied’ philosophers seek ‘that which 
precedes thought, an Already-there, but at the very heart of thought itself.’38 In Deleuze and 
Guattari’s work, de Certeau’s blank-page-terrain is the ‘plane of immanence,’ or the ‘plane of 
consistency,’ the ground upon which philosophers build their concepts.39 This space is how we 
imagine what it means to think, what it means to ‘find one’s bearings’ or to ‘take up a position’ in 
thought. It is ‘the image that thought gives itself.’40 Deleuze and Guattari emphasise that their 
philosophy presupposes the existence of this plane, even though the plane has no existence 
outside of philosophy.41 It is a conceptual order of things which (paradoxically) precedes the 
imposition of order.42 Science and reason know nothing of this space.43 It must be navigated by 
unreason, by means ‘of dreams, of pathological processes, esoteric experiences, drunkenness, 
and excess. We head for the horizon, on the plane of immanence, and we return with bloodshot 
eyes … To think is always to follow the witch's flight.’44 Magic and unreason are the methods by 
which we explore this strange territory in which thought recognises itself. Writing, by contrast, is 
the means by which we colonise it. 
36 De Certeau 1986, p. 158
37 Even to the absurd degree that someday, all mysteries will be solved, and the very concept of belief will 
become meaningless. In his analysis of Max Weber’s account of historical disenchantment, Jenkins 
(Jenkins 2000, p. 15) interrogates Weber’s implicit ideas about the disenchanted future, and questions 
whether ‘the “enchanted world” was ever as unified … as Weber’s argument seems to presume.’ In de 
Certeau’s concept of the ‘blank page,’ we find the explanation for why the enchanted world is so easily 
romanticised in this way: because it is not part of recorded history. If a past cannot be validated by 
historical documents, then we are free to imagine it in whatever way we like.
38 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 70
39 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, pp. 40-41
40 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 37
41 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, pp. 40-41
42 Compare Butler 2006, pp. 48-52, who describes how gender  is presumed to exist paradoxically ‘before 
the law,’ before the signifying systems of gender come into effect.
43 See Weber 1946, pp. 144-145: Science presupposes that things are worth knowing, and that scientific 
knowledge has value which is greater than the value of whatever time and effort we invest in order to 
gain that knowledge. But this presupposition is not subject to scientific investigation, so it will never be 
possible for science to justify its existence on its own terms. The ambitions of science go no further than 
the acquisition of knowledge: thus Deleuze and Guattari’s quip (1994, p. 33) that science ‘has no need of
the concept, and concerns itself only with states of affairs and their conditions.’
44 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 41
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In order to unpack how the magicians engage in the philosophical work of producing new 
concepts, I utilise Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of the conceptual persona.45 The conceptual 
persona is the subject of philosophy, the “I” who says “I think therefore I am,” or “I teach you the 
Ubermensch.”46 The philosopher thinks differently by thinking as someone else. Often the persona
forces one to think differently, with a rapture that cannot be resisted.47 De Certeau describes how 
the origin of philosophical thought is a ‘bout of surprise’ whereby the philosopher is seized by an 
illumination, becomes ‘not the author but the witness of these flashes.’48 It is not straightforwardly 
the case that the sorcerers have created these personae, but rather that they have interpreted 
them as the guiding force behind events in their own lives. The persona is a virtual presence 
which dwells in another space, and yearns to be actualised in the sorcerer’s life. Often, the 
persona dwells within or behind a text, and emerges as we read, in order to affect our thinking. 
This is why Stuart Hall describes his experience of theory as ‘wrestling with the angels — a 
metaphor that you can take as literally as you like.’49 Whenever we discover an unfamiliar thought 
in a text, we are implicitly confronted by another thinker.
I have chosen my case studies in this dissertation because they each produce a self-
consistent concept of magic, an order whereby the writer-as-subject may travel to that still-
enchanted other world which has been overwritten. By the act of writing, the writers of these texts 
are transformed into sorcerer-saints — subjects who exemplify the witch’s flight into the 
enchanted world of the spirits, and the subsequent return to the rational world of production and 
consumption. In spite of the often banal, commercial forms of these texts (comic books, self-help 
books, books for children), they nevertheless deserve to be taken seriously as examples of 
contemporary mysticism. These texts express a yearning for that other reality which preceded the 
writing of the text. This other reality is often represented within the text, either as the eroticised 
body of an imaginary goddess, or as the mysterious territory of an imaginary country. However, 
merely orienting oneself towards the magical world by reference to these signs is not enough for 
the sorcerers. Grant Morrison says that ‘reading about magic is like reading about sex: it will get 
you horny for the real thing.’50 There is a consistent sense that enchantment is accessible outside 
of the text, but that it lies somewhere that most of us cannot reach under our own steam – that we
must instead pass through the text, following the signs which the text presents to us. To borrow 
an analogy from Foucault, we must gaze into the virtual space which lies on the other side of the 
45 Presented in detail in Deleuze and Guattari 1994, especially pp. 61-83
46 See Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 46: ‘the philosopher is only the envelope of his principal conceptual 
persona and all of the other personae who are the intercessors, the real subjects of his philosophy.’
47 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 70: this is why Deleuze and Guattari associate philosophy with 
schizophrenia in their best-known collaborations (1977 and 1987).
48 Certeau 1986, p. 194. He cites Aristotle, Wittgenstein, and Foucault as examples.
49 See Hall 1992: ‘I remember wrestling with Althusser. … I felt, I will not give an inch ... unless he beats 
me down, unless he defeats me in the spirit. He’ll have to march over me to convince me. I warred with 
him, to the death.’
50 Morrison 2003, p. 17. He also notes that ‘talking to non-magicians about magic is like talking to virgins 
about shagging.’
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mirror, seeing ‘a sort of shadow that gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see 
myself there where I am absent.’51 The enchanted other-world is also here, it is a region within our
world, hidden beneath the skin of familiar things — accessible from Platform 9 ¾ at King’s Cross 
station, squeezed between Platforms 9 and 10.52 The only way to locate ourselves within the 
enchanted other-world is to follow the figure seen in the text, who shows us the way through to 
the other side of the text.
The texts which I examine in this thesis promise to reveal a divine other. Fiona Horne 
promises that ‘Goddesses and Gods ... exist within the individual, not in the sky out of our 
reach.’53 Grant Morrison facetiously promises that ‘Pop Magic! lifts the 7 veils and shows you the 
tits of the Infinite.’54 The magician’s encounter with this divine other is frequently eroticised. When 
divinity is encountered literally ‘in the flesh’ (as opposed to in the text), then God is ‘no longer the 
subject that sustains the surface of things, and that a hermeneutic deciphers through it; he is 
brought back to the surface of which he occupies only one spot ... immediate and exposed. The 
clothing that hid him has become flesh, naked, indecent, because there is nothing else for it to 
clothe.’55 There is no need for the ego, for the subject who says ‘this is my body.’56 The self has 
vanished, and a different subject — a spirit of some kind — has taken the self’s place within the 
body. This strange subject emerges from the unconscious. 
The unconscious has been anticipated by mystical discourse throughout the modern era. 
De Certeau observes that in the 16th and 17th centuries, the mystics produced ‘a proliferation of 
terms, definitions, and combinations’ which pertained to their own ‘secret desires,’ and these 
terms constituted a complex map of the ‘inner country’ that the mystics explored.57 These mystics 
opened up that frontier which Freud said was ‘just as unknown to us as the reality of the external 
51 Foucault 1986, p. 4
52 In J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels, there is a secret magical entrance to Platform 9¾ at King’s Cross, 
London. Since the immense commercial success of those novels, Platform 9¾ has appeared in King’s 
Cross as a hyperreal souvenir store which sells Harry Potter merchandise.
53 Horne 2000, p. 4.
54 Morrison 2003, p. 16
55 De Certeau 2000, pp. 46-47. Compare Alan Moore’s fictional dancer Cecile La Favourite, who imitates 
the serpent-god Glycon by shedding ‘first her clothing, then her body, to musical accompaniment.’ 
(Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels self-titled album, track 1, ‘Overture: the hair of 
the snake that bit me.’)
56 See also de Certeau 2000, pp. 45-46: the devil prevents a possessed nun from saying the words, ‘my 
body.’ In de Certeau’s analysis, her flesh has no identity, and consists only of its significant parts, like a 
flailing pair of legs or an outthrust tongue. These parts no longer constitute ‘her body’ because her flesh 
is no longer hers: it has become a cluster of signs which exist independently of her. She is merely a 
signifier of the the real subject who possesses her flesh. ‘The religious women are alienated by this 
public way of looking at them, far more than by the devil;’ the nun’s contemporaries say that her flesh 
belongs to the devil, but in practice her flesh ‘belongs to the public, who disseminate it.’
57 De Certeau 1992a, p. 171: ‘Intentions are in fact, first and foremost, translational movement. These 
operations consist, according to the spiritual tradition, of “passing” [transire in Deum] and “tending 
towards” [tendere]. These are “moves.” By their shortcuts or meanderings, these “passages” create an 
in-between space. They are instantaneous and secret. Intentions are imperceptible gestures. It is an odd
domain, this “inner” country, this invisible and silent space where revolutions take place before news of 
them gets out.’
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world.’58 Mystical discourse produces a secret, an unconscious meaning which the conscious 
mind struggles to decipher. Even the adjective ‘mystic’ obscures the meaning of things: whenever 
a writer uses this adjective, they invite the reader to project their own desire for meaning onto the 
text. The meaning of ‘the garden’ is clear enough, but what on earth could I be referring to when I 
speak of ‘the mystic garden?’59 As soon as the reader begins to contemplate this, they have 
already begun the process of exploring their own inner country. ‘Magic’ is also a mystical term, for
the same reason: we cannot see what is signified through the sign, because the word ‘magic’ is 
not clear, it is opaque. If we actually encounter magic for ourselves, if we encounter whatever it is 
that this word refers to, then we will have already begun to think like the magicians.
Frequently, sorcerers frame the revelation of magic as a remembering of something 
already known, something buried within the unconscious.60 For de Certeau’s mystics, ‘the only 
justification for the truth that comes to light is a “recognition.”’61 Oberon Zell insists that if a child is 
born a magician, they know it in their ‘heart, mind and spirit,’62 and he laments that so many 
conservative families cannot accept their children’s spiritual identities.63 Fiona Horne tells us that 
the reason why man mistreats woman is that he ‘forgot his role in the whole scheme of things. 
Well, it is up to us to remind him.’64 As Alan Moore stands before the crowd and guides us into his 
astral world, he reminds us over and over, “you already know this, you already know this.”65 
Pagan magicians generally tend to describe the process of realising their faith as ‘coming home,’ 
and frame their magical identity as something they had always struggled to articulate until they 
discovered the right books and communities.66 Deleuze and Guattari say (in their ‘Memories of a 
Sorcerer’) that ‘wherever we used the word “memories” in the previous pages, we were wrong to 
do so; we meant to say “becoming,” we were saying becoming.’67 As the magician grasps for what
58 Freud 1913, p. 486: the unconscious is an objective reality, one which is ‘just as unknown to us as the 
reality of the external world, and it is just as imperfectly reported to us through the data of consciousness
as is the external world through the indications of our sensory organs.’ However, as the mystics describe
it, this territory is not quite “the id,” but something more similar to Deleuze and Guattari’s unconscious 
assemblage of ‘desiring-machines,’ spreading across a plane (1977, p. 8): ‘It is at work everywhere, 
functioning smoothly at times, at other times in fits and starts. It breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and 
fucks. What a mistake to have ever said the id.’
59 See de Certeau 1992a, pp. 144-5: signs can be either clear (when we see only the signified, what is 
meant) or opaque (when we see only the signifier, what is said). The adjective “mystic,” applied to a 
noun (the “mystic garden,” the “mystic death”) works to render the sign opaque: it produces a secret, 
drawing attention away from the meaning of the term, and towards the way that the mystics use this term
as a signifier (e.g. “the mystic garden” is “that thing which the mystics call ‘the garden’”).
60 See Plato’s Meno, 81d: ‘When the soul is immortal and has been born many times, and has seen the 
things here and the things in Hades — everything, in fact — there is nothing that it has not learned, and 
so it's no surprise that it can recollect about virtue and other things that it knew before.’
61 De Certeau 1992b, p. 18
62Zell-Ravenheart 2004, pp. 9-10
63 This is why many witches, including Fiona Horne, speak of “coming out of the broom closet.”
64 Horne 2006, pp. x-xi.
65 The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of 
Copulation.’
66 See for example Berger and Ezzy 2007, p. 56; Adler 1979, pp. 13-14; or Horne 2000, p. 4.
67 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 324
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their conceptual persona already knows, they become their conceptual persona. They ‘come 
home’ to that unconscious inner country. 
The status of magic in post-Enlightenment thought: a literature review
‘The Conway Hall event seemed promising; a day’s symposium on “Real Magic.” But that’s 
assuming everybody could agree on what was magic, let alone on what was real.’
- Alan Moore68
'Despite its being a common term in all modern western European languages, there is no 
unanimously agreed academic definition of “magic,” nor any shared theory or theoretical 
language — and apparently not even any agreement on the range or type of actions, events, 
thoughts or objects covered by the category. Accordingly, during recent decades the scholarly 
validity of the category as such has been vigorously criticized by several scholars.'
- Otto and Strausberg, Defining Magic69 
Ernesto de Martino argues that modernity arose out the choice between magic and 
rationality, a choice which was forced upon us by the Enlightenment.70 In popular fiction, this 
dichotomy frequently appears in the form of two ‘worlds’ or two ‘realities:’ the mundane reality of 
traffic jams and buzzing fluorescent lights, and the strange other space occupied by witches and 
vampires and talking cats. The same distinction between two worlds is frequently invoked in 
Pagan circle-casting.71 But more broadly than this, de Certeau describes how modern discourse 
has confined all forms of ‘mysterious’ experiences to a space apart from everyday life.72 
Possession by the Holy Spirit and by the devil are ‘notably symmetrical’ because they are both 
responses to the same problem of meaning, ‘in the same pockets in a society whose language 
thickens, loses its spiritual porosity, and becomes impermeable to the divine.’73 Iconic examples of
this blurring include William Blake’s ecstatic Marriage of Heaven and Hell, or the miscellaneous 
weirdness of The Twilight Zone. Eclectic Paganism also demonstrates the way that so many 
paranormal experiences have all been lumped together in the same conceptual space. However, 
68 Moore and Campbell 2010, ‘Snakes and Ladders’
69 Otto and Strausberg 2013, p. 1
70 Martino 1959, p.xi
71 This tradition is established in Gardner 1954, chapter 1: ‘I am also permitted to tell for the first time in 
print the true reason why the important thing in all their ceremonies is “Casting the Circle.” They are 
taught that the circle is “between the worlds,” that is, between this world and the next, the dominions of 
the gods.’ Gardner’s idioms, ‘casting a circle’ and ‘between the worlds,’ would later be adopted by many 
other Pagans: see e.g. Zell-Ravenheart and Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. 40 (‘The Circle is cast; We are 
between the worlds!’), or Horne 2000, p. 107 (‘I conjure you, Circle, so that you may be a sacred 
boundary between the realm of the everyday and eternal planes.’)
72 See de Certeau 1992b, pp. 13-14
73 De Certeau 2000, pp. 5-6
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this discursive framing is strategic: it does not simply describe the conceptual position that magic 
occupies, but rather pushes magic (and magicians) into that realm where things cannot be 
sensibly articulated. Furthermore, magic is not some passive object that exists out there 
somewhere, leftover from a prior era with no place in the modern world: modernity produces its 
own distinctive forms of magic (most notably, the 'magic' of cinema and of celebrity).74 Some 
features of modernity are easily examined and articulated; others, for a variety of reasons, must 
be described as magic.
As a consequence of this, the word ‘magic’ might refer to any number of different things in 
different contexts. Ariel Glucklich observes that 'the word magic works far too hard. We reach for it
frequently, to describe wildly different things. … Buried under its immense load, the word magic 
has lost its clarity and vigor.'75 Frequently ‘magic’ refers to a kind of personal power, including the 
supernatural power to control the weather or cure disease, a disciplined power over one's own 
body, or the charismatic power to affect other people’s thoughts and feelings. Aleister Crowley's 
'magick' with a K, 'the Science and Art of causing Change to occur in conformity with Will,'76 is 
nothing more nor less than the personal exercise of power. But magic is also a method whereby 
magicians ‘raise,’ ‘channel,’ or actualise the diffuse power that exists in nature, as in the circle-
casting rites of Wicca; indeed, many magical rites are simultaneously religious rites.77 ‘Magical 
power’ is thus embodied and enacted by the magician – it is not necessarily something that the 
magician possesses, but something that they participate in.78 Magic is a performance: it is the 
speaking of the ceremonial 'magic words,'79 the earnest expression of one's own authentic self,80 
and also the showmanship of the stage magician sawing the lovely assistant in half.81 Of course 
magic exists in fantasy, as in fantasy fiction like Lord Of The Rings, but then, magic might also be 
fantasy: ‘alternative facts’ that the gullible believe to be true.82 It is linked with pleasure and desire,
in the form of an 'enchanting' smile, a 'charming' word, or a 'magical evening,' and so magic might
simply be a mood, or an attitude. It has been described as a state of consciousness.83 It is 
74 Meyer and Pels 2003, p. 3
75 Glucklich 1997, p. vii
76 Crowley 1929, part 3, ‘Introduction and Theorems.’
77 E.E. Evans-Pritchard (1976, p. 229) recognises that although we often make an effort to distinguish 
‘magic’ from ‘religion,’ these terms often refer to the same events and practices, and he comments that 
‘if the labels do not prove helpful, then we can discard them. The facts will be the same without their 
labels.’
78 A Foucauldian concept of power conforms particularly well with the ‘mystical participation’ described by 
sociologist Lucien Levy-Bruhl in his 1912 book, How Natives Think, which has been championed by Carl
Jung, and more recently by Pagan scholar Susan Greenwood.
79 See e.g. Tambiah 1968, p. 176.
80 See e.g. Horne 2000, p. 4: ‘I realised that all along I had been a Witch.’
81 This showmanship is self-consciously embodied in Alan Moore’s performances as a spruiking P.T. 
Barnum-like figure.
82 Freud (1918, chapter III) refers to the ‘omnipotence of thought,’ a delusion whereby the neurotic subject 
mistakes the ideal for the real, and over-emphasises the power of their mind to affect the real world. In 
Freud’s analysis, this delusion is the basis for all magical thinking.
83 See especially Greenwood 2005, Greenwood and Goodwyn 2015, Carroll 1978, and Morrison 2003
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categorically not science,84 and it is categorically not religion,85 except when it is both.86
There are too many different ‘magics,’ and the material practices and intellectual habits 
which various writers define as ‘magic’ cannot be reduced to a singular meaning. However, as 
Fredric Jameson observes, "difference relates:" the reading of a text proceeds by ‘differentiation 
rather than by unification,’87 and the postmodern reader in particular is ‘called upon to do the 
impossible, to see all the screens at once ... to follow the evolutionary mutation of David Bowie in 
The Man Who Fell to Earth (who watches fifty-seven television screens simultaneously) and to 
rise somehow to a level at which the vivid perception of radical difference is in and of itself a new 
mode of grasping what used to be called “relationship.”’88 This new mode is precisely what we 
must aspire to if we hope to make sense of magic, if we hope to understand how the magicians 
think and write. According to magician Ramsay Dukes, magical thinking ‘assumes that every 
event is connected to every other,’ and so ‘the links are too numerous and complex for analysis.’89
In Fiona Horne’s words, magicians confront ‘the whole onslaught of existence.’90
Magic as a practice is often defined in terms of its implicit inferiority to something else. It is 
frequently regarded (in more or less overtly racist terms)91 as the expression of a ‘primitive’ form of
thought,92 a vanishing mediator which is replaced by the more sophisticated methods that develop
from magic. Bronislaw Malinowski presents an iconic account of magic in modern terms:
‘the function of magic is to ritualise man’s optimism, to enhance his faith in the victory of 
hope over fear. … Looking from far and above, from our high places of safety in developed
civilization, it is easy to see all the crudity and irrelevance of magic. But without its power 
84 See e.g. Frazer 1922, 3§1: ‘magic is always an art, never a science; the very idea of science is lacking in
(the magician’s) undeveloped mind.’ 
85 Mauss (1972, pp. 28-30) defines magic as the categorical opposite of religion: in his analysis, religious 
rites are prosocial, organised by a formal cult to explicitly bind together a community (as in the Latin 
religare, to bind), whereas a magical rite is ‘private, secret, mysterious, and ultimately tending towards 
one that is forbidden.’ Mauss also offers a somewhat more practical definition, when he observes that 
“magic differs from religion in desired outcome. Religion seeks to satisfy moral and metaphysical ends, 
while magic is a functional art which often seeks to accomplish tangible results.” (p. 22) It is worth noting 
that once again, magic is defined here in terms of the subject and their desires.
86 Aleister Crowley and Gerald Gardner both endorse magick as a religious practice, in order to discover 
one’s proper and natural purpose in life. ‘All other aims of Magick were side-issues, valuable only as 
they conduced to the great aim, the Great Work; and if they were pursued as ends in themselves, they 
became Black Magic.’ (Gardner 1959, p. 102). Crowley (1929, part 3, ‘Introduction and Theorems’) even 
insists that ‘Magick may be defined as the name given to Science by the vulgar.’ 
87 Jameson 1991, p. 31
88 Ibid.
89 Dukes 2000, p. 24
90 Horne 2000, p. 7
91 In one of the more overtly racist expressions of this argument, Frazer (1922, chapter 4) says that ‘among
the Aborigines of Australia, the rudest savages as to whom we possess accurate information, magic is 
universally practised.’ He claims that ‘one of the great achievements of the nineteenth century was to run
shafts down into this low mental stratum.’
92  Hume 1757, section iii: ‘in proportion as any man’s course of life is governed by accident, we always 
find that he increases in superstition, as may particularly be observed of gamesters and sailors.’
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and guidance early man could not have mastered his practical difficulties as he has done, 
nor could man have advanced to the higher stages of culture.’93 
This teleological narrative crops up everywhere in modern thought, even in the thinking of 
people who self-identify as magicians. Oberon and Morning Glory Zell say that ‘ancient people 
anticipated scientific ideas’ with their magical beliefs.94 Under this regime, magic is (or was) an 
intuitive source of knowledge which would be validated much later – as if magic had been waiting 
all this time, with hands outstretched, to finally receive the status of truth which only science can 
bestow. Before we can use scientific reasoning to develop effective cures, we must first create 
magical cures; before we can believe in an omnipotent God who imposes order upon the 
universe, we must believe that invisible (magical) powers exist at all;95 before we can produce art 
which is worth exhibiting to an audience, we must first project the spirits that we see in our 
dreams onto the cave walls.96 But we should not naively accept that magic arises literally before 
other modes of thought.97 It is difficult to speak about these modes of thought ‘without seeming to 
introduce a kind of cosmic or even spiritual evolution from one to the other, as if they were 
arranged in stages and ascended degrees of perfection. Nothing of the sort.’98 Magic and science 
are not ‘stages’ in the evolution of human thought, and nor is religion,99 nor art, nor philosophy. 
There is no fixed order in which these methods must have developed. On the one hand, it is fair to
say that scientific thought (formalised during the Enlightenment) holds a certain status in the 
modern world which is historically unprecedented. But it is also fair to say, as Lévi-Strauss does, 
that neolithic man was already ‘the heir of a long scientific tradition,’ having inherited knowledge 
(born from observation and critical reason) of pottery, agriculture, animal husbandry, etc.100 The 
various modes of thought are right there, available whenever we wish to employ them; what 
actually varies over time and between cultures is how fluently we employ them, especially in 
public discourse. The great triumph of the Enlightenment was a discourse: a sudden, dramatic 
93 Malinowski 1948, p. 70
94 Zell and Zell 1990
95 Malinowski 1948, pp. 2-3:  ‘early man seeks above all to control the course of nature for practical ends, 
and he does it directly, by rite and spell. ... Only much later, finding the limitations of his magical might, 
does he in fear or hope, in supplication or defiance, appeal to higher beings.’
96 Walter Benjamin (1936, part V) says that ‘the elk portrayed by the man of the Stone Age on the walls of 
his cave was an instrument of magic. He did expose it to his fellow men, but in the main it was meant for 
the spirits.’ Similarly, Gardner (1959, p. 103) muses, ‘I sometimes wonder if the origin of poetry was from
magic,’ citing Celtic legends of songs which produced magical effects.
97 Even as Claude Lévi-Strauss (1966, chapter 1) carefully lays out his distinction between ‘savage’ and 
‘cultivated’ thought, he observes that ‘one deprives oneself of all means of understanding magical 
thought if one tries to reduce it to a moment or stage in technical and scientific evolution. … Magical 
thought is not to be regarded as a beginning, a rudiment, a sketch, a part of a whole which has not yet 
materialized. It forms a well-articulated system, and is in this respect independent of that other system 
which constitutes science.’
98 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p.77
99 Grant Morrison (in Smith 2008, part 9) makes precisely this error when he says that religion ‘got us 
through the night for a while,’ but now it is time to put away childish things.
100Lévi-Strauss 1966, chapter 1
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increase in the ‘public use of reason.’101
Enlightenment insisted that magic had already had its day, and now all progress must 
come from reason. Once Malinowski’s ‘higher stages of culture’ are achieved, magic comes to 
occupy the same category as ‘miracles’ in the writing of David Hume: of course we must accept 
that in the past, people believed all sorts of nonsense, because it hardly mattered what they 
believed.102 They were powerless. But as we become enlightened, someone's claim that they 
witnessed something which seems impossible (like a dead man coming back to life) must be 
weighed against the overwhelming evidence that such a thing actually is impossible.103 Magic and 
miracles are both conceptualised by the philosophers of the Enlightenment as 'supernatural' – 
something which cannot exist within a Spinozan universe governed by natural laws.104 
If the image of thought is a plane, then the public discourse of the Enlightenment redefined
what it meant to orient one's thinking upon that plane. In the classical image of thought, the wise 
would 'turn towards' the light of God and reason, and so faith was the primary method of 
orientation.105 But enlightenment rejected belief and substituted it with knowledge. According to 
Kant, the motto of enlightenment is ‘dare to know’ (sapere aude).106 That knowledge is produced 
through discourse: Kant urges that we must argue and demand evidence, in defiance of those 
repressive authorities who tell us “do not argue – believe!” Enlightenment demanded that we no 
longer merely look towards something that we might believe in, but instead required that we follow
a trail, infer our prey's precise coordinates upon the plane, and strive to accurately track its 
movements.107 As a result, 'believing in science' without empirical evidence is just as illegitimate 
as believing in magic, or believing in God, without any lived experience which supports that 
belief.108 In the modern era, a reasonable person must not take as doctrine the assertions made 
by scientists or anybody else, but must acquire knowledge through empirical evidence and 
rational discourse.
Magicians, however, often take pride in the unorthodoxy of their beliefs, and are largely 
unconcerned about whether anybody considers those beliefs to be correct.109 An individual 
magician does not necessarily care whether their beliefs are justified, or whether other magicians 
101According to Kant 1784, the ‘public use of reason’ is the defining characteristic of Enlightenment.
102Hume 1757, section iii
103 Hume 1748, section X, ‘Of Miracles’
104 Spinoza 1833, part 1, ‘Concerning God’
105 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 53
106 Kant 1784, 'What is enlightenment?'
107 Deleuze and Guattari practically disregard belief in their analysis, and they consistently emphasise the 
power of desire or intent over belief, particularly in Anti-Oedipus (1977). See p. 107: one failure of the 
psychoanalysts is that 'they actually believe in all of this – in myth, in Oedipus and castration.' See also 
p. 250: 'there is no longer any need of belief, and the capitalist is merely striking a pose when he 
bemoans the fact that nowadays no one believes in anything anymore. Language no longer signifies 
something that must be believed, it indicates rather what is going to be done…'
108 See Sanchez 1995, p. 20: ‘When we do not prove ourselves equal to our myths, and are consequently 
not capable of acting on them, we convert them into dogma and found a religion. … A myth is something
to be lived; dogma is something to be believed; the first invites action, the second invites submission.’
109 Ezzy 2005, p. 7
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believe in the same supernatural forces. Fiona Horne notes that Wicca ‘doesn’t provide answers 
as to what the Goddesses and Gods actually are, but emphasises that whichever way the 
individual relates to them is the right way for him/her.’110 Aleister Crowley goes much further: he 
indicates that the gods and spirits probably aren’t real, and insists that the magician should be 
able to tell the difference between lived experiences and theoretical explanations. ‘By doing 
certain things, certain results will follow; students are most earnestly warned against attributing 
objective reality or philosophic validity to any of them.’111 A magician should focus their attention 
on getting results, on finding methods that work. As Ramsay Dukes observes, a magician simply 
practices magic, regardless of whether they can explain how magic works: ‘he did the spell, she 
was cured. If it was a coincidence, it doesn’t matter, just so long as he can bring about such 
coincidences.’112 Questions like “how does it work” and “how is that possible” are only a problem 
for the rationalist.
A key theory of magic in the modern era is presented by Tanya Luhrmann in her 1989 
book, Persuasions of the Witch’s Craft. Luhrmann problematises magic by asking, ‘why do people
find magic persuasive? … How do practitioners continue to practice in the face of constant 
failure?’113 Luhrmann is controversial because she alienates the subjects of her research, whom 
she describes as ‘pension plan managers, industrial engineers and teachers’ who come together 
every few weeks ‘to call upon the “Horned One” while standing naked in an Islington sitting 
room.’114 Even though she has experienced ‘real magic’ first-hand, Luhrmann takes for granted 
that obviously magic is not real, and so she is compelled to study why seemingly ‘reasonable 
people’ would engage in such unreasonable practices. 
For Luhrmann, magic is a way of interpreting events in one’s own life. The shift as one 
becomes a magician, comes to think and feel ‘like a magician,’ is a process that she calls 
interpretive drift: 
‘Intellectual and experiential changes shift in tandem, a ragged co-evolution of intellectual 
habits and phenomenological involvement. Magicians demonstrate the rite’s efficacy by 
their experiential response; they interpret their dreams with altered intellectual habits. And 
the more the rituals are confirmed and the dreams interpreted, the more sensible the 
magic becomes.’115 
110 Horne 2000, p. 4
111 Crowley 1929, part 3, “Liber O vel Manus et Sagittae”
112 Dukes 2000, p. 22-23
113 Luhrmann 1989, p. 8
114 Luhrmann 1989, p. 310. Unsurprisingly, the mocking tone that Luhrmann directs towards her subjects 
has attracted criticism from other scholars. If she herself identified as a magician, this attitude would 
likely be interpreted as a healthy sense of humour about the comically unorthodox beliefs of her own 
community. But coming from a non-believer, Luhrman’s snark feels very much like a betrayal of those 
people who have generously opened up their private lives to her.
115 Luhrmann 1989, p. 315
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This process is also endorsed by my case studies: Grant Morrison explains that in order to 
become a magician, you must ‘declare yourself to be a magician, behave like a magician, practice
magic every day,’ (and ‘if necessary, fake it til you make it’) until ‘magical consciousness ... 
merges with and becomes everyday consciousness.’116 Oberon Zell affirms that a wizard should 
‘be a constant student of life,’ and ‘take the most mundane things and surroundings, sense their 
inner magick and be able to open that window for others.’117 Fiona Horne similarly affirms that her 
magical identity is founded upon interpreting her own life in a holistic way: ‘being a witch is about 
having your eyes wide open and experiencing the whole onslaught of existence.’118 A would-be 
magician must sit up and pay attention, because every experience is a opportunity to discover 
magic, to bring secrets from the unconscious up into the light.
Like many scholars who have written about magical practices, Luhrmann takes an 
ethnographic approach, and her research succeeds when she ‘goes native.’ She begins to 
recognise that, like her subjects, she possesses the power to literally see the spirits of the ancient 
Druids, to become a feline avatar of Bast, and so on.119 But crucially, Luhrmann does not stay 
native.120 Such a transformation threatens to undermine the legitimacy of ethnographers who are 
expected to write about their experiences with a certain critical distance.121 Foucault says that 
‘modern man no longer communicates with the madman,’ because medical discourse has 
produced only ‘a monologue of reason about madness.’122 Similarly, anthropological discourse 
has until very recently produced a monologue of reason about magic, by scholars who feel that 
superstition is beneath them.123 The historical function of this discourse has been to illuminate 
‘primitive’ beliefs with the supposedly objective light of reason, so as to justify colonialism.124 
Implicitly, magic belongs to the subjugated Indigenous other, to the mentally ill, and perhaps to 
the rebellious teenager who wants nothing more than to shock their parents. This is why Hildred 
Geertz criticises Keith Thomas’ history of English magic, Religion and the Decline of Magic125  – 
because he borrows concepts from ‘some of the subjects themselves. In doing so, he takes part 
116 Morrison 2003, p. 16-17
117 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 8
118 Horne 2000, p. 7
119 See Luhrmann 1989, pp. 318-320
120 This ‘going (but not staying) native’ is observed by Hutton 2004, p. 178
121 Wouter Hanegraaff (2012, pp. 1-2) observes that ‘magic’ is one of many names for an irrational domain
which intellectuals are obliged to reject out of hand. The rejection is usually implicit, because it 
constitutes the very foundation of our identity as intellectuals: we are not like those irrational people who 
call that place home. As Hanegraaff identifies it, our anxiety is that this territory cannot be mapped. Here 
be dragons.
122 Foucault 1965, pp. x-xi
123 See e.g. Mauss 1972, Freud 1918, Frazer 1922, and Malinowski 1948. Note that these authors are all 
interested in the magical practices of a racialised other.
124 See e.g. During 2018 and Jones 2017: The 19th-century French magician Jean Eugene Robert-Houdin
is a key figure in this view, whose formal tailcoats defined what a secular magician ought to look like in 
the modern age, and whose performances in colonial Algeria served explicitly to show the superiority of 
enlightened French beliefs over the superstitions of the local Muslims.
125 Thomas 1971. I should add that Thomas’ work is breathtakingly thorough, and deserves only the 
highest praise.
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in the very cultural process that he is studying.’126 But by the standards of more recent Pagan 
studies, Thomas’ archival and library research has got nothing on the auto-ethnographic writing of
scholars like Margot Adler, Douglas Ezzy, Ronald Hutton, Susan Greenwood, Chas Clifton, or 
Sabina Magliocco, all of whom have been ‘native’ for quite some time now and who are unlikely to
ever come ‘back’ to the traditional scholarly opinion that magic is the exclusive domain of the 
uneducated.
A major shift in ethnographic discourse on this topic occured when the renowned 
anthropologist Edith Turner advocated in the 1990s for ‘radical participation,’ after she came to 
accept that the spirits she had observed during various rituals were literally real, that they were 
not a metaphor or a delusion. She explains that ‘for me, “going native” achieved a breakthrough to
an altogether different world view, foreign to academia, by means of which certain material was 
chronicled that could have been gathered in no other way.’127 The turning point came in 1994, 
when Turner published this sentiment alongside many other leading anthropologists who all felt 
the same way, in a volume titled Being Changed by Cross-Cultural Encounters: The Anthropology
of Extraordinary Experience.128
Although I cannot count myself among the ranks of these autoethnographers, I should say 
that my work is indebted to theirs. Each of them has brought their interest in magic 'out of the 
broom closet' in order to establish magic as a cultural object worthy of study on its own terms (and
not just a lazy superstition to be dismissed, in order to validate a more 'rational' standpoint). Most 
of all, my research is indebted to that of Susan Greenwood, whose writing about 'magical 
consciousness' emphasises what happens when a subject begins to think in magical terms. For 
Greenwood, “reality” is culturally constructed, and so anthropologists attempting to study the 
“reality” of a subject who practices magic (and particularly, a subject who visits “other worlds”) 
must take the concept of magic seriously, and at least provisionally accept that the worlds and 
spirits and so on which magicians speak of might really exist.
Greenwood is especially sensitive to the rough treatment that neopagans recieved from 
Luhrmann. Greenwood's work is in large part a reaction against Luhrmann's Persuasions and the 
way it objectified the neopagan community, and so I tend to think of Greenwood in terms of how 
she has directly iterated and improved upon Luhrmann's work.129 But one point of contention 
between these two scholars that I should like to emphasise is that Greenwood criticises the 
interpretive-drift model for ‘rendering the dynamics of magic invisible,’ because Luhrmann 
dismisses magic as a potential source of truth.130 Even though I am generally far more 
126 Geertz 1979, pp. 76-77
127 Turner 1993
128 Edited by Goulet and Young, 1994. See also Researching Paganisms (2004), edited by Blain, Ezzy 
and Harvey, which is a continuation of this same academic tradition.
129 In fact, I would suggest that Luhrmann's Persuasions of the Witch's Craft (1989) should be read back-
to-back with Greenwood's The Anthropology of Magic (2010): although Luhrmann's insights are useful, 
Greenwood demonstrates a more deliberate and ethical approach to researching neopagan subjects. 
130 See Greenwood 2010, p. 137
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sympathetic to Greenwood than I am to Luhrmann, I would argue that Luhrmann’s disinterest in 
'magical truth' is actually the great strength of her theory: she does not allow us to be distracted or
confused by questions of truth,131 but emphasises how a magical interpretation affects the subject,
how the subject becomes a magician as they pursue this interpretation. Whether one is or 
remains a magician, in the end, is irrelevant to the process of becoming.132 As Ronald Hutton 
notes, anthropologists since Turner who describe ‘being changed’ by their encounters with the 
supernatural are still effectively saying that they have experienced Luhrmann’s interpretive drift, 
but reformulated so that ‘by drifting away from the interpretations made by mainstream Western 
rationalist culture, scholars could learn something genuinely valid and useful about the nature of 
the world.’133 For these anthropologists (and I should think for ‘rational’ people everywhere), 
interpretive drift occurs as a response to a meaningful encounter with the other, when the 
interpreter learns how to follow the other’s example.
Throughout my research I have struggled to define what ‘magic’ means, but in its various 
historical contexts we see that 'magic' is an elastic term which serves many purposes. The 
pleasure of magical thinking is thinking differently, drifting away from familiar well-defined 
concepts, into a space where things are surprising and novel. Turner and her peers demonstrate 
that empathy is an extremely effective method for drawing us into this space: by thinking as the 
other thinks, we can subjectively drift into another world. The remainder of this introduction will 
examine how such a subjective movement can be achieved through writing.
Hagiography and the exemplary subject
‘But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being 
transformed into the same image from glory to glory ...’
- 2 Corinthians 3:18
‘As a young lad … I enjoyed reading biographies of people who inspired me in various ways. 
With such sterling examples, I’ve tried to live a life that would be interesting enough so that 
others would like to read about it someday. ... Early on I considered that my life was already 
getting so weird that any biography of me would have to be presented as science fiction!’
- Oberon Zell, “Talking My Walk”134
131 As Friedrich Schleiermacher observes, the meaning of a text or a discourse is completely disconnected
from its truth. Schleiermacher’s approach to hermeneutics will be discussed below.
132 Compare Hall 1992, p. 277. In order to unburden himself of his authority as a cultural theorist, Hall 
speaks about what he has experienced. ‘Autobiography is usually thought of as seizing the authority of 
authenticity. But in order not to be authoritative, I’ve got to speak autobiographically.’ The fact that Hall is
an expert in his field is a distraction from his efforts to explain how the field first emerged, to account for 
how he affected it and how it affected him.
133 Hutton 2004, p. 179. 
134 Sulak 2014, p. 5
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Hagiography is often supposed to have had its day. As William Hazlitt notes, ‘the heroes of
the fabulous ages rid the world of monsters and giants.’135 In hagiography we can identify a long 
tradition of taking fantastic claims seriously, and interpreting them ‘on their own terms.’ The 
primary purpose of hagiography is to celebrate those holy individuals whose lives have been 
touched by the divine: ‘in order to be strictly hagiographic, a document should be ... inspired by 
devotion to the saints and intended to promote it.’136 Hagiographic writing presumes from the very 
outset that of course the world is enchanted. Even a critical reader of the Lives of the Saints 
would accept that of course God and the angels are real, and of course God makes His presence 
felt in people’s lives. The question of whether or not to believe in God is not even on the table.137 
Similarly, Oberon Zell comments that ‘one of the questions I get asked the most is, “do you really 
believe in magick?” This always amazes me. I mean, you don’t talk about believing in things that 
are part of your everyday reality. No one asks if you believe in cars, television, or trees; they’re 
just there.’138 Of course the magicians believe that magic is real139 – that is not what is at stake in 
their biographical narratives.
The question at the heart of hagiographic critique, then, is whether this person is really a 
saint. Did their miraculous tale really occur, or was it all made up by the hagiographer? 
Hagiographic tales are always centered upon a unique individual, someone who saw Jacob’s 
ladder to heaven more clearly than most of us do. De Certeau identifies this exemplary 
individualism as the core religious function of hagiography.140 One reads the saint’s story so that 
one can be like the saint, and – perhaps more importantly – so that the reader can go where the 
saint has gone. This is why de Certeau says that the Lives of the Saints offer a ‘vacation,’ a 
‘departure’ from familiar life:141 because they produce a subjective movement, a freeing of the 
imagination, like Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘flight’ to the horizon.142 Hagiographic narratives typically 
135 Hazlitt 1845, p. 11. Following the example laid out by Hazlitt’s ‘contemporary portraits’ (1825), modern 
hagiography strives to represent its subjects realistically, insofar as such a thing is possible when writing 
about miracles. See Taylor 2005, p. 288: photographs of modern saints Bernadette of Lourdes and 
Thérèse of Lisieux demonstrate ‘a struggle to accord the materials generated by the camera with an 
existing canon of representation.’
136 Delehaye 1907, chapter 1
137 See also Luhrmann 1989, p. 310: since belief is a hermeneutic tool, people tend to only consider ‘what 
they believe’ when trying to make sense of their actions, often after the fact. If what we believe 
influences our behaviour, it only does so insofar as we think of ourselves as believers, who choose to act
consistently with our beliefs.
138 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 151
139 See Wittgenstein 1953, p. 162: ‘if there were a verb meaning “to believe falsely,” it would not have any 
significant first person, present indicative.’
140 De Certeau 1988, p. 270
141 De Certeau 1988, p. 273-274.  This relationship between physical travel and the ‘flight’ of imagination 
offers some insight into the relationship that de Certeau sees between places, which are physical 
locations, and spaces, which are conceptual (and in much of de Certeau’s writing, spiritual) regions that 
exceed location. This relationship is explored more fully in Ward 1998: see especially p. 430. Practices 
‘open up spatial possibilities,’ because space is (in de Certeau’s words) a ‘practiced place.’
142 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 41
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orbit around a sacred site – a grotto, a tomb, a mountain, etc. The return to this familiar site is 
crucial, because it validates the saint’s fantastic life, ‘as if this place remains its ultimate proof.’143 
To read about a pilgrimage site serves the same function as going and seeing that site. This is the
hermeneutic approach which I wish to apply to the extraordinary narratives of my case studies. 
Where do they take us? What path must we follow in order to reach their enchanted other-
spaces? 
Discourse about exemplary individuals often contains a supernatural implication. The 
power to control the gaze of others – to fascinate – was described by Pliny as a supernatural 
blessing bestowed by the god Fascinus, and this blessing was particularly necessary when a 
military commander appeared before the public at his Triumph.144 Charisma is similarly a gift from 
God, bestowed so that the recipient may better serve as a leader within the church, as described 
in the epistles of Saint Paul.145 It is not so great a leap, then, for Oberon Zell to command people’s
attention with a magic wand and a pointy hat, or for Fiona Horne to bare her skin through a 
pentacle-shaped window in her dress. These performances are a tacit acknowledgement of the 
supernatural power of fame. Mythic figures, such as the Greek Orion and the Pleiades, or the 
Chinese Cowherd and Weaver, became famous by literally becoming stars – a feat which was 
also attributed to Julius Caesar.146 Aleister Crowley asserts that 'every man and every woman is a 
star,’147 but clearly we are not all the same kind of stars as Kanye West or Angelina Jolie.148 
Each of the authors that I discuss in this thesis are figures in the public eye. As self-made 
celebrities, each has developed a magical public persona in interviews, autobiographies, and in 
frequent appearances in their own fiction.149 Their ‘lives’ have been made available to us, as 
narratives to be interpreted. My ‘body of texts’ to be interpreted is the lives of the sorcerers – a 
work of creative artifice, just as surely as the Lives of the saints were written by hagiographers. 
Each case study in this dissertation is, at least in part, a critical biography, but it is important to 
143 De Certeau 1988, p. 281
144 Pliny’s Natural History (book 28, chapter 7) describes how an image of the god’s phallus is hung upon 
the cribs of infants and under the chariots of triumphant generals, so that the god will turn aside the 
envious gaze which brings misfortune.
145 1 Corinthians 12 provides a catalogue of the various charismata that God distributes among His 
followers – the power of healing, the power to speak prophecy, the power to speak in tongues, and so 
on. The modern usage of ‘charisma,’ the quality possessed by both religious and secular leaders, can be
traced from Max Weber’s use of the term to differentiate the disruptive power of individuals from the 
stable power of institutions. See Marshall 2014, pp. 20-22.
146 A comet which appeared immediately after Julius Caesar’s assassination was interpreted (particularly 
by political supporters of his son Augustus) as a sign that he had become a god. See e.g. the final 
section of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, book XV.
147 Crowley 1904, chapter 1, verse 3
148 As Shakespeare quips, ‘when beggars die there are no comets seen.’ (Julius Caesar  ,  act 2, scene 2)
149 There is a reason why the protagonist of Fiona Horne’s novel is Vania Thorne, why the man who calls 
himself Kirk Morrison in The Invisibles shares Grant Morrison’s face, and why Alan Moore, descended 
from the Vernon family, tells the stories of Alma Warren and the Vernalls in Jerusalem. As Deleuze and 
Guattari observe (1994, p. 46), it is the destiny of the philosopher to become their conceptual persona. 
These magicians are simply trying to ensure that their own becoming will proceed as smoothly as 
possible.
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emphasise that these ‘lives’ are not objective truths. These are narratives which each of the 
authors has produced, and by interpreting these narratives as episodes in their lives, I am 
participating in that same act of myth-making. The subjects of these narratives are not simply 
Grant Morrison, Alan Moore, Oberon Zell or Fiona Horne, but rather the personae that these 
authors have assumed, so that they could each write from another perspective. These subjects 
include the elusive shape-shifting author of The Invisibles, the charlatan who serves as Master of 
Ceremonies for the Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels, the wizard who wrote 
The Grimoire for the Apprentice Wizard, and the bewitching Goddess-avatar who wrote Bewitch A
Man. Much like the saints, these personae are modelled on demonstrably real individuals, but our 
creative imagination renders them larger-than-life, granting them the supernatural power to 
ascend into the enchanted heavens. In turn, they grant us access to that world, if we can follow 
them.
David Marshall notes that in the age of social media, the public’s access to the lives of 
celebrities is enhanced by the practice of idiomatically ‘searching’ for them and ‘following’ them.150 
Marshall implicitly describes the act of ‘following’ a celebrity on social media in terms of proximity 
rather than movement: the celebrity occupies ‘a social space closer to us.’ But who has moved? 
Do we really ‘follow’ these stars, or do we actually draw them closer to ourselves? Certainly the 
most fascinating celebrities are those whose appear before their public like a supernatural vision, 
and then retreat, so that we are compelled to actively pursue them – to participate, to interpret – 
rather than passively consuming their work. We yearn to know about their secret life, the life 
which has been so artfully concealed behind their exquisite mask.151 Jacob’s ladder may have 
vanished into the astronomically distant heavens,152 but the starry figures who move along that 
ladder persist in a space that is still relatively close to us. In the case of the sorcerers, their 
personae retreat into the texts that they have published, and so that is where we must search for 
them.
Other elusive subjects in other texts invite this same fascination. In A Thousand Plateaus, 
Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptual persona, Professor Challenger,153 stands before a lecture 
150 Marshall 2014, p. xi; significantly, this ‘following’ is a new development which has occurred since the 
first publication of Marshall’s book, Celebrity and Power, in 1997. This shift, in Marshall’s view, moves 
celebrities into ‘a social space closer to us than ever before.’ Compare Crowley 1904, chapter 2, verses 
2-7: ‘"Come unto me" is a foolish word: for it is I that go.’
151 A powerful example is Beyonce Knowles-Carter’s 2016 film, Lemonade, a cryptic biographical text 
which urgently demanded interpretation. The response from fans on social media was overwhelmingly, 
‘what does it mean?’ Did Beyonce intend to divorce Jay-Z? Who was ‘Becky with the good hair?’ If Jay-Z
had helped to produce this album, did that mean that the Carters’ private lives were actually a carefully 
choreographed performance? Signs carry secret meanings: the ‘hot sauce in my bag’ is revealed to be a
baseball bat; in her yellow dress, Queen Bey is an avatar of Oshun, goddess of sweet water; fans of 
HBO’s True Detective recognise the mystical city of Carcosa in the arches of Fort Macomb, Louisiana. 
Beyonce denounces ‘that Illuminati mess’ as a conspiracy theory concocted by haters, but of course, a 
real Illuminata would say that, wouldn’t she?
152 As William Hazlitt puts it, ‘there can never be another Jacob's dream. Since that time, the heavens 
have gone farther off, and grown astronomical.’  (Hazlitt 1845, ‘On poetry in general.’)
153 A figure borrowed from the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. In their later writing (1994, pp. 47-48), 
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theatre and gives a bewildering explanation of his authors’ philosophical position, before he 
transforms into something inhuman and vanishes through a ‘mystical gate-opening,’ moving 
‘towards the plane of consistency.’154 His shocked audience does not dare to follow him, but of 
course, for the curious reader, his disappearance invites pursuit. If we continue to read A 
Thousand Plateaus, it is because we wish to follow him down the rabbit hole, until we arrive at the
plane of consistency ourselves.
The same pattern of disappearance and pursuit is evident in the writing of Michel Foucault.
Foucault is no magician, but he is also no philosopher, no historian, no political scientist, no 
sociologist; he refused to define who he was, or what position he occupied in relation to other 
scholars. Jameson classifies Foucault as a postmodern writer, because he effaces the boundaries
between various disciplines to produce that new genre of writing which would very simply be 
called ‘theory.’155 Foucault’s various positions, taken together, ‘hold a seductive promise of a kind 
of theoretical mastery,’156 but the man consistently refused to be anything so authoritative. 
Foucault describes the act of writing as ‘a voluntary obliteration of the self,’157 and he explains that
the reason why he persisted in writing at all, and took such pleasure in it, was that he was
‘preparing – with a rather shaky hand – a labyrinth into which I can venture, in which I can
move my discourse, opening up underground passages,  forcing it  to go far from itself,
finding overhangs that reduce and deform its itinerary,  in which I  can lose myself  and
appear at last to eyes that I will never have to meet again. I am no doubt not the only one
who writes in order to have no face. Do not ask who I am and do not ask me to remain the
same: leave it to our bureaucrats and our police to see that our papers are in order. At
least spare us their morality when we write.’158
This is why, when Michel de Certeau defines Foucault’s identity at all, he calls him a 
passeur (a smuggler, a ferryman – evocatively translated by Brian Massumi as a ‘man of 
passage’),159 like the ferryman who carries the hero to the underworld.160 Foucault slips past us. 
Deleuze and Guattari distinguish between conceptual personae (the subjects of philosophy, who think 
on our behalf) and aesthetic figures (the subjects of art, who experience on our behalf, so that we can 
come to identify with them and thus participate in their experiences). Clearly, though, conceptual 
personae and aesthetic figures can sometimes pass through one another: Professor Challenger is an 
aesthetic figure transformed into a conceptual persona. Socrates fulfils both roles in Plato's writing, as do
many of Nietzsche's characters, including Zarathustra, Dionysus, and Christ. The magicians Grant 
Morrison and Alan Moore incorporate such hybrid figures into their writing as well.
154 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 82. Passages describing Challenger’s transformation and 
disappearance are lifted directly from H.P. Lovecraft’s Through the Gates of the Silver Key.
155 Jameson 1982
156 Gibson 2007, p. 18
157 Foucault 1969, p. 301
158 Foucault 1972, p. 17
159 De Certeau 1986, pp. 193 and 259
160 Although the Greek Charon is the archetypal underworld ferryman, a more relevant figure in my mind is
the man with the cursed oar, from the fairy tale “The Devil with the Three Golden Hairs” (Grimm & 
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He mocks us when we try to identify ‘where he is coming from’ as a writer, when we attempt to 
solve his labyrinth and find where he has hidden himself in it:  ‘No no, I am not where you are 
lying in wait for me, but over here, laughing at you.’161 This elusiveness is vitally important: ‘to be 
pigeonholed within a hierarchy of domains of knowledge and of positions, and thus finally to be 
“established” – that, for Foucault, was the very figure of death.’162 To my mind, Foucault is like a 
spy in enemy territory, studying how the system functions while trying to conceal himself from it. 
Our efforts to “establish the truth about him” or to “resolve his status” are euphemisms for 
assassination (as they are in Tim Powers’ spy novel Declare).163
Carlos Castaneda similarly dismisses identity as the domain of ‘the establishment,’ of 
bureaucrats and policemen. Castaneda told Time magazine that 'to verify my life by giving you my
statistics is like using science to validate sorcery. It robs the world of its magic, and makes 
milestones out of us all.'164 Of course, Castaneda was an inveterate liar, and he would not want us
to pursue him too closely for fear that we would catch him on a lie, but this elusiveness is the very 
thing that makes Castaneda’s writing appealing. Many of Castaneda’s readers have asked, where
in the world is his mysterious teacher, the magician Don Juan Matus?165 He is a phantom. He 
probably never existed. If he can be found anywhere, it must be exclusively in Castaneda’s 
writing. Don Juan expresses his views on identity in Journey to Ixtlan: “Nobody knows my 
personal history. Nobody knows who I am or what I do. Not even I. … When one does not have 
personal history, nothing that one says can be taken for a lie.”166 By contrast, Don Juan says that 
if we pursue a life consisting of only that which is verifiably real, “we end up bored to death with 
ourselves and with the world.”167 By this logic, it would be impossible to write an authentic book of 
magic if one’s identity were reliably established; it would be impossible to re-enchant the world if 
all of one’s papers were in order.168
Faced with public scrutiny, the passeurs preserve their secrets. And a secret, de Certeau 
tells us, is the precondition for all hermeneutics.169 There can be no interpretation unless we 
determine that there is some hidden meaning in the text for us decipher. This is the function of 
Grimm 1984, volume 1, pp. 122-125). He is the ferryman right now, but if I were to take hold of the 
ferryman’s oar, then I would become the ferryman.
161 Foucault 1972, p. 17
162 De Certeau 1986, p. 194
163 Powers 2010, see e.g. chapter 7: ‘“You think we’ll resolve your status, as your service jargon has it? 
Establish the truth about you? No … it would be against our interest to kill you afterward.”’
164 Castaneda in Time magazine, 1973
165 Sanchez (1995, pp. xiv-xv) insists that if ‘the obsessive intellectual’ reads Castaneda at all, they will be 
particularly ‘bothered’ by the figure of Don Juan, and will treat Castaneda’s work as a kind of puzzle to 
be solved. I know that I am certainly guilty of this.
166 Castaneda 1972, pp. 14-16
167 Castaneda 1972, p. 17
168 In Moore and Campbell 2010, Eddie Campbell accuses Alan Moore of using tarot cards inappropriately,
and jokingly asks, “are you allowed to do that?” Moore explains that the Tarot Police have no authority 
over him, because “all these guys, me included, are very clearly just making all this shit up as we go 
along.”
169 De Certeau 1992a, pp. 98-99
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mysticism: it transforms the text into a message from an unknown author. (How are we meant to 
read this text? Who wants us to read it in this way?) The secret localises a conflict between the 
other, wherein knowledge is concealed, and the subject’s own desire, framed by Certeau as the 
‘will to know.’170 This desire is ‘a wanting that institutes a knowing,’ and is the beginning and 
center of all mystical language.171
Sarah Pike observes that Pagan festivals often attract unwanted attention from outsiders 
(particularly from conservative Christians who anticipate an orgy of sexual abuse and blood 
sacrifice): ‘by keeping their religious identities to themselves and holding their festivals at isolated 
sites, Pagans make their religious practices even more fascinating to outsiders. By the very act of 
hiding what they are doing, they draw attention to themselves.’172 These festivals are typically 
framed by their attendees as a ‘retreat’ from mundane life, but the rational world often intrudes in 
order to interrogate these elusive subjects. This thesis is the product of a similarly rude 
fascination, an impulse to pursue the elusive magical subject into the textual labyrinth that they 
have hidden within. 
What lies beyond the text?
‘“Michel Foucault says this is a very technical lecture, and difficult, and, I think he wants to 
imply, boring. He suggests that it would be better for everyone to leave now.” Nobody 
budged. If the great man’s talk was to be obscure and difficult, so much the better!’
- James Miller173
‘“It happened there,” the mystic can say … But, he adds, “it was not that,” because for him
the experience has to do with something other than a site,  an impression, or a certain
knowledge.’
- Michel de Certeau174 
‘There is a secret. What is esoteric, what is profound and what is deep is what we will call
the implicit. What is obvious and in the open is what we will call the explicit. … You and
your  environment  are explicitly  as different  as different  could  be,  but  implicitly  you go
together.’
- Alan Watts175
170 De Certeau 1992a, pp. 98
171 De Certeau 1992a, p. 168
172 Pike 2001, p. 100
173 Miller 1993, p. 321
174 De Certeau 1992b, p. 17
175 Watts 1965, “Part 5: Myth of Myself”
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The lives of the sorcerers are texts which demand interpretation, but this is true of all 
biographical narratives. Tanya Luhrmann describes humans as ‘interpreters of culture,’ who, in 
order to function, must presume that their fellow humans believe things about the world, and that 
they act according to those beliefs.176 Beliefs ‘describe the intentional consistency of the believer, 
and as such they are a valuable tool in the interpreter’s toolkit.’177 But Luhrmann also 
acknowledges that in reality, people’s motivations are much more complex than we generally give
them credit for. To simply say that someone engages in magical practices ‘because they believe 
in magic,’ or that someone goes to work ‘because they believe in capitalism,’ is reductive in the 
extreme. Certainly there is such a thing as belief – it is not just a rationalisation that we employ in 
order to justify our actions – but there are also more complex, more relevant motivators, which are
easily forgotten when we become obsessed with the question of what someone ‘really believes.’ It
is better to ask how someone thinks, how their thinking works. This is why I have followed the 
sorcerers back into the magical other-space that they disappear into: because that space is ‘the 
image that thought gives itself.’178 This is the best way that we can hope to understand the 
magicians on their own terms.
As I have worked on this dissertation, I have at times taken for granted Fredric Jameson’s 
claim that the political is ‘the absolute horizon of all reading and all interpretation,’ that ‘everything 
is “in the last analysis” political.’179 It is worth noting that the Age of Reason is, in practice, the age 
of capitalism. Silvia Federici observes that the witch-hunts of the early modern era ‘destroyed a 
universe of practices, beliefs and social subjects whose existence was incompatible with capitalist
work discipline.’180 Keith Thomas argues that as Europe jettisoned so many cultural practices as 
‘superstition,’ we felt the desperate need to replace these practices with new ones.181 This is why 
de Certeau says that ‘the mysticism of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries proliferates in 
proximity to a loss.’182 What was lost was taken in the sixteenth century, by the enclosure of land, 
by colonisation, and by the killing of witches. If magical thinking can offer a way for us to ‘think 
differently,’ then surely there must be a place for magic in political discourse. Elizabeth Grosz 
observes that any position which claims the label of ‘feminism’ must ‘aspire to change, to 
176 Luhrmann 1989, pp. 307-308. Luhrmann cites Gellner’s cognitive ethic, that we must strive for 
consistency in the assertions that we make about the world. Beliefs are a way for us to interpret human 
behaviour as having consistent motives.
177 Ibid., p. 308
178 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 37
179 Jameson 1981, pp. 1, 5. More specifically, Jameson’s position is that ‘only Marxism can give us an 
adequate account of the essential mystery of the cultural past,’ because historical matters ‘recover their 
original urgency for us only if they are retold within the unity of a single great collective story; only if, in 
however disguised and symbolic a form, they are seen as sharing a single fundamental theme … if they 
are grasped as vital episodes in a single vast unfinished plot.’
180 Federici 2004, pp. 164-165. Federici also notes that ‘hundreds of thousands of women could not have 
been massacred and subjected to the cruelest tortures unless they posed a challenge to the power 
structure’ as Europe transitioned from feudalism to capitalism.
181 Thomas 1971, pp. 647-657: ‘it was the abandonment of magic which made possible the upsurge of 
technology,’ and not the other way around.
182 De Certeau 1986, p. 80
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innovation, to a future.’183 We could say the same of any progressive ideology: progress must 
‘somehow generate a new that is not entirely disconnected from the old, which nevertheless 
overcomes its problems, its oppressions, conflicts or struggles.’184 
Of all my case studies, I have been most sympathetic to Alan Moore, who describes 
himself as an anarchist, and whose ‘psychogeographical’ magic is influenced by Guy Debord and 
the Situationist movement to resist the disenchantment of city life. I have been critical of the 
various ways that members of the Pagan new religious movement (who are typically white)185 
have appropriated the experiences of Indigenous peoples around the world,186 and I have noted 
that Oberon Zell mostly avoids this kind of cultural appropriation by constructing his own nativity 
out of science fiction and fantasy novels (although, as we shall see, he is certainly not immune to 
racist thinking). When Fiona Horne and Grant Morrison each abandoned their public magical 
personae,187 my first naive inclination was to read this as the abandonment of a political struggle, 
a resignation to a life under capitalism, and I interpreted this resignation as the force which 
disenchants the world.188 (This interpretation is consistent with some analyses by scholars who 
assert that Paganism is a political movement,189 a form of ‘unnatural rebellion.’190) But this 
interpretation is not always supported by my case studies, who are often ambivalent about the 
political impact their magic might have. Such ambivalence is actually typical of Pagan magicians. 
Although magical discourse tends to idealise a pre-capitalist form of social life, at the same time, 
183 Grosz, in Buchanan and Colebrook 2000, p. 214
184 Ibid.
185 See e.g. Pike 2001, pp. 123-124: ‘The colorful diversity of Neopagan festivals and rituals masks the 
cultural uniformity of its members. Most Neopagans are middle-class European Americans who are 
seeking alternatives to the Christianity, Judaism or atheism of their parents.’
186 Clifford (2013, p. 16) observes a body of political solidarity, a présence indigène, which has been 
developed by Indigenous communities around the world in the twentieth century. The symbolic 
vocabulary of this movement includes shamanism, Mother Earth, the wisdom of elders, stewardship of 
the land, and other signs which have also been adopted by the predominantly-white Pagan community. I
would argue that Pagan religious identities produce a powerful sense of nativity, which allows white 
people to participate in the global présence indigène. In some cases, this participation is an expression 
of solidarity and alliance; in other cases, it is nothing more than appropriation.
187 To be clear, Horne and Morrison have continued practicing and speaking about magic, but they do not 
do so in public in quite the way that they once did; since Horne moved away from Los Angeles, and 
since the conclusion of Morrison’s The Invisibles, they have each ‘killed’ their magical personae.
188 Disenchantment is the realisation that it does not matter what we believe, because capitalism does not 
require our belief, only our labour. Those institutions which at one time appeared to be sustained by our 
belief have not always ceased to function when our convictions waned. Instead, their authority is 
revealed for what it has always been: the power to dominate and control us, so that the institution can 
perpetuate itself. See Foucault 1975, pp. 156, 205; institutional power is not wielded by powerful people, 
it is automated into a function of the institution itself. It is diffused and depersonalised, so that everyone 
is affected by such power, not just the 'powerless.'
189 See e.g Magliocco 2004, p. 202: ‘By choosing to identify as such, Neo-Pagans and revival Witches are 
knowingly and consciously constructing themselves as the opposite of right society — part of the dark, 
the irrational, the primitive, and the possibly dangerous. But as we have seen, from their point of view, 
there is nothing ‘right’ about right society.’
190 Gaskill 2017, elaborating on Hutton 2017: ‘People powerless by nature could aspire to power only 
through rebellion. This could be natural, in the sense of insurrection, or unnatural in the form of 
witchcraft. In the Christian tradition, the two were cemented ideologically.’
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the liberal ideology at the heart of capitalism is perfectly recapitulated in the Wiccan adage, “an’ it 
harm none, do what ye will.”191 Although Grant Morrison asserts that ‘becoming a magician is itself
a revolutionary act,’ he is reluctant to treat capitalism as a force to be resisted, and he asks, ‘what 
if instead it’s our playground? The natural environment into which we Pop Magicians are born, our
jungle, ocean and ice floe… to bargain with, and dance around, and transform, as best we can, 
into poetry?’192 
It is important to acknowledge this ambivalence, if we wish to understand contemporary 
magic in real terms. Feminist standpoint theorist Sandra Harding observes that if scholars have 
any hope of describing the whole social order, then first and foremost we must pay attention to the
lives of marginalised subjects.193 But although ‘magicians’ might constitute a marginalised social 
class, my case studies each command a global audience of enthusiastic fans, and they approach 
magic from a position of white privilege. Public discourse about celebrities tends to suggest that 
we ‘elect’ or ‘reward’ celebrities for being born with a charisma that sets them above most 
people,194 and curiously enough, it just so happens that these charismatic individuals also tend to 
naturalise the political and economic systems which grant them their platform. These factors limit 
just how far these particular sorcerers can pursue their desire to think differently, to conceptualise 
a new and different way of living. Of course they are ambivalent about changing the world - it 
already is their playground.
Cultural historian Johan Huizinga identifies an explicit parallel between magic circles and 
playgrounds:
‘Just as there is no formal difference between play and ritual, so the “consecrated spot” 
cannot be formally distinguished from the playground. The arena, the card-table, the 
magic circle, the temple, the stage, the screen, the tennis court, the court of justice, etc, 
are all in form and function playgrounds: ... temporary worlds within the ordinary world, 
dedicated to the performance of an act apart.’195
There are countless other-worlds, ‘set apart’ from the reality of everyday life. They crop up 
everywhere, but they are not equally accessible by every subject. When Grant Morrison says that 
191 Capitalist ideology is powerfully influenced by liberalism, as exemplified in the work of Enlightenment 
philosopher John Locke. Locke argues that as an inevitable result of human nature, individuals must 
come together and create societies ‘for the mutual preservation of their lives, liberties and estates’ 
(1690, chapter 9). However, this is the sole purpose of civil society: if my neighbour’s actions do not 
infringe upon my rights, then what they do is none of my business. 
192 Morrison 2003, p. 25. See also p. 16: Morrison describes his magical other-world the way that a 
coloniser might describe a resource-rich New World, full of treasures to be plundered. ‘Magic is about 
what you bring back from the Shining Realms ... to enrich life in the solid world.’
193 Harding (1993, p. 56) refers specifically to the lives of women, but feminist standpoint theory has been 
adapted into Indigenous standpoint theory, and although I am not aware of any scholars who explicitly 
practise Pagan standpoint theory, it would seem a natural development of that theme.
194 Randell-Moon 2017, p. 405
195 Huizinga 1955, p. 10
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‘the solid world is just the part of heaven we’re privileged to touch and play with,’196 he invokes his 
privilege to play with anything, to produce at any time a magical other-space where the 
conventions of everyday life do not hold. It is a mistake to claim that these novel spaces are ‘not 
political,’ but it would also be a mistake to try to find what all of these other-worlds mean ‘in the 
last analysis,’ to locate the final definitive truth at the heart of all magical discourse. The situation 
is too messy for that. 
We generally take for granted that there must be some objective reality which all of our 
different signs must ultimately refer to, although the symbolic vocabulary that we employ might 
vary. Aristotle observes that, ‘just as all men have not the same writing, so all men have not the 
same speech sounds; but the mental experiences, which these directly symbolize, are the same 
for all, as also are those things of which our experiences are the images.’197 Saint Augustine 
observes that even if scripture was neither beautiful nor mysterious, its meaning could still be 
expressed plainly: ‘the fact would remain the same and the knowledge the same.’198 Evans-
Pritchard very similarly observes that ‘if the labels do not prove helpful, then we can discard them.
The facts will be the same without their labels.’199 I have just now called all of these statements 
‘observations,’ implying that these writers have each observed the same fact and expressed it in 
different terms. I cannot argue that any of these assertions are true. I can point to these signs, 
which each suggest a truth already-established, but that is all I can offer.200 I cite these claims not 
to demonstrate their correctness, but only because I think that ‘it is nice to talk like everybody 
else, to say that the sun rises, when everybody knows it’s only a manner of speaking.’201 It is nice 
to say that there is a world, that we all live in it.
But the sorcerers do not talk like everybody else. They acknowledge the messy truth that 
throughout their lives, they inhabit more than one world, and they each become more than one 
self.202 This is not just a metaphorical way of speaking: it is not a different way of describing ‘this 
world’ which we all experience in the same way.203 Being a magician consists of living in the world 
196 In Smith 2008, part 9
197 Aristotle, On Interpretation, section 1
198 Augustine 397, book 2, chapter 6. Indeed, Augustine suggests that this is precisely why reading difficult
texts is pleasurable, even if it does not teach us anything we didn’t already know: simply recognising the 
meaning hidden in a text makes us feel good, because ‘what is attended with difficulty in the seeking 
gives greater pleasure in the finding.’
199 Evans-Pritchard 1976, p. 229. Specifically, Evans-Pritchard recognises that although we often make an
effort to distinguish ‘magic’ from ‘religion,’ these terms often refer to the same events and practices. 
Although he separates magic from religion in his own analysis, he doesn’t worry too much about keeping
them separate.
200 As de Certeau (1984, pp. 188-9) observes, citation is ‘the ultimate weapon for making people believe.’ 
If the truth appears to have been already been established, then the writer needs only to gesture toward 
that truth.
201 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 1
202 Jameson (1981, p. 6) refers to the ‘multiple realities of concrete everyday experience’ in Deleuze and 
Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus.
203 Luhrman 1989, p. 310: ‘it is not true that becoming a magician simply involves learning to speak a new 
‘language’ … (to) simply express conventional beliefs in new and surprising ways.’
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in the immanent way that a magician does, acknowledging the irrational wherever it appears. 
Luhrmann describes how becoming a magician involves changing the way that one interprets 
one’s own life, but if we look to the exemplary figures of Zell, Horne, Morrison and Moore, our 
lives can become more magical because of the way that we interpret their lives. 
The persona of the sorcerer is a divine figure which dwells within the text, but it also 
passes from the text into the lives (and the living bodies) of both author and reader. Our 
interpretation must track this saintly persona’s movements through and beyond the text. It is fitting
that for much of history, hermeneutics has been exclusively concerned with the exegesis of holy 
texts. Saint Augustine of Hippo was the first Christian writer to present a formal theory of 
semiotics, and for centuries stood as the chief authority on Biblical interpretation. Building upon 
the fundamentals first presented in Aristotle’s On Interpretation,204 Augustine develops his own 
theory of signification,205 and ultimately presents his reader with ‘keys to open the secrets of 
Scripture.’206 For Augustine, the sign is the basis of all learning, but signs must also be properly 
interpreted.207 He warns that careless readers of the Bible are led astray by ‘obscurities and 
ambiguities, substituting one meaning for another; and in some places they cannot hit upon even 
a fair interpretation. Some of the expressions are so obscure as to shroud the meaning in the 
thickest darkness.’208 Augustine points to a passage from the notoriously difficult Song of Songs 
(which, to an uninitiated layperson, looks exactly like a book of erotic poetry).209 He remarks that 
although the wisdom concealed in this text could be expressed in plainer language, he reads it 
‘with greater delight’ because as he struggles to make sense of the text, he also anticipates the 
delicious moment of understanding: 
‘What is attended with difficulty in the seeking gives greater pleasure in the finding. For 
those who seek but do not find suffer from hunger. Those, again, who do not seek at all 
204 Amusingly, Augustine insists that if there is any similarity between Christian thought and classical 
Greek philosophy, then that is surely because the pagan Greeks must have studied ‘the books of that 
Hebrew race,’ and learned ‘what was good and true from our literature.’ See Augustine 397, book 2, 
chapter 28.
205 Augustine 397, book 2, chapter 1: Augustine defines a sign as a thing which, ‘over and above the 
impression it makes on the sense, causes something else to come into the mind as a consequence of 
itself: as when we see a footprint, we conclude that an animal whose footprint this is has passed by; and 
when we see smoke, we know that there is fire beneath; and when we hear the voice of a living man, we
think of the feeling in his mind…’
206 Augustine 397, book 3, chapter 30. Augustine is actually quite hesitant in using this phrase, and adds 
that these ‘keys’ only unlock certain doors: they do not exhaustively reveal all of the secrets contained in 
scripture. He is critical of Tichonius the Donatist, who makes the much bolder claim that these 
hermeneutic methods unlock ‘the secret recesses of the whole law.’
207 In book 1, Augustine explains that all learning is the learning of either ‘things’ or ‘signs,’ and that all 
things are learned by means of signs. Book 2 is primarily concerned with addressing the reasons why 
scripture is misinterpreted.
208 Augustine 397, book 2, chapter 6
209 She sits in the shade of his tree and enjoys the sweet taste of his fruit; he grazes in the garden among 
the lilies; his head is drenched with dew as he knocks upon her door; her fingers drip with myrrh as she 
opens her door for him.
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because they have what they require just beside them often grow languid from satiety. … 
Accordingly, the Holy Spirit has, with admirable wisdom and care for our welfare, so 
arranged the Holy Scriptures as by the plainer passages to satisfy our hunger, and by the 
more obscure to stimulate our appetite.’210
It is not until as recently as the late 18th century, in the figure of Friedrich Schleiermacher, 
that formal hermeneutics moves from the interpretation of holy texts to the interpretation of texts in
general. Although Schleiermacher is himself a participant in the ‘mystic life,’ and he experiences 
the spirit of the Infinite passing through his body,211 he also breaks from the religious scholars who
have come before him by proposing that the interpretation of scripture must follow the same 
general principles as the interpretation of any text – and thus, he develops for the first time a 
general hermeneutic method, more fitting to modern secular scholarship.212 Schleiermacher 
characterises reading as a discourse between the reader and the text, and considers the ideal 
interpretation to be one which wholly comprehends the mind and circumstances of the author. 
Much like Augustine, Schleiermacher emphasises the ways in which this discourse can go wrong,
resulting in the reader misunderstanding the text’s meaning. It is very difficult to achieve the kind 
of holistic psychic union that Schleiermacher aspires to, as ‘misunderstanding occurs as a matter 
of course, and so understanding must be willed and sought at every point.’213
Although traditional hermeneutics emphasises the importance of avoiding 
misunderstanding, I must turn to the postmodern sensibilities of Fredric Jameson on this point: a 
perfectly ‘correct’ understanding of a text is not merely difficult, it is also impractical. This is not to 
say anything so absurd as ‘there is no such thing as truth,’ but rather that the question of truth is 
not the be-all-and-end-all of meaning. Jameson’s insight is that ‘interpretation is not an isolated 
act, but takes place within a Homeric battlefield, on which a host of interpretive options are either 
openly or implicitly in conflict. If the positivist conception of philological accuracy be the only 
alternative, then I would much prefer to endorse the current provocative celebration of strong 
misreadings over weak ones.’214 Like the magicians who are generally unconcerned about the 
‘correctness’ of their beliefs,215 I am not worried about whether my reading of the Lives of the 
210 Augustine 397, book 2, chapter 6
211 See e.g. Schleiermacher 1799, p. 32: ‘Would that I could express it, at least indicate it, without having 
to desecrate it! … Even as the beloved and ever-sought-for form fashions itself, my soul flees towards it; 
I embrace it, not as a shadow, but as the holy essence itself. I lie on the bosom of the infinite world. At 
this moment I am its soul, for I feel all its powers and its infinite life as my own; at this moment it is my 
body, for I penetrate its muscles and its limbs as my own, and its innermost nerves move according to 
my sense and my presentiment as my own. … This moment is the highest flowering of religion. … This 
is the natal hour of everything living in religion.’
212 The profound differences in style between Schleiermacher’s religious writing and his lectures on 
general hermeneutics serves as a fine example of the quarantine between mystical and ‘everyday’ 
discourses. 
213 Schleiermacher 1838, pp. 21-22. 
214 Jameson 1981, p. xiii
215 Ezzy 2005, p. 7
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Sorcerers is accurate, or whether the conceptual personae of the sorcerers have any independent
existence outside of the authors themselves – I can only hope to produce an interpretation that 
works. When the magicians say that their lives are filled with magic, it would be intellectually lazy 
to conclude that they are deluded, or that they are lying, or that they are simply using the word 
‘magic’ as a coded way of saying anything so trite as ‘my life feels meaningful.’ All of these 
dismissals are very weak interpretations; the narrative that the magicians are channelling the 
presence and power of a conceptual persona is, I hope, a much stronger interpretation. I do not 
ask the reader to commit to anything so taboo as ‘believing in magic.’ Instead, I echo that urgent 
voice which speaks through Alan Moore, saying, ‘there is no such thing as magic. Just allow it in 
your mind. Allow it. … (Recognise that) there is something happening. You already know this.’216 
With this in mind, here are the key details that I want my reader to already know while  
reading each of the following chapters. In the first case study, Grant Morrison attempts to 
capitalise on magic without allowing it to infect his everyday life. Morrison reveals that the 
quarantine between ‘other-worlds’ is based on an implicit fear of contamination: he constructs 
‘pathways of desire’ to penetrate the unconscious, but when he dives into his fictional other-
worlds, he must wear his prophylactic ‘fiction-suit.’ In the next case study, Alan Moore uses his 
magic words to situate the body in a social and historical context. For Moore, to imagine is 
always to take up a position in a conceptual space. To creatively imagine something new is to 
‘build’ something using magic, to give the image an objective existence, so that other subjects can
be situated in relation to it. The third chapter, on Oberon Zell, discusses how Zell’s Wizard 
persona, his Goddess, and his Pagan community are all the objects of an ongoing creative 
elaboration. Zell needs conceptual raw material – as much as he can get his hands on – in 
order to assemble these subjects into what they becoming, what they are destined to become. 
The final chapter, on Fiona Horne, is largely concerned with escape and safety. Horne’s 
biography describes a disenchanted world in which life is punctuated by trauma. Whenever her 
suffering threatens to overwhelm her, Horne’s magical power to fly away (whether by 
broomstick or light aircraft) enables her to end her ‘false life,’ to interrupt a dysfunctional process 
and resume her ‘real life’ in another place.
216 The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of 
Copulation.’
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Grant Morrison and his fiction suit
‘We have given you, O Adam, no visage proper to yourself. … We have made you a creature 
neither of heaven nor of earth, neither mortal nor immortal, in order that you may, as the free 
and proud shaper of your own being, fashion yourself in the form you may prefer. It will be in 
your power to descend to the brutish forms of life; you will be able, through your own decision,
to rise again to the superior orders whose life is divine.’
- Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, channeling the voice of God217
‘O Zos, thou shalt live in millions of forms and every conceivable thing shall happen unto 
Thee. Remember these senses are that which thou hast desired.’ 
- Austin Osman Spare, channeling the voice of Kia218
‘You have been, and will be, millions of things; all you will suffer is amnesia.’
- Peter Carroll, channeling the voice of Baphomet219 
This chapter discusses the magic of comic book author Grant Morrison, who says that the 
217 Oration on the Dignity of Man, cited in Morrison 2012, pp. 413-414
218 Spare 1921, 'Kia of the Effigies speaks of Zos in Soliloquy'
219 Carroll 1978, p.159
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purpose of magic in the modern world is to ‘turn the world into us’220 by manifesting our desires in 
everyday life. Morrison’s concept of magic is explicitly concerned with creating connections 
between the conscious and unconscious worlds, in order to put the unconscious to work on behalf
of his conscious self. His magic also reveals that his “self” is not the discrete, static object that it 
appears to be, but rather a process, a continuation of something already-begun long ago. To 
become a magician, for Morrison, is to consciously participate in that process, to be as involved 
as possible in the systems which constitute one’s life and oneself. He speaks often of having been
abducted by aliens, and says that ‘whatever it was – however you, the reader, choose to interpret 
this information – the experience completely rewrote me.’221 He continues to ‘rewrite’ himself 
throughout his most fascinating magical work, The Invisibles, imaginatively participating in the 
processes which constitute his life.
Morrison’s comics are fictional other-worlds, and his re-enchantment project renders the 
boundary between these worlds permeable, like an organic membrane which certain substances 
may pass through. In an effort to prevent contamination between the spaces that Morrison visits, 
he wears a prophylactic ‘fiction suit’ to isolate his self from the conceptual and aesthetic other-
selves that he becomes. In spite of this precaution, Morrison finds that the quarantine cannot be 
maintained, and the mystical other-spaces of fiction begin to overlap with his real life, sometimes 
in distressing or traumatic ways. In a recent interview, however, he embraces this ambiguity:
‘Things are malleable around the edges right now, which is good news for magicians. The 
attack on the Twin Towers, in 2001, can be read as the physical manifestation of a world-
shaking metaphorical event Qabalists call the Descent or the Collapse of the 32nd Path. If 
you look at most versions of Tarot Trump 18, the Moon, you'll see two towers or pylons. 
These are representative of the gateway that separates "reality" – in the form of everything
we can touch and weigh or think about – and "illusion" – all our ideas, daydreams, 
fantasies, hallucinations and the like. ... Think about the real world and how that collapse of
the boundaries between reality and illusion has manifested in our lives since 9/11. The real
world has been getting more like fiction while fiction has worked hard to become more 
realistic and plausible, as they attempt to meet in the middle.’222
Unlike the other celebrity magicians in this thesis, Morrison has not written entire grimoires
or self-help books to instruct his readers on how to do magic. His most explicit guide on how to be
a magician is one short chapter which he contributed to Richard Metzger’s Book Of Lies: The 
Disinformation Guide to Magick and the Occult, in which Morrison describes his own approach as 
‘pop magic.’223 He also identifies with the chaos magick tradition, and has contributed an 
220 Morrison 2000
221 Morrison 2012, p. 276
222 Anonymous 2017
223 Morrison 2003, pp. 16-25. Keeping to the theme of ‘pop magic,’ Disinformation also published Pop! 
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introduction to Phil Hine’s Prime Chaos.224 However, a great deal of Morrison’s thinking about 
magic is articulated in the comic books he wrote in the 1980s and 90s, including Animal Man 
(1988-1990), Doom Patrol (1989-1992), Arkham Asylum (1989),225 Flex Mentallo (1996),226 and 
his pop-magic magnum opus, The Invisibles (1994-2000). The Invisibles and Flex Mentallo are 
particularly notable because Morrison presents these bizarre science-fiction stories as semi-
autobiographical (in the tradition of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five, Philip Dick’s VALIS, or 
much of William S. Burroughs’ work).227 Morrison says that when he began writing The Invisibles, 
he was abducted by aliens, and they instructed him to write about the experience in his comic.228
Morrison has also written for many of the most iconic comic book titles, including The 
Justice League of America, X-Men, Batman, and Superman. He has written a book, Supergods – 
a history of comic books, which is also something of an autobiography.229 Morrison interprets 
comics as archetypal myths, and reads the superheroes themselves as holy figures whose 
purpose is to ‘teach us about being human.’ He professes that many of his comics are ‘magic 
rituals,’ and he says that this became necessary after he found that being in a steady relationship 
and pursuing a career as a mainstream comic book writer began to take up all of his time and 
energy, and he could no longer continue the ‘crazy dress-up ecstasy rituals’ that he had 
previously performed in the 1990s.230 But even if Morrison’s creative process still involves acts of 
magic, the traces of enchantment in his later work are more artfully concealed. All-Star Superman
(2005-2008) is a notable example of this recent work, and it is a better-than-average superhero 
comic if only because it feels so complete and self-contained: it serves as a ‘Superman for 
dummies,’ accessible to non-fans who wish to understand why the Last Son of Krypton has such 
a devoted cult.231 The conceptual other-world of All-Star Superman is a very neat box that 
Goes the Witch, edited by Fiona Horne (2004).
224 Hine 2004
225 Morrison says that it was around 1989, with Arkham Asylum (a standalone Batman story), that ‘I finally 
found my own voice in comics. Up until then, in early Animal Man for instance, I was still doing what I 
thought was expected of British writers, which was to be as much like Alan Moore as possible.’ See 
Nazzaro 1992. 
226 Morrison 2012, p. 269-270, describes Flex Mentallo as ‘the memoir of an “Earth-2” Grant Morrison,’ and
as ‘a template for Supergods.’
227 The covert war depicted in The Invisibles is extremely similar to the conflict between the Nova Police 
and the Nova Mob in William S. Burroughs’ Cut-Up Trilogy (1961-1964). Both stories involve time-
travelling magical criminals and the time-travelling magical authorities who pursue them; both stories 
frame drugs, viruses, sexual fluids and signifiers as tools that are deliberately introduced into the human 
body in order to control it; and both stories are written in the same ‘slave language’ that they attempt to 
dismantle. At the climax of The Invisibles, the heroes win the day by creating a cut-up story in real time, 
and forcing their enemies to read it.
228 See The Invisibles 1.2 letters column, Morrison’s DisinfoCon lecture (2000), and Morrison 2012, pp. 
260-281.
229 Morrison 2012. 
230 Anonymous 2017 
231 Morrison conceptualises Superman as a pagan solar deity. It is easy to read All-Star Superman as a 
Christian allegory, but Morrison rejects the comparison of Superman to Christ (Smith 2008, part 9) on 
the grounds that ‘Superman would never turn the other cheek; Superman punches out the bully. ... 
When did Christ ever batter the Devil through a mountain?’ 
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Morrison has built for Superman, allowing us to play with him as it suits us, and then put him away
when we are done. Indeed, most of Morrison’s recent work consists of  conventional superhero 
comics, delivering comfortable ‘popcorn’ fantasies. His superheroes remain safely within their own
worlds, as a more traditional image of God, ‘the subject who sustains the surface of things,’ rather
than the naked, shuddering divinity that is encountered ‘in the flesh’ in Morrison’s earlier pseudo-
autobiographical work.232
Morrison says that ‘whether you “believe” in it or not, whether you like it or not, magic 
WORKS.’233 It works because Morrison frames magic from the outset as a method of production, a
method for 'providing pathways along which desires can travel.'234 In the everyday world, the 
magician must arrange for 'apparent coincidences' in order to maintain these pathways, so that 
the conscious mind will not impede the unconscious flows of desire. Our capacity for magic is 
diminished when our rational mind declares, “this task is impossible: this is not something I 
actually desire, it is merely a fantasy.” (Morrison says it would be foolish to use magic to try and 
win the lottery if you didn’t even buy a lottery ticket. If what you really wanted was to win the 
lottery, you would have bought a ticket.)235 The pathways of desire are constructed using magical 
sigils, which bear the traces of the desire that has passed through them. These sigils do not 
represent Morrison’s desires, however – at best, they might represent many things, ambiguously 
and simultaneously, but they signify nothing coherent. 
The conceptual opposite of doing magic in this way is allowing external forces to colonise 
the magician’s unconscious. When this occurs, the unconscious merely fantasises about desire, 
merely represents desire without producing anything. Morrison’s pseudo-autobiographical 
persona in Flex Mentallo laments that he spent his youth in a figurative ‘jail cell,’ masturbating 
over erotic drawings of superheroes. “You start to forget it’s not real. … Who needs girls when 
you’ve got comics?”236 Morrison says that the ‘corporate entities … and other ghosts like them 
who rule our world’ seize control of our desires away from us using magic: the McDonald’s 
Golden Arches, Walt Disney’s cursive signature, and the Nike swoosh are all magic sigils, ‘a 
compressed, symbolic summing-up of the world of desire that the corporation intends to 
represent.’237 He warns us that ‘these people are basically turning the world into themselves, using
sigils. And if we don’t reverse that process, and turn the world into us using sigils, we’re going to 
be living in fucking McDonalds.’238
232 The divinity encountered ‘in the flesh’ is discussed in de Certeau 2000, pp. 46-47
233 Morrison 2003, p. 9
234 The Invisibles 1.16, letters column
235 Morrison 2000. Chaos magician Gordon White (2010) says that this is why he does not employ the 
infamous ‘wank technique’ that chaos magicians are typically known for: because it makes him feel that 
he is not actually pursuing his desires. ‘Sitting alone in your room, wishing for money and masturbating...
Well... I'm just gonna say it. It's beneath me.’
236 Flex Mentallo #3
237 Morrison 2003, p. 20
238 Morrison 2000
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When Morrison describes capitalism as his ‘playground,’239 then, it is because he is free to 
put his own magical brand out into the psychic marketplace, through his comics. As his comics 
have become more sophisticated, their status as ‘magic spells’ has become less obvious, and 
most readers would not recognise them as such. They certainly do not help us to think like a 
magician. Cultural theorist Ian Buchanan describes how certain kinds of ‘mindless’ entertainment 
seek to colonise the unconscious, and when we consume these popcorn fantasies, the imaginary 
voices ‘crowd out our heads to such an extent that we forget our “self.”’240 But our self does not 
necessarily become anything else in these moments, does not become another conceptual 
persona. The primary effect of such distraction is that we simply cease to think about our 
environment or our position within it. We are even grateful for the loss of self, ‘as though it was 
our “self” that is tedious, and not the place we’re trapped in.’241 It seems that Morrison has 
committed himself to a form of ‘magic’ whose primary purpose is selling comics as consumer 
goods.
This chapter is divided into 4 sections. The first discusses the autoerotic character of 
Morrison’s magic, which treats masturbation as a path to magical power by differentiating 
unproductive fantasy from productive desire. The second section discusses how Morrison uses 
his fiction suit to move between the fictional spaces that he writes about, flowing along with (and
becoming indistinguishable from) the fluid within a cosmic body. Morrison is irresistibly drawn into 
this flow, and he also experiences some anxiety about the contamination that inevitably occurs as 
the current pulls him along. The third section of this chapter examines the context which 
Morrison positions himself within; the influence he draws from Austin Osman Spare and the 
‘chaos current,’ and his attitudes towards the modern world in which he lives and works. The 
fourth section interprets Morrison’s concept of magic in terms of Deleuze and Guattari’s 
‘becoming,’ a hermeneutics of experience which permits identities to dissolve at their edges, 
whenever subjects mutually influence one another.
1: Autoerotic magic – productive desire and idle fantasy
‘Perversion is used only to overcome moral prejudices or conformity; the mind and desire 
must become amoral, focused and made entirely acceptive so that the life-force is free of 
inhibitions…’
- Austin Osman Spare, The Zoetic Grimoire of Zos242
239 Morrison 2003, p. 25
240 Buchanan 2017, p. 474
241 Ibid.
242 Spare c. 1949
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‘Why didn’t the superheroes save us from the fucking bomb? … Why didn’t they stop my 
mum and dad fighting?’
-  Morrison’s Flex Mentallo #2
Morrison emphasises the importance of actually practicing magic in a lecture at 
DisinfoCon.243 He frames this lecture as an effort to “demolish the counterculture and replace it 
with something useful,” and he disavows all magical discourse which is not informed by authentic,
practical experience. Throughout his manic and pharmacologically-enhanced instructions on how 
to create a magical sigil, Morrison repeatedly interrupts himself in order to challenge his audience:
“tonight, go home and do this ... don’t just listen to my bullshit and go home and tell yourselves, 
‘oh yeah! we are the fucking counterculture!’ Do it! Do it, and we will change the world!” He 
explains that when he began experimenting with magic at the age of nineteen, he did so by 
performing rituals designed “by Aleister Crowley, by [Robert Anton] Wilson, by all these people we
read, all these people we’ve been consuming, but we don’t do it. If you actually do what they say, 
things happen.”244 
Morrison at DisinfoCon, screaming at the crowd, before presenting his lecture.
Morrison’s focus on practical results is typical of the chaos magic tradition that he identifies
with. In the words of Phil Hine, 'the basic message of Chaos is that what is fundamental to magic 
is the actual doing of it – that like sex, no amount of theorising and intellectualisation can 
substitute for the actual experience.'245 Similarly, Pete Carroll writes (in the foreword to Ray 
Sherwin’s Book of Results) that 'the ratio of practising magicians to collectors of magical books is 
probably 1:100. Hopefully this book will help rectify that situation.'246 Morrison hopes that even if 
243 This event, in 2000, also featured rock star Marilyn Manson, experimental filmmaker Kenneth Anger, 
and Discordian prophet Robert Anton Wilson, among others.
244 Morrison 2000
245 Hine 1997, p9
246 Carroll, in Sherwin 1978
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reading about magic is not satisfying, it might at least ‘get you horny for the real thing.’247 The 
chaos magicians that Morrison takes inspiration from are concerned that whenever we read a 
book about magic, our first response is to fantasise about being a magician. Books of magic have 
become a pornographic simulacrum for authentic, sincere magic – we consume them in order to 
arouse our taboo fantasies, but they must then be put away in their proper place, so that we do 
not embarrass ourselves by allowing our desires to contaminate our 'real life.' The chaos 
magicians promise that this need not be the case, that it is possible for us to shed our inhibitions 
and actually do the taboo things that we fantasise about. They give us permission to be 
unashamed of our desires – and it is no coincidence that they also passionately encourage us to 
touch ourselves. For the chaos magicians, masturbation and magic are worthy topics of 
discussion which are closely linked to one another. At best, these activities are regarded by polite 
society as an unproductive waste of time, achieving nothing more than the private indulgence of 
fantasies. But chaos magicians argue that, when we masturbate or cast spells (or indeed, when 
we do both at the same time) with honesty and discipline, these practices allow us to discover 
hidden truths about ourselves and our desires which we may have previously failed to 
acknowledge. Furthermore, once we possess these truths, we may find ourselves surprisingly 
capable of achieving our desires.
Morrison says that it is simple to be a magician: ‘declare yourself a magician, behave like 
a magician, practice magic every day.’248 This is similar to the advice that is so frequently given to 
aspiring writers, because ‘being a magician’ or ‘being a writer’ is simply a matter of everyday 
practice. Indeed, Morrison uses magic to improve his writing, and vice versa.249 He also 
emphasises that, just like a successful writer, a successful magician should be judged by the body
of work that they produce: ‘magic is about what you bring back from the Shining Realms of the 
Uberconscious. The magician dives into the Immense Other in search of tips and hints and 
treasures s/he can bring home to enrich life in the solid world.’250 However, although Morrison 
practices writing and magic in parallel, his magic is constrained by his writing because in his view,
representation and signification are tools of the ‘civilised’ mind.251 As Michel de Certeau describes,
the ‘spellbound world’ is the blank page, and writing is the method by which that world is 
colonised, its secret treasures plundered.252 The relationship between the practice of writing and 
the practice of magic, at least in Morrison’s case, is analogous to the relationship between 
Prospero and Ariel. The rational mind puts the spirit to work, extracting as much value as possible
from the enchanted space where the spirit abides.
247 Morrison 2003, p. 17
248 Morrison 2003, p.16
249 Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p. 265) say that ‘if the writer is a sorcerer, it is because writing is a 
becoming, writing is traversed by strange becomings that are not becomings-writer, but becomings-rat, 
becomings-insect, becomings-wolf, etc.’
250 Morrison 2003, p.16
251 This is where Morrison profoundly disagrees with his rival comic-book author and magician, Alan 
Moore, as we shall see in the next chapter.
252 De Certeau 1986, p. 158
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Morrison’s most infamous magical working was published in the letters column of The 
Invisibles 1.16. He explained that sales of the comic were steadily declining, and that if this 
continued, the comic would no longer be commercially viable. As such, he invited fans to boost 
the comic’s sales using a large-scale magical working. This required participants to visualise a 
magical sigil while at the moment of orgasm, in a global 'wankathon' on November 23, 1995. 
'Phase Two' of this ritual was for each participating fan to convince at least one other person to 
buy a copy of The Invisibles 1.17, in order to 'give coincidence a pathway along which to move.'
  Morrison’s 'wankathon' sigil, in The Invisibles 1.16
Morrison explains that this sigil is an abstraction of his desire to increase sales of The 
Invisibles, expressed in a novel and obscure way that strips the desire of all recognisable 
meaning – the sigil’s appearance does not invite us to visualise the future that Morrison imagines, 
or to visualise anything at all in particular. It is a mystical sign, whose meaning is overtly and self-
consciously arbitrary (unlike most other signs, whose arbitrariness tends to go unnoticed). To 
borrow an expression from de Certeau, the sign has been rendered opaque, such that whatever it
signifies is no longer visible through it.253 The chaos magicians’ recommended way of creating 
such a sigil is to frame one’s intent in the form of a sentence, wherein 'each letter as it occurs is 
written down, duplications being omitted. The letters are then moulded and stylised into an easily 
visualisable glyph.'254 This ease is important because, in order to 'fire' a sigil into the magical world
that we can only access with our subconscious mind, the magician must visualise the glyph 'at a 
moment when the normal processes of the conscious mind are overridden by states of extreme 
arousal or stillness – pain, exhaustion produced by dancing or some other physical activity, deep 
meditation, profound fear, the instant of bungee jumping or parachute drop, the moment of 
orgasm, etc…'255
This list of extraordinary mental states is provided by Morrison in The Invisibles, to 
demonstrate that it isn’t strictly necessary for his readers to masturbate, but he nevertheless 
presents masturbation as the simplest route to achieving one’s magical goals, and he invites 
readers to help strengthen his spell by bringing themselves to orgasm. His reasoning is that, of all 
253 De Certau 1992, pp. 144-5
254 Sherwin 1978, p. 12; see also Carroll 1978, p. 21, Hine 1997, p. 32, and Morrison 2003, pp. 18-19.
255 The Invisibles 1.16
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the methods by which we might attain 'extreme arousal or stillness,' masturbation is likely to be 
the most easily accessible, the most private, and the most familiar. But autoeroticism is valuable 
for Morrison for another important reason which remains implicit: it balances the taboo indulgence
of fantasy against the restraint and discipline that is required of us in a world where our desires 
cannot be fully realised.
This tension is evident in 'Phase 2' of the wankathon. Morrison does not just want to 
fantasise about increased sales for The Invisibles, and retreat into a private imaginary world 
where his every desire is gratified. After the sigil is 'fired' (at the moment of orgasm), the magician 
ceases to consciously think about the fantasy, but the fantasy is not 'repressed' in the 
unconscious mind. Instead it is 'launched' there and deliberately forgotten, so that it may get to 
work, without any chance for doubt or judgement. Once the conscious mind is unburdened of the 
fantasy, then it will no longer distract Morrison, but simply motivate him to pursue his desires. 
Effectively, this method allows the magician to conceptualise their own desires in a new way, no 
longer as a symbolic lack, but as a productive drive.256 
In my discussion of The Invisibles and its role in Grant Morrison’s conceptual model of 
reality, the magical 'wankathon' is perhaps a better place to begin than the plot of the comic. The 
magical sigil underpins Morrison’s creative vision for the comic. He describes The Invisibles as a 
'hypersigil,' as 'a sigil extended through the fourth dimension.' The hypersigil is a complex 
rhizomatic network of sigils: each image bears the traces of half-forgotten desires, but the network
as a whole constitutes Morrison’s entire psychic world, including both the conscious and 
unconscious. Unlike an ordinary sigil, which is a static image that the magician can 'fire and forget'
into the unconscious in order to achieve a specific desire, Morrison says that the hypersigil is 
dynamic and extremely responsive to the magician’s actions. A regular sigil quietly hides itself 
away, while motivating the magician to pursue their desires in a socially acceptable fashion, but 
the hypersigil forces the magician to become obsessed with their unconscious, to interrogate their
own thoughts and to incorporate magic into every facet of their life. Each individual sigil is still 
launched into the magician’s unconscious, but the sigils also consume the magician’s thoughts.
Morrison considers his hypersigil to have been a great success. It was designed to allow 
Morrison to participate directly in the magical currents that shape his world, to dissolve his 
personal boundaries and allow him to truly become a part of his environment. His thoughts are 
carried away by a current in the ocean of popular culture, to spread throughout the world. He says
that one particularly frustrating symptom of his success was the 1999 film, The Matrix. When he 
first saw The Matrix, Morrison was enraged that a wildly successful film had ‘taken’ so many of his
ideas and distributed them to a much larger audience, but upon reflection, he told himself, “well, 
wasn’t that what the spell was supposed to do? Quite griping!” The film shares The Invisibles’ 
theme of the Chosen One’s gnostic awakening to the existence of a secret other-world, but it also 
256 This is precisely the kind of productive desire that Deleuze and Guattari (1977) attribute to the 
unconscious ‘mechanosphere,’ in contrast to Freud’s ‘theatre’ of the unconscious which merely 
represents desire through dreams and fantasies.
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shares a great deal of specific imagery from The Invisibles volume 1. Notable parallels include the
metallic bugs from the higher reality, the 'magic mirror' that flows like gravity-defying treacle, the 
leap from a skyscraper in order to prove that space and matter are illusory, the martial arts 
training scene in the dojo, the enigmatic mentor with a shaved head and round sunglasses and 
leather trench-coat, and the stoic enemy in a three-piece suit whose calm facade begins to crack 
as he rambles obsessively about the disease infesting the world.257 Morrison claims that he knows
people who worked on The Matrix, and that copies of The Invisibles were literally passed around 
on the set during filming.258 By writing The Invisibles, Morrison has indeed become swept up by 
the flowing currents of desire: his thoughts and desires are all around us in popular culture, often 
on the tip of another artist’s tongue, but Morrison himself has become imperceptible.
2.1: Magic Mirror, the autobiographical content of The Invisibles
‘In between the last paragraph and this one, I had one of the most profound and fascinating 
“spiritual” experiences of my life. Whether or not the structure of the Universe and the 
meaning of Life and Death were actually explained to me over the past few hours by higher-
dimensional entities made of liquid chrome remains open to question, but I now know 
exactly what The Invisibles is all about and how it will end. Nobody ever believes me when I 
tell ‘em that the so-called “weirdest” bits of my comics are the most autobiographical.’
- The Invisibles 1.2 letters column, 1994
Morrison claims that the higher-dimensional aliens who appear in The Invisibles abducted 
him from a hotel in Kathmandu in 1994. In any conversation about The Invisibles, this claim is 
difficult to ignore. Two decades later, Morrison still characterises his abduction as his 'superhero 
origin story.'259 He says that this experience gave him a sense of the purpose and confidence that 
can only come from a private religion which satisfactorily explains everything. He is also quick to 
acknowledge that his private religion is indistinguishable from the delusions of a madman; but if 
he is mad, then his madness has been a surprisingly lucrative source of income.260 He further 
acknowledges that he fits a very familiar pattern of Westerners travelling east in order to find the 
enlightenment they seek. Several days before his abduction, Morrison and his friend Ulric 
Kennedy had climbed the 365 steps leading to Swayambhunath temple in a single breath, in the 
hope that they would achieve enlightenment. Since that climb, Morrison had been asking all week,
257 Notably, he directs this rant towards the captured mentor figure, who has been shackled to a chair, 
stripped of his signature sunglasses, and injected with a mysterious serum which causes his face to drip 
with sweat and mucus. One fan said of Morpheus’ interrogation, 'this scene is such a blatant lift I can 
only infer it was included as some kind of deliberate message to Invisibles fans: “Yes, we know that you 
know where we're getting all this from.”' (See https://everything2.com/title/The+Invisibles+vs.
+The+Matrix)
258 Neighly and Kowe-Spigai 2003, p. 236-7
259 A detailed account of this origin story is presented in Morrison 2012, chapters 17-18.
260 Morrison 2012, p. 278
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“where’s my enlightenment?” The aliens showed up just at the right time, and gave him exactly 
what he was looking for. “The only reason I was abducted by aliens in Kathmandu in 1994 is 
because I went to Kathmandu in 1994 to be abducted by aliens.”261 The reason why the aliens 
looked like flowing blobs of liquid chrome, as Terence McKenna had described, was that Morrison
had read Terence McKenna’s work in 1993. It is all too good to be true.
Nevertheless, Morrison says that this experience was “far more ‘real’ than any other” that he
has had before or since.262 He compares it very favourably to hallucinations he later had while 
taking DMT and ketamine, but he insists that this particular vision could not have been drug-
induced.263 Morrison says that although he had been ‘straight edge’ in his youth, in his thirties he 
took many substances (particularly entheogens) hoping that they might help him to recreate his 
Kathmandu experience, but nothing has ever been able to live up to that interdimensional voyage.
The chrome angels took him to another space, outside of our universe. From this high 
perch, his senses and his emotions were sharper than would ever be possible in his native three 
spatial dimensions. He realised that he was, just like his peers, a levitating blob of quicksilver, and
he took comfort in the knowledge that this is what he had always been. But he was more than this
as well – each of the blobs was a holographic image, made from the cross section of something 
imperceptible moving through this space, along even more unseen higher dimensions. Movement 
within this space was possible, but the Morrison-blob was more interested in the grid of silvery 
lines which he could plug into, in order to send and receive pure information from the other blobs 
without the need for any kind of language or representation. The information that the blobs shared
most enthusiastically concerned the nature and purpose our universe, which is just one of many 
incubators in which these celestial beings create themselves.
Time and space were still recognisable in this place, 'but those were lower dimensions, 
useful for creating worlds in the same way that comic artists created living worlds on paper.'264 
Time is crucial for the creative process: the angels induce our growth through time, in order to 
create a living ecosystem. The final product of this creative process is the angels themselves. 
From our perspective within the temporal universe, the process is not yet complete. Our own 
angelic chrome-blob is still in its larval form.
Morrison insists that, following from this revelation about the true nature of time (which is not
so grand a revelation at all, so much as a gentle reminder that we live in a temporal universe), 
apparently 'supernatural' occurrences are easily explained. Telepathy, extrasensory perception, 
recall of past lives, and many other paranormal phenomena are simply explained as a person 
becoming aware of their real and physical connection to some other part of the larger system that 
they belong to:
261 Morrison 2000; as he does many times throughout this drunken lecture, he also distracts himself by 
enthusiastically adding that “it works! These fuckers... they will turn up!”
262 Morrison 2012, p. 277
263 All he’d taken was ‘a little bit of hash;’ see Morrison 2000, and Morrison 2012, pp. 261 and 280
264 Morisson 2012, p. 273
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‘In my view of magic, there's no supernatural element at all. Other than the higher 
dimensional spaces proven to exist inside our skulls – like Dr. Who's TARDIS we all know 
for a fact that we're much bigger on inside than we are on the outside – there are no ghostly 
immaterial realms to worry about. Nothing you need to take on trust. The magic is self-
evident.’265
Among their other revelations, the angels demonstrated to Morrison that it is reductive and 
limiting to think of humans merely as beings. Our bodies are not at all what we imagine them to 
be, because being does not account for temporality. Morrison tells us that
‘you’re not experiencing your real body. ... Your real body is a process. Seen from outside …
you look like a gigantic centipede, spread around all the little things that you always do: up 
and down through your house, up the stairs, down to the store and back – and it’s a 
centipede, and it’s us.’266
Just as Deleuze and Guattari think that it is ‘nice to talk like everybody else, to say that the 
sun rises, when everybody knows it’s only a manner of speaking,’267 Morrison describes these 
‘centipedes’ as the real bodies of individual subjects. But this expression is merely a stepping 
stone along the way to the concept that Morrison is awkwardly driving towards: our bodies taper 
off and become smaller as they enter into our mothers’ wombs, but crucially, our bodies do not 
begin or end there – each cell connects to its parent cell, throughout all of time. This is strikingly 
similar to the point that Deleuze and Guattari say they have reached, ‘not the point where one no 
longer says “I,” but the point where it is no longer of any importance whether one says “I”.’268 For 
Morrison, the individual organism extended through the fourth dimension becomes the entire 
biota, a hyper-organism. When the entire biota can be observed in five-dimensional space, every 
discrete ‘organism’ on earth proves to be just one branch of the same five-dimensional body, seen
in cross-section. (By way of comparison, Morrison suggests that if we take a two-dimensional 
cross-section of the fingers along a certain plane, then a three-dimensional hand might give the 
appearance of four discrete circles.) At the very periphery of the hyper-organism, its limbs are 
tipped with tools made of steel and synthetic diamond. The technology that this body has 
produced is becoming part of the body itself. Morrison suspects that as the hyper-organism 
develops into a hypnotic flow of chrome, its metal coating might serve as some kind of protective 
function, like a spacesuit or diving suit, although he is more confident describing the image than 
he is interpreting it.
265 Anonymous 2017
266 Morrison 2000
267 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 1
268 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 1-2
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The angels warned Morrison that the biota was likely to panic and struggle as it awoke to its 
true nature. After returning to his temporal existence on Earth, Morrison would retain his ability to 
'see' in five dimensions, and so with this great power came the great responsibility of minimising 
the damage, to ensure that his fellow humans would not freak out and do anything harmful, as 
surprising new connections between the Self and the Other came to light. To this end, Morrison 
was instructed to put these truths into his comics.269 This task is also not quite so terrible a burden
of responsibility as it sounds – the angels encouragingly explained to Morrison that everything we 
experience as 'evil' is simply the effects of inoculation against some kind of cosmic disease, and 
that he wasn’t to worry about it, as the angels already have everything under control.270
2.2: Infectious signs, contamination and prophylaxis
‘DESTROY THIS COMIC! That’s my advice. Tear it up, burn it, feed it to your lizards, lock it 
in the trunk of a stolen car and push it off a bridge.’
- Grant Morrison, The Invisibles 1.1 letters column
‘The study of this Book is forbidden. It is wise to destroy this copy after the first reading. 
Whosoever disregards this does so at his own risk and peril. These are most dire. Those 
who discuss the contents of this Book are to be shunned by all, as centres of pestilence.’
- Aleister Crowley, The Book of The Law 271
‘Away to the Strand to my bookseller’s, and bought that idle, roguish book, L’escholle des 
Filles, which I have bought in plain binding (avoiding the buying of it better bound) because I
resolve, as soon as I have read it, to burn it, that it may not stand in the list of my books, nor 
among them, to disgrace them if it should be found.’
- Diary of Samuel Pepys, Feb 9, 1668272
By the time he began The Invisibles, Grant Morrison had already fashioned a ‘fiction suit.’ In 
the comic Animal Man, Morrison descends into the two-dimensional world that he had created, 
and explains to the titular hero that the purpose of his suffering has only ever been to entertain the
fantasists who read Animal Man comics.273 The fiction suit is a conceptual persona with a 
transparent glass face-plate, which allows the author to imagine himself as both a creator and as 
269 Morrison jokes that the angelic creatures probably tell everybody to share this revelation with the world,
because the message rarely gets through to the wider population: everyone who has been contacted by 
transcendent spirit-beings “tells us the same shit.” Morrison 2000.
270 Morrison 2012, p. 274
271 Crowley 1904, ‘The Comment’
272 Cited by Porter in Bennet and Rosario 1995, p.78
273 At the end of Morrison’s tenure on Animal Man, the obvious message that he attempts to convey is that
impulse to make comic books more 'realistic,' or more 'serious,' robs them of their most valuable quality: 
comic books are fantasies. Reading comics is supposed to be pleasurable – otherwise, why bother?
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his own creation. But the world that Animal Man lives in is 'Grant Morrison’s world' only in the 
sense that it belongs to him, and not at all in the sense that it defines or limits him. In Animal Man 
#26, Animal Man throws Morrison through a window, killing him, only for the writer to to reappear 
unharmed, and even announce that it had been his choice to have Animal Man attack him, in 
order to inject some action and keep the readers interested. While he is wearing his fiction suit, 
everything that Morrison experiences is not real, but fiction. This only reinforces the obvious fact 
that Animal Man’s world is a fantasy: the fiction suit exists solely because Morrison takes pleasure
in imagining what would happen if Animal Man’s world were real, if he could dive into it and 
interact with it. He encourages us to play along, but in doing so he reminds us that it is just make-
believe.
Grant Morrison wearing his fiction suit, speaking face-to-face with Animal Man. (Animal Man #26)
The explicit purpose of the 'fiction suit' is to permeate the boundary between the real and 
the imaginary; this much is obvious. But its implicit function is actually to maintain that boundary 
even as it is penetrated, ensuring that Grant Morrison retains his status as author, even when he 
appears in his own fiction. The author is the creator, and he also resembles this one specific 
figure in the fiction, but he is not identical to that figure,274 and he is certainly not identical to any of
the other characters, even though their thoughts are his thoughts. The author remains 
uncontaminated by the violence and cruelty of his fantasy world, because the fantasy world 
merely depicts or represents violence. He even laments that these are the conditions imposed 
upon his fantasies by the real world; he quips that “pointless violence and death are ‘realistic.’ 
Comic books are ‘realistic’ now.”275 This fantasy world explicitly exists for the gratification of the 
fantasists; it can be shaped into whatever the fantasists desire, and it only ever resists this force if
Morrison wishes to indulge a fantasy about overcoming that resistance.
The Invisibles is a very different kind of fantasy world. Deleuze observes that certain 
274 ‘The real Grant Morrison’ has never been thrown through a window by Animal Man.
275 Animal Man #26
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violent signs have the power to profoundly shock the viewer, to seize our mind and forces us to to 
conceptualise a Whole that we never intended to think.276 Animal Man merely depicts violence; 
The Invisibles, by contrast, is filled with the most violent signs that Morrison could create, not 
because they are coloured with red ink, but because they force Morrison to obey his creations, to 
think in ways that he cannot resist. With The Invisibles, Morrison engaged continuously in the 
creation of this fantasy world, from moment to moment, even while he was magically 'living' inside
of it. The characters would make demands of him; King Mob, especially, would be aware of what 
was going on, would share Morrison’s face, would even attempt to manipulate the other 
characters by claiming that he was a writer named Morrison. Morrison took care to ensure that 
‘the world of The Invisibles was our own,’277 with current pop culture references and current 
political events. All of the characters were ‘parts of me mixed with people I knew: Dane McGowan 
… was the working class cynic who still kept me in check. King Mob was the art-school fashion-
conscious chaos magician. Ragged Robin was my sensible anima; Lord Fanny, my indomitable 
tranny witch disguise;278 Boy, the practical, pragmatic voice of reason who made sure I always 
paid my bills and taxes and fed the cats. Even the villains … were my own self-hate and fear 
given form, named and tamed like demons.’279
King Mob uses half-truths to manipulate his interrogators in Invisibles 1.17
Throughout this thesis, we will see examples of a magician’s life becoming a work of art. 
276 Deleuze 1989, pp. 157-158
277 Morrison 2012, p. 259
278 Although Morrison has sometimes practiced transvestism (particularly during magickal ceremonies) in 
the 1980s and 90s, his casual use of a transphobic slur is notable here. The magical significance of 
Morrison’s ‘becoming-woman’ through the figure of Lord Fanny will be discussed later in this chapter.
279 Morrison 2012, p. 258
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However, the relationship between these terms (a life, an artwork) is especially convoluted in this 
case, because here we can identify a distinctive work of art which, at least for a time, became the 
magician’s life. There are two complementary 'becomings' operating at once, which together 
constitute what Deleuze and Guattari label a 'block of becoming.' This is also what Morrison would
later refer to in terms of a Kabbalistic ‘Collapse of the 32nd Path,’ a collision between Malkuth (the 
manifest world) and Yesod (the unconscious world, the ‘foundation’ of reality).280 The coming-alive 
of the comic coincides with the becoming-invisible of its author. By disappearing into his work, 
Morrison will exert an invisible force, will influence others without being recognised as an 
influence.
In 1996, Morrison suffered a severe staphylococcal infection. He attributes this to the plot 
that he wrote for King mob starting in The Invisibles 1.17 (the issue immediately after he asked 
readers to 'jerk off in the name of spiritual advancement'). In issue 17, King Mob is suffering from 
a punctured lung due to a gunshot wound, and is captured by the sinister Outer Church, who 
torture him for information. As part of his torture, he is given a hallucinogenic drug which makes 
him believe that his face is being consumed by a 'programmable' strain of necrotising fasciitis. By 
the time issue 18 was sent to press, Morrison had a skin infection which had produced a large 
hole in his cheek – certainly not necrotising fasciitis, but still an unsettling coincidence. However, 
King Mob did not escape from his captors for several issues, and in the months that followed, 
Morrison suffered a more serious medical condition which at first only manifested itself as boils, 
but culminated in a hospital trip where he was diagnosed with a systemic staphylococcus aureus 
infection, which had collapsed one of his lungs and was causing septicemia.281 Between The 
Invisibles’ experimentation with themes of corruption and disease, and King Mob’s untreated 
gunshot wound, Morrison decided that perhaps it would be wise to make his characters’ lives a 
little less hellish. He wrote issue 24 while he was in hospital, and ensured that King Mob’s 
punctured lung would be magically healed by the other characters in the story.282 At the same 
time, Morrison also negotiated a deal with his infection. He began treating the staphylococcus 
bacteria as his totemic animal, and told them that if they spared him, he would give them a 
starring role in The Invisibles.
Thus the character of Mister Quimper, a sentient infection who implants a portion of his 
psyche into people’s traumatic memories, and then grows inside them. When the bad memories 
'burst' and the infection becomes systemic, Quimper promises his victims that their suffering will 
be eternal unless they submit to him. He acts as one of the major villains of The Invisibles Volume
2, until the Invisibles discover his otherworldly origin. Lord Fanny recognises Quimper as an 
organism from another reality, who was drawn ‘down’ into the comic book world using magic, and 
280 Anonymous 2017
281 Morrison 2012, p. 283
282 Morrison (2012, p. 284) refers to this as “restoring the fiction suit to full health,” suggesting once again 
that the most important function of the suit is not simply to traverse the boundary between the real world 
and the imaginary, but to provide a prophylactic barrier which protects him from imaginary contaminants.
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was then ritually abused by the Outer Church.283 When Fanny puts Quimper in touch with the 
Magic Mirror, he recognises his true nature: he is not just the infection, he is also the infected; he 
is not pure evil, he is a subject who experiences suffering, and whose choices can inflict suffering 
upon others. Like all of us, his life is a dynamic process that involves interaction with others, and 
these interactions inevitably change us into something new. Morrison’s demons had cast Quimper
as the villain, but the Invisibles promise him the chance to become something else.
Lord Fanny, overflowing with Magic Mirror, explains everything to Quimper. (The Invisibles 2.20)
Unwanted thoughts are a often framed as a kind of psychic infection or pollution, and 
implicitly, we must isolate ourselves from the sources of such contamination. But because the 
crisis entails some manner of ‘self-pollution,’ it is not so easily resolved. In The History of 
Sexuality, Foucault proposes that the modern institutions of sexual morality do not repress 
sexuality, but arouse it, so that it can be hammered into shape through discourse. Far from being 
repressed, Foucault says that people in the early modern era were fascinated by sex, and 
invented a variety of new ways to discuss and think about it.284 Western discourse on sexuality 
had previously focused on the reproductive function of sex, but from the 18th century onwards, 
the West begins to exhibit an increasing fascination with a ‘world of perversion.’ For our purposes,
the most notable exploration of this brave new world is the medical profession’s fascination with 
283 Lord Fanny recognises Quimper because she was also abducted and raped by the same people, on 
the night that Quimper appeared in her world. And yet, demonstrating a total lack of self-awareness, 
Morrison comments (in Hiatt 2011), ‘I managed to do thirty years in comics without any rape!’
284 Foucault suggests (1990, p. 7) that ‘what sustains our eagerness to speak of sex in terms of repression
is doubtless this opportunity to speak out against the powers that be, to utter truths and manifold 
pleasures; to pronounce a discourse that combines the fervor of knowledge, the determination to change
the laws, and the longing for the garden of earthly delights.’
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“onanism” or “masturbation,” new words which were invented in the 18th century to describe a 
phenomenon which had previously not been considered worthy of serious discussion.285 Of course
the sin of Onan is Biblical, and illustrations of people masturbating have been produced 
throughout history, but this act had never been the subject of so much analysis until the modern 
age. Probably most influential work on the topic is Tissot’s 1758 treatise, which proposed that 
many different diseases were caused by masturbation.286 A notably poetic example of this new 
discourse comes from a medical pamphlet by Richard Mead, from 1765: 
‘But what more base, more noxious to the body,
Than by the power of fancy to excite
Such lewd ideas of an absent object,
As rouse the organs, form’d for nobler ends,
To rush into th’ embraces of a phantom...’287
This discourse is simultaneously medical, moral and religious: it urges physicians to 
interrogate their patients’ ‘unnatural’ sexual practices, which might contradict God’s command that
we must be fruitful and multiply. Morrison is another creator who attempts to define how his 
creations should live, but since they are made in his own image, they cannot resist the urge to 
indulge in the taboo. The serpent polluted Eve’s mind with blasphemous words, and she also 
polluted her body with the illicit fruit; afterwards, she polluted Adam with both her words and the 
illicit fruit, and then the couple had to be expelled from paradise (presumably before they could 
contaminate anything else). For Morrison, however, and for others who would follow his same 
magical path of becoming-invisible, there is no longer any need for the fruit, the serpent, or any 
other reminders of the 'world above,' of the archetypal garden in which we were created. When 
Morrison tells us to ‘DESTROY THIS COMIC,’288 it is because the signs of the contamination must
be burned away, not in order to prevent further contamination, but because there can be no going 
back. The sign, the original source of the contamination, must be destroyed because the sight of it
is unbearable, because we cannot contemplate any reminders of how we were 'originally' created.
Our present, messy, entangled state is the only state that we can possibly exist in now. In this 
way, creation becomes an ongoing project which takes place always in the present, proceeding in
285 The pamphlet Onania, or, the heinous sin of self-pollution and all its frightful consequences, first 
distributed around 1716 and published anonymously, is one of the earliest texts to employ these terms. It
is interesting to note that this pamphlet has sometimes been attributed to the controversial Dutch thinker 
Balthasar Bekker, who is best known for insisting in his 1695 book, The World Bewitched, that witches 
were not agents of the devil, but the victims of popular superstition.
286 Tissot claims that semen plays a crucial role in many bodily functions, including digestion and muscle 
development, and that the harm inflicted by the loss of this fluid is ‘much more serious when the same 
amount has been discharged by unnatural means’ (1832 translation, introduction).
287 Mead, 1765, p. 306. I cannot help but imagine that Mead is earnestly trying to protect us from phantom 
STDs, and to prevent unwanted phantom pregnancies.
288 The Invisibles 1.1
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fits and starts from one act of creation to the next. The creator does not transcend the created 
object, but is permanently entangled with it.
With The Invisibles, Morrison attempts to inject his impure, virulent thoughts into our minds, 
and to inspire other creators of mass culture to engage with the same weird, kinky, gnostic, 
infectious magical ideas. The Invisibles infects us in order to change us, to tempt us into 
Morrison’s seductive ways of thinking about magic and sex, the forbidden fruits that have been 
denied to us by nebulous authorities who could not actually control our desires. He wants us to 
experience our bodies as he does, as a temporal process whereby substances penetrate 
membranes. He instructs his readers to burn The Invisibles, especially the first issue, because if 
we obsess over the exact words, lines and colours that were used to tell the story, we will lose 
sight of its message. Morrison does not want us to sit around wanking over how great The 
Invisibles is. (He does want our praise, certainly, but 'chances are, your memories of this comic 
will be much better than the real thing.'289) If we burn the paper that The Invisibles is printed on, 
then we destroy the physical traces of how Morrison’s ideas entered into our lives, but his 
thoughts will continue to affect ours.
 If the goal of The Invisibles is to infect us with the same impure thoughts that Morrison 
experiences through his own body, then it is worth comparing this goal with Morrison’s 
subsequent comic book, The Filth. This thematic sequel to The Invisibles deals once again with 
shifting identities, imaginary worlds, and the notion of individual humans as cells in a larger entity, 
but in many ways, The Filth is also a more conventional comic book narrative: it is a conservative 
story about the need for a class of ‘super’ people who maintain the rule of law and protect us from
the criminal Other. The Filth was published in 2003, the year of “Operation Iraqi Freedom,” and 
Morrison described the “apathy, fear and violence which has gripped America and Britain” as a 
kind of epidemic.290 He also says that, “after 9-11, all the magic I was doing went into a kind of 
reverse and rituals weren't working for me in the same way. I began to concentrate more on doing
magic in the specific form of the comic books I was creating, rather than staging the theatrical, 
ritual, performance stuff.”291 Morrison imagined that he might be able to inoculate his readers with 
a controlled dose of intolerable vileness, so that they would be less vulnerable to that disease 
which keeps us terrified of the Other. He says that The Filth’s black humour was “a spoonful of 
sugar to help the vile medicine go down.”292 (A particularly facile example of this humour involves 
giant levitating sperm cells rampaging through the streets of Los Angeles, punching bloody holes 
in women’s abdomens.)293 Unlike The Invisibles, The Filth plays straightforwardly to the sense of 
289 The Invisibles 1.1. He is quite correct, of course: the common thread between comic book geeks and 




293 I remember being more scandalised by The Filth when I first read it, but rereading it as an adult, its 
transgressive awfulness is never shocking or clever. But the comic does, at least, live up to its name – it 
makes the reader feel dirty afterwards.
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resolution and relief that we feel when the bad guys are defeated, and it lacks the conceptual 
novelty which made The Invisibles so interesting.
The 'impure thoughts' contained in The Invisibles include plenty of extreme, disgust-
provoking material as well, but it also takes to heart the warning that the angels gave to Morrison 
in Kathmandu: what we perceive as evil is just a side effect of our inoculation against a 
preventable cosmic disease. As such, we need not worry about becoming infected – we are 
already infected, and all we can do now is trust the angels who assure us that everything will be 
alright.294 There is a fascinating tension in The Invisibles between an implacable optimism founded
upon New Age pseudo-religiosity, and a sense of apocalyptic dread, which fears disease most of 
all, but also touches upon fears of nuclear war, the technological wilderness of the new 
millennium, and the 2012 close of the Mayan calendar.
One of the earliest plotlines in The Invisibles transforms the Marquis de Sade into a libertine 
saint whose perversion has infected the whole world. The heroes travel back in time, rescue Sade
from prison, recruit him to join the Invisibles, and bring him to live in San Francisco in 1995. When
their astral travel spell misfires, however, they instead find themselves in the Chateau de Silling, 
where they are forced to share in Sade’s awful fantasy The 120 Days Of Sodom. Just as in 
Sade’s unfinished novel, four wealthy libertines lock themselves in with dozens of kidnapped 
victims, and spend four months acting out every outrageous sexual perversion they can conceive 
of. The Invisibles are locked in the castle the entire time, spared from participating but 
nevertheless forced to witness the tortures, and unable to leave until it is all over.295 
King Mob acts in this story as Morrison’s mouthpiece. The first time we see the Invisibles’ 
reactions (after the victims have been beaten and branded with hot iron), the captive audience is 
not viscerally horrified, but merely uncomfortable. When we see them again (after Sade’s 
obsession with feces has become apparent), they are bored and irritable. The title of this story is 
120 Days of Sod-All, and because the Invisibles know that it is nothing but a fantasy, they regard 
the whole experience as a frustrating waste of their attention. (“Do we really have to watch this? 
Isn’t there something else we can do here?” “Not really, we just have to get through it. And try to 
see the funny side, I suppose.”) Sade initially defends his fantasy as a cautionary tale about the 
hypocrisy of the enlightenment, arguing that his characters are “the monsters bred by the God of 
Reason.” But as King Mob teases him about it, Sade admits that he is a “dirty old sod” after all, 
and obviously he enjoyed fantasising about “letting the beast out of the cage.” Once the fantasy is
over, King Mob mocks Sade’s imaginary libertines as well, and pities them for their lack of 
creativity: “all that power but they’ll never get out of the castle. They can’t even imagine a way 
294 Compare Brown 1985, pp. 82-83: if psychoanalysis has any hope of curing neurosis, then the discipline
‘must hold fast to the vision that man is distinguished from other animals by the privilege of being sick; ...
in other words, that neurosis is the privilege of the uniquely social animal.’
295 Thankfully the reader is only subjected to this for a few pages, in The Invisibles 1.7. The ending of the 
story is more definitive than Sade’s, however: rather than 'getting away with it' as they do in Sade’s 
story, the libertines in The Invisibles commit the ultimate blasphemy by destroying God’s creation with 
nuclear weapons.
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out.” Mob laughs at the libertines because even once they have fashioned their own new world, 
they have actually created nothing new, since they continue to define themselves by what they 
have always hated. If the libertines did not violate the laws of God and man, then the only other 
option they can imagine is to obey them; having always lived under those laws, they can only 
conceive of themselves as masters or slaves. King Mob explains that the goal of the Invisible 
conspiracy is “to remind people where the exits are.”
Sade is a perfect recruit for the Invisibles, because he clearly grasps this truth that eludes 
his fictional libertines. When he found himself imprisoned, he “built a door made of words,” and 
escaped through it. In the world of The Invisibles, Sade did not die in prison: he escaped using 
magic. Two centuries later, his 'impure thoughts' have spread further than he could have 
imagined. When the Invisibles bring him to San Francisco in 1995, Sade is shocked to learn of the
BDSM community which bears his name, and he immediately begins looking for new lovers. King 
Mob tells people who Sade is, and nobody believes him, but Sade actually prefers it this way. 
Morrison alludes to Sade’s last will, which requested that he should be buried in an unmarked 
grave, allowed to grow wild so that 'all trace of my resting-place should disappear from the surface
of the earth, as I flatter myself that my memory will disappear from the minds of men.'296 He does 
not want to be famous, he simply wants to live among people who think the same impure thoughts
that he does, and he doesn’t really want them to recognise him as the source of that impurity. He 
would prefer to be invisible. 
The Marquis de Sade, settling into his new life in The Invisibles 1.8
296Cited by David Coward in his introduction to Sade 1992
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3.1: Morrison’s magical influences: A.O.S. and Chaos magick
The technique of transforming a stated desire into a sigil was first described by English 
occultist Austin Osman Spare (1886-1956). Spare included an extra step to the process of 
mystifying his own thinking: before creating the sigil, he would first transcribe his statement of 
magical intent into his own personal 'alphabet of desire,' based on his intuitions about the primal 
onomatopoeia which preceded language. Spare did not share his full alphabet in his published 
writings. If other magicians wanted to communicate with their innermost selves, they would need 
to develop their own intuitions, rather than imitate him. But towards the end of his life, he did 
record some examples of desires that he had expressed in this way:297
“What is consciousness?” “I desire a large-bottomed woman for social congress.”
 
“I wish the death of Stalin” “I desire intercourse with a vampire”
 
Spare claims that authentic desires are only accessible on a subconscious level. His particular 
sigil-making method amounts more or less to automatic drawing (another magical technique 
which Spare employed extensively), and his goal is not to shape his desires, but to discover them 
through experimentation. This approach has parallels in Crowley’s concept of the Thelemite Will. 
In Spare’s description of sigil magic in The Book Of Pleasure, he also claims that 'belief, to be 
true, must be organic and subconscious,' and he goes on to say that 'to believe that I am great 
does not make me great,' if the belief is only an affectation.298 
Spare was not an enormously influential magician during his own lifetime. Although he 
was briefly a member of the A A  ∴ ∴(another magical order founded by Crowley), Spare clearly 
resents the time he spent there. In the Book of Pleasure, he argues that his own method is all that
is required in order to produce magical effects, and that one can 'know the Charlatans by their 
love of rich robes, ceremony, ritual, magical retirements, absurd conditions, and other stupidity, 
too numerous to relate.'299 He also describes ceremonial magicians as 'the unemployed dandies 
of the brothels. … Vampires, they are as the very lice in attraction … self condemned in their 
disgusting fatness, their emptiness of power, without even the magic of personal charm or beauty,
297 Spare c. 1949 (unpublished)
298 Spare 1913, 'Sigils'
299 Spare 1913, 'The Key to Prophecy'
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they are offensive in their bad taste and mongering for advertisement.'300
This bitterness is also apparent in the way Spare writes about his sexual desire for 
women. He had tried to use the love of women to give his life purpose, but he felt that meaning 
could not be derived from anything external to himself. 'May the idea of God perish and with it 
women: have they not both made me appear clownish?'301 Instead Spare develops a 
masturbatory 'new sexuality' to free him of his desire for other people’s bodies, allowing him to 
experience pleasure, and to participate in the creative power of the universal life-force, in solitude.
Spare’s new sexuality evokes an ontological trope described by Judith Butler, the body that exists 
‘before the law.’302 Spare posits the existence of a prediscursive sexuality, which waits to be freed 
from the shackles of the law – from the concepts of sex, identity, reason, et cetera, which dictate 
what pleasures may be experienced and how bodies are permitted to intermingle.303 The desire 
that Spare pursues is Foucault’s ‘grin without a cat,’ an immaterial quality which cannot be 
attributed to any substance or object, and certainly not to “sex,” which is rendered meaningless 
here.304 For Spare, the means to this end is self-love – that is to say, masturbation, or ‘love without
a lover.’
In discourses on masturbation, the feature that most prominently defines a sexual act as 
masturbatory is the ‘absent object’ in Mead’s 1765 medical pamphlet – the lover.305 ‘Real’ sex 
requires two people, and masturbation is generally conceptualised as a poor substitute. Lacan 
claims that desire is always directed towards such an 'absent object,' and that this absence 
serves as the entire basis of Freud’s Oedipal drama – the child desires to possess the mother 
only when they realise that they cannot, that the father will not allow it. For Lacan, desire 
categorically cannot achieve its object. Evidently, this kind of jealous, frustrated lust is something 
that Spare considers to be unbearable – he does not want to fantasise about the women that he 
cannot possess, he wishes to be free of lust altogether. His new sexuality is something 
qualitatively different, closer to the model of desire proposed by Deleuze and Guattari: 
‘Desire does not lack anything; it does not lack its object. It is, rather, the subject that is 
300 Spare 1913, 'Be ye mystic'
301 Spare 1913, 'Self-Love as a Moral Doctrine and Virtue'
302 Butler 2006, pp. 48-52
303 Butler 2006, p. 131. Butler criticises Foucault’s introduction to the memoir of Herculine Barbin for 
sentimentally indulging in this trope. Foucault writes about the utopian ‘multiplicity of pleasures’ that 
Barbin’s intersex body was ‘free’ to experience in her youth, before she attracted the scrutiny of legal 
and medical authorities who demanded that she live as a man. Ironically, Butler observes that Foucault’s
writing here conforms precisely to the genre of emancipatory discourse that Foucault was trying to 
expose in his History of Sexuality: although Foucault ‘officially’ insists that sexuality is always produced 
by discursive and institutional practices, he interprets Barbin’s memoir just as Sigmund Freud might, as 
the story of a ‘pure’ sexuality (Freud’s ‘polymorphous perversity’) which has been shackled and 
repressed by the Law.
304 Cited in Butler 2006, p. 131: This is a sexual world in which ‘bodily pleasures do not immediately signify
“sex” as their primary cause and ultimate meaning; it is a world … in which “grins hung about without the
cat.”’
305 Mead, 1765, p. 306
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missing in desire, or desire that lacks a fixed subject … Desire and its object are one and the 
same thing … What is missing is not things a subject feels the lack of somewhere deep down 
inside himself, but rather the objectivity of man, the objective being of man, for whom to desire
is to produce, to produce within the realm of the real.’306
Spare describes the energy of creation as a self-manifesting divine process called Kia. He 
insists that 'the less said of it (Kia), the less obscure it is,' because this creative force is antithetical
to language and reason. This is Spare’s 'new sexuality,' a form of creative self-love that is never 
exhausted, which experiences pleasure free from all object-focused desire:
‘… it may be regarded as the primordial sexual principle, the idea of pleasure in self-love. Only
he who has attained the death posture can apprehend this new sexuality, and its almighty love
satisfied. He that is ever servile to belief, clogged by desire, is identified with such and can see
but its infinite ramifications in dissatisfaction.’307
 Like Lacan, Spare conceptualises desire as something born from lack, and which is always 
frustrated, and so there is no place for desire in his new sexuality.308 The goal of Spare’s self-love 
is to 'unclog' himself of the obsessive desires which isolate him from the women that he is 
attracted to, to transform all conscious desire into an unspoken and unnameable drive, because 
only then can he gain access to the pleasure that he previously desired. (He can also, in principle,
gain access to the women who had previously frustrated him, but this is unimportant if his desire is
no longer focused upon an external object.) Spare implies that women’s sexuality is more innately 
magical than men’s, because in his reckoning, a woman’s subtlety grants her a bewitching power 
over whichever man she desires without overtly pursuing him: 'quiescence is hidden desire, a form
of “not asking;” by it the female obtains much from man.’309 His new sexuality is another form of 
“not asking.”
The creative power of Kia is contrasted to Zos, which is the power of the organism and of 
the self.310 Where Kia is expressed through creativity and ecstatic pleasure, Zos is the power 
expressed through the physical motions and sensations of the body. An individual who takes 
pleasure in Zos without any awareness of Kia might think of Zos as their own personal energy, but
Spare decreees that Zos ‘shalt live in millions of forms.’311 If we seek true pleasure, Spare 
306 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 26-27
307 Spare 1913, 'Kia, in its Transcendental and Conceivable Manifestation'
308 'Others believe in prayer... have not all yet learnt, that to ask is to be denied?' Spare 1913, 'Be ye 
mystic'
309 Spare 1913, 'Be ye mystic'
310 Spare’s magical worldview is sometimes referred to as 'Zos-Kia Cultus,' a label invented after Spare’s 
death by his friend Kenneth Grant.
311 ‘O Zos, thou shalt live in millions of forms and every conceivable thing shall happen unto Thee. 
Remember these senses are that which thou hast desired.’ Spare 1921, 'Kia of the Effigies speaks of 
Zos in Soliloquy.' Note that Morrison creates King Mob, Ragged Robin, Dane McGowan, etc, so that he 
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encourages us to engage with both Zos and Kia, to participate in the transcendent power of 
creation by stimulating our organic bodies, but to do so freely and joyfully, without any of the 
frustration that inevitably arises from object-focused desire. (Of course, Spare insists that we 
must seek pleasure, that we cannot possibly do otherwise, because it is irresistible. 'Will to 
pleasure is the basic function underlying all activity, whether conscious or not.'312) 
Although Spare’s talent as an artist was recognised by his contemporary critics, he was 
never particularly influential during his own lifetime, and lived most of his life in poverty. Even 
then, his art was better received than his occultism. His last published work of magical writing was
self-published in 1927, with only 100 copies: Anathema of Zos, Sermon to the Hypocrites is an 
extremely hostile criticism of British society, which relentlessly addresses its readers as 
'parasites,' 'vermin' and 'cannibals,' and announces that 'I, who enjoy my body with unweary tread,
would rather pack with wolves than enter your pest-houses.' Unsurprisingly, this publication 
alienated Spare from his peers in the art world. However, he continued to practise magic in 
obscurity, utilising his art to give shape to his unconscious desires. From 1949 onwards, at the 
urging of Kenneth Grant, Spare finally returned to writing about Zos and Kia.313 After Spare’s 
death in 1956, Grant continued to publicise Spare’s work through his own writing. 
Spare’s 'new sexuality' was embraced in the 1970s by Peter Carroll and Ray Sherwin. 
Carroll and Sherwin founded an informal magical order, the Illuminates of Thanateros, which they 
described as a 'spiritual heir' to Zos-Kia. Like Spare, Carroll and Sherwin had been members of 
the occult subculture in London, and although they felt compelled to participate in magical 
activities, they found fraternal orders to be too authoritarian. The IOT was proposed as a 
meritocracy, whereby ranks and titles would be bestowed impartially, on the basis of magical 
power – members of the group were committed to treat magic as a set of skills, which could be 
judged in terms of verifiable results.314 Spare’s technique of sigil magic, powered by masturbation, 
is particularly celebrated by these magicians, because it demonstrates that 'scientific anti-science'
which Carroll labelled Chaos Magic.315 Carroll holds that Spare’s magic is founded on skepticism –
he rejects the mythic symbolism and received wisdom of ceremonial magic, in favour of an 
can become them, so that whatever happens to them can also happen to him.
312 Spare 1921, 'Zod-Ka speaks of Ikkah'
313 Two unfinished texts that Spare wrote under Grant’s influence, The Logomachy of Zos and The Zoetic 
Grimoire of Zos, are available online at https://hermetic.com/spare/index 
314 Reinforcing Weber’s claim that charismatic power must inevitably be translated into institutional power, 
the IOT eventually developed into an authoritarian hierarchy, formally called the Magical Pact of the 
Illuminates of Thanateros, in the late 1980s. Sherwin 'excommunicated' himself from the group after this 
point. Sherwin’s decision to leave was a result of the formal announcement of The Pact as a new 
fraternal order, led by Carroll and a German magician, Ralph Tegtmeier, in 1986. Carroll and 
Tegtmeier’s inevitable falling-out came in the 1990s, when Tegtmeier and other German members of the
Pact began practising 'ice magic,' which they claimed could be accessed only through the latent 
sorcerous genes that are uniquely present in members of the Aryan race, whose ancestors dwelt in 
ancient Thule. Peter Carroll’s account of the 'Ice War' is fantastic and impenetrable, and very much 
resembles the tone of The Invisibles: see http://www.philhine.org.uk/writings/ess_icewar.html  
315 Carroll, 'The Magic of Chaos'
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empirical and unbiased interrogation of his own subconscious mind.
The IOT’s emphasis on empirically verifiable results is obviously something that appeals to
Grant Morrison, a 'hard-nosed skeptic' who insists that there is nothing superstitious about 
believing in magic after he has seen empirical evidence that it works.316  As Phil Hine notes, the 
chaos magic movement was primarily an effort to encourage magical practice, and to promote the
development of new and more efficacious magical techniques.317  To some extent, the chaos 
magicians attempt to answer the theoretical question of “how does magic work,” but only insofar 
as a theory might help them to answer the far more important question, “how can we make magic 
work better?” The authenticity of a magical working is purely a question of the chaos magician’s 
sincere desire for results, and nothing to do with the sincerity with which they believe in whichever
cultural tradition or symbolism that they happen to employ in their work. A chaos magician 
invoking a spirit-entity might just as easily call upon Papa Legba, the archangel Gabriel, or Bart 
Simpson, and each of these invocations would be equally legitimate so long as it achieved the 
desired result.
The entity called Thanateros, which Carroll and Sherwin named their magical community 
after, is a hybrid of Thanatos (the god of death) and Eros (the goddess of sex). Carroll classifies 
this divine figure as a variation on the animal-headed, androgynous image of the devil, which he 
primarily identifies as Baphomet, but also identifies with the evil gnostic Archon who rules over 
this world.318 Showing an obvious influence from Spare’s description of Zos, Carroll defines 
Thanateros as 'the psychic field generated by the totality of living beings on this planet,' a 
terrifying and immense Other whose power tends to produce a crisis of identity. (Carroll also 
notes that modern images of Baphomet probably need to include mechanical elements as well, to 
account for the inorganic Other that we have still only partially realised in science fiction.) This 
entity tells us that, “the cellular mechanisms which allow life also make death inevitable, essential,
and desirable. … Have no fear — you have been, and will be, millions of things; all you will suffer 
is amnesia. ... Sex creates life, and the sexuality is a measure of the life force or vitality, no matter
how it is expressed.”319 
Morrison’s vision of the four-dimensional universe has a great deal in common with this 
planet-wide multiplicity. Morrison visualises the 'totality of living beings' not as a psychic field, but 
as a literal organism, extended through the fourth dimension so that every individual cell is 
physically connected to its parent cell, stretching back in a continuous line to the very first life on 
earth, and stretching forwards into extremities tipped with a multitude of metallic tools fashioned 
from the earth’s mineral resources. If we are all part of this incomprehensibly vast tentacular 
monster, then our contamination with the Other is a foregone conclusion – we erroneously believe
that we can differentiate the Self from the Other, because we have only ever seen our universe 
316 Morrison 2003, p. 9
317 Hine 1997, p.9
318 Carroll 1978, p.158
319 Carroll 1978, p.159
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from the inside. From Morrison’s objective, five-dimensional vantage point in Kathmandu, our tiny 
universe really looks like a writhing 'ball of sphincters' dividing into temporal cross-sections and 
constantly twisting back upon itself, dragging us over and through the incomprehensible totality of 
the hyper-organism.320 Everything is everything else; nothing has an identity of its own.
Animal Man criticises Morrison’s writing in Animal Man #26
The simultaneity and equivalence of all perspectives is a persistent quality in many of 
Grant Morrison’s comics, which sometimes seem pointless as they bounce between perspectives.
Morrison explains that one of the primary goals of his magic is ‘demoting the concept of the 
“individual” by deliberately engineering multiple conferring “egos,” personae, memeplexes, or 
selves,’ and ‘exposing “the personality” as just one behavioural option from a menu of many.’321 If 
his comics are speech acts, they dismantle the actor who performs them. Particularly in The 
Invisibles and Flex Mentallo, there are often multiple different Grant Morrisons speaking at once. 
Sometimes the various selves in Morrison’s comics are all in agreement, but often they each 
argue from different perspectives, and the author does not fully commit to any of them. Between 
his public performance as ‘an actor playing the role of himself,’322 and the influence that he has 
drawn from the chaos current, we should read Morrison’s comics as an attempt to influence both 
his reality and his own sense of self, each of which are contingent, mutable things with no 
essential nature. This certainly makes sense in the light of Peter Carroll's description of Kia:
‘the only part of ourselves which exists above the temporary and mutable psychological 
structure we call the ego is the Kia. … The Kia is without form. It is neither this nor that. 
320 Morrison 2012, p. 273. Morrison uses different terms to articulate the same concept in other works; in 
The Invisibles, it is called the ‘supercontext;’ in Flex Mentallo, it is ‘the Absolute.’
321 Morrison 2003 p. 24
322 Nietzche 2001, p. 147
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There is almost nothing we can say of it … The mistake of so many occult systems is to 
imagine that the Kia has some preordained or intrinsic quality or nature. This is just a wishful
thinking, trying to give cosmic significance to the ego.’323
3.2: Grant Morrison’s life in ‘the solid world, where things pass’
‘In the 60s you had your Timothy Learys and what’s his name,  Cuckoo’s Nest. Kesey. All
those guys. They were at the wheel, they could see the road ahead, right? They told us all
we had to do was get fucked up on LSD, and we’d all turn into super-people and build the
promised land out of rainbows and flowers. Shit. I fell for that shit. Black light posters. I really
thought we were changing the world. It felt for a moment like we were actually going to win,
man. When I finally came down, it was 1985.’
- A masked character in The Invisibles 1.8, written by Morrison in 1995
“We really thought [at DisinfoCon, in 2000], ‘this is it! The counterculture! We won! They want
our shit, they want to swallow our lovely poisons, our blue pills, and be like us and join us in
the sexy fetish Matrix’. ... We were watching the mainstream of entertainment and business
eating up our culture, and we reasoned that there could be only one result – they'd inevitably
get seriously high off our weirdness. They'd transform into us and they'd change in ways that
were inescapable. Or like the cows with BSE at the time, they'd get sick off us and die. I still
think we were right. This world certainly acts like it swallowed something very unusual…”
- Grant Morrison, interviewed in 2017324
Morrison says that ‘becoming a magician is itself a revolutionary act,’325 and to some 
extent he positions himself as a member of a counter-cultural movement. But when he speaks of 
how he became a magician, his biographical narrative does not resemble that of stereotypical 
pagans like Oberon Zell or Fiona Horne, who say that that they knew all along that they were 
magicians, that all their lives they felt there was something wrong with the world and they couldn’t 
put their finger on what it was. Instead, Morrison describes his younger self as “really cynical; I 
didn’t believe any of this, I’d never seen ghosts, I’d never seen anything. My mother was quite 
witchy, she read tea-leaves, but nothing of that came through to me, I was this totally down-to-
earth kid.”326 His first effort to practice magic was at the age of nineteen, and he says that at that 
time, he hoped that if magic actually worked it might give him a sense of agency. 
Morrison’s father had been a dedicated anti-war activist with the Committee of 100 protest 
323 Carroll 1978, p. 164
324 Anonymous 2017
325 Morrison 2003
326 Grant Morrison: Talking With Gods
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group in the 1960s, and so the idea of nuclear war was particularly salient for him as a child.327 In 
an autobiographical section of Flex Mentallo, Morrison describes how his father would take him to 
political book shops, where he discovered ‘those terrible ban-the-bomb zines; when you’re a kid 
they look just like comics, but they’re not. It’s all screaming Hiroshima faces, burning cities. … It 
really fucked me up.’328 Similarly, in The Invisibles, Morrison depicts nuclear armageddon as the 
ultimate blasphemy, the final abuse that Sade’s libertines can inflict upon the world after they 
have performed every other perversion they can imagine. In Supergods, Morrison attributes his 
love of superhero comics to the fact that ‘the superheroes laughed at the Atom Bomb. … 
Superman is so indefatigable a product of the human imagination, such a perfectly designed 
emblem of our highest, kindest, wisest, toughest selves, that my Idea of the Bomb had no defense
against him.’329 Morrison needed such a hero, to protect himself from the violent signs which 
irresistibly became the focus of his obsession.
The figures who appear in Morrison’s magical narratives embody iconic mass-media 
styles. Alongside Morrison’s various superheroes, The Invisibles features super-spy King Mob 
and “voodoo rap” artist Jim Crow, while Flex Mentallo features rockstar/comic author Wally 
Sage:330 all of these figures resemble Bowie’s stage persona Ziggy Stardust, or Bono’s ironic 'Fly' 
persona who spoke only in aphoristic one-liners, or Beyoncé’s Sasha Fierce. Ziggy Stardust 
particularly resonates with the contamination that Morrison experienced as King Mob taking over 
his life. Bowie said that even after he retired the Ziggy persona, “that fucker would not leave me 
alone for years. That was when it all started to sour. And it soured so quickly you wouldn't believe 
it. It took me an awful time to level out. My whole personality was affected."331 Morrison explicitly 
makes this connection when he says by the time The Invisibles ended, “I was more than ready to 
‘kill Ziggy,’ as David Bowie had once put it. It felt like some extended art installation was finally 
over. I could get up off the gallery floor and go home for my tea.”332
There certainly was a mass-media audience for Morrison’s performance, but his magical 
way of thinking expands that audience to also include people who never heard of The Invisibles. 
Charles Fort wrote that 'a tree cannot find out, as it were, how to blossom, until comes blossom-
time. A social growth cannot find out the use of steam engines, until comes steam-engine-time.'333
It seems that the late 1990s was the time for science fiction stories about lifting the veil of reality, 
experiencing the horror of gnosis, and then using this newfound occult knowledge to transform the
world. The Invisibles shares these themes with Dark City, The Truman Show, and Alan Moore’s 
Promethea, and, of course, The Matrix (which Morrison claims to have directly inspired).
After The Invisibles, Morrison was hired to write Marvel Comics’ X-Men series from 2001 
327 Morrison 2012, pp. xiii – xv
328 Flex Mentallo #3
329 Morrison 2012, p. xv
330 Wally Sage is what Morrison imagines he would be if his own band, the Mixers, had “made it.”
331 Jones 1977
332 Morrison 2012, p. 288
333 Fort 1931, p. 34
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to 2004, one of the most iconic titles in the superhero genre. The first X-Men film had only been 
released in 2000, and had proved highly profitable, contributing to the Hollywood craze for 
superhero films that still continues two decades later. The X-Men franchise was especially 
valuable to Marvel, and this was a great achievement in Morrison’s career. The commercial 
success of Morrison’s run on this series (retitled New X-Men) guaranteed that he would be in 
demand by the leading publishers, Marvel and DC comics. Since New X-Men, Morrison has 
worked primarily for DC, where he became the unofficial 'revamp guy' for classic intellectual 
properties, affording him opportunities to work extensively on the most iconic comic book 
franchises of all time: the Justice League of America, Batman and Superman. After a prolific and 
acclaimed career in this conservative, mainstream culture industry, Morrison presents himself in 
interviews and at conventions with greater confidence and satisfaction than one might expect of 
the shy boy who practiced magic because he had felt so powerless. He has continued to treat his 
comic books as magical workings, but he now performs ceremonial workings only very rarely (he 
performed none at all for most of the last decade).334 
Morrison explicitly says that the task of a magician is to fill their life with meaning, so as to 
re-enchant the world. For Morrison, comic books, and especially superhero comics, overflow with 
mythic imagery which reflects our longing for enchantment. This is the thesis of Morrison’s only 
book-length work of non-fiction, Supergods:
‘We’ve come to expect that most of our politicians will be exposed, in the end, as sex-mad 
liars or imbeciles, just as we’ve come to expect gorgeous supermodels to be bulimic, 
neurotic wretches. We’ve seen through the illusions that once sustained our fantasies and 
know from bitter experience that beloved comedians will stand unmasked, sooner or later, 
as alcoholic perverts or suicidal depressives. … Could the superhero in his cape and 
skintight suit be the best current representation of something we all might become, if we 
allow ourselves to feel worthy of a tomorrow where our best qualities are strong enough to 
overcome the destructive impulses that seek to undo the human project?’335
Of course, Morrison himself is no Superman. His instruction that The Invisibles ought to be
burned after we finish reading it is evidence of a certain unease at being seen as a figure of 
authority. This restlessness is also apparent in the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari: A 
Thousand Plateaus doesn’t ask us to burn it, but it does attempt to purge its particular form from 
our mind. That is why it leaps from one metaphor from another with such aplomb, why each of the
various ‘plateaus’ seems to communicate a similar idea in radically different terms. Deleuze and 
Guattari want to teach us a skill – a nomadic, immanent way of thinking, freed from the stratified 
logic of representation – but they do not want us to memorise their words or their specific 
334 Anonymous 2017. 
335 Morrison 2011, pp. xvi – xvii
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metaphors, to get caught up in the masturbatory fantasy of our own cleverness. They are 
becoming-imperceptible, and A Thousand Plateaus is the hypersigil that the authors disappear 
into.
4.1: Becoming invisible
‘If I describe the behavior of a living organism, I cannot possibly describe that behavior
without  simultaneously  describing the behavior  of  the environment.  … I don’t  describe
organisms  in environments,  I  describe a  unified  field  of  behavior  called  an  organism-
environment. It’s an awkward word, but there it is.’
- Alan Watts, “Because you know the world is you”336
‘Big Brother is watching you – learn to become invisible.’
- The Invisibles 1.2
The members of the Invisibles conspiracy are sleeper agents who hide in plain sight. Each
one of them is some kind of deviant (if only because they are magicians), but their greatest 
magical asset is their ability to hide among the 'normal people,' to sneak their perversity into the 
ordinary world. When Morrison imagines that people in the real world want to “swallow our lovely 
poisons,” and “transform into us,” he imagines that his Invisibles have succeeded in their secret 
mission.337 The Invisibles blend in to their environment as the world becomes more and more like 
the Invisibles.
In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari speak of 'becoming-imperceptible,' and of 
several other forms of 'becoming' which follow the same procedure. To varying degrees, Morrison 
engages in all of these different becomings, but considering the reasons that he gives for why he 
wrote The Invisibles, the primary function of the comic was evidently to achieve what Deleuze and
Guattari described as becoming-imperceptible. However, The Invisibles proceeds along this path 
by way of several different becomings, each of which facilitates Morrison’s becoming-invisible in 
different and complementary ways. Morrison’s hypersigil is complex and interconnected, and the 
pathways of becoming described in this chapter are by no means an exhaustive list.
Peter Carroll hints at the role of magic in becoming, when he says that 'magic arises to 
prominence when the boundary of self is either expanding or contracting. For example, during 
times of innovation and discovery, or during times of repression. A profound magical renaissance 
is now in progress because the boundary of self is both expanding and contracting 
simultaneously. Science, drugs, psychology, communications networks and all the paraphernalia 
336 Watts 1965, part 1
337 Anonymous 2017. As we will see in the next chapter of this thesis, Alan Moore describes a similarly 
infectious becoming in From Hell, in Jack The Ripper’s dying soliloquy: “I am not man so much as 
syndrome.” See Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 14, p. 17.
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of late twentieth century life have expanded aspects of awareness to a degree inconceivable a 
century ago.'338 Magic is a method to take control of these forces, to live intentionally and seize 
control of the force that the Other exerts upon the Self, to subvert the Heideggerian condition of 
‘being-already-in-a-world.’339
In Brian Massumi’s analysis, becoming is always some kind of escape attempt: the 
process of becoming 'begins as a desire to escape bodily limitations,' because all forces that work
to control us must ultimately act upon our bodies.340 The origin of those constraints, whether 
'natural' or 'cultural' (sexual arousal, disability, confinement, hunger, etc.), makes no significant 
difference in this reaction – power always acts upon the body, and it is the body that fights back. 
Rosi Braidotti makes the same observation, but from the other direction: becoming is always a 
finite movement, because Deleuze’s philosophy always insists upon a temporally-inscribed 
immanence.341 A becoming is a movement or flow across boundaries, which may pass rapidly 
through an endless field of possibilities, but because it is mediated by a real, physical, temporal 
body, it is never able to capture the totality of the entire field. (It is fitting that Morrison’s Invisible 
conspiracy chooses a featureless white field as its symbol. Most members of the conspiracy dress
their bodies in distinctive and idiosyncratic costumes, but that is because they have first created 
the physical and conceptual space that they need in order to experiment with their bodies.) 
Becoming occurs upon the body, through the body, but there is a dangerous possibility that it 
might proceed away from the body.342 As Braidotti suggests, if we wish to think through the body, 
and not in a desperate flight away from it, then we must confront the body’s boundaries and its 
limitations.343
338 Carroll, 'The Magic of Chaos'
339 Heidegger 1962, p. 369
340 Massumi 1992, p.94
341 Braidotti, in Buchanan and Colebrook 2000, p.159
342 Deleuze and Guattari refer to such a disconnect from one’s immanent bodily reality as a 'failed' or 
'botched' Body-Without-Organs. Their goal is to inhabit the body, to experience its processes and 
sensations, rather than to fix an identity upon the body or obsess over what its parts might signify. 
343 Braidotti, in Buchanan and Colebrook 2000, p.160
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Dane McGowan clings to this Invisibles badge so tightly that it cuts him, but he doesn’t want
to become invisible – he doesn’t even understand what 'becoming invisible' is (Invisibles 1.3)344
The central conflict in The Invisibles occurs between two global conspiracies fighting to 
destroy one another, and define once and for all345 what it is to be human. The Invisible College is 
a libertarian conspiracy of magicians, criminals and proud sexual deviants, who fight to free all 
people everywhere from any kind of external control. The opposing faction, the Outer Church, is 
populated by G-men, CEOs, High Tories, and servants of bizarre Lovecraftian deities, who 
embrace hierarchies of dominance and fight to ensure that everyone is disciplined and remains 
obedient. (To whom we are obedient hardly matters.) The two factions disagree over what 
constitutes our subjectivity – although, ultimately, as the protagonists of the story discover, both 
factions have an incomplete understanding of the 'supercontext' that they exist in.
The supercontext is the ontological bedrock of the Invisibles’ universe. When the characters 
achieve this perspective, they realise that they not really individuals with object-focused desires, 
but the cells of a vast cosmic entity which is only beginning to awaken, whose body contains the 
flowing currents of all desire. The characters drawn on the pages of the comic experience this 
revelation as something like being 'abducted by aliens.' These aliens exist in higher dimensions, 
and although their reality is much larger than the reality of the comic book, the most notable effect
of ‘abduction’ is that the characters find themselves suddenly able to perceive what Scott 
McCloud calls ‘the gutter,’ the space which separates the comic book panels, in which the reader 
344 Curiously, this circular pin, accompanied by a splash of blood, resembles the iconic smiley-face pin 
worn by the Comedian in Alan Moore’s Watchmen (1987). The resemblance may or may not have been 
a deliberate choice, but either way, I suspect that Morrison would consider it to be magically significant. 
Watchmen is the comic which ‘polluted’ the superhero world with ideas from the disenchanted world that 
Morrison finds abhorrent. It is the comic that he implicitly denounces in Animal Man 26 (“pointless 
violence and death are ‘realistic.’ Comic books are ‘realistic’ now”’), and he names it explicitly in 
Morrison 2012, pp. 195-206: ‘Watchmen was a Pop Art extinction-level event,’ and when he first read it, 
Morrison found it ‘overwhelmingly artificial … almost revolting.’ 
345 ‘In the last analysis,’ as Fredric Jameson puts it in The Political Unconscious (1981)
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resolves the differences between whatever occurs in the panels.346 (Characters in Grant 
Morrison’s other comics frequently move into and through the gutter between panels, and they are
often traumatised by the experience.) Individual comic panels are moments in time, temporal 
cross-sections. The page, and the book, are a totality that only becomes apparent when we 
extend those panels through time – or rather, when we extend the panels through a dimension 
which the comic book characters cannot intentionally move through by their own power, but which
for the reader is ‘anything but involuntary!’347 McCloud insists that more so than in any other 
artform, the reader of comic books must ‘fills in the gaps’ of the story, imagining the events which 
must occur between panels.
When Morrison’s aliens show their true form to Dane McGowan, they appear as a blob of 
Magic Mirror – not even a creature, nor even a multiplicity of creatures, but a flowing substance, 
or perhaps the flow itself. They present Dane with the reflection of his own body from multiple 
perspectives, and say to him, “look. We are you. Try to remember.” As we have already seen for 
Deleuze and Guattari, memory is becoming. 'Wherever we used the word ‘memories’ in the 
previous pages, we were wrong to do so; we meant to say ‘becoming,’ we were saying 
becoming.'348 When Dane, Morrison, and fans of the comic actually remember that we are this 
bizarre flowing substance, we engage in its becoming, and are swept up in its affective power. 
The multiplicity is intensely violent. It abducts us.
The 'aliens' reveal their true form (The Invisibles 1.16) 
346 McCloud 1994, p. 66; I will discuss McCloud’s approach to reading comic books in the next section of 
this chapter.
347 McCloud 1994, p. 68: ‘I may have drawn the axe being raised in this example, but I am not the one who
let it  drop, or decided how hard the blow, or who screamed, or why. That, dear reader, was your special 
crime, each of you committing it in your own style.’ 
348 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 324
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The divine entity that speaks to Dane allows him to see himself from multiple perspectives 
simultaneously, as a four-dimensional process that Morrison describes as the 'real body.' This fits 
nicely with King Mob’s quip, “there is only ever one revolution.”349 The aliens create the flow of 
time, and they are constituted by the flow of time. If we accept Dane’s gnostic revelation, then all 
political movements are an expression of this grand becoming, which is an eternal act of creation. 
All 'movements' operate in the same way: time flows towards our inevitable dissolution into the 
Immense Other, the same Other that Morrison jokes about as a source of handy life tips and 
interesting story ideas.350 Every process of becoming is a part of this larger, ongoing process.
Deleuze and Guattari presume that the most rigid, stratified aspect of the self is gender 
identity. As such, they say that any becoming must first pass through a becoming-woman. They 
also claim that 'sexuality, any sexuality, is a becoming-woman.'351 We already have an interesting 
test-case for this claim in Spare’s 'new sexuality,' Kia: Spare wishes to be free from his pursuit of 
women, to achieve the quiescence that seems to him like the feminine opposite of his own sexual 
frustration, and in doing so, he finds easy access to the pleasure that once eluded him.
Morrison’s Invisible transvestite, Lord Fanny, is strongly implied to have became sexually 
attracted to men because her family dressed her as a girl. On a purely representational level, this 
is nonsense, and renders Lord Fanny an offensively inaccurate representation of a queer person. 
(Although it is obviously true that a person’s identity is shaped by their lived experiences, sexual 
attraction is for all practical purposes uncontrollable.352 A person cannot be ‘turned gay’ through 
gender socialisation, any more than they can ‘pray out the gay.’353) However, if we read Lord 
Fanny as evidence of Morrison’s own becoming-woman, then although this does not make her 
less problematic, it at least makes her far more interesting: Lord Fanny’s shamanic initiation in the
Sheman storyline354 is, like so much of The Invisibles, a fantasy which represents nothing, but 
instead facilitates a becoming which affects one of Morrison’s conceptual personae. Fanny was 
once known by the name Hilde: her maternal grandmother was an Indigenous Brazilian bruja in 
the slums of Rio de Janeiro, who wished to pass on her magical secrets to a granddaughter. Her 
only child, however, had in turn given birth to only a son. A boy cannot learn a woman’s magic, 
349 The Invisibles 1.8
350 Morrison 2003, p. 16
351 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p.306
352 Attraction is an immanent desire which seizes us: we speak of falling in love, of being struck by Cupid’s
arrow. I might use the term 'sexual orientation' here, rather than 'attraction,' although this term 
orientation implies several things that I find unconvincing. It presumes that the body will experience 
attraction consistently enough that we might navigate by it, that sooner or later we will figure out our 
“proper” orientation, and find ourselves already facing towards whatever we find attractive. But of course,
the objects that we orient ourselves towards are genders, those inaccessible ideals which are supposed 
to exist before the law. Are we really so confident of where these genders are? Are they such fixed 
points in the heavens? 
353 See e.g. The Australian Psychological Society 2015: ‘There is no peer-reviewed empirical 
psychological research objectively documenting the ability to “change” an individual’s sexual orientation.’
(‘More detailed position statement,’ p. 1.)
354 In The Invisibles 1.13 – 1.15
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but grandmother insists that this boy must inherit her magic, so obviously he must cease to be a 
boy. 
Hilde is raised as a girl, until, at the age of 11, her grandmother initiates her into witchcraft 
by taking her to Mexico, feeding her a bowl full of hallucinogenic tea, and slashing her thigh with a
knife, saying “you have to bleed like a woman if you want to be a woman.”  But being a woman is 
not the point of this initiation at all. Even so, the words of the elderly bruja betray a certain rigidity 
in her thinking when she talks about her grandchild’s gender, a rigidity which she can only 
overcome through magical action. The bruja says that the spirits must be 'fooled' into accepting 
Hilde as a woman, but her magic is not about misrepresenting a boy as a girl. Hilde’s blood is not 
a mere symbol: it produces a real, immanent effect. The spirits are attracted to the smell of blood, 
and the older bruja uses this knowledge to focus their attention upon Hilde. It is important to note 
that becoming is not resemblance. In fact, resemblance tends to form a block or stoppage which 
inhibits the becoming; if we consider only what Hilde’s blood represents (or alternatively, what 
Lord Fanny’s miniskirt represents, or her breasts, or her desire to be sexually penetrated), then 
we would invite ourselves to classify her as either a woman or not based on how accurately she 
resembles some arbitrary ideal of ‘womanhood.’ If we become obsessed with the apparently-static
identity of someone who either is-or-is-not a woman, then the process of becoming has already 
been interrupted. Signifiers point always towards a specific identity, a state instead of a gesture, a
molar object (a woman) instead of a molecular movement (a living, dynamic femininity). Fanny’s 
femininity is not conceptualised as a natural, inborn trait, but as a performance that she has been 
drawn into, swept up in, because her body must function a certain way. She bleeds from between 
her legs not because she is 'acting like a woman,' but because the flow of menstrual blood is 
necessary for a witch to attract her nagual familiar spirit (which, appropriately enough in Hilde’s 
case, turns out to be the beautiful butterfly, who is also the ugly caterpillar whom Fanny speaks of 
to Mister Quimper). Contrary to grandmother’s expectations, the spirits are not 'fooled' at all, but 
the process carries on regardless – the spirits knowingly refer to Hilde as “boygirl” even as they 
lead her into the land of the dead. They show her what Morrison refers to as her 'real body,' and in
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doing so, they teach her why a sorcerer’s initiation never ends: the initiation takes place outside of
linear time. Throughout the initiation (which continues in sudden fits and starts throughout Fanny’s
life), the Magic Mirror from outside of time continues to flow into, out of, and through her body, 
particularly through her face. In order to become a sorcerer, fluid must flow from her body, and 
she must also receive this flow into her body. ('Flowing in' and 'flowing out' are precisely the same
thing, when either process is viewed from outside of time.)
When Brodie asks “what is this stuff,” Lord Fanny reverses time and draws the Magic Mirror back into her 
body. Brodie forgets that he ever saw it. (The Invisibles 1.14)
In The Invisibles 1.14, the comic’s panels alternate between the story of 23-year-old Lord 
Fanny fellating a man named Brodie, and 11-year-old Hilde’s descent into Mictlan. This flickering 
back and forth between separate stories about 'going down' become the interconnected story of 
Lord Fanny’s magical initiation: the price of Lord Fanny’s magical power is that she is brought into
the supercontext, where her whole life exists simultaneously, and she must fellate the god of the 
underworld, Mictlantecuhtli. Fanny realises that Brodie is part of her initiation – and part of her 
descent into the underworld – when he places a gun in her mouth, and demands that she tell him 
about the Invisibles. 
During the 80s and 90s, Morrison conducted most of his magic rituals in women’s fetish 
clothing – heavy makeup, high heels and latex dresses. He says that he was inspired by two-spirit
figures from Native American cultures, by the alchemical rebis, and by Carl Jung’s concept of the 
anima.355 In these performances, Morrison discovered that his unconscious anima was fearless 
and powerful. She could chastise demons and smoke cigarettes, things that Morrison believed 
that he could not do. Lord Fanny’s becoming-woman is part of a cluster of interconnected 
becomings, which together constitute Morrison’s shamanic induction into his own hypersigil.
The figure of King Mob is the focus for much of Morrison’s interaction with the hypersigil, 
and the deliberate magical parallels between Mob and Morrison are more noteworthy than the 
mere resemblance between their faces and their fashion sense. Before The Invisibles, Grant 
355 Anonymous 2017
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Morrison recounts that he performed a ritual which put him in contact with the vodou loa Papa 
Ghede, who Morrison describes as “a really funny and relatable god of death.” Morrison also 
made contact with Ghede’s entourage of insect-loa, and in particular, he says that he was 
psychically harassed by a giant scorpion named Baron Zaraguin who insisted “you’re going to be 
a psychic assassin for us, we’re going to teach you how to destroy souls. You will get a scorpion 
tattoo on the base of your spine.” Morrison refused the offer, but his alter-ego King Mob accepted 
it, got the tattoo, and was initiated into the mysteries of the deadly scorpion-assassins.
Just as in the case of Lord Fanny’s becoming-woman, if we consider what King Mob’s 
contract with the loa might represent, we inevitably run into serious trouble. Indigenous people 
and people of colour are broadly affiliated in The Invisibles with the still-enchanted wild places, 
which the white magician may yet penetrate and conquer. Indeed, that is his privilege, because he
is so educated, enlightened and worldly. This is emphasised in King Mob’s interaction with an 
Australian Aboriginal man named Joey, who decides that Mob is worthy to enter an Aboriginal 
sacred site hidden inside of Uluru.356 King Mob’s friend Gerry says that “no whitefella has ever 
been allowed in the rock,” but Mob confidently explains, “I’m not a whitefella, Gerry. I’m scorpion 
dreaming.” Because King Mob is ‘an initiated man,’ of course he is permitted to enter the sacred 
site – it is not important to ask which cultural tradition he has been initiated into.
A becoming-animal, like King Mob’s becoming-scorpion, always involves a pack, a 
multiplicity, just as Kia decreed that Zos 'shalt live in millions of forms.'357 In The Invisibles, a 
single mercurial being in the supercontext contains all of humanity (compare Randolph Carter’s 
experience in Through The Gates Of The Silver Key), and also contains the Outer Church and all 
things inhuman (the Lovecraftian Outsider, 'teeming, seething, swelling, foaming, spreading like 
an infectious disease, this nameless horror').358 Deleuze and Guattari say that the affective states 
produced by these multiplicities have the power to bring forth the multiplicity, to 'uproot one from 
humanity,' to 'throw the self into upheaval and make it reel.' King Mob’s affinity with the scorpion-
loa does not make him resemble a scorpion, but positions him within the terrifying swarm of Baron
Zaraguin’s scorpion family. When King Mob is psychically interrogated by Sir Miles, Miles does 
not just encounter one scorpion: he steps on one scorpion, he sees King Mob’s body contained 
within another, and he witnesses a multitude of scorpions swarming across a starry void. True to 
Deleuze and Guattari’s account, Miles is powerfully affected by these scorpions. They terrify him 
to the point that he frees King Mob from his restraints, in the hope that the scorpions might leave 
him alone. By this point, however, the damage has already been done: King Mob says that he has
ripped away all of Miles’ psychic defenses, and that without them, he will soon be devoured by 
astral parasites. But after healing King Mob’s gunshot wound in Invisibles 1.24 and ‘restoring the 
fiction suit to full health,’ Dane McGowan also discretely saves Sir Miles – another of Morrison’s 
many personae – by putting his “fucking aura or whatever it is” back where it is supposed to be. 
356 In The Invisibles 1.18. 
357 Spare 1921
358 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 270
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Dane explains that he is not a killer like King Mob: in fact, he says (echoing  Castaneda's Don 
Juan persona in Journey to Ixtlan),359 “nobody knows what I am.” The chrome aliens told Dane, 
“we are you, try to remember,” and now he is beginning to remember why he does not want 
others to suffer: Dane cannot articulate what he is, but to some extent, he identifies with both King
Mob and Sir Miles. They are all part of the same multiplicity.
Deleuze and Guattari say that becoming is always real, but it is obviously not the case that
a becoming-animal really results in a human turning into a wolf or a scorpion. Instead they refer to
the 'block of becoming' as reality: the process of becoming-animal is necessarily an embodied 
process, which always makes it more real than the 'supposedly fixed terms' through which we 
pass during the becoming.360 Dane McGowan’s becoming-alien (or Morrison’s becoming-alien) is 
more immanently real than the supposed categories of 'human' or 'alien,' 'self' or 'other'; his 
becoming-invisible is more real than the fantasy of 'being invisible'; and Morrison’s bodily 
experience of The Invisibles is more real than the identities of 'Grant Morrison' or 'King Mob.' We 
should not bother to say that “Grant Morrison has become King Mob,” because this statement 
refers to a subject and an object which hold little explanatory value for us; instead, we can only 
examine how The Invisibles enables the author to transgress the apparent boundaries between 
himself and his creation. The 'block of becoming' is an alliance between the two terms, formed not
by either term progressing (or regressing) along a continuum into the other, but by the 
simultaneous 'becoming-Mob' of Grant Morrison with the 'becoming-Morrison' of King Mob.
King Mob looks and dresses like Morrison does, but he is not necessarily the main 
character of The Invisibles. The character we meet first, and spend the most time with, is Dane 
McGowan, a young man who spends the first volume of the comic 'becoming invisible' and 
learning how to do magic. By the end of the story, it is not so much that Dane has changed into 
anything in particular – at least, not yet – but that he has learned what he is still becoming, along 
with the rest of humanity, in a process that will last until the end of time. Dane is us, the reader, 
but he is also Morrison, the helpless subject who is irresistibly swept up in the process of 
becoming-invisible, and who fatally abandons his subjectivity in order to participate in the 
inhuman, irrational, contingent processes of life.
The final becoming described by Deleuze and Guattari is becoming-imperceptible, and this
is also (unsurprisingly) the destiny of the characters in The Invisibles. Becoming-imperceptible is a
particularly engaging concept for Rosi Braidotti, who says that 'what we truly desire as humans is 
to disappear, to step on the side of life and let it flow by, without actually stopping it.'361 This might 
be read as a longing for death, in a sense, but it is certainly not Freud’s Todestrieb. Becoming-
imperceptible is not an expression of our desire to cease existing, but to dissolve into life’s 
currents, to sublimate the self (which so often interrupts the flow) into something more permeable,
something which can fully experience all the joy and intensity of life. This kind of death is actually 
359 Castaneda 1972, pp. 14-16
360 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 262
361 Braidotti 2006, p.25
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an affirmation of and participation in an immanent vitality, the zoe of Spinoza or the Zos of Spare, 
in the sense that all living things are also dying things. This is why Lord Fanny must suck the cock
of Mictlantecuhtli, and why King Mob must kill for Baron Zaraguin. Spare encourages his readers 
to assume 'the death posture,' struggling to breathe, because through death and the utter 
negation of thought, 'the Body is allowed to manifest spontaneously and is arbitrary and 
impervious to reaction. Only he who is unconscious of his actions has courage beyond good and 
evil: and is pure in this wisdom of sound sleep.'362
The affective power of Spare’s 'death posture,' and the affective power of the animalistic 
multiplicity, each allow us to participate in a world of immanent bodily experience, where we are 
not ourselves, nor do we even come to understand our selves as any particular object, as 
anything which discretely begins or ends. Morrison’s Invisibles do not really 'go' anywhere after 
they die, because time is an illusion: each human is simply a tiny cell in a four-dimensional 
organism, whose organic functions are identical to the sum of all events that will ever occur in our 
universe.
The Outer Church recognises the absolute terror that arises from this gnostic revelation. The
Lovecraftian horrors worshipped by the Church are real and unavoidable, and when we die, our 
selves will be annihilated and consumed by the non-self which lurks in the shadows. The 
members of the Outer Church accept this truth with despair and rage, but Morrison presents it, 
nevertheless, as truth: Sir Miles and his allies are villainous not because they believe they are 
inevitably going to be devoured by demons, but because of how they choose to act upon this 
revelation. They fetishise suffering, and by fantasising about their own death and dissolution, they 
define themselves by it. The villains in The Invisibles are all obsessed with their own damnation, 
like the four libertines in The 120 Days Of Sodom.
4.2: The Invisibles and the alphabet of desire
‘No one in Europe knows how to scream any more, and particularly actors in trance no longer
know how to cry out. Since they do nothing but talk and have forgotten they ever had a body in
the theater, they have naturally also forgotten the use of their windpipes. Abnormally shrunk, the
windpipe is not even an organ but a monstrous abstraction that talks: actors in France no longer
know how to do anything but talk.’
- Antonin Artaud363
‘If I could tell you what it meant, there would be no point in dancing it.’
- Isadora Duncan364
362 Spare 1921, 'Zod-Ka speaks of Ikkah'
363 Artaud 1958, p. 141
364 Cited in Greenwood 2005, p. 94
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Scott McCloud’s study of the comic book medium, Understanding Comics, argues that 
comic books are defined by the 'gutter' between panels, and so the act of reading comics involves
developing one’s ability to perceive many separate images and incorporate them into a coherent 
narrative. McCloud defines this kind of reading as a 'closure' of the gaps, and he says that with 
very little practice, 'observing the parts but perceiving the whole' becomes effortless for most 
readers.365 Of course the illustrations in comics can be meticulously studied, and actively 
interpreted; Marshall McLuhan claimed that comic books are a 'cool' or 'low-definition' medium 
which require that the reader deliberately engage their senses, compared to 'hot' or 'high-
definition' media such as film, which seize the viewer’s attention. But a more recent model of 
comic book reading, suggested by McCloud and expanded by Peter Coppin and Stephen 
Hockema, is that for most readers, the details are not closely examined.366 Instead, comic book 
illustrations provide intuitive visual connections to one another and to the words in the captions, 
allowing the reader to easily 'skim' and still discover meaningful connections between elements in 
the text, while working with a reduced cognitive load. Once McCloud’s model of interpretive 
'closure' becomes easy and automatic for the reader, then comic book illustrations provide a rapid
and high-definition stream of information which may not register on a conscious level, but 
produces a strong affective reaction from the reader who is receptive to the 'reality' or the 'vibe' of 
the comic. This way of reading resembles the kind of viewing that Deleuze describes in cinema, 
with ‘a movement-image developing its vibrations in a moving sequence which embeds itself 
within us,’ engaging ‘the whole cortex’ of the viewer.367 For a comic book fan, the world created by
these images is not something to be appreciated on an intellectual level; it is a reality which is 
viscerally felt, affecting the reader through the body.
All of this is not merely to say that 'a picture is worth a thousand words,' but that for a comic 
book fan, a series of cut-up images separated by McCloud’s 'gutter' has an affective power that 
words cannot replicate at all. In The Invisibles, this becomes obvious when the words on the page
overwhelm the images, which has the effect of undermining the reality of those images. This 
technique is deployed by the Outer Church on more than one occasion within the comic; the 
conspiracy develops a drug called 'Key 17' which makes its victim 'unable to tell the difference 
between the word describing the object and the object itself.'368 The diegetic effect upon the 
Invisibles is profound – their enemies succeed, to varying degrees, in 'programming' the 
Invisibles’ thoughts using weaponised words. (For example, during King Mob’s interrogation, Sir 
Miles makes him believe that his flesh is rotting by writing the words 'diseased face' on a mirror.) 
But the extradiegetic effect upon the reader is strikingly similar to the diegetic experience of the 
characters: when the Invisibles begin to doubt their reality, the textual reality of the comic begins 
365 McCloud 1994, p. 63
366 Coppin and Hockema, cited in Bavinka 2011, p.20
367 Deleuze 1989, pp. 157-158. Deleuze also observes that ‘the shock would be confused, in bad cinema, 
with the figurative violence of the represented,’ but it is the representation itself which ‘seizes’ our mind, 
not the thing that is represented.
368 The Invisibles #18
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to dissolve. Sinister monologues explaining the secret true nature of reality dominate more and 
more space within each panel, but the images do not really help us to make sense of the words. 
These words (and, it is implied, words in general) overwhelm our minds and hijack our attention, 
cutting us off from the embodied reality we have come to believe in through the evidence of our 
senses. McCloud’s gutter infects the panels – the meaning of the comic becomes more abstract, 
the script denser, disconnected from its accompanying images.
  
Words being deployed by Invisible Cell 23 (The Invisibles 2.13) and by Sir Miles (The Invisibles 1.19)
In Marc Singer’s critical reading of The Invisibles, the workings of the magical drug Key 17 
presupposes that ‘language’ and ‘thought’ are two distinct domains, and the plot of The Invisibles is an 
extended exploration of how these two domains interact with one another.369 The core of this concept, 
which drives the plot, is that language as we typically interact with it is a system of control: the Invisibles 
are freedom fighters struggling to resist an enemy who has enslaved humanity, using a ‘slave language’ 
which prohibits us from developing ‘higher consciousness.’370 In order to reach maturity, humans must 
learn to speak the language of our higher-dimensional parents. Some of the characters in The Invisibles
actually do develop superior language skills towards the end of the story – most notably, the Invisible 
369 Singer 2012, pp. 118-124; this dichotomy is developed further in Ursini 2015. 
370 Here, once again, we see a white European magician implicitly framing himself as a member of a 
colonised people, who must reclaim their nativity. 
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linguist Helga Tannen learns the ‘extra 38 letters of the alphabet that are kept secret’, and she studies 
this magical alphabet while high on an improved version of the magical drug, Key 23.371 When the drug 
kicks in, and the signifier and signified become indistinguishable, Helga ascends into the supercontext, 
where she sees this magical alphabet for what it really is: a group of vaguely-humanoid entities, 
concealed under their protective suits which resemble the mask worn by King Mob. They are performing
some kind of technical work involving the familiar letters of the alphabet – extracting the letters from a 
rocky stratum. The entities tell Helga, “we’re trying to free them, but they don’t understand.” They want 
the words to be set free: they want the characters in the story (the speaking subjects, Morrison’s 
conceptual personae) to use words freely, for their thoughts to no longer be controlled. 
Helga’s word-miners (The Invisibles 3.6), and Morrison’s primary fiction suit, King Mob (The Invisibles 1.1)
The ‘secret letters’ of the alphabet are analogous to Austin Osman Spare’s alphabet of desire. 
As readers of Morrison and Spare’s work, we are not actually expected to comprehend what this 
alphabet means: it does not facilitate communication between the magician and his students. Instead, 
the sigils facilitate communication between the magician and his conceptual personae, the inexplicable 
subjects who reveal and embody the desires that pre-exist the magician’s self. The alphabet of desire is 
the secret language shared by Zos, Kia, and A.O.S.; the 64-letter alphabet is similarly a secret language
known only to the Invisibles, to the Outer Church, and to Grant Morrison. Once the magician learns how 
to listen to this conversation, the magician comes to understand that their Self was always an 
371 The Invisibles 3.6
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assemblage, a discourse between multiple invisible subjects. Deleuze and Guattari say that this is the 
function of all writing: ‘to write is perhaps to bring this assemblage of the unconscious to the light of day, 
to select the whispering voices, to gather the tribes and secret idioms from which I extract something I 
call my Self. ... My direct discourse is still the free indirect discourse coming through me, coming from 
other worlds or other planets. That is why so many artists and writers have been tempted by the seance 
table.’372 
In the final volume of The Invisibles, Morrison’s conceptual personae dose the Church’s human
servants with a perfected version of the language-drug, Key 64, and then disperse confetti-like scraps of
paper inscribed with words that will randomly float and intermingle, creating cut-up phrases that are 
impossible to parse.
The Invisibles do not quite seize control of the world: instead, they draw the Outer Church into a world of
semiotic chaos – a playground for artists and magicians who refuse to submit to the authority of 
language. This is the ‘solid world’ inhabited by Lord Fanny, where the ugly caterpillar can always 
become the beautiful butterfly. When signifiers mingle randomly in mid-air, drawing us irresistibly to 
interpret them but without any hope of finding the clear definitive truth of why they are arranged as they 
are, then the reality of those signifiers is simply that which we experience, which demands to be 
experienced. Such a reality is not represented to us by the signifiers: it is instead a set of external 
conditions which draw us irresistibly in. Any effort to interpret how the signifiers point towards reality is a 
372 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 93
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trap. Unfortunately we cannot abandon representation entirely, but at the very least, we can 
acknowledge that our impulse to believe in some transcendent purpose behind these random patterns is
a dangerous maladaptation. Once we acknowledge this impulse, then even if we continue to see angels 
and UFOs, we might at least be able to put these visions to good use.
This is precisely what Grant Morrison wants from us when he drunkenly shouts from his podium,
“don’t just listen to my bullshit!” Questions of belief are irrelevant to his way of living, and his way of 
doing magic. He admits, somewhat awkwardly, that he does indeed believe in the five-dimensional 
quicksilver angels who visited him in Kathmandu, but he certainly does not want us to believe in his 
angels, any more than Spare wants us to write using his alphabet of desire. Instead, Morrison wants us 
to understand the world as he does, through our real and temporal bodies which experience the world, 
and not through a linguistic representation of the world as it might be described by a dispassionate 
observer.
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Alan Moore, the showman
‘I could not give my authorities, since I had none, the tale being pure invention. The priest 
wrote again, suggesting — to my amazement — that I must be mistaken, that the main 
“facts” of The Bowmen must be true, that my share in the matter must surely have been 
confined to the elaboration and decoration of a veridical history. … If I had failed in the art 
of letters, I had succeeded, unwittingly, in the art of deceit.’
- Arthur Machen1
‘There is no such thing as Magic, except in fiction. … Outside of fiction and deceit, 
Magicians do not exist, nor can there be any final authorities upon Magic. All these guys, 
me included, are very clearly just making all this shit up as we go along.’
- Alan Moore2
Thought, for Moore, consists fundamentally of words and signs which situate the subject. 
His language forces us to interact with the conceptual spaces that we move through. He speaks 
and writes about geographical spaces, and about the conceptual spaces where a writer is ‘coming
from,’ where they ‘take us.’ His magical writing and his spoken-word performances tend to orbit 
around the physical site from which his thought emerges, and his words transport the reader, 
through that site, to the ‘Ideaspace’ where thought natively comes from. The particular image of 
thought which Moore invokes in much of his magical writing is the holy city of New Jerusalem, and
1  Machen 1915, introduction to The Angel of Mons: The Bowmen and other legends of the war.
2  Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
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by vividly imagining it and representing it in his writing, Moore renders that space accessible for 
us. This chapter explores how subjective reality, and social reality, are constituted by Moore’s 
‘magic words,’ and the particular effect that Moore’s words have upon the body. (Appropriately 
enough, Magic Words is the title of Lance Parkin’s biography of Moore.3) 
Moore did not identify as a magician until relatively late in life. In November of 1993, on his
fortieth birthday, he declared to his friends and family that he had decided to take up sorcery in 
order to make his midlife crisis as interesting as possible. Obviously, this is a dumb joke.4 But just 
as obviously, Moore is a magician, and he affirms this identity in interviews, in his on-stage 
workings, in his writing, and in his distinctive occult jewellery. Moore’s texts are ‘serious fictions,’ 
in the sense described by James Clifford — ‘power and history work through them, in ways their 
authors cannot fully control.’5 A person does not usually ‘decide’ to become a magician,6 and 
indeed Moore has been reading about magic his whole life, since he first learned to read. “Even 
though at the time I still pronounced the word with a hard G, I already knew that the word, magic, 
was my favourite word, and that its presence signalled the kind of story that I would like.”7 He 
frames his awakening to magic as the inevitable conclusion of his writing career.8 But his 
awakening still poses a hermeneutic problem: how can we read Moore’s becoming a magician as 
anything but a superficial performance, when Moore also says that he is ‘just making all this shit 
up?’9 The hermeneutic challenge posed by Moore is very much the same problem faced by 
ethnographers in the twentieth century. James Clifford observes that ‘interpretive social scientists 
have recently come to view good ethnographies as "true fictions," but usually at the cost of 
weakening the oxymoron, reducing it to the banal claim that all truths are constructed … made 
possible by powerful “lies” of exclusion and rhetoric.’10 If we accept that Moore has truly become a
magician, then what ontological foundation do we have to stand on? What is the ontological status
of his fiction, of the ‘made-up’ accounts of cities and bodies that Moore offers us in his writing?
3  Parkin 2013
4  In Moore and Campbell 2010, Moore reflects that it was a way of ‘softening the insane pomposity of 
declaring oneself to be a master of the mystic arts.’
5  See Clifford and Marcus 1986, pp. 6-7: ‘To call ethnographies fictions may raise empiricist hackles. But 
the word as commonly used in recent textual theory has lost its connotation of falsehood, of something 
merely opposed to truth. … In this view, more Nietzschean than realist or hermeneutic, all constructed 
truths are made possible by powerful "lies" of exclusion and rhetoric. Even the best ethnographic texts—
serious, true fictions—are systems, or economies, of truth.’’
6  Margot Adler established this theme with her account of her own ‘homecoming’ to Paganism in Drawing
Down The Moon. Pagans speak of having a spiritual calling, of having ‘always known’ that they were 
different, before they knew what that difference was.
7  Moore and Campbell 2010, interview originally published in Egomania 2, 2002
8  See Babcock 2003: ‘I felt that I was perhaps coming to a limit as to what I could further understand 
about writing rationally, that if I was going to go any further into writing, I felt I had to take a step beyond 
the rational, and magic was the only area that offered floorboards after that step.’ Tim Perkins (Moore’s 
collaborator with the Theatre of Marvels) similarly describes magic as an aid to the creative process, a 
way to ‘get your fat arse down to the brain gym’ (quoted in Parkin 2013, p. 293).
9  Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
10  Clifford 1986, p. 6. This idea is further developed in Clifford 1988 (p. 10), in which he describes ‘the 
serious fiction of “culture”’ as ‘a deeply compromised idea I cannot yet do without.’
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While other chapters in this thesis have interpreted the lives of the sorcerers through their 
biographical or pseudo-biographical writing, much of this present chapter is simply a detailed 
exegesis of Moore’s fiction (although a biographical account of Moore’s creative career, and 
particularly his friendship with Steve Moore, helps to contextualise how his concept of magic has 
developed). The elusive subject who hides in Moore’s magical writing is often not Moore himself, 
but is instead the implied reader - a subject who is not comfortable ‘believing in magic,’ but who 
discovers a reflection of themself ‘already-there’ in the enchanted other-world of the text. In 
Promethea, Moore tells us that stories are ‘always really about you.’11 He says of his spoken-word
performance The Birth Caul that ‘in some places I’m talking about a specific history, i.e. mine. But 
more often I’m trying to universalise it. What I really want is for people to listen to it and think 
“Yeah, I know that, I know that feeling, I know that place, I know that time.”’12 To borrow a phrase 
from Michel de Certeau, Moore recalls ‘an otherness already known to the crowd, and that they 
are always “forgetting.”’13 He makes explicit that ‘block of becoming’ which occurs between the 
reading subject and the conceptual persona of the sorcerer.14
Moore’s enchanted spaces are primarily cities and buildings, but they also include stages 
of life, belief systems, relationships. For Moore, all experiences can be mapped onto conceptual 
spaces which we traverse, and these spaces define the limits of our thinking.  Moore refers to his 
own work as ‘psychogeography,’ a term that originates with the Situationists. In Guy Debord’s 
definition, psychogeography is ‘the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the 
geographical environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions and behavior of 
individuals.’15 Moore discovered this concept through the writing of Iain Sinclair, whom Moore 
considers to be ‘the boss of psychogeography.’16 This form of urban/psychic exploration echoes 
Michel de Certeau’s essay Walking in the City,17 and it also resonates with de Certeau’s analysis 
of hagiography: much like the Lives of the Saints, Moore’s magic uses language to define space, 
to open up routes between physical and conceptual spaces (notably including what de Certeau 
calls ‘the Concept-city,’ a place of transformations and appropriations)18 by narratively tracing the 
path of a sainted subject who has already made this journey. Moore’s public magical workings 
take the form of spoken-word performances with the Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre 
11  Promethea #30
12  Kavanagh 2000, ‘The Birth Caul and Austin Osman Spare.’
13  De Certeau 1992a, p. 43
14  Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 262-3: Deleuze and Guattari tell us not to focus on the reader who 
becomes a magician, but to focus on what occurs between them. See also p. 27: ‘Where are you going? 
Where are you coming from? What are you heading for? These are totally useless questions.  … (There 
is) another way of traveling and moving: proceeding from the middle, through the middle, coming and 
going rather than starting and finishing.’
15  Debord 1955. Debord also said that he was amused by the ‘rather pleasing vagueness’ of the term 
‘psychogeographical,’ which might refer to any knowledge gleaned through this method of investigation, 
or any other which ‘reflects the same spirit of discovery.’
16  Thill 2010
17  De Certeau 1984, pp. 91-110
18  Ibid., p. 95
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of Marvels, with each performance drawing inspiration from Moore’s research into his 
performance space. His novels, Voice of the Fire (1996) and Jerusalem (2016), explore his native 
Northampton in similar ways. The urban spaces that Moore guides us through are ‘cities of light,’ 
inhabited by the body which Aleister Crowley calls the ‘body of light.’ Moore’s works unearth the 
histories of these spaces, revealing the routes which connect the corporeal town to the heavenly 
city – that same Jerusalem that William Blake saw among the ‘dark satanic mills’ of London.19 
Aside from his magic, Moore is more widely known as an author of comic books, including 
Watchmen (1986-1987), V for Vendetta (1982-1989), and The League of Extraordinary 
Gentlemen (1999-ongoing). He is notoriously hostile towards the mainstream comic book 
industry,20 and particularly DC comics, because he considers them to have used his work in 
tasteless and exploitative ways.21 (On that note, he considers Grant Morrison to be a hack.22) 
Several films, ranging in quality from awful to mediocre, have been based on comics that Moore 
created, but he says he has not watched any of them.23 By his request, the 2009 film Watchmen 
and the 2005 film Constantine do not include his name in the credits. In the present chapter I cite 
only a select few of Moore’s comic book works: From Hell (1989-1999, illustrated by Eddie 
Campbell), the ‘final straw’ that Moore was labouring under when he decided to become a 
magician in 1993; and Promethea (1999-2006, illustrated by J.H. Williams and Mick Gray) which 
gives comic book readers a crash course in what it means to be a magician and to travel through 
conceptual spaces, and includes a lengthy ‘road trip’ tour of the Kabbalistic Tree of Life. Moore is 
very proud of Promethea, and particularly of its twelfth issue, which he considers to be ‘the single 
cleverest piece of work’ he has ever written.24 He jokes that he wanted Promethea’s first few 
issues to seem like an ordinary superhero comic, ‘so as not to alienate the readership from the 
outset. The plan was to wait for about twelve issues, and then alienate them.’25 
19  In the poem And Did Those Feet In Ancient Time. It is also worth noting that Moore’s Jerusalem (2016) 
is conceptually modelled on Blake’s prophetic books, particularly Jerusalem The Emanation of the Giant 
Albion.
20  Moore told BBC’s HardTALK (2012) that the American comics industry “doesn’t seem to have had a 
new idea in decades … all of the genuine creators that it once had, it alienated them, or drove them to 
embittered retirement and finally death.” 
21  For an overview of Moore’s various disputes with DC, see Parkin 2013, especially pp. 211-238.
22  In a lengthy interview with Ó Méalóid (2013), Moore dedicates some 5000 words to the topic of ‘this 
funny little man,’ who believed that ‘he could somehow become me and duplicate my success.’ See also 
Moore 2002: ‘Hard work should not be a completely foreign concept to the Magus. This is not even The 
Great Work that we’re necessarily discussing here, it’s just the Good-But-Not-Great Work. Much more 
achievable. If that still sounds too difficult and time-consuming, you could always make the acquisition of
profound artistic talent and success your heart’s desire and simply spadge over a sigil. Never fails, 
apparently.’ 
23  On HardTALK (2012), Moore jokes, “I do prefer to criticise things from a position of ignorance.” In 
Musson 2014, however, Moore implies that he read and liked the novelisation of the V for Vendetta film, 
which was written by his friend Steve Moore.
24  Moore and Campbell 2010. See also Musson 2014: ‘I was immensely proud of Promethea. Until we 
bring out The Moon and Serpent Bumper Book of Magic in a couple of years time, that's the nearest 
you'll see to a popular grimoire of what magic's about, in a beautifully illustrated and lucid form.’
25  Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
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The work that Moore takes the most pride in (and the projects that he dedicates many 
years to) often seem deliberately inaccessible to mainstream audiences. One of Moore’s comic 
books, Lost Girls (2006), is an explicitly pornographic retelling of beloved children’s classics, 
which he and his partner worked on for over a decade.26 His first novel, Voice of the Fire, opens 
with fifty pages written in the voice of a Neolithic madman, with a vocabulary of only a few 
hundred words.27 Moore explicitly says that he made this chapter dense and hard to read, ‘to keep
out scum.’28 He adds that with his 2016 novel Jerusalem, the difficulty ‘won’t be getting through 
the first chapter, it’ll just be picking it up,’29 since the book is approximately 600,000 words long (a 
similar length to notorious tree-killers Atlas Shrugged and Infinite Jest). Moore’s most articulate 
and compelling demonstrations of his magic are delivered in the form of one-night-only spoken 
word performances, accompanied by dance and music.30 Nevertheless, Moore promises that 
when his Moon And Serpent Bumper Book of Magic is eventually published (he began co-writing 
it in the 2000s, with the late Steve Moore), it will be lucid and accessible. ‘We wanted to present a 
view of magic that isn't really contentious. Quite radical, but where it doesn't require anybody to 
believe anything weird. Or indeed anything at all.’31
In many of Moore’s explicitly magical works, his conceptual persona is the master of 
ceremonies who bamboozles us with his patter, and then presents to us something bewildering, 
wonderful and impossible. After his first hallucinatory magical experience, Moore immediately 
wrote a piece which begins, “step up now, gentlemen and ladies, come this way!”32 As Parkin 
observes in his biography of Moore, the man often says flippant or comical things about his own 
26  Considering that Lost Girls contains explicit depictions of children having sex, the most shocking thing 
about it is how little controversy it generated. In principle, Lost Girls’ content would seem to be illegal in 
Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the United Kingdom, and yet it is widely available for sale. When a 
New Zealand library removed it from the shelves in 2008, this was a significant enough event to attract 
the attention of the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund (Gilly 2013). The publisher of Lost Girls, Chris 
Staros of Top Shelf Productions, was also the president of the CBLDF at the time, and he stated that 
“we have fought a lot of battles on the book quietly and respectfully because we believe that the people 
who oppose the book are due respect, and we want to deal with them on a professional level,” but he 
adds that if any government had actually decided to ban the book, “then we probably would have gotten 
loud” (Hudson 2010).
27  By way of example, on p. 28, the narrator meets a girl who smiles at the strange way that he thinks and 
speaks: ‘She’s good mouth come more wide at this, and say how it is good for she to find one like as I, 
that is all queer in glean and say of he.’
28  Ó Méalóid 2008
29  Ó Méalóid 2008
30  Mercifully, some of these performances have been reproduced as audio recordings. Two of the 
performances, The Birth Caul and Snakes and Ladders, have also been beautifully illustrated by Eddie 
Campbell and published in book form: see Moore and Campbell 2010.
31  Musson 2014. Moore adds, ‘Crowley said that there isn't a lot more to magic than writing about it. Which
isn't quite true, but I know what he meant. ... To explain what we mean by magic exactly, to put it into a 
historical context, and provide practical information so as to tell the reader how they might approach the 
same subject – that has been a lot more demanding than taking a bunch of drugs and having a 
psychedelic rollercoaster experience for five or six hours. It's taken years of sustained work.’
32  The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels self-titled album, track 1, ‘The Hair of the 
Snake that Bit Me’
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magical beliefs when interviewed, but ‘this theatricality is entirely consistent with his brand of 
magic, indeed is a vital part of the process.’33 Moore compares himself to ceremonial occultists 
like Aleister Crowley, Gerald Gardner and Peter Carroll, but unlike these magicians, who 
emphatically distance themselves from the showmen who pull rabbits out of hats, Moore 
considers stage magic and occult ceremony to be the same sort of exercise, achieving altered 
states of consciousness through the artful manipulation of signs. While some occultists might 
perform magic ‘in darkened rooms with a couple of initiated magical pals,’ Moore considers it 
more honest to ‘do it in the open, where people can see what you have up your sleeve, where 
they can see the smoke and the mirrors, and where they can see the stuff that appears 
authentic.’34 Within each of Moore’s performances there is an implicit acknowledgement that he is 
tricking us somehow, and we must suspend our disbelief in order to participate. Moore’s showman
persona draws our attention to the Spectacle, so that he can initiate a detournement, a hijacking 
of that Spectacle.35 His magic thus gives us the means, and the permission, to confront the 
disenchanted world that has been sold to us, and perhaps find our way back to the enchanted 
world of our nativity. Moore’s magic draws a map of this enchanted world, ‘down backstreets of 
the mind towards the symbol city's immaterial heart;’36 ‘this great vaulted ballroom of the sweet 
intangible, that soars above us, bustling with the throng unseen;’37 ‘rushing backwards towards a 
source that is abhuman, absolute and utter.’38 
The first lines of this map were drawn by two other conceptual personae that Moore 
adopted in writing the comic book From Hell. These two personae correspond to two distinct 
stages of obsession that Moore experienced while writing this story, which is told largely from the 
point of view of Jack the Ripper. First, he was simply obsessed with arranging the events that 
occured in London in 1988 into a satisfying narrative. His conceptual persona was thus the 
detective, the historian, the subject who works to assemble a narrative out of the available 
evidence. But during the writing process, Moore began to find that the killer’s psychotic ‘delusions’
made perfect sense to him. Not only could Moore think like the killer (identified in the story as Sir 
William Gull),39 but he also agreed with what the killer said, most notably in this exchange:40 
33  Parkin 2013, p. 253. Parkin offers a particularly fine example of Moore bullshitting an interviewer: ‘since 
the Radiant Powers of the Abyss have personally instructed me to prepare for Armageddon within the 
next twenty years, this is all pretty academic. Next question.’
34  Babcock 2003
35  In the sense described by Guy Debord and the Situationists, the Spectacle is not something that the 
magician creates, but a constant state of distracted bewilderment that we all live under. See Debord 
1967.
36  Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 4, ‘The Map Drawn on Vapour (part 2).’
37  Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of Copulation.’
38  Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
39  Moore’s casting of Gull as the killer is based on the elaborate conspiracy theory presented in Steven 
Knight’s 1976 book, Jack The Ripper: The Final Solution. The Ripper killings are also attributed to Gull in
Iain Sinclair’s 1987 novel White Chappell, Scarlet Tracings, and Sinclair’s work would prove to be a 
significant influence on Moore.
40  Moore has retold this narrative in various interviews, but see e.g. Rose 2002: ‘One word balloon in 
From Hell completely hijacked my life. ... I'd accidentally made a true statement, and now I'd have to 
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The potent and terrible god in Sir William Gull’s mind is not Gull himself, but another 
subject who speaks through him, ‘from Hell,’ in the only authentic Ripper letter.41 (In Moore’s 
narrative, this is the letter that the killer and his accomplice write together.42) In the real ‘From Hell’
letter, we find the mysterious and elusive subject that Moore did not create, the voice that speaks 
through him, moves through him, into the real streets of London. In the final pages of From Hell, 
this subject boasts, ‘I am movement in the paint-plump brush, an agitation in the squeaking pen. 
An invisible curve, rising through the centuries. I am not man, so much as syndrome; a voice that 
bellows in the human heart. I am a rain. I cannot be contained. Free of life, how then shall I be 
shackled? Free of time, how then shall history be my cage? I am a wave; an influence. Who then 
shall be safe from me?’43 This infernal voice compels Moore and Campbell to tell his story as he 
would have them tell it.
This chapter is presented in five sections. In the first section I describe how Alan Moore 
has been influenced by his collaborator and mentor, Steve Moore (no relation),44 and I 
examine the patron deities of the two Moores: Steve’s moon-goddess, Selene, and Alan’s 
serpent-god, Glycon. The second section discusses the comic book From Hell, which was the 
first published expression of Moore’s magic, the project which Moore was working on when he
‘decided’ to become a magician. The third section discusses the principles of 
psychogeography and Ideaspace, concepts which Moore became interested in with From Hell, 
rearrange my entire life around it.’
41  From Hell takes its title from this letter, which was mailed to George Lusk, chairman of the Whitechapel 
Vigilance Committee, in October of 1888. It is impossible to say conclusively whether the piece of kidney
attached to this letter actually belonged to Catherine Eddowes.
42  Much like Deleuze and Guattari’s collaborations, this shared endeavour produces a becoming, which 
the collaborators are swept up in.
43  Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 14, p. 17
44  Alan and Steve have both joked that this phrase, “Steve Moore (no relation),” should be engraved on 
Steve’s tombstone – see e.g. Ó Méalóid 2014, part 6.
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and developed in his Moon And Serpent performances and in his novels. The fourth section 
discusses the erotic content of Moore’s work. Like Blake’s Jerusalem, who is the ‘bride’ of 
Albion, Moore’s holy city is anticipated in the ‘sainted’ body of a feminine other.45 The chapter 
concludes by interpreting Moore’s magic in terms of speech act theory and the ‘order words’ 
which incorporeally shape us as subjects, as described by Deleuze and Guattari.46 In 
contrast to Grant Morrison, who views signification as an obstacle which constrains or inhibits 
magical thought, Moore insists that signs are the very heart of thought. Writing, for Moore, is 
magic. Moore holds that thought emerges from language, and so writing is the primary method by 
which we explore the strange country inhabited by our other-selves. 
1: Following Steve Moore
‘Steve Moore … is a unique individual, the last of his line – although he is still in fine 
health, to be realistic, although none of us are going to live forever. And I thought that 
when Steve had disappeared it was important that a record of his very unusual life should 
be left behind by one of the people who knew him well enough to tell it.’
- Alan Moore, four years before Steve Moore’s death47
‘The usual narrative of a-physical-thing-leaving-us doesn’t seem appropriate in Steve's 
case. … Selene will be finished and published in due course. … The Bumper Book of 
Magic will be finished by Alan, Somnium will arrive in paperback soon, and a collection of 
prose Tales of Telguuth stories should also be released. Steve may no longer be in the 
present, but he exists in the same quietly productive way he always did. We can’t actually 
see him at the moment, of course, but then what’s new?’
- John Higgs48
Alan Moore has been profoundly influenced by his fellow magician and comic book writer, 
the late Steve Moore. Introverted but passionately creative, Steve Moore was the often-unsung 
co-founder of Fortean Times magazine.49 He co-organised the first British comic-con in 1968, co-
45  This trend in Moore’s work was observed by Miettinen, in Comer and Summers 2012.
46  Deleuze and Guattari 1987, “November 20, 1923: Postulates of Linguistics.”
47  Thill 2010
48  Higgs 2014. Higgs edited Steve Moore’s Selene, and allegedly edited Alan Moore’s Jerusalem.
49  Fortean Times started out from 1973-1976 as a typewritten 20-page newsletter, called The News, 
produced by Steve Moore’s close friend Bob Rickard. In these early years, Steve Moore contributed 
articles and assisted Rickard with the typing and distribution of the newsletter, but he only officially came
on board as an assistant editor in issue #18. He has remained involved with Fortean Times ever since, 
working as a contracted editor, contributing frequent articles (particularly on “Oriental” Forteana, in a 
regular column called Tales from the Yellow Emporium), editing the sister publication Fortean Studies, 
and compiling the general index of Fortean Times articles up until 1997.
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created the comics fanzine Orpheus,50 and might have possibly been the first comics fanzine 
creator in Britain.51 However, he has become significantly more visible in recent years through his 
association with Alan Moore. Steve is the biographical subject of Alan’s Unearthing,52 and is 
credited as the co-creator of The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels.53 Alan 
says of his mentor, ‘it was his model I was following when I became a comics writer, and it was 
his model I was following when I decided to get into magic. So in many ways, he is singularly 
responsible for having ruined my life.’54 Steve quipped back in a later interview that he never 
deliberately encouraged his friend to imitate him: ‘I just wander into these things like writing 
comics, smoking dope, practicing magic and resigning on points of principle, and the next thing I 
know Alan’s decided that as I haven’t actually died as a result, he’ll do the same.’55
When Alan began his own comic book career in 1977, it was Steve that he first went to for 
advice on how to write a comic book script. Steve, however, says that this mentorship has been 
‘very kindly’ exaggerated by Alan: ‘I basically just showed him some of my scripts, and how they 
were laid out ... He sent me his first couple of scripts to look at, on which I scribbled a few 
comments … mainly about things like the usual beginner’s mistakes of using too many words … 
and that was about it. All the rest of it was Alan’s talent.’56 In general, their professional 
relationship was simply that ‘if one of us was working on a project where we could offer an 
opening to the other, we did.’57 Steve also showed Alan the kinds of stories that editors were 
looking for, and suggested that Alan should submit short one-shot stories for 2000AD’s Future 
Shocks and similar formats.58 Alan implemented his friend’s strategy with great zeal, writing story 
after story and (in Steve’s words) ‘bombarding people with scripts’ until they agreed to publish his 
work.59
Steve began practicing magic long before Alan did. He began consulting the Yijing in 
1969, and employed the principles that he saw underpinning the Yijing to perform his first explicit 
‘magic ritual’ in 1976. He would also consult the Yijing ‘pretty much continuously from 1977 to 
1999, by which time it was really no longer necessary, as I’d convinced myself long before that ... 
the future was predictable.’60 Steve says with evident cheerfulness that he lives in a deterministic 
50  In 1969, also with Bob Rickard.
51  KA-POW comics #1, published July 1967, co-edited by Phil Clarke, and printed by Steve Moore on a 
‘furshlugginer’ spirit duplicator in purple ink. Archived online by David Hathaway-Price at 
https://davidprice5.wixsite.com/classicukcomicszines/ka-pow 
52  Unearthing is reminiscent of a Moon and Serpent performance, but notably does not feature the music 
of Tim Perkins.
53  Steve worshipped the Moon, and Alan worships the Serpent, but as Top Shelf’s catalogue entry for The
Moon and Serpent Bumper Book of Magic warns, these sorcerers offer no explanation for why they call 
themselves ‘either grand or Egyptian.’ 
54  Rose 2010
55  Steve Moore in Ó Méalóid 2014, part 6.
56  Steve Moore in Ó Méalóid 2014, part 6.
57  Ibid.
58  Parkin 2013, pp. 60-61. The Future Shocks section of 2000AD was also created by Steve Moore.
59  In Warrior 15, November 1983, p. 12.
60  Ó Méalóid 2014, part 5.
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universe and that free will is an illusion, and his divinations merely proved ‘accurate enough to 
keep me interested.’61 His curiosity was also scholarly. From 1995 to 2002, Steve Moore edited 
The Oracle, the academic journal of Yijing studies. His most notable contribution to scholarship of 
the Yijing was his 1989 book The Trigrams of Han: Inner Structures of the I Ching, which 
examined the conceptual foundations of Yijing, and its historical origins in the Han period.62 
(HarperCollins mistakenly tried to market this book as as a New Age self-help book, and it sold 
very poorly.)63
Alan Moore wrote a celebration Steve’s life and magical practices titled Unearthing, a work
of magical psychogeography that was first published in 2006 in Iain Sinclair’s London: City of 
Disappearances, but Alan would also publish it in other forms.64 Steve reflected afterwards that all 
the publicity felt quite strange – but at least it had increased his confidence. ‘After all, Alan’s done 
such a thorough exposure of me I’ve really got nothing left to hide. Everyone can see I’m a 
lunatic, so I might as well just get on with it!’65 
The word ‘lunatic’ is apropos. Steve’s concept of magic was developed through the 
conceptual persona of Endymion, mortal lover of the moon-goddess Selene. As Alan Moore 
relates in Unearthing, Steve’s biographical narrative is emblematised by his being born in the 
same house where he lived his entire life from 1949 to 2014, on Shooter’s Hill in South London. In
Alan’s psychogeographic mapping of Shooter’s Hill, the hill is a ‘crescent-shaped mass, crystal-
shot with selenite.’66 This lunar influence is reflected in the crescent-shaped birthmark on Steve’s 
left forearm, and in his name, after the stephane crown ‘unusually favoured by Greek goddesses 
– most notably their lunar deity.’67 Speaking for himself, Steve recounts how the name Endymion 
was first revealed to him through a magical working which took place quite spontaneously in 
1976, after he casually bought a Chinese coin sword for £8.50 in an antique shop in Blackheath:
61  Ibid.
62  Moore says that he actually wrote most of the book in order to give context to the book’s final chapter, 
which he had been tinkering with since 1982. This final chapter is an analysis of the Eight Arrays, a 
mysterious battle formation deployed by the legendary magician and inventor Zhuge Liang, which 
required soldiers to be deployed in the pattern of the eight trigrams. Citing Chen Shou’s original Record 
of the Three Kingdoms, Moore (p. 151) concludes that the Eight Arrays must have been a real, practical 
exercise that Zhuge Liang had soldiers perform on the battlefield, rather than something like a parade 
technique or a training drill. Zhuge Liang’s great achievement, then, at least in Moore’s eyes, was to take
the philosophical and cosmological principles of the trigrams and apply them ‘to the hard physical world 
of the battlefield,’ and indeed to achieve great practical success by doing so (p. 144). This is an insight 
which has not been developed by other writers in English, but the rationally-inexplicable success of 
Zhuge Liang’s strategy is regularly depicted in Chinese texts. For example, the Eight Arrays formation 
appears in a delightfully strange battle sequence in John Woo’s 2008 film Red Cliff (Part I).
63  Moore received no royalties from the book’s sales, it was never distributed in the United States, and 
after just one year, all of the unsold copies of the book were remaindered to Australia. See Ó Méalóid 
2014, part 5.
64  Unearthing became a two hour spoken-word performance in 2010, in the tunnels beneath Waterloo 
station, and was also published as a standalone book in 2012, with photography by Mitch Jenkins.
65  Stone 2011
66  Unearthing, disc 1, track 1, ‘Disappearing’
67  Unearthing, disc 1, track 3, ‘Roman Observation Point’
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‘Having acquired a magic sword, I decided I was going to do a ritual with it. I didn’t have 
any practical experience before but I’d been interested in occultism and I had a few books,
so I checked things out and wrote myself a little ritual. It was all done without drugs or 
anything else to get me into a trance state. I made myself a little circle, with the trigrams of 
the I Ching round it, and so forth, and I went through with the whole thing and asked any 
gods, spirits or (Taoist) immortals that might be listening for some sort of guidance, and for
a confirmatory dream. I was so into China at the time that I expected that, in the unlikely 
event of my getting a result, it would be something with an oriental flavour, but I woke up at
4:00 in the morning to hear a voice say “Endymion,” which I later found to be the name of 
Selene’s lover.’68
Endymion’s erotic relationship with Selene, who visited him while he slept, is a major theme in 
Steve’s magic and his writing. In Unearthing, Alan describes Steve sleeping with his face towards 
‘the gem-like miniature he painted during April 1989, a portrait of Selene;’ beside the goddess 
portrait, within easy reach, Steve keeps his dream journal, ‘the log of an alternate life, 
meticulously kept for more than thirty years.’69 In the 1990s, Alan and Steve Moore had planned to
create a graphic novel together following the same theme, simply titled Endymion – Steve wrote 
the script, and Alan had intended to illustrate it, but the project never developed.70 Steve would 
later develop the concept in his 2011 novel, Somnium, about a writer named Kit Morley, who 
comes to Shooter’s Hill in 1803 to write a novel about Endimion Lee, magical dreamer and lover 
of Diana Regina. Unearthing similarly wraps Steve’s life in layers of somnolent creativity: asleep in
his bed, Steve dreams of Shooter’s Hill, makes it real; Shooter’s Hill dreams up London; a chalk 
fault in north side of the hill collapses, and the Thames valley is born.
By the time that Alan performed Unearthing, Steve had already published online the magic
ritual that he often used for making contact with Selene.71 His private fantasies about the moon-
goddess were not exactly secret. But even so, the most impactful sequence in Unearthing is when
Alan witnesses Steve’s fantasy first-hand. After Steve invokes the goddess with a magical chant, 
she becomes manifestly real in Alan’s study, and straddles Steve’s lap. Both Moores claim that 
this event literally happened. Reflecting on the magical workings they performed together, Alan 
says that when you experience a conversation with a god or a demon, ‘there’s only so many ways
that you can take that. The most obvious way is that you had some sort of hallucination, or that 
you had some sort of mental breakdown. Something like that. Which is fine, unless there have 
been other people there with you who had similar experiences at the time.’72 In another account, 
68  Stone 2011
69  Unearthing, disc 1, track 1, ‘Disappearing’
70  Stone 2011
71  Steve Moore’s ‘Selene Pathworking’ was at one point archived on Phile Hine’s website, at 
http://www.philhine.org.uk/writings/rit_selenepw.htm
72  Babcock 2003
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he explains, ‘I suppose technically, we were both hallucinating, but the fact that we were both 
seeing the same hallucination behaving in the same way makes it perhaps a different category of 
hallucination. This is not making any outrageous claims. This is how it seemed to us. We may be 
deluded but we are honest.’73 
Alan felt that Steve’s relationship with Selene was ‘both interesting and potentially 
instructive.’74 It is only appropriate, then, that once Alan announced that he was going to become 
a magician, he sought Steve’s assistance in engineering a magical encounter with his own patron 
deity. This contact occurred when Alan and Steve took magic mushrooms together on January 
7th, 1994, as Alan described in an interview with Arthur magazine:
‘...it felt to me as if me and a very close friend of mine, were both taken on this ride by a 
specific entity. The entity seemed to me, and to my friend, to be…[sighs]… to be this 
second-century Roman snake god called Glycon.’75
Unlike Steve, who was guided in his dreams by a mysterious voice that spoke the name 
‘Endymion,’ Alan has described taking an active role in the choosing of his own spirit guide – 
although when he discovered Glycon, he says it was ‘love at first sight,’ and he has later 
developed ‘a feeling that it was actually Glycon that chose me rather than the other way around.’76
Steve notes in an article for Fortean Times that ‘Alan Moore’s private magical workings 
with Glycon are, of course, private,’77 but this is probably more an expression of Steve’s own 
tendency to shy away from publicity. In fact, Alan has given so many interviews that he has 
arguably said too much on this topic, and we need to separate his serious claims from his jokes 
and tall tales. Some of his interviews create the false impression that Steve Moore ‘introduced’ 
Glycon by accidentally conjuring up the snake during an unrelated magic ritual, or that Glycon 
introduced himself to Alan Moore out of the blue, and told him all about Alexander of 
Abonoteichus.78 The most coherent account that Alan gives is that, a few weeks after his 
announcement in 1993 that he was going to become a magician, Alan was trying to find a god 
that he ‘clicked’ with, the way that Steve’s relationship with Selene worked.79 Steve showed Alan 
some photographs of artifacts recovered from ancient Tomis (now the Romanian city of 
Constanța), in order to help Alan find a god that excited him. Steve was actually interested in a 
statue of Hecate, but Alan’s attention was drawn to a different icon that had been found at the 
site: a serpent with a mammalian face, and long flowing hair (which Alan says seemed ‘golden’).
73  Rose 2010
74  Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
75  Babcock 2003
76  Ibid. 
77  Steve Moore 2011, Fortean Times #276.
78  Parkin 2013 deserves credit here for sifting through Moore’s various stories about Glycon, and helpfully 
identifying the bullshit. See pp. 274-275.




When Alan looked into this figurine, he learned that it matched the description of Glycon, 
an avatar of Asclepius, described very disparagingly by Lucian of Samosata. In Lucian’s account, 
Glycon was a puppet – a real snake with an artificial head – constructed by the charlatan 
Alexander of Abonoteichus, who would charge people money in order to hear fraudulent 
prophecies that appeared to issue from his talking snake.80 This outrageous deception was 
actually a selling point for Moore. He says that worshipping a false god keeps him grounded: ‘I’m 
not likely to start believing that glove puppet created the universe, or anything dangerous like 
that.’81 If his ‘mid-life crisis’ was going to thrust him into a weird relationship with a fictitious being, 
then that being should be unambiguously fictitious. 
After his initial contact with Glycon, while Alan Moore was ‘still in the daze of that 
experience,’82 he wrote a song with Tim Perkins titled The Hair of the Snake that Bit Me. The lyrics
of this song referred to ‘The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels,’ and the 
singing subject was a master of ceremonies, inviting patrons to step right up and see the show.83 
80  Lucian of Samosata c. 180. ‘Again and again, as I said before, he exhibited the serpent to all who 
requested it, not in its entirety, but exposing chiefly the tail and the rest of the body and keeping the head
out of sight under his arm. But as he wished to astonish the crowd still more, he promised to produce the
god talking — delivering oracles in person without a prophet. It was no difficult matter for him to fasten 
cranes' windpipes together and pass them through the head, which he had so fashioned as to be lifelike.
Then he answered the questions through someone else, who spoke into the tube from the outside, so 
that the voice issued from his canvas Asclepius.’
81  Babcock 2003
82  Moore and Campbell 2010
83  “Roll up, roll up! Cecile La Favourite performs her celebrated dance that lately scandalized the Orient, 
removing first her clothing, then her body, to a musical accompaniment provided by Chris Rosencrantz 
and his Atlantis Playboys. This is one you must not miss! Tell all your friends! Tell all your enemies! Tell 
all the people that you do not know! The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels, open 
now for your inspection! Step right up and see the show!”
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In Moore’s account, the Theatre of Marvels ‘just seemed to tumble into existence’ with that song, 
‘begging to be brought to some kind of peculiar life.’84 He describes the Theatre of Marvels as a 
fiction that he and his friends have created, a secret society so secret that nobody had ever heard
of it, with a made-up history dating back to Alexander of Abonoteichus.85 Moore insists that this 
society does not exist, but acknowledges in the same breath that if he were a member of a secret 
society, he would be obliged to deny its existence, wouldn’t he?
It is tempting to think of the Theatre of Marvels as a band, consisting primarily of Alan 
Moore and Tim Perkins, and perhaps their frequent collaborator David J. But as a cheeky secret 
society, the Theatre is larger than these three performers. Steve Moore is a member of the troupe
whether he likes it or not, since Alan holds him responsible for creating the thing in the first place. 
Artist John Coulthart (who provided cover art for the CDs, and illustrations for the Bumper Book of
Magic) is certainly a member, as is Alan’s wife Melinda Gebbie, who has appeared in 
performances. Dancer Paula van Wijngaarten joined the troupe for their Highbury Working and for
Snakes and Ladders, and Andrea Svajcsik performed as a living statue at Snakes and Ladders, 
and breathed fire during Angel Passage. 
The group’s first performance piece was presented in July 1994, as part of an event 
hosted by Iain Sinclair.86 The act opened with the song The Hair of the Snake that Bit Me. This 
show was performed only a few months after Moore’s ‘announcement’ that he was a magician, 
but as the spruiking master of ceremonies, Moore introduces us to a concept of magic that would 
remain surprisingly consistent in his work over the next two decades. Some of this material had 
already been present in From Hell: in a pair of works titled The Map Drawn on Vapour, Moore 
gives us a poetic outline of how Jack the Ripper’s psychogeographic map of London could serve 
as a model for the rest of us, so that we might reveal our own unexamined ideas about the spaces
we live in. He directs our attention towards ‘these detailed weightless urban sprawls we carry in 
our fragile skull, that teem with reminiscent traffics, populous with bias, opinion, rumour, legend, 
lie. Locations we shall never visit that yet have their hearsay substance in our lives, and so are 
never far from us. They rest in occult Mercators where distance is not marked from point to solid 
point, but calibrated there between the spark-gaps of our free associations…’87 This is the crucial 
concept that Moore had been taught by his characters in From Hell - not simply that the gods exist
‘in our minds,’ but that if we hope experience the gods’ power for ourselves, we must somehow 
trace a path to their precise location, using a map which can never be accurate.
84  Ibid. 
85  This history is, of course, secret, and will be revealed in the Bumper Book of Magic. (If the Bumper 
Book of Magic exists.)
86  Parkin 2013, p. 281. This performance was also released on CD in 1996, and was simply titled The 
Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels.
87  Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 2, ‘A Map Drawn on Vapour (Part I)’.
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2: From Hell – tracking the demon back to his lair
‘How could anybody have identified what was in 13 Miller’s Court? You know, I’ve seen
the photographs, it’s difficult to actually tell which way up she is for a while, let alone who
she is. There is no positive evidence. They didn’t have fingerprinting or DNA or anything
like that back then. … She had no face. Bits of her were cut down to the bone. She had no
stomach. I mean ... who knows?’
- Alan Moore, on the murder of Mary Kelly88
‘I  told her firmly that the whole idea was nonsense. I was all  the more firm because I
secretly agreed with some part, at  least, of  what she had said. But it  is all  wrong that
Caroline should arrive at the truth simply by a kind of inspired guesswork. I wasn’t going to
encourage that sort of thing.’
- Agatha Christie, The Murder of Roger Ackroyd89
When he began writing From Hell, Alan Moore became ‘possessed’ in the very ordinary 
sense that writers often do: he immersed himself in Jack the Ripper literature, obsessively trying 
to assemble a coherent narrative out of a notoriously messy and loosely-connected series of 
murders.90 There is an enormous quantity of misinformation about these murders, due in no small 
part to the way that they captured the public imagination. Hundreds of Londoners were inspired to
send letters to the police and newspapers, and many different letter-writers even claimed that they
were the killer.91 In trying to assemble something out of this mess, Moore employed the 
conceptual persona of the detective, who constructs for us a model for how a subject thinks. What
is the criminal’s motive? What choices did he make, and why? In this way, Alan Moore tracked the
elusive subject into the imaginary streets of London, ‘where distance is not marked from point to 
solid point.’
Moore examined forensic evidence, photographs of the crime scenes, eyewitness 
testimony, in order to reconstruct the physical events of the Ripper’s crimes. Moore shows off his 
extensive research in the comic’s endnotes. These efforts are also reflected in From Hell’s 
detective figure, Fred Abberline.92 Abberline is a rationalist, and he is quite disgusted by all of the 
88  Kavanagh 2000, ‘From Hell [warning: spoilers].’
89  Christie 1926, chapter 1
90  Many women were murdered in Whitechapel around 1888, by many different killers. We can be 
reasonably confident that some of these women were victims of the same serial killer, but any 
connection between them is still just the product of speculation, and even the ‘canonical five’ victims are 
nothing more than a well-established element of Ripper mythology (see Evans and Rumbelow 2006, p. 
260).
91  Many of these letters are reproduced in Evans and Skinner’s 1997 book Jack the Ripper: Letters from 
Hell.
92  It is worth recalling that in Deleuze and Guattari’s writing, aesthetic figures (who feel and produce 
affects) and conceptual personae (who think and produce concepts) are typically not one and the same, 
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‘supernatural twaddle’ surrounding the Ripper case (including From Hell itself),93 because it 
exploits the suffering of the victims and their loved ones. In Abberline’s reckoning, the lives of real,
actual people are far more important than the myths that we construct around them. He also 
insists, stereotypically, that there is no such thing as magic.94 For Abberline and for the Ripper’s 
victims, the abstract world of the Ripper and his pagan gods is not enchanted in the slightest. The 
people who are brought into that world are robbed of all purpose and meaning, except for that 
meaning which the killer imposes on them. They are victims now, and their only purpose is to 
serve him by dying, to become his magical ‘brides’ and propel him towards his destiny of 
becoming God. This grand destiny is of no interest to the victims, nor to anyone else but the killer 
and his imitators. The serial-killers of the twentieth century are his avatars, who become him in 
their fantasies and thus participate in his apotheosis. They do not merely resemble Jack the 
Ripper, they participate in his work, and he lives on in them.
In From Hell’s fourth chapter, this persona presents the city of London as a text written by 
many authors. He draws attention to the city’s various phallic buildings and monuments which 
exalt the sun, his masculine God of Reason – the churches of Nicholas Hawksmoor, the 
monument to Daniel Defoe, Christopher Wren’s monument to the Great Fire, Cleopatra’s 
Needle.95 In the Ripper’s interpretation, London is a machine designed to subjugate women, in the
tradition of the Romans who conquered the Iceni and raped Boudica’s daughters at the site of 
Battle Bridge.96 This machine is the bloody foundation upon which the entire British Empire is built.
Of course, the character who explains all of this is obsessed with murdering and disemboweling 
women, and if London was built for this purpose, then his violent misogyny can be rationalised as 
the fulfilment of something preordained.97
A supernatural implication contaminates the detective’s thinking. After examining the final 
crime scene, Abberline describes how the sight has affected him: “I came out of that room and I 
but they may overlap (as they do in Nietzsche's work); see Deleuze and Guattari 1994, pp. 47-48. 
Deleuze and Guattari inadvertently demonstrate this overlap themselves, with the figure of Professor 
Challenger, who simultaneously produces concepts and affects; see Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 45-
82.
93  See chapter 9, page 2: Abberline condemns hucksters throughout history for “turning a miserable little 
killing into a Gothic horror! ... Mark my words, in ‘undred years there’ll still be cunts like ‘im, wrapping 
these killings up in supernatural twaddle. Making a living out of murder...” 
94  Chapter 9, page 4; significantly, when Abberline says the magic words, “there’s no such thing as 
magic,” a thirteen year old boy who introduces himself as Alexander bluntly tells the detective, “you’re 
wrong.” This is a young Aleister Crowley, who was indeed a London schoolboy in 1888.
95  The Ripper’s Sun God also placed beneath Cleopatra’s Needle a time capsule containing (among other 
things) a map of London, a shilling razor, and daguerreotypes of beautiful women.
96  See also The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels, track 4, ‘The Map Drawn on 
Vapour (Part II),’ in which Moore revisits Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London. Moore says that Saint Paul 
was himself was a proto-Mason, because ‘in First Corinthians 3:10, he states: "As a master builder I 
have laid foundations and another builds thereon." This staunch misogynist clashed with Diana at 
Ephesus, where her followers humiliated him. Here's his revenge. Diana shackled, hemmed in by a 
pentacle of obelisks and phallic solar signs, with her abode re-dedicated in his name.’
97  Prince 2017, and Ferguson 2009, argue that Gull’s misogyny is concealed, and even naturalised, so 
that the Ripper killings seem like a historical inevitability. 
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felt somethin’ bad ‘ad ‘appened. Not just to ‘er. To everythin’. I felt as if everythin’ were lost.”98 Up 
until the Ripper’s final murder, Abberline had been sympathetic to the women of the East End, but
after seeing Kelly’s body, Abberline realises that he can only ever see these women with a 
detached, objectifying gaze. Because of the Ripper’s violence, these women are not people any 
more; they have become symbols and abstractions.99 After this point, Abberline has several 
encounters with women who have somehow been transformed into “filthy fuckin’ whores,” 
desperate wretches who cannot be trusted.100 Thanks to the Ripper, the people of Whitechapel 
have been defined, their status has been resolved. (This is the fate that Carlos Castaneda and 
Michel Foucault fought so hard to avoid: they have been put in their designated place.) Abberline 
explains to his wife, “Whitechapel’s not society at all. It’s something else. ... It’s like they’re in 
another time. An animal time, before we were men.”101 For the rational detective, and for us, the 
murders are decisively in the past, part of that other world which irresistibly affects our world, but 
which we cannot affect at all.
The mutilation of Mary Kelly contextualizes everything. Eddie Campbell’s detailed 
depiction of what the Ripper did to Mary Kelly’s body is drawn out across 34 exhausting, 
harrowing pages, and we witness the killer’s apotheosis as he becomes one of those ‘potent and 
terrible gods’ in our minds. Of course William Gull’s supernatural motives and his hallucinations 
are just a story made up by Alan Moore,102 but Campbell’s illustrations of the mutilated body 
possess an almost documentary, photographic quality, and as a consequence, everything about 
the scene begins to seem terribly plausible. This is the ultimate validation of Grant Morrison’s jab 
that, thanks to Alan Moore, “comic books are ‘realistic’ now.”103 From Hell exploits our knowledge 
that the mutilation of Mary Kelly really did take place, in order to convince us that the Ripper really
did use the magical geography of London to transform himself into an archetype, and that other 
98  Chapter 11, p. 8
99  This is actually a recurring theme throughout Moore’s work, both before and after his becoming a 
magician. Moore’s Voice of the Fire is particularly gruesome, and was written at the same time as From 
Hell, but Jerusalem also uses violence to reveal a sublime, Platonic world. Among Moore’s older works, 
see especially V for Vendetta: in Comer and Summers 2012, pp.100-110, Todd Comer explores how 
terrorism and fascism operate similarly in V For Vendetta, marginalising corporeal people in order to 
exalt abstract ideas.
100 See chapter 11, pp. 14-15 and 25
101 Chapter 11, pp. 36-37. Mrs. Abberline (also named Emma) is noteworthy because she is not from the 
East End, and thus we might hope that she escapes the objectifying gaze of the Ripper. But as the 
detective barely pays any attention to her, she too seems no more than a symbol. She represents a 
‘normal’ way of thinking that he cannot return to: her only role in the story is to punctuate her husband’s 
crisis, to remind him, “you haven’t been yourself, dear.”
102 In From Hell’s endnotes, Moore explains how he wrote this mutilation sequence, combining known 
facts about Mary Kelly’s murder, psychological traits common to 20th century serial killers, and Moore’s 
own private ‘seance-divination.’ He concludes that ‘the depiction here is as close as I can get to a 
portrayal of what might have happened on that night, in that room, in that mind. To be absolutely honest,
it’s as close as I want to get.’
103 I should say that, although I agree with Carpenter (2014), who says that From Hell is the finest comic 
book ever written by Alan Moore or anyone else, I was also deeply upset by it. Chapter 10 is quite an 
ordeal.
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serial killers since then have been participants in the same ‘great work.’ Before we examine the 
mutilated body of Mary Kelly, it is easier to tell ourselves that ‘Jack the Ripper’ was never quite 
real – that even though the murders were real, the Ripper persona responsible for all of them was 
an invention of the media, a monster who exists only in stories.104 But with the murder of Mary 
Kelly, there is an awful sense of climax. Mary Kelly was the only ‘canonical’ Ripper victim who 
was found indoors, implicitly giving the killer sufficient time to do everything that he wanted to do 
to her body. It feels as if the other killings had been building towards this one, the Ripper’s 
magnum opus – that the killings all served a purpose, which was now finally achieved. 
In Mervi Miettinen’s critical reading of From Hell,105 the mutilation of Mary Kelly’s body 
exemplifies the pursuit of the 'bloody mass,' a misogynist phenomenon recorded by Klaus 
Theweleit among members of the proto-Nazi Freikorps, during the period between the first and 
second World Wars.106 The bloody mass evokes a psychic disappearance, a temporary 
dissolution of the male killer’s self, achieved through the violent dismemberment of a female body.
Although Gull says that the purpose of his killings is to reinforce the hierarchical power of men 
over women, he and his victims ‘lose their respective boundaries and become “one” in an illusory 
union.’107 The union is illusory because his victims do not experience it – which is why he needs to
kill them first. Gull refers to the killings as an alchemical wedding, and he says to the corpse of his
final victim, “do you understand how I have loved you? You’d have all been dead in a year or two 
from liver failure, men, or childbirth. Dead. Forgotten. I saved you. Do you understand that? I have
made you safe from time, and we are wed in legend.”108 The trancelike pleasure that Gull 
experiences as he dismembers her body is based upon his own dissolution into the ephemeral 
world of signs, legends and spirits – facilitated by the dissolution of his victims, by their 
transformation into victims and the destruction of everything else that they ever were before. 
Moore attempts to construct nuanced historical narratives based upon the evidence that remains 
of these women’s lives,109 but ultimately, everything that we learn about these women is 
overshadowed by the spectacular violence that the Ripper inflicts upon them. 
According to Theweleit, the psychological purpose of the Freikorps’ mutilation of their 
victim’s bodies was so that the killer could be 'overcome by a sudden absence,' entering a trance 
and vanishing away from the all-too-personal physicality of their violence.110 As Miettinen notes, 
104 The Ripper was also, of course, created through the collaboration of a sizable cohort of letter-writing 
‘fans,’ who all pretended to be this mysterious figure who gutted prostitutes. See Evans and Skinner, 
1997.
105 In Comer and Summers 2012
106 Theweleit 1987.
107 Miettinen, in Comer and Summers 2012, p. 97.
108 Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 10, p. 23
109 In particular, we spend a significant amount of time with Annie Chapman in chapter 7, and with Mary 
Kelly in chapters 8 and 9, seemingly in order to drive home the notion that these women had lives and 
narratives of their own. Although they were objectified by men, they were more than just victims, but the 
Ripper transformed them into pure signs. 
110 Theweleit 1987, p. 202-204
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this psychological 'absence' is eerily reflected in Gull’s physical disappearance after the killing of 
Catherine Eddowes, when Gull’s accomplice loses track of him.111 Even if the detective can 
identify the killer, the killer’s identity might simply dissolve; even if the detective can locate the 
killer, the killer is no longer stalking the material streets of London, and has escaped to someplace
where the rational detective can never follow. From this unapproachable vantage point, the Ripper
still reaches out and leaves his bloody fingerprints all over the twentieth century.112 He has 
achieved what Morrison and Spare aspired to: he has become an influence, something 
undeniable but also implacable.
(Moore tries to offer a glimpse of hope in the final chapter of From Hell, but it is 
unfortunately the most ‘made up’ element in the whole story. Moore’s ending implies that the 
Ripper’s fifth victim was not actually Mary Kelly, but her unknown lover, who had been sleeping 
alone in Kelly’s bed. Mary Kelly escaped and lived out the rest of her life in Ireland, naming her 
daughters after the slain Ripper victims. This moment of heartbreaking escapism is Moore’s 
awkward tribute to the real women whose murders were exploited in order to create From Hell. He
explains that “by that time I just wanted to give the poor woman a happy ending ... I wanted to sort
of give her a way out.”113 But this is no happy ending. If Mary Kelly survived, then the woman 
found eviscerated in Kelly’s bed was truly anonymous. Her anonymity does not make her death 
any less horrifying, and if anything, it is actually far worse. Her former identity is completely 
unrecognisable, and all that she will ever be is 'the fifth ripper victim.')
As the bloody mass leaves the viewer ‘overcome by a sudden absence,’ Guy Debord 
similarly tells us that the Spectacle ‘obliterates the boundaries between self and world by crushing
the self, besieged by the presence-absence of the world.’114 The bloody mass allowed the Ripper 
to become part of history, to ‘ascend’ into his own enchanted world where he will live forever, but 
the Spectacle is what remains for the rest of us – the relentless narrative of horror and death 
which haunts our world. We cannot rely upon Spectacular violence in order to escape, because it 
produces precisely the thing which we must escape from. The Ripper subject, the voice from Hell 
that speaks through Gull and Netley and Moore and Campbell and countless other letter-writers 
who claimed that they were the killer, does not re-enchant our world. Instead, the infernal voice 
111 Miettinen, in Comer and Summers 2012, p. 96. In Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 8, pp. 40-41, 
Netley exclaims, “I couldn’t see you. Oh my god, sir. Oh my god, where did you go?”
112 From Hell draws many magical connections between the Ripper and other 20th-century killers. Most 
notably, Moore and Campbell observe that Adolf Hitler was conceived around the same time that the 
Ripper’s killing spree began. At the precise moment of Adolf Hitler’s conception, From Hell depicts Klara 
Hitler experiencing a hallucinatory vision of Christ Church in Spitalfields, a “place with many Jews,” and 
a wave of blood that would emerge from the church and drown everyone.
113 Kavanagh 2000, ‘From Hell [warning: spoilers]’
114 Debord 1967, thesis 219. Generally in post-structuralist thought, the concepts of ‘presence’ and 
‘absence’ tend to collapse in upon one another, producing novel concepts such as Baudrillard’s 
hyperreality (which cannot distinguish ‘reality’ from simulation), Foucault’s heterotopian ‘mirror’ (which 
locates the body by tracing its position in virtual space), Butler’s paradoxical Law which is present 
‘before the Law,’ and Derrida’s claim that meaning cannot precede language because ‘there is nothing 
outside of the text.’
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reveals how our world came to be disenchanted. We live in the ‘house that Jack built,’ the 
disenchanted world of serial killers and world wars and media saturation. In Moore’s subsequent 
magical works, his goal is to lead us out of this Hell.
Reading From Hell with the knowledge that Alan Moore would become a magician while 
he was writing it, we might perhaps expect the spiritualist Robert James Lees to serve as Moore’s
primary conceptual persona. This was a role that Moore would still have to grow into, and Lees’ 
role in From Hell is a small one. Nevertheless, the figure that Lees embodies does become a 
conceptual persona for Moore, not because Lees believed in the supernatural, but because in 
Moore’s account, Lees was a complete fraud. According to a tall tale that was first published by 
the Chicago Herald in 1895, Lees used his psychic powers to identify the Ripper as a high-society
physician, and led the police to this physician’s house in the West End of London.115 In Moore’s 
fiction, Lees was correct, but he was still a charlatan — he had no special insight, and he was just
trying to stir up trouble for William Gull over a personal insult that had nothing to do with the 
Ripper killings. Years later, he pathetically reveals to Abberline that “I made it up, and it all came 
true anyway...”116
Lees’ pitiful story undermines the evidence-based investigation conducted by Detective 
Abberline. The detective requires evidence, but the evidence is already lost, and so the truth 
cannot be identified by any rational means. Moore acknowledges in his notes that a century after 
the events, the Ripper’s identity is practically unknowable to us. That being said, Moore also 
suggests that the Ripper’s true identity does not even matter any more, since the myth of the 
Ripper is far more important than the killer’s identity. In this way, Moore’s interests align with 
Judith Walkowitz’s City of Dreadful Delights, which examines how the Ripper narrative illustrated 
late-Victorian attitudes towards women in public spaces, rather than interrogating the historicity of 
the killings themselves.117 There is no rational method by which we can deduce the Ripper’s true 
identity, and in order to finish writing From Hell, Moore had to conduct his own ‘research’ by 
seance.118 
115 This Chicago Herald article was disregarded as an obvious hoax for most of the 20th century, but was 
rediscovered in the 1970s, and popularised in Knight’s Final Solution.
116 Moore and Campbell 1999, prologue, pp. 3-5. To underscore how pathetic Lees is to ‘make up’ this sort
of thing, he also explains that the dramatic, full-body seizures which accompanied his prophecies were 
all faked: “I’d sometimes pee in my trousers as well. For emphasis.”
117 Walkowitz 1992
118 Compare George Bernard Shaw’s famous maxim: ‘The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: 
the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on 
the unreasonable man.’ In From Hell, the unreasonable man has a profound and terrifying effect upon 
the world, and the only way for Moore to measure that effect is through unreason.
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For the detective or historian trying to make sense of the Ripper killings, the closure 
offered by Lees is fruit from the poisoned tree — even if we were to learn the real identity of the 
killer, all of our efforts at rational investigation would be rendered worthless if we cannot prove 
anything. This is the trick that Moore plays when he writes through the persona of the charlatan, 
and reveals (or pretends to reveal) the identity of the Ripper. From Hell is fiction, after all: it 
pretends that Sir William Gull was Jack the Ripper, and that he possessed magical powers. But 
within the context of Moore’s story, Lees’ predictions are inexplicably accurate, in spite of their 
being ‘made up.’ For reasons that Lees cannot explain, when he dishonestly accuses Gull of 
being the Ripper, he also speaks a truth which he did not know or even suspect. As a spiritualist, 
Lees might say that he is inadvertently ‘channelling’ a spirit that speaks through him, an invisible 
speaker of truths who uses Lees like a sock puppet. But crucially, this spirit is not Alan Moore. 
Moore did not make up Lees’ predictions: he read about them, in Steven Knight’s Final Solution, 
and in the Chicago Herald. Moore is just another sock puppet like Lees, speaking words that are 
not quite his own.
When Arthur Machen said that the Angels of Mons were a fiction that he had invented, 
other writers insisted that he must be mistaken. One of the fiercest defenders of the angels, 
Harold Begbie, claimed that Machen must have received a telepathic vision of the phantom 
bowmen (perhaps from a dying soldier who fought at Mons),119 and if Machen really believed that 
he had ‘invented’ this vision all by himself, then he was blind to ‘the acuteness of human suffering 
and the intense eagerness for consolation which are now lying at the heart of English 
existence.’120 Similarly, it seemed illegitimate for Moore to claim that he had just ‘made up’ the 
119 Begbie 1915 pp. 20-21. Begbie’s defense of the angels echoes the famous claim by Voltaire (1768) 
that ‘if God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him.’
120 Begbie 1915, p. 9. See also pp. 11-12: ‘Men fell at the battle of Mons who will never rise again. 
Because of those graves in France, thousands of people in England feel that the goodness is wrung out 
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story of From Hell, because regardless of whether the details of the story were historically 
accurate, the story’s message had affected him profoundly. He could not deny that the idea had 
come from somewhere.121
3: Ideaspace and the Holy City
‘I see no town of grim grey ways, but a great city all ablaze 
With burning torches, to light up the pinnacles that shrine the Cup.’
- Arthur Machen, The House of Souls122
‘And in the rice and streamers and the copulation is his vision now descended to him as 
the woman in his soul who is Jerusalem, the bride, who is the shining city lowering from 
the firmament.’
- Alan Moore, Angel Passage123 
Moore presents his concept of Ideaspace as a tongue-in-cheek answer to the question so 
often asked of writers, “where do you get your ideas?” Ideaspace is the unconscious, imagined as
an ocean, or a city, or a jungle - a space to be navigated. It is an ‘image of thought,’ an image of 
what it means ‘to find one's bearings in thought.’124 Moore observes that ‘artists and writers and 
other creators ... tend to be judged upon how far they have travelled in pursuit of their catch,’ and 
so good writing requires ‘a bit more wading or possibly even snorkelling.’125 This metaphor, and its
significance to the magician, is another revelation which Gull offers in From Hell:
“Myths are the key to our Right Brain; the world of gods that, like Atlantis, sank beneath the
waters of the Age of Reason. That drowned realm of the mind. Those intellects that dive 
the deepest, salvaging its treasures, we call sorcerers.”126
of life. … To have entered upon a scene of such awful havoc and desolation for a story of mystery is, in 
itself, I think, an act very near to sacrilege, but having got the story from that dreadful scene, and by that 
story having created a thousand hopes and a thousand consolations … to airily dismiss the legends … is
behaviour for which Mr. Machen in his quieter and less popular moments will feel a very sincere regret.’
121 Amusingly, Clarke 2014 observes that Edgar Rice Burroughs’ fourth Barsoom novel, Thuvia, Maid of 
Mars, depicts the Phantom Bowmen of Lothar defending the few surviving Lotharians against a superior 
force of Green Martians. This novel was written between April and June 1914, a few months before the 
Battle of Mons or Machen’s The Bowmen. Wherever it was that Machen got his ideas from, Burroughs 
evidently got his ideas from the same place.
122 Machen 1922, p. 110
123 The Moon and Serpent Grand Egyptian Theatre of Marvels, Angel Passage, part 5, ‘Heaven’
124 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 37
125 Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
126 Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 4, page 19. This is extremely similar to Morrison’s observation that 
‘the magician dives into the Immense Other in search of tips and hints and treasures s/he can bring 
home to enrich life in the solid world.’ (Morrison 2003)
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However, Moore emphasises that all of us move through Ideaspace in our everyday lives. 
Most of us tend to stick to the more familiar, well-travelled sectors. Unoriginal concepts like 'I 
should drink more water' are conceptual ‘minnows,’ ubiquitous in the shallows that most people 
dwell in.127 Moore suggests that gods, demons, fairies, grey aliens and so forth are the rarer 
‘native fauna’ of Ideaspace – but still an objective presence encountered by many different 
explorers. The ideas which Moore finds most compelling are the urban utopias uncovered by 
British sorcerer-explorers – chiefly, the mystical city/goddess Jerusalem, as revealed by William 
Blake,128 and the ‘Syon’ (i.e. Zion, a synecdoche for Jerusalem) which London was becoming in 
the visions of Arthur Machen.129
In Voice of the Fire, Moore presents a series of first-person stories from the history of 
Northampton, dated from 4000 BC to AD 1995. They are obviously fantasies, but they return each
time to real locations, historic events, and people whose existence is attested in other more-or-
less reliable sources. Certeau tells us that in hagiography, the return to the place associated with 
the saint is crucial, because it validates the saint’s fantastic narrative, ‘as if this place remains its 
ultimate proof’130 – and indeed, we might read Voice of the Fire as a hagiography centered upon 
Moore’s hometown, in which case the novel’s subjects are Northampton’s various saints. One of 
these subjects is the first Earl of Northampton, Simon de Senlis, who built the town walls and the 
church of the Holy Sepulchre; another is the condemned witch Elinor Shaw, who almost certainly 
did not exist.131 Of course, Moore’s novel is fiction, but he figures that a good story is a good story,
regardless of whether it claims to be verifiable ‘history.’ He explains that ‘if it was ever proven that 
Jesus didn’t exist, the whole of Christianity would fall to pieces. There’s no reason for it to … The 
story’s got complete integrity. As a story, it’s fine. … It’s insisting on this historical background that
is the problem.’132 Accordingly, the subjects in Voice of the Fire do not present their stories as 
anything that we ought to believe. The first narrator’s vocabulary is so limited that he struggles 
even to grasp what a lie is,133 or what a dream is.134 He believes many things which turn out to be 
127 Moore and Campbell 2010, Egomania interview
128 In Jerusalem The Emanation of the Giant Albion, Blake embellishes upon Revelation 21:2, ‘And I John 
saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned 
for her husband.’ In Blake’s vision, Jerusalem is she whom all the nations of the world seek when they 
look to the heavens, longing to reunite with her ‘as in times of old’ (plate 72).
129 Machen 1922, pp. 103-104. ‘London seemed a city of the Arabian Nights, and its labyrinths of streets 
an enchanted maze; its long avenues of lighted lamps were as starry systems, and its immensity 
became for him an image of the endless universe. He could well imagine how pleasant it might be to 
linger in such a world as this, to sit apart and dream, beholding the strange pageant played before him; 
but the Sacred Well was not for common use, it was for the cleansing of the soul, and the healing of the 
grievous wounds of the spirit. There must be yet another transformation: London had become Bagdad; it
must at last be transmuted to Syon, or in the phrase of one of his old documents, the City of the Cup.’
130 Certeau 1988, p. 281
131 See Notestein 1911, pp. 376-382. Notestein concludes that ‘the pamphlet of 1705 dealing with the 
execution of Mary Phillips and Elinor Shaw is a purely fictitious narrative.’
132 Babcock 2003
133 ‘Why, say she now, is not I glean that one may say of thing while thing is not. This is a gleaning that I 
no whiles hear, to say that thing is, which is not.’ Moore 1996, p. 28
134 ‘It as like they queer-whiles that I shagfoal see, and mother see. It is a seeing that is come by dark and 
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false, and in each case he frames the moment of realisation as a magical transformation: ‘Girl is 
come change to boy, as rat is come to stones and pig to logs. It is this change that is in things. It 
is this frighting change as is make all of world not right.’135 The other narrators also remind us that 
their tales may be false. A Roman-era narrator recounts a neolithic ghost story to his wife: ‘she 
knew I’d made it up, and yet she made as if she thought it true.’136 The 20th-century murderer 
Alfred Rouse quips, ‘I’ve told so many stories I can’t tell myself which ones are true and which 
ones I’ve invented. Do you ever get that? No?’137 But by locating each of these questionable 
narratives in the same orbit, Moore transforms the city of Northampton into an enchanted, 
intersubjective space where all of the ‘made up’ stories validate one another. The tales are proof 
that the city is a magical place, and simultaneously, the actual city persists as the ultimate proof of
these magical events, proof that the subjects who experienced them also exist. 
Voice of the Fire concludes with Moore’s own story of how he was personally affected by 
the task of writing the novel. Just like Gull’s tour of London in From Hell, Moore takes us on a 
walking tour of Northampton, in which he identifies some more of the strange resonances that 
exist between Northampton’s past and its present. In this autobiographical chapter (which is not 
quite an autohagiography),138 Moore interrogates his brother for interesting local stories, talks 
about weird dreams with his girlfriend Melinda Gebbie, catches up with his daughters, performs a 
magical working, and crucially, never uses the word 'I.'  His experiences, as an inhabitant of 
Northampton and as the author of a psychogeographic text, seem somehow to occur 
independently of himself:
 ‘This final chapter is the thing. Committed to a present day first-person narrative, there 
seems no other option save a personal appearance, which in turn demands a strictly 
documentary approach: it wouldn’t do to simply make things up. This is fiction, not a lie. Of
course, that tends to place the burden of responsibility for finishing the novel on the town 
itself. If all its themes, motifs and speculations are to be resolved, then they will be 
resolved in actual brick and flesh.’139
This final chapter is not written in Moore’s own voice, but the voice of an impersonal, 
mobile subject who speaks through Moore. Moore does not want us to think that he is the ‘voice 
of the fire’ which moves throughout the book, but nor does he want us to think that that this is a 
voice that he made up. The voice must be authentic. The grotesque subject of the novel’s first 
shut-of-eyes.’ Moore 1996, p. 45
135 Moore 1996, p. 56. The climactic transformation of the girl who changes into a boy is significant for 
other reasons, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
136 Ibid., p. 128
137 Moore 1996, p. 284
138 The events of this chapter are not fantastic enough to put it in the same genre as Aleister Crowley’s 
Confessions (1969), which Crowley insistently referred to as his autohagiography.
139 Moore 1996, p. 296
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chapter captures with surprising eloquence how it feels to speak in this nonsensical way, as he is 
burnt to death: ‘A gleaning is come in of I with fire. It is not glean of I, but glean of fire, full of queer
sayings as no tongue may make. … Open I mouth, for make noise in I’s hurt, and say of fire is 
come through I.’140 Moore wrote these words before his declaration that he would become a 
magician, but clearly he already had some gleaning of what he was becoming. In the final 
chapter, this shamanic voice explains that the book ‘is a bridge, a crossing-point, a worn-spot in 
the curtain between our world and the underworld… It’s about the powerful glossolalia of witches 
and their magical revision of the texts we live in. None of this is speakable.’141 According to the 
testimony of this voice, Moore himself cannot reproduce these explanations: when he is asked to 
say out loud what the book is about, he grumbles, “it’s difficult to say until it’s finished.”142
The language Moore writes in is generally not subject to revisions and second thoughts.143 
The words do not express Moore’s ideas, but rather allow him to discover what he thinks, by 
examining the thought which is already-expressed, already-thought, as it emerges from the 
unconscious. This approach to writing is articulated in a quote that is often attributed to E.M. 
Forster: ‘how do I know what I think, until I see what I say?’144 The writer is not the source of 
meaning, but rather a medium (in every sense of the word) through which meaning propagates. 
Strangely, one of Moore’s interviewers accuses him of conversing in this way: ‘his every sentence
emerges fully formed, sub-clauses and all. It’s as though he were writing rather than speaking...’145
Moore describes his avoidance of the first-person pronoun in Voice of the Fire as an act of
magic, part of his effort to write the story in a new, irrational way. He says that ‘if you remove the 
letter “I” it becomes a universal I. Everybody is the author walking down those streets while they 
are in the prose.’146 The author whose words are written in the final chapter of Voice of the Fire is 
thus another conceptual persona. He speaks on Moore’s behalf, so that Moore can think in 
psychogeographical terms, so that Moore can become this magical writer, and so that we too, in 
turn, can become this persona who inhabits the enchanted city of Northampton. 
Jerusalem is a kind of sequel to Voice of the Fire. In this much larger (and even more 
absurdly overwritten) work, Moore shows Northampton to be the omphalos to which all roads 
lead, where Charlie Chaplin and Lucia Joyce rub shoulders with Oliver Cromwell and Saint 
140 Moore 1996, p. 56.
141 Moore 1996, p. 306
142 Ibid.
143 Although the final chapter of Voice of the Fire was one of the rare occasions when Moore actually did a 
rewrite. Moore says in Nevins 2006, p. 247: ‘Oh, I never do second drafts, no. No, it’s all first draft. 
Everything that anyone has ever read of mine, with the possible exception of the last chapter of Voice of 
the Fire, where that is a second draft.’ 
144 Heeks 2011: although Forster did write these words, he meant them ironically. They are a criticism of 
Andre Gide’s improvisational approach to novel writing, which Forster thought was absurd. In Les Faux 
Monnayeurs, one of Gide’s characters explains his creator’s writing process: ‘“For a book of this type 
any plan would be unsuitable.  The whole of it would go wrong if I decided to plan any detail ahead. I am 




Thomas Becket.147 The theme which emerges after a few hundred pages is that the distinction 
between past, present and future is a ‘stubbornly persistent delusion’148 – that nothing ever really 
dies, because all moments persist eternally, and it is only the subject who moves from one 
moment to another.149 Thus every slum (including Northampton) is actually the Eternal City, the 
prophesied Jerusalem of Blake’s And Did Those Feet in Ancient Time.150 Because of Jerusalem’s 
length and its density, the book provokes in the reader something quite similar to the feeling that 
Borges articulated upon reading Joyce’s Ulysses: 
‘I confess I have not cleared a path through all seven hundred pages, I confess to having 
examined only bits and pieces, and yet I know what it is, with that bold and legitimate 
certainty with which we assert our knowledge of a city, without ever having been rewarded 
with the intimacy of all the many streets it includes.’151
Borges’ city metaphor is quite perfect, and just as Ulysses charts a journey through the 
streets of Dublin, volume 1 of Jerusalem, 'The Boroughs,' takes place entirely within the space of 
a few blocks in Northampton. Moore argues his case that free market capitalism, and the 
industrial revolution, and the Crusades, all got started in this same half-square-mile.152 The cast of
characters is extensive, but the principle characters are members of the Vernall family, inspired by
Moore’s own family history, who have lived in Northhampton for generations. The mad patriarch, 
Snowy Vernall, is based on Moore’s great grandfather, Ginger Vernon. The scion of the Vernalls 
is an artist named Alma Warren, who creates a series of paintings which correspond to the 
chapters of Jerusalem.
Volumes 2 and 3 of the novel push deeper into the conceptual space that lies adjacent to 
the Boroughs. Volume 2, 'Mansoul,'153 is a fantasy novel, taking place in the Second Borough, a 
ghostly dream-version of the city. This volume follows the adventures of a band of children 
147 The chapter beginning on p. 988, ‘The Steps of All Saints,’ takes the form of an absurdist play starring 
Samuel Beckett, Thomas Becket, John Bunyan and John Clare (who has also been Lord Byron, among 
others), all waiting for Christ to take them to Jerusalem.
148 Moore 2016, book 3, opening quote by Albert Einstein
149 Compare Grant Morrison’s lecture at DisinfoCon, 2000, and Morrison’s description of the four-
dimensional ‘real body:’ “Seen from outside … you look like a gigantic centipede, spread around all the 
little things that you always do: up and down through your house, up the stairs, down to the store and 
back.”
150 I will not cease from mental fight,
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand,
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
151 Borges 1925
152 Echoing Blake’s claim that ‘all things begin and end in Albion's ancient Druid rocky shore’ (Jerusalem 
the Emanation of the Giant Albion, plate 27).
153 The name ‘Mansoul’ is borrowed from John Bunyan’s 1682 book, The Holy War, wherein the walled 
city of Mansoul (safe behind five gates named Eye, Ear, Nose, Mouth and Feel) embraces the rule of a 
dark-skinned foreigner named Diabolus. Prince Emmanuel, son of the city’s former ruler, King Shaddai, 
must find a way to recapture the city from without.
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(including the not-quite-dead ghost of Alma’s brother Mick, after he nearly chokes to death on a 
lolly), and is written in a style that Moore describes as a “savage, hallucinating Enid Blighton.”154 
Volume 3, 'Vernall’s Inquest,' ascends into even higher spheres of magical thought, sweeping 
between different subjects, eras and genres. Each chapter takes a different literary form; an epic 
poem, an absurdist play, and one particularly noteworthy chapter which emulates the writing style 
of James Joyce – or more specifically, Finnegan’s Wake – and is told from the perspective of 
Joyce’s daughter, Lucia Joyce, who was confined in St Andrew’s Hospital in Northampton from 
1951 until her death in 1982. The characters in the book relive their lives over and over again, 
eternally. Even when they cannot find the words to explain where they came from or what they 
have experienced, they are intimately acquainted with their own histories, and of course with the 
essence of their city, even if they cannot recall every detail of every street.
The 'Third Borough' is embodied in the figure of a heavenly carpenter, who designed and 
built the holy city according to His plan. When a young Alma Warren meets this angelic carpenter 
in a dream, He asks her, “do you know who I am?” She is too nervous to answer him directly, so 
she instead hums the tune of All Things Bright And Beautiful.155 The struggle to find the right 
words to describe such divine experiences is a recurring theme throughout the book, but such 
experiences are never completely beyond language. The divine language of the angels and the 
dead conveys meaning far more effectively than English can, because the words become denser 
and more ambiguous, ‘with different meaning tucked into their crevices.’156 When Mick first arrives 
in Mansoul, he asks “where are we, in this place where I feel so aware, that makes me want to 
shout ‘whee,’ but also makes me wary, looking all run-down and worn away, the way that it 
does?” His interlocutor understands him perfectly, even though he manages to squeeze all of this 
into five syllables – “ware whee are, wore way?”157
It is worth comparing Moore’s magical use of language to that of Grant Morrison. For 
Morrison, language separates us from the real,158 but Moore’s words open up real spaces as he 
guides us through them, situates us within them. Speaking at times with hypnotic beauty, and at 
times with the desperate urgency of a madman, Moore directs us through the spaces that we 
already occupy, to a reality that is somehow already known to us, but conceptually inaccessible 
because we could not quite find the words to describe it. But contrary to William Gull’s account of 
154 There are echoes here of Moore’s “shamanism of childhood” in his Moon and Serpent performance, 
The Birth Caul. In Mansoul, the visionary child grows up and recounts his adventures to Alma, but the 
story is only barely remembered, and he had not spoken or thought about it in decades. Even so, the 
volume concludes with Alma reassuring Mick that “if he’d forgotten anything it wouldn’t be a problem. 
She’d just make it up.”
155 Moore 2016, p. 9. 
156 Moore 2016, p. 374
157 Ibid.
158 As we have seen in the previous chapter, Grant Morrison’s words jar and shock, magically hijacking our
senses in order to confuse us. Before giving a lecture at DisinfoCon, Morrison grounds himself with a 
primal scream: for him, screaming is more authentic than speaking. In The Invisibles, the 26 letters of 
the English alphabet are a tool of mind-control, deployed by the Archons who rule over an illusory world. 
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sorcerers retrieving the treasures of lost Atlantis,159 Alan Moore does not simply bring back 
souvenirs for us. Instead, he leads us into the space which he penetrates – a space which we 
have all visited before. In his novels and in his magical poetry, and also in From Hell, Moore 
guides us through enchanted spaces that we know to be real, in Northampton, in Whitechapel, in 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, in Highbury and Red Lion Square. Even in Promethea’s kabbalistic other-
worlds, or in Arthur Machen’s transmuting alchemical city in Snakes and Ladders, or in the 
‘Second Borough’ of Mansoul in Jerusalem, the imaginary spaces that Moore guides us through 
are not a fantastic new frontier, but the half-remembered places of our nativity, already glimpsed 
by other visionaries. Consider the following excerpt from The Birth Caul, Moore’s ‘shamanism of 
childhood’ which leads us back in time through youth, infancy and conception:
“The antlered shadows in our cave, cryptic procession winding ever past. Pull back into the
sacred body bag: pull back the toes and fingers into flippered limbs, and flippered limbs 
withdraw to torso. We are heads and tails and it’s our call, and it’s our caul. We dwindle 
back, unravelling from lizards into fishes, down the spiral staircase back to splash, and 
zygote, and conception. The night-swimmers thrash towards the ovum’s blinding holy 
beacon. Somewhere now, above, in giant chambers full of light and unthinkable emotion, 
god and goddess fuck.”160
This journey is the mirror of Oberon Zell’s emergence from the underworld in the Lascaux 
caves, where the “antlered shadows” on the walls moved with the magician, towards the light, 
yearning to be born. Moore recreates this same journey in reverse, following a supernatural path 
back into the dark cave of Mother Earth’s womb (or perhaps deeper into the body of Grant 
Morrison’s n-dimensional hyper-organism). Here the eroticism of Moore’s primal scene is vague 
and impersonal, as Moore’s words transform us from persons into organisms, so that we may 
pass into an intersubjective other-space. 
In order to guide us through the enchanted world, Moore enlists the help of a mobile 
subject who can show us the way. In The Birth Caul, that subject seems to be the same detective 
who chased Jack the Ripper through London, back to his immaterial lair. The titular birth caul 
becomes ‘Exhibit A, admissible evidence that puts us in the frame. The crime remains to be 
established… We must find the body.’161 This performance, at the Old County Court in Newcastle 
Upon Tyne, assembles testimony and material evidence of the body’s presence, outlines the 
body’s movements in order to establish the truth and then cast judgement upon the guilty. Moore 
takes us back through things that we have forgotten about our bodies, as we have ‘wandered too 
far from some vital totem, something central to us that we have misplaced and must find our way 
159 And Morrison’s (2003, p.16) claim that a magician is someone who travels between worlds, who ‘dives 
into the Immense Other’ and brings back treasures to share with the waking world.
160 Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
161 Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
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back to … guided by some ancient bloodstained chart.’ The birth caul is a map, and by following 
it, Moore leads us back over familiar ground, to rediscover what we have forgotten of ourselves: 
our ‘teenage dream-selves … buried at night beneath the patio;’ the unrefined tongues of our 
childhood, ‘severed, dressed, made fit for public consumption;’ and all that we were before we 
were born, ‘before they call our name, and being named, we are no more a part of everything.’ 
We are the severed appendages of an infinite cosmic body, and our birth was a violent crime, one
incident in an endless cycle of violence. We are the Ripper’s victims.
4: Eroticised pursuit and the sainted female body
“Naked save for moonshine, save the borrowed finery of Isis and Selene, she inspires our 
dance to new and unfamiliar steps, gives us the come-on. Sexier than anything, 
imagination moves our feet … leads us from insensate slime and into consciousness.”
- Snakes and Ladders
In Moore’s work, our gendered selves are essentially present in the disenchanted world, 
and cannot be differentiated from it. The Ripper’s magic only exalts the worst of us. It glorifies the 
egos of those ‘miserable little apologies for human beings’162 who obsessively hurt others. Moore’s
magical works show us why all of this suffering resonates through eternity: because if the gods 
exist in our minds, then surely Hell does too. In From Hell, our first introduction to William Gull is 
actually a glimpse of this Hell, where Gull hears disembodied voices in the dark.163 These voices 
are pivotal moments, comic book panels lifted from their ‘proper’ sequence and arranged together
on a single page. At Gull’s masonic initiation, the Inner Guard asks, “do you feel anything,” while 
ritually pressing a knife-point to Gull’s breast.164 On their wedding night, Gull’s wife says “William, 
stop it, you’re hurting me. Take it out! Take it out!”165 Gull never discusses these moments with 
anyone, and never quite articulates what his Hell is,166 but Moore’s implication seems to be that 
this is the space where Gull becomes obsessed with his inability to form intimate relationships. 
The speaking subjects are absent: their words in the darkness are a mystery which Gull cannot 
penetrate.167 Hell, then, is the experience of being ‘stuck’ in these moments, of becoming ‘hung 
162 Kavanagh 2000, ‘From Hell [warning: spoilers].’ “Ten years wading through the material, the literature, 
not just Jack the Ripper but all of these fuckers. All these miserable little apologies for human beings. 
They’re not supermen. They’re not supermen at all. They’re not Hannibal Lecter. You know, they’re 
Peter Sutcliffe, they’re a bloke with a dodgy perm. And some horrible screw-up in his relationship with 
his mother or something. They’re little blokes.”
163 Moore and Campbell 1999, chapter 2, p. 1
164 Repeated and contextualised in chapter 2, pp. 8-9
165 Repeated and contextualised in chapter 2, p. 12
166 Gull tells Netley that he is in Hell, in chapter 9, p. 32, but in this passage and elsewhere, he seems 
reluctant to reflect on his own suffering.
167 William Hazlitt (1778-1930) compares the present subject of painting to the absent subject of poetry. 
See Hazlitt 2015, Lecture 1, ‘Introduction on Poetry in General:’ ‘Painting embodies what a thing 
contains in itself; poetry suggests what exists out of it, in any manner connected with it. But this last is 
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up’ or unable to move.
Moore’s later work offers us a more lucid explanation of what the Ripper struggled to 
conceptualise. The passage of things is always subjective, because ‘the present’ is simply the 
position that we occupy as subjects.168 If we look beyond the ‘present’ of the subject, then every 
moment persists forever.169 We tend to forget this truth, as we flit about from one moment to the 
next, just as we are only capable of reading a book one page at a time.170 Our ‘fluttering attention’ 
is ‘pinned to where and when and who we are’ caught in ‘the honey-trap of our personal 
circumstance.’171 Hell, then, is our presence in our lives’ most awful moments of suffering, and the 
fear that we might subjectively inhabit these moments forever. Moore’s afterlife is Nietzsche’s 
eternal recurrence,172 and Hell is an eternity of reliving an unbearable life. Jerusalem contains 
many such eternal horrors, pinned forever to their individual pages, but the suffering of separate 
subjects collides in a single passage in Jerusalem’s final book: ‘Something dreadful scuttles over 
Grafton Street … From Freddy’s monochrome perspective, the black Escort mounts the curb … 
Mick imagines the Mercedes as it smacks into the thirteenth pillar under the Pont de l’Alma. ... 
Houses fall, more than a hundred thousand … The old lady’s rung the ambulance and the police 
… In a series of bejewelled saccades, he impacts on the steering column with his breastbone 
smashed to flakes of chalk ...’173
Even when we are not in Hell, when we move out of Hell and go elsewhere, Moore takes 
pains to remind us that Hell persists and we can always go back. In Snakes and Ladders, Moore 
leads us up and away into the enchanted world of our nativity, where we finally “remember what 
we are ... we see what we’ve done while we were asleep, and oh God, whose is all this blood?”174 
It is our own blood, because ‘what we are’ is an illusory multiplicity, dragged down into the 
disenchanted world. ‘Crushed by the presence-absence’ of that world, we are tricked into 
believing that we are nothing more than victims of our present circumstance, that our present self 
is all that we are, and we cannot become anything else – until the magician reminds us of what 
the proper province of the imagination. … Painting gives the event, poetry the progress of events; but it 
is during the progress, in the interval of expectation and suspense, while our hopes and fears are 
strained to the highest pitch of breathless agony, that the pinch of the interest lies.’ Comic books, then, 
are a poetical arrangement of paintings — the subject is present in each panel, but the reader’s 
engagement with the subject lies between those depictions, in the subject’s absence. 
168 This notion that the passage of time is illusory is also established through Gull’s appreciation for 
Charles Hinton’s 1884 essay What is the Fourth Dimension? – a question which is asked over and over, 
eternally, in Gull’s personal Hell.
169 Emphasised in the Einstein quote in Moore 2016, p. 805
170 Moore 2016, p. 824-825: ‘I know I am a text. I know you are reading me. That’s the biggest difference 
that there is between us: you do not know that you are reading yourself. … (You are) actually a book 
already written that you have become absorbed in, and not for the first time. ... It’s the mark of a good 
book, they say, if you can read it more than once and still find something new each time.’
171 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
172 See particularly Nietzche 1988, p. 273: ‘in an instant I shall be nothingness … the complex of causes in
which I am entangled will recur – it will create me again! I myself am part of these causes of the eternal 
recurrence.’
173 Moore 2016, p. 1199
174 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
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we have always known, that sooner or later we will become everyone, everything that it is 
possible to become. This anticipation of an endless becoming is something that Moore had 
already articulated in 1994, when he first became a magician, before From Hell was completed. In
his first ever Moon and Serpent performance, he chants, “here space-time is made solid, is 
become a Stephen Hawking egg with bang and crunch at either pole, coterminous and coexistent,
every moment that was ever, or will ever be, suspended in this giant meta-instant, in this endless 
now. There is only one moment … there is only one room … there is only one, one person here, 
and you already know this, you already know this.”175 Moore tells us we are destined to become 
the rational detective who obsessively pursues the Ripper, and we are also destined to become 
the Ripper himself, who writes to us from the obsessive Hell in which he has trapped himself. But 
perhaps most importantly, we must remember that we are destined to become the Ripper’s 
victims, over and over again, and the material world that we live in is the disenchanted world 
where our lives are wasted in the name of an illusory union, a failed alchemical wedding which we
did not desire and cannot participate in. 
In Snakes and Ladders, Moore evokes a far superior alchemical wedding, in which Steve 
Moore’s goddess plays the role of our Imagination, and Alan Moore’s snake plays the role of our 
DNA. The nude woman dances with the serpent. The goddess ‘gives us the come-on’ and invites 
us to dance with her up the spiral ladder out of the mud, towards consciousness and the 
prophesied Holy City. Here, that city is the Bagdad and Syon of Arthur Machen, the dream-land 
where (in Moore’s reckoning) Machen went to escape the Hell of his wife’s death.176 The eroticism
in this performance is immanent and urgent, but once again, the self is still something to be left 
behind. Here the gendered self is a garment stripped away in preparation for the magical union: 
“Blushing and giggling, we pull our genders down around our ankles ... The He and She of us 
become a limitation to our pleasure, slough away in favour of a more erotic possibility: the 
limitless horny intimacy if we could become each other.”177
It must be noted that the Ripper’s objectifying power continues to resonate in this 
alchemical wedding with a sainted female body. As ‘hopeless and damaged’ as Moore considers 
the Ripper to be, his influence can nevertheless be felt in much of Moore’s work. Upon re-reading 
Miracleman (1982-84), Grant Morrison accused Moore of being ‘obsessed with rape,’178 and while 
Morrison may not be an impartial observer, sexual violence does feature prominently in many of 
Moore’s stories. This tendency has been discussed extensively in relation to Moore’s comics, but 
175 Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of Copulation.’
176 Snakes and Ladders was performed at Red Lion Square, London, and one of the local events which 
Moore incorporates into this performance is the death of Machen’s first wife, Amelia, in 1899, a few 
blocks away at Gray’s Inn.
177 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
178 Hiatt 2011; Miraclewoman and Kid Miracle are both raped, in Miracleman #12 and #14. Miraclewoman 
remains strangely unaffected by the sexual violence inflicted upon her sleeping body: when she sees a 
video of the attack, she laughs at how pitiful her rapist is, and says ‘he’d had no part of me.’ Kid Miracle’s
reaction to being victimised is to murder his rapists and then go on a superpowered killing spree.
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some of the most notable examples including the sexual assault of Batgirl in The Killing Joke,179 
the kidnapping and torture of the female protagonist in V for Vendetta,180 and the character of Jack
Faust in Promethea, who coerces the protagonist into sex by promising to teach her magic.181 
In Lost Girls, one of Moore’s characters defends himself as he reads a book of child 
pornography: “if this were real, it would be horrible. Children raped by their trusted parents… 
horrible… But they are fictions. They are uncontaminated by effect and consequence. ... I, of 
course, am real, and since Helena, who I just fucked, is only thirteen, I am very guilty.”182 When 
Faust is accused of trying to victimise Sophie in Promethea, he mounts a similarly flimsy defense: 
“oh please! Give me some credit. I have succubi for that!”183 Both of these defenses amount to the
same specious claim – ‘I don’t need to objectify the bodies of real people, because I can objectify 
imaginary bodies!’ This claim does not stand up to scrutiny, however, when Moore’s writing so 
eagerly incorporates representations of real bodies. In From Hell, Moore and Campbell aspire to 
present each woman’s murder and mutilation as accurately as possible; the vague presence of 
Guy Fawkes’ spirit in V for Vendetta may be incorporeal, but that is certainly not the case for the 
still-conscious severed head of Fawkes’ co-conspirator, Francis Tresham, who contributes a 
chapter to Voice of the Fire; in The Birth Caul, Moore, Perkins and David J each name their 
schoolyard crushes, ‘who we never touch and barely speak to. ... Angela Bass ... Vivien West … 
Janet Bentley;’184 Miracleman threatens and humiliates Margaret Thatcher, who is impotent to 
prevent superheroes from restructuring Britain’s economy.185 In Moore’s fantasies, all kinds of 
bodies must be made available, so that they can be inhabited, transformed, and intermingled with 
one another. Real bodies must be transformed into signs.
By transforming all bodies into fantasy-objects which pose no threat to us, Moore attempts
to access that innocent form of libido which Freud called polymorphous perversity. Norman Brown
similarly described this state as ‘the pursuit of pleasure obtained through the activity of any and all
organs of the human body.’186 In The Birth Caul, Moore takes us back to the womb, to ‘the honest 
silence of our selves,’ to reveal that ‘no sooner do we have hands than they’re between our 
179 Although The Killing Joke (1988) was extremely popular (and certainly increased the popularity of the 
Joker character) Moore acknowledges (in Parkin 2013, p. 241) that it is precisely the kind of shallow, 
melodramatic violence that he had attempted to deconstruct in his other work.
180 V For Vendetta (1982-1989), p. 167. Notably, the abuser in this story rationalises that he loves his 
victim, and insists that he is trying to teach her a lesson.
181 Promethea #10. Moore superficially presents Faust as a pathetic figure, who is threatened by the 
‘alleged mystery of all things feminine’ (to borrow a phrase from Butler 2006, p. xxix), but we should not 
be fooled: Moore makes sure that in the end, all of Faust’s desires are fulfilled, and Promethea ‘takes in 
and receives’ everything that Faust tells her about her own magical body. Indeed, the goddess of magic 
seems to love it when Faust mansplains magic to her: when he asks if she understands his lesson, she 
moans with pleasure and says “yes, but explain it again.”
182 Lost Girls chapter 22, p. 5
183 Promethea #4
184 ‘We love them and do not imagine that anything further is required. One day we hope to rescue them.’
185 Miracleman #16, p. 6. 
186 Brown 1985, p. 30
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legs.’187 The bond of friendship between the protagonists in Moore’s Lost Girls is based upon their 
mutual longing to return to the sexuality of their childhood, when pleasure could be experienced 
without shame or fear: ‘the girl so long misplaced in me touched the girls misplaced in them.’188 
The more immanent premise of Lost Girls might be the delight that Moore and Gebbie 
derive from sexualising and ‘ruining’ beloved children’s characters.189 But the book’s most notable 
sequence is not based on an obvious or childish fiction, but on Stravinsky's Rite of Spring 
premiere in Paris, and the pseudo-historical riot which the ballet provoked.190 In Moore and 
Gebbie’s pornographic rendition, the pagan sacrificial rite depicted in the ballet inspires the men in
the audience to violence, while the female protagonists’ reaction is to have sex with one another 
there in the theatre. The narrator writes in her diary, ‘I can no longer say how much occurred that 
night, not on the stage nor with we three there in the audience. I scarcely knew which one of us I 
was, nor if I was the chosen girl stood there with beast-skinned witch-men skulking widdershins 
about. ... She could not escape them. We can none of us escape those beast-skinned men…’191 
Moore often frames violence and eroticism as the two possible responses to an encounter 
with the Other. This choice is explicitly laid out in Moore’s superhero comic, Miracleman #13: ‘if 
two organisms or two cultures are forced into contact, it can be thanatic and destructive, or erotic 
and creative.’192 With this particular choice of words, ‘erotic and thanatic,’ Moore alludes to the 
opposed psychic principles of eros and thanatos, as conceptualised by Freud. This model which 
was further developed in Norman Brown’s 1959 book, Life Against Death, which argues for the 
theoretical possibility of a non-repressive civilisation.193 For Freud, eros and thanatos are the 
primal forces which produce all psychic conflict – and thus, which produce neurosis. Both eros 
and thanatos arise, unavoidably, when the Self is differentiated from the Other, and so Freud 
considered neurosis to be inevitable. 194 But in Brown’s estimation, this was only because Freud 
had failed to develop ‘an eschatology declaring the conditions under which redemption from the 
187 Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
188 Lost Girls chapter 10, p. 8
189 Moore compares this impulse to the ‘Tijuana Bibles’ of the early twentieth century, which were all the 
more subversive because they depicted ‘thoroughly non-sexual figures such as Blondie, Jiggs or Popeye
taking part in pornographic skits … with the sexual content seeming dirtier when in the context of some 
previously spotless cultural icon.’ (Moore, Dodgem Logic; cited in Parkin 2013, p. 341.)
190 In my opinion, this sequence is also the only part of the book that is particularly worth reading. Melinda 
Gebbie’s watercolours are remarkable, but as far Moore’s writing goes, Lost Girls is a perfectly ordinary 
work of pornography, notable only for its inclusion of as many taboos and fetishes as possible. This 
catalogue of perversions certainly captures the characters’ yearning for an innocent, polymorphous 
perversity, but the Rite of Spring sequence is the closest that Lost Girls ever comes to evoking such a 
state of undifferentiated sexuality.
191 Lost Girls chapter 10, p. 6
192 Miraclewoman suggests that two warring alien cultures resolve their conflict by having sex. The aliens 
are offended at first, but they quickly recognise merit in Miraclewoman’s idea.
193 In this goal, Brown’s book is similar to Marcuse’s Eros and Civilisation (1955), Foucault’s Madness and 
Civilisation (1964), and Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus (1972).
194 Brown 1985, p. 114: ‘The parent-child relation … constitutes a new mode of that interdependent union 
which is the essence of life, and at the same time it generates a new mode of individual independence 
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human neurosis is possible.’195 This eschatology is precisely what magic and mysticism offers us. 
Brown argues that both mystical and rational thought suffer from their own respective delusions. 
Mystical thought naively chooses the pleasure-principle over the reality-principle, but reason 
retains ‘the insane delusion’ of Descartes and Plato, that the ‘true essence of man’ is something 
separate to the body.196 Mystics like Blake and Moore at least recognise the truth that we cannot 
exist without our bodies. It is no coincidence that Brown quotes Blake, one of Moore’s great 
influences, in saying that ‘Energy is the only life, and is from the Body. ... Energy is Eternal 
Delight.’197 In this quote from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Blake is correcting the errors that 
have been learned from the Bible: that pursuing pleasure will lead to eternal suffering, that 
pleasure (the ‘energy of the body’) is evil, and that the body and the soul are two discrete 
substances which come into conflict with one another.
Mysticism for Brown retains some hope for redemption, for resolution – something which 
rational thought desperately craves. Moore’s eschatological desire to resolve conflict and give the 
human narrative an ending is illustrated in the final volumes of Moore’s Promethea. The figure of 
Promethea is prophesied to end the world, but what she actually does is end the story, resolving 
its conflicts. Speaking on the reader’s behalf, one of the characters struggles with the question of 
who the book’s subject is: “I thought I was somebody reading a comic book, or… no, I was 
somebody in the book.” Promethea explains, “you’re everybody – that’s how it is with stories. 
They’re always really about you … and they always have an ending.”198 
Brown outlines a history defined by periods of ‘primal unity, differentiation through 
antagonism, and final harmony.’199 This history validates Jameson’s claim that historical matters 
can only hold significance for us if they are presented ‘within the unity of a single great collective 
story … if they are grasped as vital episodes in a single vast unfinished plot.’200 This is precisely 
the same kind of history that Moore describes in Promethea #12, in which Moore interprets the 
tarot trumps as a historical record. The Fool (0) is the empty-headed quantum void; the Magus (I) 
is the divine will which produces a singularity; stars gestate in the cosmic womb of the High 
Priestess (II); the Empress (III) is her daughter, the Earth; and so on. Moore’s narrative is marked 
by dialectic conflicts, with many historical movements being countered or negated in their 
immediate aftermath: the rise of great empires (Fortune, X) produces ravenous unchecked 
ambition (Lust, XI);201 The Renaissance (Art, XIV) gives rise to materialism (The Devil, XV). 
which is the essence of death.’
195 Brown 1985, p. 86
196 Brown 1985, p. 34
197 Brown 1985, p. 31, and Blake 1793, p. 4.
198 Promethea #30
199 Brown 1985, p. 86
200 Jameson 1981, pp. 3-4. Jameson’s point is that a Marxist dialectic is the lens through which history 
must be read ‘in the final analysis,’ but I should think that there are plenty of grand narratives which 
enable us to conceptualise the ‘other world’ of the past as a vital, immanent force which affects our 
present world.
201 Moore’s tarot is modelled on Crowley’s Thoth tarot, not the more popular Waite-Smith deck.
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Promethea observes that ‘humanity’s every glimmer of spiritual insight seems to eventually 
deteriorate into darkness and conflict … but when our material situation grows unbearable, that 
forces mankind towards a spiritual rediscovery, a counter-reaction.’ The ultimate counter-reaction 
begins with the ‘psychedelic’ illumination of the Sun (XIX) in the 1960s, and culminates in an 
image which is all but identical to the final card of Crowley’s Thoth tarot: a naked woman dancing 
with a serpent.202
Moore’s magical writing is defined by subjective movements which leave the self behind, 
while carrying the subject through to another place where the self cannot travel. In Snakes and 
Ladders, Moore invites us to ‘strip off’ our identities like layers of clothing as we ascend towards 
the sun, participating in the dance of Selene and Glycon.203 In The Birth Caul, we unlearn our 
language, turn back time, and return to the primal void from which we once arose, before we were
‘made separate from what we are.’204 In Promethea #10, the titular heroine engages in tantric sex 
magic, but crucially she does not ‘go all the way’205 until her later journey into the Immateria – a 
journey which ultimately transforms her friends Steve and Barbara into newborns.206 Moore shows
his influences most clearly in Promethea #20, when the characters ascend beyond the seventh 
sphere of the Tree of Life, and become lost in the non-space called Daath.207 Here they meet 
Aleister Crowley, who is first disguised as a woman, and is later seen having sex with Victor 
Neuburg during the Choronzon working.208 The beginner magician Sophie explains that “some 
books mention something called the false sephiroth, or the invisible sephiroth. It looked hard, so I 
skipped it,” and she speculates that “I guess that’s the abyss: we’re intellectually lost, emotionally 
lost, spiritually lost...”209 Crowley writes that ‘Daäth — Knowledge — is not a Sephira. It is not on 
the Tree of Life: that is, there is in reality no such thing. … Its place is in the Abyss.’210 In 
Crowley’s map of reality, this Abyss is the ego-destroying darkness which stands between normal 
202 There is no particular need to mention Moore’s interpretation of card XX, the Aeon, except that it is 
delightful. The illustration blends Crowley’s ‘Aeon’ card with the Waite-Smith card ‘Judgement Day:’ the 
souls of the dead rise from their graves to meet the divine figure of Harpo Marx, whose horn toots ‘ANKH
ANKH.’ Promethea’s talking snakes explain that he is in fact Harpocrates, god of silence and secrets, 
who is depicted in Crowley’s version of the card as Har-pa-khered, ‘Horus the child,’ the ruler of 
Crowley’s New Aeon.
203 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
204 Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
205 In Promethea #10, when Sophie’s friend Stacia asks ‘how far did you go,’ she responds, ‘only to just 
above the crown of my head,’ referring to her sahasrana chakra; she has opened up every chakra in her 
body for Jack Faust (and for the reader), but she is still ‘saving’ a more intimate experience for 
Promethea #12 to #23.
206 Promethea #23
207 This magical journey occurs from Promethea #12 to #23; Daath features in Promethea #20.
208 Described in Crowley 1969, pp. 622-624. There is one particular phrase in this account which surely 
must have captured Moore’s attention. ‘Choronzon appeared in many physical forms ... He took the form
of myself, of a woman whom Neuburg loved, of a serpent with a human head, etc.’
209 Promethea #20. In Promethea #10, Sophie was instructed to study several of Crowley’s books, but 
Moore assumes that his readers will not have done this homework.
210 Crowley 1938, ‘Knowledge’
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consciousness and the sublime.211 To reframe this concept in Debord’s terms, ‘normal 
consciousness’ is beholden to the Spectacle, but passage through the Abyss is a détournement or
‘re-routing,’ whereby we see the Spectacle for what it is, and allow ourselves to penetrate it.
5: Language and the incorporeal transformation of the body
‘To write is perhaps to bring this assemblage of the unconscious to the light of day, to 
select the whispering voices, to gather the tribes and secret idioms from which I extract 
something I call my Self. ... My direct discourse is still the free indirect discourse coming 
through me, coming from other worlds or other planets. That is why so many artists and 
writers have been tempted by the seance table.’
- Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus212
‘I don’t know what happens to me when I write ... What I suspect is happening is that ... 
our entire neurological reality can be seen as being made from words at its most 
immediate level. When you descend into this level of our reality, the code of our reality if 
you like, then whether consciously or not, whether deliberately or not, you are working 
magic.’
- Alan Moore 213
As a fellow magickal showman, with an overblown reputation and a knack for making up 
tall tales, Aleister Crowley and his ideas appear often in Moore’s work. Crowley is a major 
influence in Promethea in particular, which is Moore’s own effort to imitate Crowley by 
systematically combining astrology, tarot, kabbalah, numerology, oneiromancy and creative 
writing.214 Crowley makes several cameo appearances in Promethea, and most notably, he 
appears on every page of Promethea #12.215 A literary caricature of Crowley (Oliver Haddo, the 
protagonist of the 1908 novel The Magician by W. Somerset Maugham) serves as the evil 
mastermind in League of Extraordinary Gentlemen volume 3.216 Crowley also appears as a 
211 See for example Crowley 1929, part 1, preliminary remarks: ‘There is an impassable abyss between 
(the vision of God) and the greatest of all the phenomena of normal consciousness.’ The demon who 
Crowley describes as the master of the Abyss, Choronzon, also features prominently in Grant Morrison’s
introduction to ‘pop magick’ (Morrison 2003).
212 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 93
213 Goodreads Q+A, https://www.goodreads.com/author/3961.Alan_Moore/questions
214 It seems likely that the Moon and Serpent Bumper Book of Magic will be a more formal elaboration of 
the magical systems that Moore outlined in Promethea.
215 Promethea #12 (Moore’s ‘cleverest’ work, in his own estimation) weaves together several different 
threads, spread out across 24 pages. One of these threads is a shaggy dog story told by Crowley, 
adapted from a ‘perfect parable of magick’ in Crowley 1929, chapter XVIII.
216 The conceit of League of Extraordinary Gentlemen is that all of the characters are literary figures. 
However, the Haddo character in Maugham’s novel was a blatant caricature of Crowley, which is why 
Crowley (under the name Haddo) wrote a scathing review of The Magician in Vanity Fair (30th 
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schoolboy in From Hell, endorsing an article from the Pall Mall Gazette which claimed that the 
Ripper was a sorcerer who had attained the power of invisibility.217 The title of Eddie Campbell’s 
illustrated collection of Moon and Serpent performances, A Disease of Language, is a phrase 
which Moore borrowed from Crowley:
‘I have omitted to say that the whole subject of Magick is an example of Mythopoeia in that 
particular form called Disease of Language. Thoth, God of Magick, was merely a man who 
invented writing, as his monuments declare clearly enough. “Grammarye,” Magick, is only 
the Greek “Gramma.” So also the old name of a Magical Ritual, “Grimoire,” is merely a 
Grammar. It appeared marvellous to the vulgar that men should be able to communicate at
a distance, and they began to attribute other powers, merely invented, to the people who 
were able to write. The Wand is then nothing but the pen; the Cup, the Inkpot; the Dagger, 
the knife for sharpening the pen; and the disk (Pantacle) is either the papyrus roll itself, or 
the weight which kept it in position...’ 218
 Moore also refers to magic as a ‘disease of language,’ and argues that terms like ‘spelling’
and ‘curses’ are magical, because language ‘is so intrinsically involved with magic’s very 
substance that the two may be effectively considered as the same thing.’219 This may seem like a 
rhetorical oversimplification, but we should not dismiss it, because Moore has committed to it 
again and again, in various writings and interviews.220 Moore’s concept of magic consists 
fundamentally of the ‘magic words’ which shape and position us as subjects. In order to properly 
understand Moore’s concept of magic, then, we must have a robust sense of how language 
works, of what we do with language and what language does to us.
Speech act theory was primarily developed in J.L. Austin’s How To Do Things With Words,
and elaborated upon by John Searle.221 Unlike statements, which use words to represent reality 
(and thus can be judged as true or false representations of reality), speech acts change reality. 
When a head of state declares war, the nation is now at war; when someone shouts “go,” the race
has begun. A speech act cannot be false, but it can be inappropriate, if it fails to achieve the 
change that we might expect. 
(In Limited Inc, Derrida argues that speech act theory is based on the unjustified 
assumption that there exists a sincere 'inner' self, who really means for a speech act to 
accomplish its goal, and whose sincere intent is the standard against which we measure a speech
December 1908). Crowley’s memoirs also discuss Maugham’s novel (Crowley 1969, pp. 570-572): 
‘Maugham had taken some of the most private and personal incidents of my life, my marriage, my 
explorations, my adventures with big game, my magical opinions, ambitions and exploits, and so on. He 
had added a number of the many absurd legends of which I was the central figure.’
217 Moore and Campell 1999, chapter 9, page 4; see also Crowley 1969, p. 691.
218 Crowley 1929, part 3, chapter VII, section III
219 Moore 2002, part 2. Moore also refers to the disease of language in Promethea #32.
220 See e.g. The Mindscape of Alan Moore, Babcock 2003, Moore and Campbell 2010, and Promethea #1.
221 Austin 1962; Searle 1969. 
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act’s effectiveness. But in Derrida’s view, sincerity cannot really explain anything about speech or 
writing. Texts are not private psychic phenomena, but rather objects which, after they are created,
exist independently of the subject who created them. Even if we can never know the speaker or 
writer’s private thoughts, we can always interpret texts.222 Derrida’s criticism is not particularly 
helpful in Moore’s case, but it is very relevant to the magic of my previous case study, Grant 
Morrison. Whether Morrison sincerely intends to do any of what he achieves with his magic 
seems to be quite beside the point, because who is ‘the real Grant Morrison’ whose sincerity 
would actually count? Morrison is swept up in a current of intentions. His thinking is directed by 
the violent signs that he has created, and those signs control him at least as much as he controls 
them. The desires that shape Morrison’s magical speech acts are an ambiguous blend of 
conscious and unconscious intentions,223 and so what he “really” intends is difficult for anyone to 
say.)
A magical incantation can be described as a speech act. When the magic words are 
spoken, then either it produces the desired result, or it does not. Austin Osman Spare (who is also
a powerful influence on Moore)224 says that all ceremonial magic fails in the same way, when the 
magician mistakenly comes to think that his goal is to ‘represent’ anything at all. ‘Is it by 
symbolising that we become the symbolised? Were I to crown myself King, should I be King? 
Rather should I be an object of disgust or pity.’225 This hypothetical self-coronation ceremony 
achieves nothing by symbolism, because Spare lacks the authority to crown anybody. His magic 
is a speech act, but it is an infelicitous act which does not achieve its aim. How then could a 
magical performance actually succeed in changing the world? What authority does a magician 
actually possess? 
Deleuze and Guattari reach beyond speech act theory to create the more expansive 
category of ‘order-words’ (in the ambiguous sense of both commands and words which impose 
structure),226 which include questions and promises, but also ‘every act that is linked to statements
222 Derrida 1988, pp. 7-8: ‘A writing that is not structurally readable – iterable – beyond the death of the 
addressee would not be writing. …  The possibility of repeating and thus of identifying the marks is 
implicit in every code, making it into a network that is communicable, transmittable, decipherable, 
iterable … for every possible user in general.’
223 Compare Derrida 1988, pp. 18 and 73: Derrida’s goal in Signature Event Context is to demonstrate a 
kind of ‘structural unconsciousness, if you like,’ to demonstrate that all speech, all writing, requires an 
absence of conscious intent: otherwise, how would interpretation be possible? More generally, Derrida 
claims that ‘no intention can ever be fully conscious, or actually present to itself.’
224 Moore wrote the foreword to Phil Baker’s 2010 biography of Spare. Here Moore describes Spare as the
greatest magician, and the most tragically overlooked artist, of the 20th century, and he compares 
Spare’s genius to that of William Blake: ‘In both men’s lives we find the same wilful insistence on 
creating purely personal cosmologies or systems of belief, fluorescent mappings of the blazing inner 
territory that each of them clearly had access to.’ Spare also appears more than once in Promethea, 
although his work is thoroughly mystified there: in Promethea #15, Sophie tells Spare, “my magician 
friend told me I shouldn’t try to understand your work until I knew more,” and in Promethea #20, when 
Spare briefly explains his concept of the neither-neither (or Moore’s interpretation of it), the characters 
complain that they don’t understand any of it.
225 Spare 1913, ‘Be Ye Mystic’
226 In standard French, a mot d’ordre is a military watchword. The basic unit of language, in Deleuze and 
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by a social obligation. Every statement displays this link, directly or indirectly.’227 Order-words are 
the connective tissue between language and social reality. They are the power of language to 
exist independently of the individual speaker, allowing words to circulate between subjects, as a 
conceptual “map” of reality. Once a concept has been articulated through language, it can move 
through the social world (that is, the world inhabited by speaking subjects). The articulated 
concept can be reproduced, reinterpreted, and translated, like annotations upon the map. But it is 
important to emphasise that the “map” is itself a concept: it is a machinic assemblage which 
produces a certain output. Social reality reproduces itself, and propagates into new territories 
upon the plane of immanence. In Moore’s case, the ‘disease of language’ makes the function of 
the order-words explicit. Magic is the irresistible tendency of language to define how we interact 
with the spaces that we occupy, to colonise every new conceptual space that opens up before it, 
to position the subject within space. Our passive captivation by the Spectacle is the consequence 
of the normal operation of language; the detournement is what happens when Moore writes, 
although Moore himself is unsure ‘if we have adequate language to describe, even to ourselves, 
what it is to use language in a purposeful way.’228 Moore’s writing is channelled through him. He is
verbose and wildly discursive, a tendency which is displayed not only in his published writing, but 
also in the scripts he sends to his collaborators.229 He claims that almost everything he has ever 
published has been a first draft,230 and he is famously hostile towards editors who try to alter his 
words.231
Having established that social reality is constituted by order-words, Deleuze and Guattari 
go on to define language itself as ‘the sum of all order-words.’232 Language is not merely the 
transmission of information, but specifically the transmission of order-words, which create 
persistent structural relations between things, between subjects and objects. Moore echoes this in
own his claim that language constitutes our psychic reality, which he defines in terms of the 
various subject-positions that he has assumed in his writing:
‘Writing the Lucia Joyce chapter of Jerusalem, ‘Round the Bend’, I found myself in a kind 
of synaptic cascade-state that had a delirious, mind-expanding bliss to it. By contrast, 
writing the collapsed future-vernacular of Crossed +100, I found myself ending up slightly 
depressed just by the experience of having a limited language with a subsequently limited 
Guattari’s analysis, is the word which says “don’t shoot, I am following the same order as you.” See 
Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 85, and Brian Massumi’s translation notes on p. 575.
227 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 87.
228  Goodreads Q+A, https://www.goodreads.com/author/3961.Alan_Moore/questions
229 Parkin 2013, from pp. 122-131, provides comments from various collaborators who say they actually 
enjoy working from Moore’s unnecessarily long and meandering scripts, which Steve Bissette describes 
as ‘letters to the cartoonist.’
230 See Nevins 2006, p. 247 and Parkin 2013, p. 122.
231 Although Steve Moore edited the first volume of Jerusalem, Alan Moore explains that after Steve’s 
passing, he was forced to seek out ‘editors and proofreaders who weren’t scared of me’ – see Moore 
2016, pp. 1263-64.
232 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 87
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number of things that the characters could think, or feel, or conceive of. What I suspect is 
happening is that, as stated earlier, our entire neurological reality can be seen as being 
made from words.’ 233 
Deleuze and Guattari tell us that pronouns, “I” and “you” and “they,” are vitally important 
order-words, because they lend subjectivity and self-referentiality to all linguistic performances. 
Language depends fundamentally upon the existence of the subject – in order for speech to be 
possible, someone must speak.234 Borrowing a counterexample from Benveniste, Deleuze and 
Guattari argue that bees do not employ language at all, because their communication makes no 
reference to their social existence, not even implicitly.235 Even though one bee can tell another 
where to find a flower, the second bee, who has never seen the flower, cannot convey this 
information to the rest of the hive. Because bees lack order-words, it is impossible for them to 
translate one bee’s experiences into any kind of sign which persists independently of that bee. 
Thus the communicative acts of bees do not produce a conceptual map of reality – they merely 
trace reality with their bodies, in a way that does not demand interpretation or experimentation.236 
Human language, by contrast, is conceptual, and so invites us to explore its various possible 
meanings. When we experience someone’s language, we engage with the same conceptual 
machinery that has produced the reality of the speaking subject, and so we must discover how to 
operate that machinery. Language forces us to consider, who is speaking? What do they want?237 
If the subject is speaking to us, what do they want from us?
Following from Austin’s account of ‘doing things with words,’ Deleuze and Guattari refer to 
the things that are done with order-words as incorporeal transformations. They tell us that ‘in 
expressing the noncorporeal attribute, and by that token attributing it to the body, one is not 
representing or referring but intervening in a way; it is a speech act.’238 If a coronation transforms 
someone into a king, then the coronation has been successful. Even though the transformation is 
incorporeal and the king’s body is unchanged, it is nevertheless a real transformation, and it is 
attributed to the king’s body even though it does not occur there. The coronation is the entirely 
real method by which one becomes king, and the status of the monarch is an objective social 
reality: Elizabeth II really is a queen, but Austin Osman Spare is not a real king. 
Because the incorporeal transformation is a real process, it takes place regardless of 
whether we believe in it. When the speaking subject occupies a position of authority, their 
233 Goodreads Q+A. 
234 This is the real insight of Descartes’ Cogito. Every verb implicitly corresponds to a subject, even if it is 
not stated explicitly; ‘je pense’ and ‘I think’ and ‘(ego) cogito’ all demonstrate this principle.
235 See Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 85, and Benveniste 1971, p. 53.
236 Compare Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 13-14: ‘What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it 
is entirely oriented towards an experimentation in contact with the real. ... A map has multiple entryways,
as opposed to a tracing, which always comes back to the same.’
237 In Anti-Oedipus (Deleuze and Guattari 1977), the ‘flow of desire’ is the motive force which drives all 
machines.
238 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, pp. 95-96
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language is not meant to be believed at all, but rather it is a social reality that must be accepted 
by the listener.239 When the Catholic priest declares that the wafer has become the body of Christ,
the priest's words are not communicative. (This was more obvious when the mass was spoken in 
Latin, but it is still true today.) Instead, his words are performative, and the performance 
constitutes an incorporeal transformation that is attributed to the wafer, which is not physically 
changed, but it is nevertheless transformed into the body of Christ, through the priest's 
performance, through the authority of the Church, and implicitly, through the assent of the 
congregation. This, in Moore’s terminology, is how all ‘magic tricks’ operate. The congregation’s 
acceptance is crucial, but their belief is irrelevant. Moore does not ask us to believe in his erotic 
other world, but only says what we need to hear so that we will allow him to ‘take’ us there: ‘There
is only one moment. I love you. There is no such thing as magic. You already know this. … I love 
you. There is no such thing as magic. Just allow it in your minds. Allow it.’240 Even if the priest 
himself does not believe that the wafer has become the body of Christ, the transubstantiation is 
nevertheless a social reality. This is how teachers speak to their students, how governments 
speak to their citizens, and how police officers speak to criminals. When such an authority speaks
to us, we must assent in order to demonstrate our submission. In doing so, we become 
participants in the Spectacle.
To 'talk back' in disagreement, which Moore does in his Moon and Serpent shows, is a 
counter-performance, a detournement. It not merely an expression of disbelief, but a refusal to 
participate. Performative speech acts bring about an incorporeal transformation in some body, 
which is enforced by the authority that the speaker wields. When the judge pronounces a guilty 
verdict, the accused is instantly transformed into a convict; when the colonist with a gun declares 
his nation's sovereignty over a new colony, the natives are transformed into serfs or slaves. 
Similarly, when a magician tells us that our astral bodies have been transported to another space,
there we are; when Moore invokes the name of an absent space, we become conscious of its 
psychic presence.
“Say its name, the absent town, the city in remove and there it rises in the backyard of our 
eyes, some common landmark, snapshot first, and then, specific street, and house, and 
room, specific chair. Say ‘Birmingham,’ and the Rotunda rears within us, our imagination 
squinting in the traveller’s fair glare of Newstreet Station. Or say ‘Folkestone,’ and recall 
the quayside’s sudden still beneath our feet. These are the towns of light, built from 
remembered brick, conjectured beam, that stand in Hilbert space, a plane of concept and 
idea where thought is form.”241
The incorporeal transformation produces a real effect upon the body, and it is recognizable
239 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 84
240 Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of Copulation.’ 
241 Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 2, ‘The Map Drawn on Vapour (part I)’
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by its immediacy, taking effect in the moment that it is expressed. All speech acts are thus events,
which codify the real-but-intangible relations between bodies at a certain moment in time. From 
that moment, the incorporeal transformation is attributed to a body, and it redefines the body in 
terms of what it legitimately can and cannot do. We are always like a child who asks their teacher,
'can I go to the bathroom,' only to be scolded for our improper grammar: 'I am sure you can go – 
but now ask me, “may I go to the bathroom.”' (As Moore observes, at school, ‘words that we are 
allowed at home are confiscated,’ in order to redefine us as different subjects in a different 
space.242) Whenever someone in authority speaks to us in this way, we are to understand their 
instructions pragmatically, as a command to be obeyed. Obviously, if we may not go, then we 
cannot go, because we dare not risk punishment – which would no doubt be an even stricter 
limitation on what we are permitted to do with our body. But the demands of the body are 
irresistible; we must relieve ourselves, whether we do it in the bathroom (with or without 
permission) or in the classroom (which will never be permitted). If the teacher successfully 
maintains their authority, then we will recognise that our best option is to ask 'may I please,' in 
order to be granted permission to do what we were always going to do, what our bodies compel 
us to do. When the teacher grants us permission, our body is instantly, incorporeally, transformed 
into a body that can move freely between the classroom and the bathroom.
Incorporeal transformations are always attributed to bodies, in the broadest possible sense
of the word. A country is a body; a soul is a body; personal property is an extension of the body.243
There are many kinds of bodies in Moore’s writing. The city, the text, the sun, the imagination, all 
become bodies, capable of performing acts of love and acts of violence upon one another. In 
Unearthing, a man dreams of making love to the moon, and Shooter’s Hill dreams of giving birth 
to the city of London. In The Birth Caul, we are each parts of a larger body which has been 
bloodily dismembered, divided into sex, race, creed, species, class and phylum. In Promethea, 
the body of the serpent kundalini travels through Promethea’s spirit-body, from the base of the 
spine to the pubic bone to the solar plexus and so on; later, guided by talking snakes, Sophie’s 
spirit-body traces the same path through the Immateria. Bodies are superimposed upon one 
another. Promethea looks down at her chest, and says in Sophie’s voice, “Promethea’s boobs are
much nicer than mine.”244 Moore strips off our identities, seduces us with ‘the limitless horny 
intimacy if we could become each other,’ strips bare our cities and shows us that, ‘undressed of 
Earthly circumstance, London is Nineveh, Byzantium, Blake’s Jerusalem and Joyce’s Dublin.’245 
The transformation, the order imposed upon the body by social reality, determines the 
circumstances under which bodies can legitimately come into contact and intermingle with one 
another.246 Eating bread and drinking wine is an intermingling of bodies, but so is the 
242 Moore and Campbell 2010, The Birth Caul
243 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p.89
244 Promethea #10
245 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
246 Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p.90
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transubstantiation of bread and wine into the flesh and blood of Christ, and so too is Holy 
Communion with the corpus verum of Christ. Crowley recognises this: ‘A Eucharist of some sort 
should most assuredly be consummated daily by every magician. ... The magician becomes filled 
with God, fed upon God, intoxicated with God.’247 But in the church, Holy Communion is only 
permissible after a specific series of incorporeal transformations, which are produced by the 
speech acts of the priest – first the transubstantiation, and then the priest granting us permission 
to reverently eat the body of Christ. (Saint Thomas Aquinas insists that the priest is obliged to 
withhold this permission, if he knows that the person seeking Holy Communion is a magician.)248 If
we are in the congregation, then we do as we are told, so that we will have permission to do what 
our bodies demand of us. The body of a “true believer” longs to commune with the Christ. The 
body of a non-believer might not partake of communion, but it nevertheless sits quietly, 
awkwardly, waiting for the appropriate time to leave the church and go back to the 'real world.' 
Neither body can do what they must, until they have proved their obedience, and assented to all 
of the various transformations that the priest performs.
Defiance would bring about a different transformation, but we would at least have sufficient
authority over our own actions to transform ourselves into deviants and blasphemers, if nothing 
else. This kind of rebellious self-transformation is the primary way that magic operates in the 
modern world. This is why the majority of magicians who attend Pagan festivals in the United 
States come from Christian, Jewish or atheist families, and have adopted more 'exotic' belief 
systems which differentiate them from their parents.249 As Malcolm Gaskill notes, the powerless 
are compelled to rebel against the powerful, and their rebellion ‘could be natural, in the sense of 
insurrection, or unnatural in the form of witchcraft.’250 This ‘unnatural rebellion’ is particularly 
striking because it seems, from the outside, to be self-defeating. This is why rational observers so 
often classify magic as impotent symbolic action, which by definition does not work.251 But 
rebellion brings about the incorporeal transformation of the self, transforming the subject into a 
deviant, a troublemaker. The magician’s ‘unnatural rebellion’ lays bare what Judith Butler 
describes as ‘the subtle ruse of power:’
‘The rebellion and its reprimand seemed to be caught up in the same terms … The 
prevailing law threatened one with trouble, even put one in trouble, all to keep one out of 
247 Crowley 1929, chapter XX, part I
248 See Summa Theologica part III, question 80, article 6. Citing Saint Cyprian, Aquinas argues that if a 
notorious magician (or any other proud and unrepentant sinner) seeks the body of Christ, they must be 
denied, as ‘it is beseeming neither the Divine majesty, nor Christian discipline, for the Church's modesty 
and honor to be defiled by such shameful and infamous contagion.’ Such refusal was the catalyst for the 
Rainbow Sash movement which began in Melbourne in 1998, after Archbishop George Pell refused Holy
Communion to openly gay Catholics. 
249 Pike 2001, pp. 123-124. 
250 Gaskill 2017
251 See especially Malinowski 1948, “Magic, Science and Religion” section 6: the function of magic is to 
‘ritualise man’s optimism’ when no practical solutions are available.
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trouble. Hence, I concluded that trouble is inevitable, and the task, how best to make it, 
what best way to be in it.’252
Alan Moore’s magical transformations are illegitimate because they release the body from 
its socially inscribed limitations. Magicians often refer to the ‘astral body,’ the ‘subtle body,’ the 
‘body of light’ which is capable of clairvoyance and travel to other spaces.253 Crowley tells us that 
the ‘interior body of the Magician ... can exert certain powers which his natural body cannot do. It 
can, for example, pass through “matter,” and it can move freely in every direction through 
space.’254 When Moore’s words take effect upon our bodies, the incorporeal transformation is 
attributed to this subtle, mobile body, which is composed not of organs but of movements. 
Magicians often speak of a body’s ‘energy,’ which is obviously illegitimate (this particular form of 
energy cannot be measured in joules or kilowatt-hours),255 but this illegitimacy is actually central to
the function of the subtle body. The magical body breaks the rules of what bodies are supposed to
do. The material body is measurable, finite, and subject to external forces. The subtle body 
cannot be contained or affected by others; Moore is only capable of affecting ours if we choose to 
listen to his words, if we allow our bodies to be swept up in his movement. He cannot force us to 
do anything. (Unlike the violent signs of The Invisibles, or of the hallucinatory visions of Glycon, 
Moore’s magic is, for the most part, just an invitation into a more-enchanted world. We can take it 
or leave it.)
Although the movements of the subtle body are illegitimate, they are not quite resistance 
as such, at least not in Moore’s case. Certainly they are a reaction to the forces which restrict a 
body’s movements, but having acknowledged these forces, Moore simply turns away from them, 
to participate in a different kind of movement. Eddie Campbell jokingly asks Moore, “are you 
allowed to do that? I mean, is there an official magical body out there who are going to say, ‘hold 
up, you can’t do that!’”256 But of course, although Moore’s magic is as transgressive as any act of 
magic must be in the modern world, what could anyone actually do to stop him? He is like 
Bartleby the Scrivener, who comes into the office but refuses to do office work. It would be fine if 
Bartleby simply quit, but far more upsetting than his refusal to work is the way that he continues to
occupy space in the office. Moore’s reenchantment of urban spaces is a movement away from 
252 Butler 2006, p. xxix.
253 These concepts of the body can be traced, particularly through the writing of Helena Blavatsky, to the 
Hindu concept of prana and the Chinese concept of qi – subtle flows which pass through the tissues of 
the material body. 
254 Crowley 1929, chapter XVIII; in fact, this astral body is the subject of Crowley’s mongoose joke. The 
astral body is ‘of course not “real;” but then no more is the other body!’ All bodies are conceptual; the 
body of the mongoose is no less real than the bodies of the men on the train. 
255 Dunning 2014 notes that alternative medical practitioners who describe their work in terms of the 
body’s ‘energy field’ are inadvertently quoting a line from Star Wars, in which the Force is ‘an energy 
field created by all living things.’
256 Campbell and Moore 2010; Eddie Campbell asks if Promethea #12 is likely to upset other magicians 
who might disagree with Moore’s creative interpretation of the tarot.
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reason, from being, from ‘received’ concepts, and it is a movement which might draw us in behind
him, if we wish to follow. He performs this reenchantment in real, public spaces. By articulating his
concept of magic in these spaces, Moore invites us to become magicians like himself, to think as 
he thinks, as fluid, mobile subjects with bodies made of light, who pass beyond the Spectacle of 
the disenchanted world and become something as-yet undefined. Deleuze and Guattari tell us 
that it is the destiny of the philosopher to become their conceptual persona;257 Alan Moore tells us 
that his destiny is to become ‘everyone’ – the detective, the madman, the murder victim, the 
talking snake, the false prophet, the Goddess of Imagination, the God of Reason. The ultimate 
secret of magic, revealed to Moore by one of his own fictions, is that “any cunt could do it.”258
257 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 46
258 Moore and Campbell 2010, Snakes and Ladders
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Oberon Zell, the Wizard
Oberon Zell’s magical life is structured around his Goddess, whose dreaming spirit is the 
origin of all life on the Earth.1 The material world is the Goddess’ body. She dreams of becoming, 
and the content of Her dreams prefigures the form that Her body will take. By performing his role 
as a living cell within the Goddess’ body, Zell participates in Her creative power, as She shapes 
the world into whatever it is becoming. Zell can only speculate about what that may ultimately be, 
but he is confident that humanity is awakening to the existence of magic – thanks, in part, to the 
magic that he has worked over the last half century alongside his life partner, Morning Glory.2 This
‘awakening’ means sharing the Goddess’ dreams of a future world which is radically different to 
the present world. Zell’s goal is not simply to ‘think differently’ for himself, but to change the way 
that the people around him think.3 
A key figure in the Pagan counter-culture since 1967, Zell has published Green Egg 
magazine, served as founder and 'primate' of the Church of All Worlds, and was the first member 
of his community to explicitly call himself ‘Pagan.’4 Today he serves as headmaster of the Grey 
School of Wizardry, an online school modelled on Hogwarts.5 Zell’s life, insofar as it is available 
1  Although Zell’s primary persona is the Wizard, he thinks and writes from the perspective of the Goddess
as well, particularly when he conceives of himself as a part of Her living body. See e.g. Wind 2007: when
interviewed about his 65th birthday and asked how old he really feels, Zell said 'about 544 million years 
– I’m in the prime of my life!' 
2  Morning Glory worked alongside Zell in many projects throughout their life together. Her most influential 
work in her own right is an article titled ‘A Bouquet of Lovers’ (1990), in which she coined the term 
‘polyamorous,’ but it is worth noting that she also contributed to nearly all of the works which are 
attributed to Zell in this chapter. She also provided the impetus for The Wizard and The Witch in 2005-6, 
which they began working on in earnest shortly after Morning Glory was diagnosed with multiple 
myeloma: see Sulak 2014, p. 7.
3  See e.g. Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. v
4  See Cusack 2010, pp. 62-63, and Sulak 2014, pp. 48-49
5  Hogwarts is the school of magic from the Harry Potter media franchise. Zell wrote the core Grey School 
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for us to read it, is a hagiographic text, and his Wizardly persona stands as an example of how to 
live a magical life. 
Zell’s thinking produces a spatial image of thought, so that thought itself can be 
conceptualised as something accessible, as a place that the subject can travel to and occupy. In 
this dream-land, where the dreaming Goddess muses about what she might become, there are 
infinitely many possible worlds for Zell to explore and play with. He fantasises often about the 
destined ‘next stage of human evolution’ that the Goddess has in store for us, and so his other-
worlds are often vividly utopian. The Wizard persona is the first among many conceptual 
personae; in the imaginary histories that he tells, the Wizard becomes Prometheus, becomes 
Hades, becomes Oberon.6 He inhabits a multitude of imaginary worlds. In some cases Zell has 
clearly succeeded in manifesting these visions in some real, tangible form. However, his utopian 
fantasies often aspire to a manic catalogue of all the ways that all the world’s problems could 
hypothetically be solved. The conceptual persona of the Wizard has all the answers, or seems as 
if he ought to. Whenever his solutions prove to be too impractical, Zell simply rationalises that the 
disenchanted world is not ready for change just yet, and he defers his desires into a hypothetical 
future – a process which can continue indefinitely. His long grey beard is the mark of just how 
long he has spent ‘building the future,’ labouring in anticipation of something new. As a self-
professed ‘Pagan,’ his religious identity is defined in opposition to Christianity, defined as other, 
as older. If Zell identifies too closely with the ancient pagans, that is because (as Deleuze and 
Guattari put it) ‘no one has ever been as deeply involved in history as the schizo.’7 It is not the 
case that Zell ‘suddenly loses his mind and supposedly identifies with all sorts of strange people; 
rather, there is the Nietzschean subject who passes through a series of states, and who identifies 
these states with the names of history: “every name in history is I…”’8
Although Zell’s writing often instructs the reader on how to live a magical life, and he 
scatters biographical anecdotes throughout much of his writing, it is actually John Sulak’s 2014 
book, The Wizard and The Witch: An Oral History of Oberon Zell and Morning Glory, which 
provides the most fully-developed narrative of how Zell became the Wizard. If the defining feature 
of hagiography is the devotion that the author feels towards the holy individual they are writing 
about,9 then Sulak’s book can very easily be read as hagiography. Sulak is a fan of the Zells, and 
he is particularly effusive in his praise of Oberon, whom he describes as a holy man, and 
‘probably the most influential male in the Goddess movement!’10 Although there are two names in 
the title of Sulak’s book, Zell is clearly its primary subject, and Morning Glory’s life is discussed in 
textbooks (Zell-Ravenheart 2004 and Zell-Ravenheart 2006).
6  See Sulak 2014, pp. 30-32 and 292-3.
7  Deleuze and Guattari 1977, p. 21
8  Ibid., citing a letter from Nietzsche to Jakob Burckhardt, January 5,1889.
9  Delehaye 1907, chapter 1
10  Zell-Ravenheart and Zell-Ravenheart 2006, ‘acclaim for the authors.’ Sulak goes on: ‘He is a gifted 
storyteller, a powerful magician, and is young at heart. I have known Oberon, or known of him, since 
1969, and I am eagerly looking forward to this book and to what I can learn from it! Viva Oberon!’
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significantly less detail.11 Large portions of the text were written by Zell himself, and as the book’s 
publisher observes, Zell’s ‘desire to be inclusive … not excluding anyone who meant anything to 
him, is basically the theme of his life.’12 This was why the first draft (submitted to the publisher in 
2009) was 370,000 words long; because Zell insisted on including every detail that he could 
recall, with whole chapters about other individuals that the couple knew, accounts of every 
summer job that either of them had ever had, and ‘pages and pages of drug trips.’13 After all of 
this material was edited out, the published version of Sulak’s biography emphasises the magical 
projects which Zell becomes obsessed with (including the Church of All Worlds, founded before 
he met Morning Glory), and his relationships with his lovers and with his Goddess. Perhaps 
surprisingly, Zell and Sulak often emphasise the ways that Zell has hurt the people close to him, 
but in each case, these harms are incorporated into the narrative of the Wizard. His life is a 
constant movement towards his grand destiny, and so all manner of ‘mundane’ hardships are 
rationalised away, either as something beneath the Wizard’s concern, or as necessary sacrifices 
for a greater good. The painful events of this world are break-ups, assaults, betrayals, and lapses 
in judgement, but these are all problems which will be solved in the promised other-world of the 
Goddess’ imagination. As we read Zell’s narrative, we can engage in the same hermeneutics of 
experience that he employs. In Deleuze and Guattari’s terms, Zell is not just becoming the 
Wizard: he is also the philosopher who has fulfilled his destiny, who has become his primary 
conceptual persona.14 
This chapter is structured around a chronological account of Zell’s life, divided into five 
sections. The first section defines how Zell’s Wizard persona thinks, and where this persona 
seems to emerge from, particularly in Zell’s own accounts of his youth. The second section 
discusses the Pagan Church of All Worlds in two distinct phases, before and after Zell received 
a magical vision from his Goddess. The third section examines Zell’s magical desire for 
inclusivity and his complex relationship to Indigenous cultures, focusing on his and Morning 
Glory’s adventures creating unicorns in California and hunting mermaids in Papua New Guinea. 
The fourth section discusses the Grey School of Wizardry and the pleasure that Zell derives 
from ‘playing’ with serious concepts. Finally, the chapter concludes with the discussion of how
Zell’s life can be thought of as a work of art.
11  Zell’s life before the pair met is the topic of the book’s first hundred pages; Morning Glory’s life before 
they met is condensed into just a dozen pages (pp. 103-115).
12  See the publisher’s afterword in Sulak 2014, p. 383
13  Ibid.,  pp. 382-3
14  Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 46
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1.1: Zell’s Wizard persona
‘In the tradition of all the Wizards who have gone before me, my wizardly Great Work has 
been guiding the society in which I find myself into a new phase of social, cultural and 
conceptual evolution. Virtually everything I have done in my life has been towards this 
end.’
- Oberon Zell, Grimoire for the Apprentice Wizard15
Zell has many conceptual personae; he describes his own life as a long and interesting 
one in which he has ‘been many things.’16 But his primary persona, the Wizard, is modelled on 
aesthetic figures such as Merlin, Gandalf, Obi-Wan Kenobi, or Dumbledore. Although the 
philosopher would say that wisdom is unattainable,17 Zell draws a connection between the ‘wise-
ard’ and the philosopher (the ‘lover of wisdom’), and he describes the Grey School as part of the 
same tradition as Plato’s Academy or the peripatetic school of Aristotle.18 The Greek philosophers 
are historical figures who prefigure Zell’s magical future.  After a lifetime of ‘being many things,’ 
the grey-bearded Wizard generally tends to think in such historical and teleological terms:
‘The main difference between the Wizard and others is that the Wizard knows the 
importance of stories and myths, and seizes the power to tell a story in a way that shapes 
the future. All wizards are storytellers – and their stories tell us who we are, where we 
came from, and where we are going.’ 19
The Wizard blends fiction and reality, in order to create a future in which the things he imagines 
have become real. Although Wizards are known for speaking prophecy, Zell emphasises that ‘the 
best way to predict the future is to create it.’20 
Zell’s writing about magic often employs the image of separate but intersecting worlds.21 In
order for the Wizard to reshape this world, he must explore the imaginary other-worlds as widely 
15  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 2
16  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. x: the roles that Zell claims for himself include teacher, artist, priest, writer, 
magician, and so on. Some of the conceptual personae that have Zell has become (who have thought 
on Zell’s behalf) include Prometheus and Valentine Michael Smith (both of whom helped Zell to develop 
the Church of All Worlds), and Hades (whose energy Zell was channelling in 1994 when he adopted the 
name Oberon): see Sulak 2014, pp. 30-32 and 292-3.
17  See e.g. Plato’s Sophist dialogue: the philosopher insists that the sophist cannot possibly possess true 
knowledge of things which are inherently mysterious. When the sophist speaks in public about such 
matters, he belongs to the same category as a juggler or a conjurer. See also Castaneda 1968, p. 83: 
Don Juan told his pupil that he could never become a man of knowledge.
18  Zell and Druthers, 2016
19  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. viii.
20  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, pp. 6, 58
21  See particularly Zell-Ravenheart and Zell-Ravenheart 2006, which contains dozens of references to 
multiple ‘worlds’
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as he is able to, in order to find inspiration for what this world might become. To the Wizard’s way 
of thinking, imagination always prefigures reality,22 and the primary function of the imaginary is to 
manifest. Zell describes magic as the shifting of events along a 'continuum of possibility' – from 
impossibility to improbability, to probability, to inevitability, to manifestation.23 The Goddess of 
evolution is also the Goddess of magic, of becoming in general. When synchronicity begins to 
point towards a certain notion, the Goddess has already put Zell to work. His role is to dream 
alongside Her, to obsess over that particular dream of Hers which is destined to become reality, 
and through his obsession, to help it become real.24
The stories that Zell makes use of in his magical work are often contemporary novels, 
comic books and films. He adores popular culture, and his approach to magic is perfectly 
harmonious with the way that cultural studies has theorised mass culture as the ‘raw material 
made available for a variety of popular practices.’25 Zell often describes the messages he receives
from the Goddess as something like the recorded mission briefing in an episode of Mission: 
Impossible.26 He receives these missions 'when I get an idea for something I really think should 
exist, but doesn’t yet.'27 By following a consistent procedure of ‘inspiration and perspiration,’28 the 
Goddess offers the Wizard something to believe in, a future to orient his thinking towards. The 
gaze of the Goddess is always firmly fixed on the future, which becomes accessible through the 
steady march of progress. Zell says that Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek was 'one of the greatest 
acts of magick of our time,' because it popularised a vision of the future that Zell could endorse.29 
Although Zell treats the past as a source of inspiration, ultimately he imagines the past as that 
which is no longer present, and which must be retrieved or recreated, something which is only 
possible through radical methods – through ‘magic.’ Zell is possessed by the spirit of an immanent
future, a distinctively American spirit that appears on television, and is evoked by the figure of The
Man Who Fell To Earth watching dozens of TVs all at the same time.30 As Michel de Certeau 
observes, all forms of spiritual possession are a response to the same problem of meaning, ‘in the
same pockets in a society whose language thickens, loses its spiritual porosity, and becomes 
impermeable to the divine.’31 Zell’s magical lifestyle is not something ancient which has been 
passed down according to any cultural tradition, but a counterculture that he and his friends have 
developed during his lifetime, out of whatever raw materials they can get their hands on. 
22  Cusack 2010, p. 74
23  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 196
24  Deleuze refers to the ‘violence’ of signs which force the interpreter to think differently; see e.g. Deleuze  
1989, pp. 157-158, or Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 55.
25  Morris 1988
26  Sulak 2014, p.162. Zell is very fond of this Mission: Impossible analogy, and he has explained it to 
Sulak on numerous occasions. Zell also alludes to Mission: Impossible in the foreword to Zell-
Ravenheart 2004 (p. viii) and 2006 (p. ix).
27  Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. ix
28  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 159.
29  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 58
30  See also Jameson 1991, p. 31
31  De Certeau 2000, pp. 5-6
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Paganism is an invention, designed to remedy the unbearable conditions of modernity, and Zell 
himself is an inventor.
Zell’s futurism, and his interest in science fiction, are both articulated in terms of invention. 
The process whereby perspiration transforms inspiration into ‘manifestation’ is simply the process 
of an inventor. Zell says that from a young age he took to heart the advice given to him by his 
father, that “if you build a better mouse trap, the world will beat a path to your door,” but he was 
disappointed to learn that it was not quite true. ‘The concept of marketing wasn’t included in the 
adage! In later years, I came to see my whole life like that – constantly building metaphorical 
“mouse traps,” and waiting for the world to show up. But first, you’ve got to get their attention, and 
that’s the part I’ve never quite mastered.’32
Zell has certain blind spots in the mundane world. A refrain in Zell’s life is that ‘it never 
occurred to him’ that things would go wrong in quite the way that they did. The Wizard is (like the 
priest or the therapist) obsessed with representation. He insists that every apparent coincidence 
carries a profound significance that must be interpreted. In practice, this means that whenever 
Zell makes a particularly bad decision in his own life (like handing over control of his finances to 
someone else, or failing to discuss important life choices with his family, or hurting someone he 
cares about), he offers an explanation for why these things occur, but in these explanations he 
makes his world seem like an arbitrary chain of causes and effects, a disenchanted world which 
must be re-enchanted. The people closest to Zell say that although he possesses a certain genius
for magic, he has no time for mundane problems – in the words of one of his lovers, Diane 
Darling, he is 'not a nuts-and-bolts guy. He is all right-brain.'33 A more evocative illustration of 
Zell’s attitude to the mundane can be seen in the account of Liza Gabriel, who fell in love with Zell
in 1995. When she the Zells’ home for the first time, she was horrified to discover that it was a 
mess of knick-knacks, old magazines and animal droppings, but she felt obliged to figuratively 
sweep it all under the rug, so that she could be a involved in his magical life.34
1.2: The changeling child in white America
‘Few of us are lucky enough to be born into magickal families. In fact, we even have a 
name for magickal children born to Mundy parents: we call them Changelings.’
- Patricia Telasco and Oberon Zell-Ravenheart35
Zell makes many extraordinary claims about his life, beginning from his infancy. He was 
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1942; his parents named him Timothy Zell.36 From a young age, he 
32  Sulak 2014, p. 24. Zell’s father notes that the boy took his advice quite literally, and ‘built a very unusual
mouse trap and put it in our garage, where it filled up with mice.’
33  Quoted in Sulak 2014, p. 290
34  Sulak 2014, pp. 298-299
35  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 9
36  Zell has also gone by the names Otter Zell, Otter G’Zell (an abbreviation of ‘Glory-Zell’) and Oberon 
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says he knew that he was the reincarnated Charles Bedell, his grandfather on his mother’s side, 
who had died in 1941.37 Charles’ bedroom became baby Tim’s nursery, and Zell says that he 
remembers waking up there, looking around at the familiar room, and being confused at the sight 
of his own tiny baby hands.38 The reincarnated Charles Bedell is the prototype for Zell’s Wizard 
persona. He is not yet a magician, but he is already an impossibly old soul who has ‘been many 
things,’ even before he was born. In all of Zell’s early memories, he felt as though he was 'older, 
wiser and more mature'39 than his mother and other adults, and he thought that they were obliged 
to respect him as their elder. As baby Zell learned to talk, he was frequently told by his mother 
and grandmother, “that sounds like something your grandfather would have said.” Zell describes a
particularly confusing episode when he was around 11 years old, and he found a wild snapping 
turtle in his mother’s garden.40 He named the turtle Rastus, and kept it in a tub in the backyard, 
before eventually handing it over to the St. Louis zoo. Rastus remained there, and Zell continued 
to visit him at the zoo until the 1970s. Years later, however, Zell’s mother insisted that it had 
actually been Charles Bedell who had caught the turtle named Rastus, as an adult, on a fishing 
trip, and it had also been Charles who handed Rastus over to the St. Louis zoo, before Timothy 
Zell was born.  
In many of Zell’s stories of his childhood, Zell emphasises his difference from other 
children, and from his family. The reincarnation of Zell’s grandfather ensures that Zell’s mystical 
life is a narrative with a beginning. It provides him with a mystical connection to a past, since Zell 
has no particular emotional attachment to the country, faith or race of his birth. He does not 
particularly identify with his family’s religious or political beliefs, and his parents do not share his 
idiosyncratic beliefs about magic. (His father was a devout Christian and a loyal Republican, who 
became deeply invested in the political career of Ronald Reagan in the 1980s.41) Zell recalls 
reading science fiction stories and reference books on astronomy, and then going outside to 
stargaze while shining a light at the sky, in order to signal passing spacecraft to come get him and
take him home.42 This sense of difference was something that his parents also noticed. Zell’s 
father took him to the Illinois Institute of Technology to 'have him tested,' because he suspected 
the boy possessed a unique genius.43 Particularly inspired by the Heinlein novella Lost Legacy, 
Zell-Ravenheart (Ravenheart is the name adopted by the Zells’ polyamorous family from 1997-2005).
37  Sulak 2014, pp. 13-14
38  Ibid.; thus began a lifetime of staring in wonder at his own hands.
39  Sulak 2014, p. 14
40  Ibid., p. 22
41  Sulak 2014, p. 396
42  Sulak 2014, pp. 22-23
43  The Wizard OZ 2016. In Sulak 2014 (pp. 20-21) Zell’s father also recounts that the boy’s intelligence 
was 'off the charts,' and so he resolved to support his son in whatever he set his mind to. Notably, 
however, neither of Zell’s parents actually validate any of his supernatural claims; Zell’s mother 
comments on the similarities between her father and her grandson (p. 12), and Zell’s father says that he 
was instructed by the experts to ‘stand back and let him go,’ and later adds that ‘whatever he was 
involved in, we encouraged him to do it,’  (p. 24) but it appears that in their interviews with Sulak, they 
said nothing supportive about their son’s mystical life.
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Zell performed exercises to develop his psychic powers, in order to telekinetically manipulate dice 
and cheat at board games with his brother and sister, and to ‘freak them out’ by performing 
psychic experiments with Zener cards.44 Zell says that he had always possessed special powers, 
and that the Heinlein story simply confirmed what he had already observed about himself. His 
siblings believed that he was cheating when they played board games, even if they did not 
recognise that he possessed psychic powers. As a ‘one of a kind’ kid (in his father’s words), it 
seems as though Zell was doomed to be lonely, and so Zell embraced difference.
He says that his first paranormal ability was telepathy, which he learned to control when 
he was a toddler.45 His mother and a group of her friends were making too much noise for him to 
sleep, so he emerged from his bedroom and shouted at them to be quiet. They all looked at him, 
and he saw that they had stopped talking, but their voices were even louder than before. He put 
his hands over his ears and found that that did nothing to stop the noise, and then he realised that
their voices weren’t coming in through his ears, but from somewhere else. He ran back to bed, hid
under the covers, and figured out how to block out the sound of their thoughts in his head. 
Significantly, in this account of Baby Tim mastering his superpowers, he conceptualises other 
people’s minds in the manner that Levi-Strauss’ bricoleur-magician might: their ideas are 
available to Zell, raw materials from which new meanings can be assembled. As we shall see, this
availability of ideas is crucial to Zell’s thinking as the Wizard. But for now, we should note that the 
toddler in this story does not engage in any technique or signifying act in order to gain these 
powers. In fact, the new power that Zell gains in this story is that he can choose which thoughts 
he wishes to think, and which thoughts to block out. Throughout Sulak’s biography, Zell regularly 
invokes the distance between his own thoughts and the thoughts of others. External objects in 
Zell’s world force themselves into his mind, by some magical correspondence that is 
imperceptible to the rest of us, and Zell participates in that magical world not by teasing out those 
connections, but by simply seeing what is there to be seen.46 As the Wizard, he is the rare 
empiricist who can accurately observe the psychic reality around him, while the rest of us are 
blind. However, this flow of psychic noise causes him discomfort, and so he is regularly forced to 
interrupt it, to cut himself off from the reality of other people. If those other people can live 
comfortably, without being bothered by all that psychic noise, then surely it is only fair that Zell 
can learn to do the same. 
As a child, Zell much preferred the company of girls. He particularly enjoyed having more 
than one girlfriend at a time, and tried to introduce his girlfriends to one another in the hope that 
they would become friends. After he had sex for the first time, Zell felt that he had found his 
calling in life. He thought of sex as a skill which he wanted to master, and in order to do that, he 
44  Sulak 2014, p. 20. Zell also provides instruction on how to perform these experiments in Zell-
Ravenheart 2004, p. 38.
45  Zell-Ravenheart 2004, pp. 37-38. Zell also recounts this anecdote in Sulak 2014, pp. 14-15.
46  See also Zell-Ravenheart 2004: a Wizard is uniquely aware of how the magical world of imagination 
prefigures reality (p. viii), and so the Wizard must learn how to sense the magick which is present in all 
mundane things (p.8).
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was determined to practice as much as possible.47 He did not know how to relate to boys, 
however, and had no close male friends throughout his childhood. In second grade, another boy 
sliced into Zell’s thumb with a pocket knife, leaving him with a permanent scar. Zell had no idea 
why this violent act occurred, but in his biography he presents it as a lesson in the 
incomprehensible cruelty of the world: violence is born from ignorance, which sets people against 
one another instead of bringing them together. This is why violence seems so senseless to 
enlightened pacifists like himself. However, Zell’s self-identification as a pacifist is undermined by 
the reputation that he cultivated in his youth as an exceptional fighter. His father refers to this 
reputation while commenting on a brief stint that Zell spent at military school,48 and even as an 
adult, Zell himself boasts of his prowess in a confrontation with a group of armed men in 1974.49 
Zell characterises these impulses towards physical dominance as the influence of ‘a powerful, 
alpha-male, dominant figure' within himself.50 Zell says that he would eventually need to banish 
this figure using magic, in order to be worthy of meeting his life-mate and becoming the Wizard 
that his Goddess wanted him to be.
47  This competitive aspiration to be 'the best at sex' is something which Margot Adler commented on after 
she lived with Zell and Morning Glory for a week in 1975, while Adler was conducting research for 
Drawing Down The Moon. This week provoked a sexual identity crisis in Adler, who was shocked by the 
amount of sex that she’d had, and witnessed, in the week that she stayed at the Zells’ home. She later 
decided that comparing her sex life to the Zells’ was like comparing her athletic prowess to an Olympic 
athlete’s: unless she actually wanted to compete with them, the comparison was pointless. See Sulak 
2014, p. 131, and Adler 2006, chapter 10. See also Sulak 2013, p. 246-248: years later, the Church of 
All Worlds would actually celebrate a kind of 'erotic Olympic games' as part of their annual May festival, 
and the Zells were declared the champions in 1988.
48  Sulak 2014, pp. 20-21: ‘Tim was exceptionally strong. He didn’t look strong, but he was. He spent one 
summer at Carson Long Military Institute in Pennsylvania, and they had to engage in sports all the time. I
went there to visit one weekend, and he had broken his hand hitting a guy while he was boxing. 
Sometimes kids would pick fights with Tim because he was different, and, strangely enough, he would 
always come out on top. So after that they left him alone.’
49  Sulak 2014, p. 128: ‘He had two biker guys who were his guards. I went into complete overdrive, in full 
warrior mode. At that time I had the ability to morph into incredibly fast, reflexive moves. I could snatch 
bats, butterflies and hummingbirds out of the air. So I charged in, I took two guns away from two different
guys – a rifle, which I broke over my knee and threw into the swamp, and a pistol, which I tossed to MG. 
Once these guys had been disarmed, Gary was able to hold them at bay. I landed on Gridley, slammed 
him into the ground and sat on his chest.’
50  Quoted in Sulak, p. 96. Zell and Sulak do not draw the obvious connection between Zell’s ability to 
‘morph’ into ‘warrior mode’ in August 1974, and his assaulting his girlfriend in May 1973. It does not fit 
the narrative of Zell having successfully banished this violent influence during a Mabon rite in September
1973. Zell claims that he is a pacifist, but this claim is impossible to swallow, and the fact that he 
assaulted his partner is a particularly awful ‘bone in the throat.’
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2.1: Science fiction and the utopian fantasy: The Church of All Worlds
‘None of us quite felt like we belonged to the families we were born into, but we wanted 
family! We wanted a tribe. The only way we could get it was to come up with different 
criteria. The old saying is that blood is thicker than water. We created a family in which 
water is thicker (or at least deeper) than blood.’
- Oberon Zell51
The delight that Zell takes in imagining complex other-worlds is a familiar utopian pleasure
described by Fredric Jameson. Jameson directly compares the obsessive imagining of other-
worlds to the fervor of an inventor who is certain that his 'better mouse trap' will be universally 
adopted.52 Utopian fantasies respond to specific dilemmas which the imagineer believes have 
simple-but-ingenious solutions, which need only to be articulated by someone with the insight to 
propose them. This obsessive delight in creativity is epitomised in Margaret Cavendish’s The 
Blazing World:
'...for every human can create an immaterial world fully inhabited by immaterial creatures, 
and populous of immaterial subjects, such as we are, and all this within the compass of a 
head or skull; nay, not only so, but he may create a world of what fashion and government 
he will, and give the creatures thereof such motions, figures, forms, colours, perceptions, 
etc. as he pleases, and make whirlpools, lights, pressures and reactions, etc. as he thinks 
best; nay, he may make a world full of veins, muscles and nerves, and all these to move by
one jolt or stroke: also he may alter that world as often as he pleases, or change it from a 
world of ideas, a world of atoms, a world of lights, or whatsoever his fancy leads him to. 
And since it is in your power to create such a world, what need you to venture life, 
reputation and tranquility, to conquer a gross material world?'53
Just like the writings of de Certeau’s mystics, Cavendish’s Blazing World is a product of 
seventeenth century thought – that period when the language of Western society begins to find 
itself ‘impermeable to the divine.’54 Fantasy and science fiction is another manifestation of 
modernity, of the impulse to draw clear boundaries between ‘the real world’ and the fantastic 
worlds of the imagination. It is no surprise, then, that Zell (and other magicians like him) 
incorporate genre fiction into their magical practices. For Zell, the utopian impulse is in itself the 
solution to the cultural problem of disenchantment. Zell insists that the world would be a better 
51  Quoted in Sulak 2014, p. 32
52  Jameson 2007, p. 11
53  Cavendish, 1668. Cavendish’s ‘Blazing World’ also features in Alan Moore’s League Of Extraordinary  
Gentlemen.
54  De Certeau 2000, pp. 5-6
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place if only people were more utopian in their thinking, more attentive to the dreams of the 
Goddess of creation. 
In 1961, Zell formed his first close male friendship with Richard Lance Christie, a fellow 
sci-fi reader, and at Christie’s recommendation in 1962, Zell read Robert Heinlein’s Stranger In A 
Strange Land.55 Zell and Christie became particularly enamoured with the Martian concept of 
'grokking' – a term which simultaneously means to understand, to empathise, to drink, to become,
and to make love. The iconic illustration of grokking is the act of drinking water. When someone 
groks water, the water becomes part of the drinker’s body. When two drinkers both grok water 
from the same vessel, they also grok one another and become 'water brothers.' This is a radical 
reinterpretation of Holy Communion: the Martians’ incorporeal transformation of all bodies into 
‘bodies of water,’ permits all bodies-which-grok to intermingle with one another. Water becomes 
the unified substance of being. Although Heinlein’s Martians do not seem to experience sexual 
pleasure, free love is nevertheless a natural consequence of Martian spirituality – because clearly 
the fluid intermingling of two bodies is permissible under this regime. When the novel’s 
protagonist, Valentine Michael Smith, travels to Earth for the first time and discovers sex, he 
realises that it is the most sublime form of grokking that humans are capable of experiencing, and 
he founds the Church of All Worlds to promote the joy of grokking. Those who join the Church live
together in a commune, practice free love, and eventually develop psychic powers, similar to 
those that Zell claims to have possessed since he was a child (inspired by Heinlein’s Lost 
Legacy).56 
Heinlein’s Martians appear in many of his stories, but in general, trying to explain Martian 
spirituality to humans would be like 'trying to explain rainbows to an earthworm.'57 In Stranger, 
however, the Christlike Mike Smith descends to Earth and shows us how to grok, and thus how to
unlock our latent psychic powers. Grokking achieves what is usually represented by ‘magic’ in 
fantasy literature: 'the enlargement of human powers and their passage to the limit, the 
actualisation of everything latent and virtual in the stunted human organism of the present.'58 
55  Heinlein 1961
56  Considering the profound influence that Heinlein’s fiction has had on Zell’s life, it is worth noting that 
Heinlein certainly knew about Zell’s Church of All Worlds, if only because Zell wrote to him about it. 
Heinlein’s response, published in Green Egg, indicates that the science fiction author regarded Zell’s 
whole project with a sense of slightly-bemused detachment. Heinlein says that he was ‘not giving 
answers’ when he wrote Stranger In A Strange Land, and whatever religious wisdom Zell had found in it,
that was something that Zell had synthesised for himself. See Sulak 2014, pp. 259-260, and Clifton 
2006, p. 147.
57  From Heinlein’s Space Cadet, cited in McGiveron 2001, p. 145
58  Jameson 2007, p. 66. See also p. 64: Jameson notes that fantasy literature 'remains generically 
wedded to nature and to the organism,' while sci-fi often treats the body as a machine which can be 
modified or disassembled, but Heinlein’s Martians defy this trend: they possess exactly the same kind of 
holistic, organic nativity that elves and dwarves typically possess in fantasy fiction. We know precisely 
who they are and how they think, because we know where they come from – a world where bodies are 
thirsty, and where cooperation and empathy are necessary for survival. Everything that we learn about 
the Martians, including their psychic powers, is made to seem like a natural consequence of their 
nativity.
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When Mike Smith descends to Earth, he is shocked to find that Earthlings do not grok, and that 
our world has become disenchanted. Mike Smith immediately became a conceptual persona for 
Zell. The Church of All Worlds was one of those concepts that Zell would later characterise as 
‘something I really think should exist, but doesn’t yet.’59
Zell and Christie engaged in their own water-sharing ritual in 1962, and they founded a 
group called Atl. They hoped that this group could be a safe place for ‘people like us’60 – spiritual 
outsiders who did not feel at home in the company of 'normal people.' As well as celebrating the 
spiritual connection between its members (the 'waterkin'), Atl also pursued an interest in social 
and environmental issues, particularly through their magazine, The Atlan Torch, which continued 
publication until around 1968.61
The second person Zell shared water with was his girlfriend at the time, Martha McCance. 
After she fell pregnant in 1962, Zell married her and became obsessed with the idea of becoming 
an enlightened, modern parent to their child. He enrolled in a course in developmental 
psychology, inspired by B.F. Skinner’s utopian sci-fi novel, Walden Two, about a happy and 
productive commune whose citizens’ behaviour is carefully engineered. One image from the novel
which particularly obsessed Zell was a device that Skinner had called an ‘air crib,’ a plexiglass 
baby habitat with in-built temperature and humidity controls. Zell wrote to Skinner and acquired 
the plans for the device, and then built one for his own son.
Skinner and Zell are kindred spirits who share the same vivid utopian dreams. If Skinner’s 
behaviourist utopia sounds like a disenchanted ‘soulless machine,’ that is only because we do not 
share his divinely-inspired mania to create a better mouse trap. As Jameson notes, utopian 
thought does not confine itself to fundamental design of the Great Invention that will change the 
world, but also indulges in detailed speculation about what the world will be like afterwards.62 
These details, Jameson suggests, lead to further, less crucial innovations, and are presented as 
part of the obligatory ‘guided tour’ through the utopian society that seems to crop up in every 
utopian novel. One must imagine the author to be immensely proud of their own cleverness in 
coming up with devices like the air crib. Jameson points to the transparent lunch trays in Skinner’s
Walden Two as another of the author’s irrationally precious inventions, and imagines that Skinner 
must surely have come up with it while waiting in a queue at a cafeteria:
‘In spite of Castle’s obvious impatience with the details of a domestic technology, Frazier 
talked at length about the trays. One of their innumerable advantages was their 
transparency, which saved two operations in the kitchen because the tray could be seen to
59  Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. ix
60  The Wizard OZ, 2016
61  Christie became significantly less involved with the Church of All Worlds in the 1970s, but they stayed in
contact. Christie continued the Atlan project along a different branch to Zell, with a stronger focus on 
environmental activism, with projects including Earth First, and the Association for the Tree of Life (ATL).
See Barrett 2011, 'The Church of All Worlds.'
62  Jameson 2007, pp. 50-51.
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be clean from both sides… “The main advantage of the tray,” Frazier went on, “is the 
enormous saving in labour. You will see what I mean when we visit the dishwashery. 
Commercial restaurants would give anything to follow our lead, but it requires a bit of 
cultural engineering that is out of their reach.’63
Skinner is clearly aware of how self-indulgent his utopian obsession is. The transparent 
trays are described by the obsessive character in the story, while another character is impatient 
for this raving man to just shut up about the stupid trays. The text acknowledges that most people 
(implicitly including most readers) will never match the inventor’s obsession with their own 
‘ingenious’ mousetraps, air-conditioned baby habitats, or transparent lunchroom trays. We are 
often unmoved by the private thoughts of the Other, whose fantasies seem strange or even 
repulsive to us, and it takes a certain artistic expertise in order to communicate one’s fantasies in 
a way that appeals to anyone other than the fantasist. Freud refers to this expertise as the ars 
poetica, the rare capacity to penetrate the barriers between the artist’s ego and our own.64 
Similarly, Thomas More, author of the 1516 satire Utopia, admits that 'after all, it’s a natural 
instinct to be charmed by one’s own productions. That’s why raven chicks are such a delight to 
their parents, and mother apes find their babies exquisitely beautiful.'65
When Zell writes about his life, he is often rapt at his own cleverness, but he frequently 
expresses surprise or dismay when he discovers that others think differently to him. In his 
fantasies, the world is a magical place full of wondrous things out of a science fiction story; but 
when his fantasies distance him from other people, he describes a sort of rational epiphany. Ah, 
but of course, other people do not think as he does! Of course their world is inferior to the 
magnificent worlds that he can imagine! In response to any sort of unpleasantness, Zell offers 
rationalisations for why the bad events in his life result from factors beyond his control. Zell 
imagines that he is a unique class of human; other people’s minds are not like his, and he cannot 
anticipate just how stupid they can be. Even though he claims to possess mysterious psychic 
powers, he cannot use them to avoid conflict, because he finds other people’s thoughts 
unbearable, like the incomprehensible cruelty of the boy with the pocket knife.
When his son Bryan was born in September 1963, Zell was excited about the idea of 
being by Martha’s side throughout the birth, but he never actually spoke to her doctors about this. 
Martha says that, 'knowing Tim, it probably never occurred to him' to ask.66 As a result, he found 
himself banished to the waiting room on the day of the birth, which was standard practice at the 
time. Zell says that this event affected his relationship with Martha, and he uses language which is
unsettlingly callous and distant: ‘giving birth is a moment when a woman really needs to have her 
mate with her. And if he is not, the resentment is something that never really goes away. This 
63  Skinner 1974, pp. 41-42.
64  Freud 1908, p. 428
65  Cited in Jameson 2007, p.51
66  Sulak 2014, p. 37
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contributed to the post-partum depression syndrome that she had really badly. After that event, 
Martha completely lost interest in sex and we became alienated from each other. Our relationship 
was never the same.’67 Zell frames himself as a passive subject. The way he tells it, his 
relationship with Martha broke down because of an unfortunate quirk of evolution, or because the 
doctors failed to account for certain biological ‘facts’ – but certainly not because of any mistake on
Zell’s part. After Bryan’s birth, Zell suggested an open marriage, supposedly in the hope that 
Martha’s sexual appetite would return if she took other lovers.68 In fact, Martha was extremely 
jealous, and was never enthusiastic about their Atlan lifestyle, but she had resolved that she 
never wanted to fight with her husband.69 
Zell graduated from college in 1965, and he moved back to St. Louis, but he maintained 
contact with Christie and the other members of the original Atlan Nest. Zell began trying to take 
the group more seriously, not just expanding its membership, but developing it into a legitimate 
institution with a public face. Zell hoped that if the Church was respected and taken seriously, 
then the world at large would be a safer place for 'people like us.'70 Zell acquired a doctorate in 
Divinity, by correspondence, from a small Christian seminary in Illinois.71 In 1967, they began the 
process of making the Church Of All Worlds into a legally incorporated religion – and in 1970, they
would become the very first Pagan religion to do so. 
The use of the word 'Pagan' in this sense was first proposed by Kerry Thornley,72 in an 
article about the Kerista community.73 Thornley said that although Kerista is a religion, that status 
should not imply 'a profusion of rituals, dogmas, doctrines and scriptures. Kerista is too sacred for 
that. It is more akin to the religions of the East, and also the so-called pagan religions of the pre-
Christian West.'74 Zell read this article and embraced the term, and began introducing himself as a
representative of the 'First Pagan Church of All Worlds.' He identified the ancient pagans as the 
‘people like us’ that he had been trying to connect with since he and Christie had first shared 
water. From 1968 onwards, Zell began publishing a new magazine, Green Egg. A successor to 
the Atlan Torch, Green Egg served as a vehicle for the discussion of CAW alongside other Pagan 
beliefs, and became a popular forum that tied together Pagans from all across America.75
67  Sulak 2014, p.37
68  Sulak 2014, pp. 38-41
69  Sulak 2014, p. 66. The pattern which Zell and Sulak describe, but do not comment on or even 
acknowledge, is that throughout his life, Zell regularly fails to communicate with the women he loves, at 
least when it comes to the things that really matter to them.
70  The Wizard OZ 2016
71  Cusack 2010, p.67
72  Also known as Omar K. Ravenhurst, co-author of the Principia Discordia.
73  Kerista was a utopian society which built a series of intentional communities in the United States. They 
also considered Stranger in a Strange Land to be essential reading. See Cusack 2010, chapter 2, on the
Discordian religion, Thornley, and his connection to Kerista.
74  Thornley 1966, cited in Adler 1979, p. 294
75  See Adler 1979. Margot Adler’s Drawing Down The Moon, one of the most widely-cited books on 
American Paganism, was researched by collecting all of the Green Egg articles that caught her interest, 
writing letters to the authors (including Zell), and asking if she could visit them.  See also Clifton 2006, p. 
147: The Green Egg was only intended to be the 'outer ring' of the Church Of All Worlds, with two sister 
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The Church Of All Worlds had initially developed just in Missouri, within a circle of friends 
who knew very little about other Pagan religions such as Wicca. Even in the years that followed, 
when Zell began meeting other self-identified Pagans and bringing them together through Green 
Egg, the first groups he encountered had all been created in the 1960s on American college 
campuses, by hippies who did not claim to belong to an older tradition. It was only in the 1970s 
that Zell met began to meet initiated witches. Zell was surprised to learn that these Wiccans often 
kept their beliefs secret from their neighbours and co-workers, even pretending to be Christian 
and sending their children to Sunday school, and most did not meet regularly with other witches.76 
In 1970, Zell met in Philadelphia with Ed Fitch, Raymond Buckland, and their Wiccan associates 
who were trying to create a formal organisation that could coordinate between different Pagan 
groups across America.77 These Wiccans anticipated that they would soon be the subject of public
curiosity (following the publication of Susan Roberts’ book, Witches U.S.A.),78 and they expected 
that they would see a flood of new people wanting to be initiated into their secret magical 
societies. They created Pagan Way as a loose organisation which would provide an accessible 
way for the curious to get involved in magic without being initiated into a coven. However, Zell 
came to feel that the name 'Pagan Way' was misleading – people who joined up would 
presumably think of themselves as 'generic pagans,' like Zell himself, but it seemed to him that 
the Wiccan members of Pagan Way regarded everyone else as 'proto-witches' who had not been 
initiated yet. Although the Church Of All Worlds did have an internal hierarchy of its own, Zell had 
little interest in the initiatory practices of Wicca: he felt that the sincerity and seriousness of his 
religion ought not be defined by its exclusivity.
newsletters, the Scarlet Flame and Violet Void, catering to the interests of 'inner ring' members of the 
Church, but these more exclusive publications were swiftly abandoned, and the Church dedicated its 
energy to ensuring that Green Egg would be available to all of Mother Earth’s children.
76  Compare Luhrmann 1989, p. 87. This ambivalence parallels Luhrmann’s observation that magicians are
often fascinated by the concept of personal power, but evidently they have difficulty resolving whether 
they want to use whatever real power they have to affect the world, or if they merely wish to retreat into a
fantasy world of their own, where their power seems unlimited (as in Cavendish’s Blazing World, 1688).
77  Parts of Fitch’s Pagan Way rites are incorporated into the Zells’ Creating Circles and Ceremonies (Zell-
Ravenheart and Zell-Ravenheart 2006).
78  Although Roberts’ role in the formation of the Pagan Way was significant, her book had little impact on 
the public perception of magic. It was just one of many superficial books on witchcraft that were 
published around the same time, including Brad Steiger's Sex and Satanism (1969), Marika Kriss’ 
Witchcraft: Past and Present (1970), Alan Landsburg’s In Search of Magic and Witchcraft (1977), and 
many, many books by Hans Holzer (who published a remarkable number pot-boilers on this topic 
throughout his life; somewhere in the neighbourhood of 120-140 books. See Holzer’s obituaries, Grimes 
2009 and Kriegsmann 2009). Most of these books follow a predictable formula, including a brief history 
of witchcraft, the ‘true story’ of a sexy young woman who has become involved in magic, and a series of 
interviews with the same handful of highly visible magicians, most prominently including Anton LaVey, 
Raymond Buckland, and Mary Nesnick. For more detail on these authors and their standard 
interviewees, see Davy 2006, chapter 11, and Clifton 2006, pp. 22-24.
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2.2: The revelation of Zell’s Goddess
‘In all the cultures where She is still worshiped, there is no confusion over Her identity 
– She is Nature, and She is the Earth. She is not an atavistic abstraction, not a 
mystical metaphor, not a construct of consciousness. Her body is of substance as 
material as our own, and we tread upon Her breast and are formed of Her flesh.’
- Oberon and Morning Glory Zell79
Carole Cusack suggests that the Church of All Worlds has grown so much since its 
establishment in the 1960s that before long, ‘its fictional origins are well nigh irrelevant.’80 
However, in its first few years, the Church’s theology remained vague. Stranger In A Strange 
Land had defined God only as 'that which groks.' Zell’s theological position became much clearer 
in 1970, after a religious vision. His 18-year-old lover Julie81 was going away to college, and they 
decided that they needed to do 'something spectacular' before she left. The two of them took 
hallucinogens82 and lay naked on a trampoline together, looking up at the stars. He began tracing 
the constellations with his fingers, but then got distracted staring at his hands as he made the 'live
long and prosper' gesture from Star Trek. In the movements of his fingers he saw the pattern of a 
cell dividing, and he 'linked himself' with that vision, as though he was 'running a film backwards,' 
recombining his cells until he was a single cell inside his mother’s womb, and then his mother was
a single cell, and on and on until he was the first cell from which all life on earth had evolved. Zell 
understood this cell, and all of its countless generations of daughter cells, to be a single organism 
– the great Goddess, mother Earth. He recalls feeling 'like She opened her eyes and smiled at 
me, and said “now you know me.”'83 In cinema, Deleuze describes the ‘violence of a movement-
image’ which forces us to ‘think the Whole,’ to conceptualise ‘the indirect representation of time 
which follows from movement.’84 When Zell ‘ran the film backwards’ in his imagination, he 
recognised a Whole which was constituted by all of his obsessions, by every sign which had 
irresistibly forced its way into his mind: they had always been messages from Her.
This vision of the generative Divine Feminine is an image which Zell has continued to 
revere throughout his life. As the Goddess of becoming-manifest, she is a central figure in his 
79  Zell and Zell 1990.
80  Cusack 2010, p. 2
81  I have deliberately omitted Julie’s full name from this thesis, because Zell assaulted her in 1973. 
Although other sources refer to her by her full name, John Sulak’s publishers felt that her privacy should 
be protected, and I am inclined to agree.
82  Zell had been told it was organic mescaline, but he suspects that it was actually LSD laced with 
something else.
83  Sulak 2014, p. 70
84  Deleuze 1989, pp. 157-158. Deleuze also observes that ‘the shock would be confused, in bad cinema, 
with the figurative violence of the represented,’ but it is the representation itself which ‘seizes’ our mind, 
not the thing that is represented. As such, Zell’s shocking, immanent experience of being face-to-face 
with the Goddess is more important than his subsequent articulation of precisely who she is.
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magical worldview. (She is also the common origin of all life on Earth, which satisfactorily 
explained to Zell why he saw magical significance in love and sexual attraction.)85 With this 
mystical vision, Zell and his Church now had a conceptual framework for divinity. Zell published 
his interpretation of his vision in Green Egg, in an essay titled 'Theagenesis.'86 This account has a 
great deal in common with James Lovelock’s 'Gaia hypothesis' of ecological homeostasis. The 
entire Earth is modelled as a complex organism, with systems of allegorical ‘organs’ serving a 
variety of homeostatic functions: the atmosphere serves as a protective skin, and facilitates 
respiration in the biosphere via the carbon cycle; plants serve as a digestive system, converting 
sunlight into energy that can be distributed throughout the biosphere; and so on. In Zell’s first 
version of the essay, he names the global organism 'Terrebia,' although in a 1988 rewrite, he says
that he prefers Lovelock’s name, because in Zell’s interpretation, this ‘Gaia’ is the earth-goddess 
who was identified by ancient pagans.87
In order to understand humanity’s place in the world, Zell frames Gaia’s constituent parts 
in terms of the order in which they develop, like an embryo: the lithosphere, the hydrosphere and 
atmosphere, the biosphere, and finally (borrowing from Teilhard de Chardin), the noosphere. 
Zell’s essay refers to humanity as a recently-developed 'noospheric organ' of the Goddess, 
ensuring that the entire organism functions at its highest potential. This organ is theoretically 
capable of managing threats which might inhibit the functions of other organs (for instance, 
deflecting objects in space that threaten to impact the earth, like the one that killed the dinosaurs).
Zell feels that humanity is not very fit for this task yet, but that it is our ultimate purpose towards 
which we are evolving. When the noospheric organ reaches maturity, all of humanity will share a 
telepathic connection and will function as a 'planetary mind.' In the updated 1988 version of the 
essay, Zell reflects that humanity’s purpose might not be so clear cut: perhaps the great whales 
are the planetary equivalent of a cerebral cortex, while humans might function as the planet’s 
reproductive organ, capable of spreading life to other planets as we colonise the galaxy. But 
whatever the function of the cosmic human organ happens to be, individual humans are only cells
within that organ.88
This future-facing interest in human evolution ties together several themes which had been
present within the Church Of All Worlds from its inception. With this new notion of evolution-as-
85  Sexual liberation is a common theme in modern Western occultism. Doreen Valiente’s famous Charge 
of the Goddess (adapted from Gerald Gardner’s Lift Up The Veil) says that ‘all acts of love and pleasure 
are my rituals.’ This line is embellished from Aleister Crowley’s The Law of Liberty: ‘remember that all 
acts of love and pleasure are rituals, must be rituals.’
86  Zell 1988, first published in 1971, in Green Egg 5.40
87  Zell 1988. Margot Adler’s account of the Church of All Worlds also retroactively reflects this change in 
more recent editions of Drawing Down The Moon.
88  Compare de Certeau 2000, p. 45: ‘it is not by accident that the conscious “I” of the possessed is 
eliminated. It has to be. It is excluded in advance by the analysis that distributes the perceptible along …
a diabolical topography that classifies the “supernatural” domain into stories of organs. The only things 
that exist [and which make the subject exist] are the metamorphoses of deglutition, the modalities of 
ingestion, the spreading, twisting together or elevation of legs, sudden jumps in pulse rate, variations in 
perspiration, and so forth.’
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destiny, it was now clear to Zell and Christie that the Church Of All Worlds was part of the same 
zeitgeist that had inspired the writers of all the imaginary worlds they had been immersing 
themselves in, and so they had anticipated that something incredible would happen in the 1960s, 
even if they were not quite sure what it would be: it was simply their time.89 Christie remembers 
that during college, drawing on the fiction of Olaf Stapledon and Arthur C. Clarke, he and Zell had 
always been excited by the idea of the 'next stage' in human evolution, and they had concluded 
that the two of them must have belonged to some subspecies that was different to the mass of 
humanity.90 Zell and Christie both loved Zenna Henderson’s stories of 'the people,' a race of 
psychic space-aliens living in the United States, misunderstood by humans and cut off from one 
another after being stranded on Earth for generations.91 Zell identifies the X-Men comics as 
another timely inspiration for the Church, with its 'school for gifted youngsters' populated by 
mutants who have been shunned by society.92 Christie also mentions Atlas Shrugged, which, in 
his interpretation, tells the story of an enclave of 'highly-evolved' innovators who are sick of being 
harassed by their less-evolved peers.93 The Church Of All Worlds had always welcomed outsiders
who felt that their difficulties in interacting with 'normal people' might be due to these sorts of 
irreconcilable differences. Finally, the Goddess vision proved that Zell’s people were a whole new 
kind of human. 
After several years of marriage, it was apparent that Zell’s wife Martha was not one of ‘his 
people’ after all. While she had gone along with the open marriage and dated other men, she 
never really thought of herself as a water-sister or a Pagan. They broke up in 1971. Zell’s 
girlfriend Julie dropped out of college and moved into their house, shortly before Martha moved 
out. Their son Bryan, now 7 years old, stayed at home with Zell and Julie, and visited Martha on 
weekends. Zell now considered Julie to be his soul mate, but that relationship ended only two 
years later.94 
89  See Fort 1931, p. 34: ‘A tree cannot find out, as it were, how to blossom, until comes blossom-time. A 
social growth cannot find out the use of steam engines, until comes steam-engine-time.’ Fort’s idiom is 
often repeated or alluded to by magicians and science-fiction fans; in Moore and Campbell 2010, Alan 
Moore imagines steam-engine-time as the moment when all the various inventors of steam locomotion 
must have raced James Watt to the patent office in their “little steam-cars,” like the Hanna-Barbera 
cartoon Wacky Races. 
90  Sulak 2014, p.29
91  Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. viii. The novelisation of Henderson’s ‘people’ stories was published in 1961.
92  Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. ix. The first issue of The Uncanny X-Men was released in 1963.
93  Sulak 2014, p. 29. Atlas Shrugged had been published in 1957.
94  Here we encounter the ‘bone in the throat’ that makes Zell’s pacifism and his feminist Goddess-worship 
impossible to swallow: three months after Julie moved out of Zell’s house in 1973, he assaulted her at a 
CAW nest meeting. Two of Zell’s nest-mates who witnessed this assault, Don Wildgrube and Carolyn 
Clark, furnish John Sulak with a narrative that absolves Zell of any responsibility for the attack. (See 
Sulak 2014, pp. 94-95.) Clark and Wildgrube insists that ‘the real Tim Zell' was a pacifist (although Sulak
also tells us that Zell is an exceptionally talented fighter: see pp. 21 and 128). They attribute Zell’s attack
on Julie to a medication that they were all on at the time, metronidazole, to treat a sexually-transmitted 
infection that had spread through the nest: Wildgrube even describes the ‘aha’ moment of consulting a 
medical reference book, seeing ‘a long list of side effects, and that’s when I realised what had happened 
to Tim.’ Clark and Wildgrube’s accounts match the disenchanted, rationalising, consequentialist tone that
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 Zell resolved to exorcise whatever part of himself was responsible for hurting the women 
he loved.95 He recognised that he was accustomed to making decisions on behalf of others, and 
he identified that instinct with a patriarchal figure inside of himself – and he resolved to 'abandon 
the whole concept of being a powerful, alpha-male, dominant figure.'96 What Zell craved was not 
the power to get Julie back; he wanted to be caught up in the flow of the Goddess’ power. At the 
CAW’s Mabon festival, a ritual required that Zell write down what he hoped to harvest in the 
coming season, and he wrote 'let me be united with my soul-mate,' and handed his petition over 
to the priestess who was conducting the ritual, Carolyn Clark.
Zell says the Goddess answered his prayer by introducing him to Morning Glory at the 
Gnostic Aquarian Festival in Minneapolis, where Zell was scheduled to speak. Their meeting was 
preceded by signs and synchronicities. Every time Zell came back to the CAW booth, his nest-
mates would tell him, 'oh, there’s this woman who we were just talking to, you have to meet her.' 
As soon as they got a chance to speak in private, they both spontaneously confessed their love 
for one another, and declared that they would be polyamorous soul-mates. The next day, another 
speaker at the convention, Isaac Bonewits, asked them when the two getting married, and also 
asked if he could perform the ceremony for them. Carolyn Clark and Isaac Bonewits conducted 
the marriage ceremony together a few months later, at a large public ceremony in April 1974.97 A 
crucial factor in the success of Zell’s relationship with Morning Glory was that she had never been
interested in monogamy. On the day they met, she told him 'as much as I love you, I can never be
in a monogamous relationship.' The Zells and their various lovers have been important figures in 
the polyamorous community over the last several decades. Morning Glory is widely considered to 
be the person who coined the term ‘polyamorous,’ in a Green Egg article titled 'A Bouquet Of 
Lovers.'98
Although Morning Glory shared many of Zell’s interests, she hated living in St. Louis. She 
had previously lived in hippie communes in Oregon, with her previous husband Gary and their 
daughter Gail.99 In St. Louis, Morning Glory didn’t want to go outdoors at night, for fear that she 
was going to be attacked by black ‘inner-city boys.’100 She also disliked St. Louis because 
Zell uses to describe many of his disappointments. Falling in love is the result of destiny and inspiration 
and enchantment, but breaking up is the result of mundane coincidence. Zell’s relationship with Martha 
began during that wonderful time when the Church of All Worlds was born; as Zell tells it, their marriage 
ended because Martha’s doctors would not allow him to comfort her during childbirth. Zell’s relationship 
with Julie began with a revelation from the Goddess, and ended as a side effect of medication.
95  Sulak 2014, pp. 95-97
96  Quoted in Sulak, p. 96
97  Montana 2011, and Sulak 2014, pp. 98-99 and 116-119.
98  See Berger and Ezzy 2003, pp. 233-234. Polyamory is widely discussed in the pagan community, 
largely thanks to the influence of Morning Glory and Oberon Zell, and their discussions of polyamory in 
Green Egg. However, the majority of pagans are monogamous. 
99  Here I am using Gail’s preferred name. Zell and Morning Glory often refer to Gail by her birth name, 
Rainbow Galadriel.
100 In Sulak 2014, p.132, Morning Glory says that the tipping point in her decision to leave St. Louis was a 
frightening encounter when she was walking alone at night, and a group of teenagers tried to intimidate 
her. She avoids referring explicitly to their race, but she nevertheless describes them using racially 
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members of CAW were frequently harassed and arrested by the police (although they were 
generally acquitted, and Zell says that the charges were so flimsy he never even bothered to hire 
a lawyer).101 Morning Glory’s fears were misplaced, however – when her family was attacked, it 
was not by black gangs or by the police, but by a white Pagan named Gridley Wright. Wright was 
the leader of a group called Shivalila, a free love cult obsessed with the bond between mother and
child, and with the natural state of psychic and sensual openness that children supposedly 
possess.102 In 1974, Wright dosed Gail and a group of other children with LSD.103 When the Zells 
tried to file charges against Wright, the police did not want to get involved in what they dismissed 
as 'hippie business.' Gary and Gail went back to Oregon, and in 1975, Zell and Morning Glory 
made plans to follow. They purchased a used school bus (which they named the 'Scarlet 
Succubus'), paid Martha her equity for the house, and donated the house to the Church, which 
was theoretically going to be sold at a later date in order to fund an Oregon branch. But without 
Zell’s oversight, the Green Egg and the Church Of All Worlds both collapsed, and would not be 
revived until the 1980s.
3: Encounters with the Other: unicorns, mermaids, and the Other People
‘There we were, around six thousand years ago, living in our little farming communities 
around the Caspian Sea, in the land of Nod, when this dude with a terrible scar comes 
stumbling in out of the sunset. He tells us this bizarre story, about how his mother and 
father had been created by some god named Jahweh, and put in charge of a beautiful 
garden somewhere out west…’
- Oberon Zell, “We are the Other People104
“Everybody has their own creative way of making a living in the country. A lot of people do 
arts-and-crafts type things, some people do farming. We raise unicorns. … It’s a dirty job, 
but somebody’s got to do it.”
- Oberon Zell105
coded language, as 'inner-city boys' who were 'talking trash' to her.
101 Stuart 2002, p. 21, describes a CAW nest being raided by St. Louis police in 1970 or 1971, at which 
time ‘the naked parishioners continued making love while being interrogated.’ Zell’s own experience of 
police harassment is described in Sulak 2014, pp. 136-7: Zell attributes his frequent arrests to his having
made an enemy of a St. Louis prosecutor when they were both students at Westminster College. 
102 Wright’s manifesto (1977, p. 45-46) cites Freud, Adler and Jung, and says that ‘Shivalila is the living 
realisation of their genius. … If the child’s mother facilitates the development of psychic/sensual 
relationships with a broad variety of people, this [Oedipus/Electra] complex is not imprinted.’ See also 
p.24: ‘A person of Shivalila will have sensual/sexual relations with another only after that person has 
manifested some identification with nature and babies.
103 Sulak 2014, pp. 127-129. This was also the occasion mentioned in a footnote elsewhere in this chapter,
when Zell entered ‘overdrive warrior mode.’
104 Zell 1991
105 The Wizard OZ, 2016
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Ringling Brothers promotional poster (1985), and Oberon the unicorn with Otter Zell (1990, photograph by 
Malcolm Brenner).
While living in Oregon and teaching a community college course on on witchcraft and 
paganism, Zell came across a reference to a series of experiments conducted by Dr. Franklin 
Dove in the 1930s. Dove had surgically moved and fused the horn buds of a newborn calf to the 
center of its forehead, creating a unicorn bull.106 The procedure was not particularly complicated, 
either – in juvenile horned animals, the horn buds are located in the skin, and release enzymes 
which stimulate bone growth. Between Morning Glory’s history of living on farms, and Zell’s 
lifelong interest in animal anatomy, they could replicate Dove’s experiment with very little trouble. 
Additionally, Zell had already collected scrapbooks full of information about magical creatures, 
including an ancient Persian bas-relief depicting a unicorn bull fighting a lion, which he took as 
proof that Dove’s method had been known in ancient times. This impression was reinforced when 
a mystical-looking sigil appeared to him in a dream, and he realised that this was the shape that 
must be cut into an animal’s forehead as part of the 'unicorning' process. Zell’s new mission was 
clearly that the Goddess wanted him to breed and raise unicorns. In 1977, the Zells moved to 
Greenfield Ranch in Ukiah, California, a 220-acre property owned by Alison Harlow. They 
purchased four pregnant angora goats (which they decided would be more attractive than bulls), 
hired a lawyer, and formed a corporation called the Living Unicorn Foundation. They also filed for 
a patent for the surgery to create unicorns, and hired a trainer in order to teach the unicorns to 
perform in front of an audience. They had never received any money from the sale of Zell’s house
in St. Louis, so all of this was paid for by investors.
106 Dove 1936
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The Enchantress and the Wizard, with their unicorns Lancelot (1980, left, photograph by Ron Kimball) and 
Bedivere (1981, right, in Sulak 2014)
Now in his late thirties, Zell settled into the conceptual persona which he would adopt in 
most of his writing and public speaking for the rest of his life. When he exhibited the unicorns at 
renaissance faires, he called himself the Wizard, who had 'solved the riddle of the unicorn.' Zell 
felt that his unicorns were the most powerful magical creations he had ever achieved, and he 
hoped that when people saw that they were real, all of their beliefs about the mundane world 
would be shaken, and they would emerge blinking into the light as they ask themselves 'what 
other magical secrets have I been ignoring my whole life?'
Greenfield Ranch was home to a number of Pagans who had adopted new, magical 
names: Anodea Judith, Gwydion Pendderwen, Eldri Littlewolf, Cerridwen Fallingstar, and others. 
Zell and Morning Glory agreed that when the newspapers inevitably came to interview the people 
who had brought unicorns back into the world, it would not do to introduce him as 'Tim the 
Wizard,' so in 1979 he changed his name to 'Otter.' When people asked him about this name, he 
would say that it was the one his mother gave him. In fact, Morning Glory had suggested the 
name, and when he prayed aloud to the Goddess, asking if ‘Otter’ was too undignified, a wild otter
(the first otter Zell had ever seen) had climbed out of a nearby river and perched itself on a rock.
The unicorn Lancelot appeared as an attraction at the Novato Renaissance Faire in 1980. 
Otter the Wizard and Morning Glory the Enchantress attended in costume. In a interview from 
2006, Zell reflects that the unicorn project was a success. He says that the act of bringing back 
the unicorns did have long-term consequences for the popular awareness of magic, and that the 
modern popularity of fantasy franchises like Lord Of The Rings, Harry Potter and Narnia was in 
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some way thanks to his hard work. 'What we heard time after time when people encountered our 
Unicorns was: “If a real live Unicorn can exist, then anything is possible!” And I believe that this 
widespread acceptance and popularity of fantasy literature and film has now laid a solid 
foundation for the return of real magick and true Wizardry.'107
At the time, however, Zell’s triumph had not been so obvious. Alison Harlow had 
supported Zell with the unicorns, simply because she thought it was a 'pretty cool idea,' but she 
also acknowledges that 'realism has never been his strong suit, let me put it that way.'108 Harlow 
attended the Novato renaissance faire, and remembers how excited the children were to meet 
Lancelot, but she also remembers Zell constantly trying to explain his theories about unicorns in 
the ancient world, to confused audiences who simply thought of the unicorns as an amusing freak 
show. People wanted to have their photo taken with the animals, but they were unwilling to 
entertain Zell’s argument that the unicorns were proof of some greater, ineffable reality. They 
were still goats. As Morning Glory emphasises, audiences were upset to see the unicorn as ‘an 
animal who eats and craps, who is a sexual creature, who has its own needs and desires. Most 
people don’t really want their fantasies to become real...’109
Still, the Zells generated plenty of publicity and toured the United States with their 
unicorns, particularly at renaissance faires. The unicorns were never very profitable, however. 
The Zells thought in 1984 that their 'big break' had come, when they signed a contract with the 
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey circus, which provided them with enough money to live 
comfortably for four years. However, the contract gave the circus exclusive rights to exhibit the 
unicorns, and they without the Zells to perform alongside them, the circus never explained to the 
audience how the unicorns were made (which was an important part of the show for the Zells, 
because it proved that the unicorns were authentic).
Their publicity turned sour in 1985 when a former resident of Greenfield Ranch, Leonard 
Lake, was revealed to be a serial killer.110 The press coverage of Lake’s murders included 
photographs of Lake wearing robes and holding a unicorn in his lap. Strangers began to confuse 
Lake with Zell, believing that the man who had created the unicorns was also a serial killer.111
107 Quoted in Cusack 2010, p.74
108 Sulak 2014, p168
109 Sulak 2014, p. 179
110 Lane and Gregg, 1995, pp. 232-233. Lake was arrested by police for shoplifting from a hardware store, 
using a false ID, and possession of an illegal firearm. He killed himself while in police custody, using 
cyanide pills that he had sewn into his clothes. When the police later searched his home, they 
discovered evidence that he had kidnapped and murdered at least 11 people.
111 Zell is obviously upset about this confusion. In The Wizard OZ (2016), Zell describes Lake as “the worst
mass-murderer of the 20th century.” 
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Serial killer Leonard Lake, in Real Life Crimes, issue 115. Reproduced in The Wizard OZ, 2016.
Zell says that the core of his ideas about unicorns had formed years earlier, when he read 
a conjecture in the Encyclopedia Britannica that the spitting cobra might have been the real-life 
inspiration for myths of basilisks who could turn a person to stone by looking at them. He and 
Morning Glory had been planning to write a book about the real-world analogues (some of them 
cryptids) of the monsters that appeared in various myths. After selling two of their unicorns to the 
circus, the Zells continued to pursue this idea by hunting for mermaids in the south pacific. Again, 
Zell’s Wizardly research had turned up a lead: while working with the unicorns, he had joined the 
International Society of Cryptozoology, and in a back issue of the society’s journal, he read about 
a creature called a ri or ilkai that had been seen near New Ireland in Papua New Guinea. When 
anthropologist Roy Wagner had been trying to document the Indigenous languages of the island, 
the people of Nokon Bay had identified the ilkai as a 'fish-woman' (pishmeri in pidgin), and they 
had pointed to both a distant sea-creature which could be seen from the shore, and also to a 
picture of a mermaid.
With the support of the International Society of Cryptozoology, the Zells joined a team of 
hippie adventurers led by CAW-member Tom Williams, and travelled with a film crew to New 
Ireland in 1985, to meet a mermaid.112 Ultimately, they discovered that the creatures they were 
looking for were in fact a family of endangered dugongs, but their journey is noteworthy for other 
reasons. The adventure brought the Zells into close contact with the native people of the village of
Nokon, and Zell’s recollections of those meetings are quite distressing.113 At a beach party where 
they got to know their local hosts, the hippies sang Grateful Dead songs, and the locals sang 
Christian hymns in their native Sursurunga language. The villagers knew that there had once 
been traditional Sursurunga songs, but did not know those songs because the missionaries had 
forbidden them from singing them. While the hippies were on the island, a Japanese tugboat was 
112 Williams 1985
113 See Sulak 2014, pp.209-214
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also there to collect a large raft of teak logs that had been cut from the forest as part of a large-
scale logging operation.
The morning after their musical party on the beach, the hippies came into the village to 
find that the locals were milling around the large floating body of an adult dugong. This was the 
point at which Zell’s expedition realised that this was one of their mermaids. A native said that the 
creature had been speared, but Zell believed that the wound had been made by a gunshot, and 
insisted upon performing an autopsy there on the beach. He did not find a bullet, but decided to 
publicly decapitate the creature, so they could bring its skull home as physical evidence for the 
society of cryptozoology. Morning Glory felt that this act was extremely disrespectful to the locals, 
who she says considered the ilkai to be a bringer of good luck.114 Diane Darling felt that the 
expedition was somehow responsible for the creature’s death, because they had come and drawn
attention to the animals, and generally stirred up trouble.115 Bizarrely, Zell insists that the 
fishermen must have been bringing the dugong ashore in order to have sex with it, and that this 
was the basis of the pishmeri myth.116 
This entire episode demonstrates the stereotypically white, privileged position that Zell and
his peers occupy in relation to Indigenous cultures like the Sursurunga people. Zell travels to a 
‘New World’ in order to find something of value, and then bring it home to 'his people.' For Zell, 
and for many other contemporary magicians, magic constitutes an escape attempt from the 
Western cultural traditions of capitalism, imperialism, and rationalism.117 (If the modern world has 
become an iron cage of rationality, as Max Weber describes it, then irrationality is the only means 
of escape.118) In their effort to undermine a cultural regime, the Western magician becomes allied 
with the Indigenous Other.119 From the perspective of the magician, capitalism has disenchanted 
and deterritorialised the land that we live upon, alienating all of us from our own nativity. The 
typical Pagan conversion experience is thus framed as a kind of homecoming, a return to an 
older, more ‘natural,’ more immanent spirituality, which could not previously be articulated 
because most of us lack the proper vocabulary to describe such immanent spiritual 
114 Sulak 2014, p. 212
115 Sulak 2014, p. 213
116 The Wizard of OZ, 2016
117 See Fitzgerald 1936. Fitzgerald refers to the escape attempt as ‘making a clean break’ from the past. 
This effort to ‘break’ from the past is particularly obvious in the cases of Oberon Zell and also Fiona 
Horne (see chapter 2 of this thesis), who have repeatedly left their homes behind in order to begin new 
lives.
118 See Weber 2001, p. 123 (discussed below), and also Moore 2002, part 2: ‘Humanity, locked in this 
penitentiary of a material world that we have been constructing for ourselves for centuries now, has 
perhaps never needed more the key, the cake-with-file-in, the last-minute pardon from the governor that 
magic represents.’
119 A note on capitalisation: I use the word 'Indigenous' here, capitalised, to refer to national and cultural 
identities, just the same as I capitalise the words Australian or English. I also use the words indigeneity 
and nativity, in lower-case, to refer to the immanently real site from which a person originates. It is 
valuable for everybody to seek out and construct some kind of nativity, to feel that they belong 
somewhere in this world, but that is not the same as bootlegging somebody else’s cultural identity.
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experiences.120 (Our language ‘thickens,’ becomes ‘impermeable to the divine.’)121 Pagans often 
say that they never really converted to a new religion, but rather that they learned how to describe
the spiritual experiences that they have always had throughout their lives.122
It is no coincidence that ethnographers of magic are so frequently dismissed for ‘going 
native,’123 because magic is something to studied by the enlightened Western scholar, and only to 
be practiced by the Other.124 Magicians with Indigenous heritage often embrace magic as part of 
the struggle to preserve an authentic cultural tradition.125 ('Authentic' here is more or less 
synonymous with 'Indigenous' – belief in magic always seems more legitimate, or perhaps more 
forgivable, if that belief is part of one's cultural inheritance.) But this stereotyping of the Indigenous
Other also illustrates an exploitative power dynamic: white magicians, wishing to distance 
themselves from their own history, can easily become 'plastic shamans' who cannibalise the 
traditions of colonised peoples.126 Such blatant cultural appropriation only drags the magician back
into a familiar historical pattern of exploitation and disenchantment. To practice an authentic 
magic, every magician must create a new concept of magic that is authentically their own. In 
effect, they must create their own nativity – and if they are also white people hoping to escape 
120 See Adler 2006, p. 13: ‘These events merely confirm some original, private experience, so that the 
most common feeling of those who have named themselves Pagans is something like “I finally found a 
group that has the same religious perceptions I always had.” A common phrase you hear is “I’ve come 
home,” or, as one woman told me excitedly after a lecture, “I always knew I had a religion, I just never 
knew it had a name.”’
121 De Certeau 2000, pp. 5-6
122 It is worth noting that such accounts of “awakening” or “coming home” to one’s faith do not describe a 
unique feature of Pagan religious experience which other religious converts do not share; it is simply that
this narrative that is heavily emphasised in Pagan discourse. For closer analysis of this narrative, see 
Anczyk and Vencalek 2013, and Gallagher 1994. Gallagher describes similar Christian conversion 
narratives which emphasise that God and Christ have always been there, waiting for the subject to 
acknowledge their love. 
123 See, for example, Warner 2004, or Geertz 1979. Marina Warner levels this criticism at Ronald Hutton, 
in her review of his book The Triumph of the Moon. She says that Hutton ‘seems to have begun with the 
tools of rationalist enquiry, thinking that it mattered whether the sources were authentic and correctly 
interpreted,’ but during his research, he became ‘a player in the masque that he undertook to unmask, 
undermining the very edifice where he had found shelter.’ Hildred Geertz (pp. 76-77) says of Keith 
Thomas’ Religion and the Decline of Magic that ‘the categories that he uses when attempting to develop 
causal hypotheses are those of some of the subjects themselves. In doing so, he takes part in the very 
cultural process that he is studying.’
124 Ethnographers who 'go native' are scorned as infidels: in becoming magicians, they have betrayed the 
God of Reason. Compare Hutton 2004, p. 173. Hutton is only half joking when he observes that the 
academy in the modern West is an elaborate mystery cult, with its tiers of initiation and its fabulous 
ceremonial robes.
125 For example, see the work of Vine Deloria Jr. He argues that pre-contact Native American culture is 
incomprehensible to most scholars, because crucial cultural experiences are rejected out-of-hand as 
mere superstition.
126 Examples of white-skinned plastic shamans include Lynn Andrews, Asa Earl Carter, Jamake 
Highwater, Marlo Morgan, and Lobsang Rampa. However, Carlos Castaneda is also an important point 
of comparison, because his fraudulent claim of having been initiated into an Indigenous magical tradition
was so outrageously successful. Castaneda famously deflected Time magazine's questions about the 
inconsistencies in his story, because he said that relying upon evidence to validate his claims was like 
'using science to validate sorcery. It robs the world of its magic, and makes milestones out of us all.'
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from their colonial legacy, they must attempt to do so without bootlegging an Indigenous cultural 
identity.127
The efforts of white magicians to exploit the magical practices of colonised peoples are 
well documented. For an example of a catastrophically failed attempt to adopt an Indigenous 
voice, consider Marlo Morgan, the white American woman who fraudulently claimed to have been 
initiated into an Australian Aboriginal ‘tribe’ called the Real People.128 They supposedly told her 
that their mission here on earth was complete, so they were all waiting to die, but they first wanted
to pass their wisdom on to her. Morgan's fraud, and especially her valorisation of genocide, 
proved deeply offensive to actual Aboriginal people, and a group of elders pursued her to the 
United States, and then Japan, in order to publicly confront her, and make her recant her claims. 
Crucially, because Morgan’s concept of magic was built upon a foundation of cultural 
appropriation, it was denounced by the Aboriginal people whom she had illegitimately positioned 
as her teachers, allies, and conceptual personae. (If we consider Marlo Morgan as a magician-
philosopher, then she is a terrible philosopher indeed, because the concept that she created is so 
unoriginal. Morgan’s racism is all the more infuriating for how ordinary it is.)
For the most part, people who call themselves Pagans tend to look similar to Zell: they are
typically people of white European ancestry, looking for alternatives to the Christianity, Judaism or
atheism of their parents. According to Sarah Pike, the basis for Pagans wishing to reinvent 
themselves in the image of the Other is generally a deep frustration that they feel regarding the 
privileged culture they find themselves born to.129 This is certainly reflected in Zell’s narrative, 
since he found no spiritual fulfilment in his family’s church, and no friendship among his peers at 
school. However, the sort of reinvention that Pike is interested in typically involves the 
appropriation of 'exotic' cultural practices. The more exotic the source, the more alluring it seems 
to a market of disenchanted white people, and so many of the most famous writers of new age 
occult books are initiated by figures so exotic that they cannot be found anywhere on earth, like 
Carlos Castaneda's Don Juan, or Marlo Morgan’s ironically-named 'Real People.’
 Unlike the plastic shamans, Zell draws upon the teachings of overtly fictional characters, 
and he makes no efforts to deceive us about where these ideas come from. Even if he also finds 
inspiration in historical pagan practices (e.g. the Greek mystery cult at Eleusis, discussed below), 
his Wizard persona borrows more from Lord Of The Rings, The Once And Future King and The 
Sword In The Stone than it does from any of their historical precedents. However, Zell’s use of 
genre fiction is not the product of critical reflection – these are simply the texts that he enjoys. 
When he first began developing the Church Of All Worlds, he had never encountered any other 
127 Obviously the question of who is permitted to engage in performances of Indigenous identity is 
controversial. See Graham and Penny 2014, especially p. 16, and Perley 2014 (in the same volume), pp.
32-54.
128 Morgan's book, Mutant Message Down Under, resembles an alien abduction narrative more than an 
actual trip to the Australian outback. As far as Morgan is concerned, the outback is as hostile and 
inaccessible as outer space, and its traditional inhabitants are eerily similar to humans, but not human.
129 Pike 2001, p. 126
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Pagans, and although he was enthusiastic about meeting like-minded people, he had no concrete
plans for what would eventually become of the Church. Robert Heinlein’s story about a psychic 
interplanetary Christ-figure just happened to resonate with Zell’s own sensibilities regarding free 
love, social consciousness, and his own ineffable powers. 
When Zell speaks about his cultural identity and finding 'his people,' he asserts that there 
are essential differences between himself and ‘normal people.’ His 'Theagenesis' essay contains 
the following passage, which expresses these essential differences in religious terms:
‘…conservatives of a given religious system often tend to feel that all other religions are 
“false” but their own, and that other people all worship the Devil, while liberals will go to the
opposite extreme and contend that all religions essentially worship the same Deity, under 
different guises and customs. Both of these points of view grossly misrepresent the 
fundamental distinctions among the various religions, and try to adapt alien world-views to 
fit into their own frameworks of experience.’130
While Zell preaches tolerance for all religious, he is aware that his beliefs are often 
incompatible with the beliefs of non-pagans, and he considers this incompatibility to be of 
particular importance in defining his identity.  As a child, Zell attended church but had no particular
fondness for the Bible. But as an adult, he decided that his disinterest was because the stories 
had not been meant for him. The entire Bible, he says, concerns the history and mythology of 
God’s chosen people, the Jews, and the covenant they struck with their God. Zell says that his 
own people are the Celts and the Teutons, the 'other people' whom the Bible warns are 
dangerous heathens, and his eventual efforts to define himself as a Pagan comes from this 
search for his own ethnic religious heritage.131 Zell does not particularly emphasise this point in 
most of his writing – he does not care deeply about race, and he certainly does not care about 
racial ‘purity’132 – but he nevertheless frames his religious experiences as a direct consequence of
his racial identity.
Beverly Tatum has argued that there are three problematic ways that white people define 
their relationships to non-whiteness: overt acceptance and reinforcement of racist attitudes, guilt 
and shame at one’s own whiteness, or a deliberate 'colour-blindness' which attempts to distance 
130 Zell 1988
131 Sulak 2014, pp. 18-19. A similar argument has been made more forcefully by other Pagans, by way of 
pseudoscientific claims involving 'metagenetics.' See Kaplan 1997, pp. 80-81. Certain practitioners of 
Ásatrú and Odinism, particularly in the United States, frame Germanic myths as white racial memories. 
Kaplan also emphasises that most Heathens are reluctant to seriously commit to this position, because it
smells an awful lot like Ariosophy and 'Nazi occultism.' Racist attitudes may be permissible in many 
circles, but only a small number of people are willing to be identified as Nazis.
132 The racist obsession with 'purity' is demonstrated by other modern magical thinkers, most notably by 
Lanz von Liebenfels (1905), who wrote that humans are the offspring of divine ‘theozoa’ which interbred 
with 'sodomite apelings' (as described in Genesis 6:4). Liebenfels claims that the Aryan family tree is the
purest, containing more angels and fewer chimps.
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oneself from racism by refraining from any sort of critical engagement with the issue of race.133 
This last strategy of ‘colour-blindness’ is the one that Zell generally adopts. For the many Pagans 
who reinvent themselves through cultural appropriation, the figure of the Indigenous Other (the 
archetypal ‘Noble Savage’) becomes a conceptual persona through which the Pagan can then 
develop a more satisfying mental model of the world, and in some sense 'find their place' within it. 
But the obvious danger is that the 'colour-blind' Pagan lacks the critical awareness necessary to 
locate this sense of belonging within a political or historical context. 
Zell expresses his ideas about ethnicity and religious experience in an essay titled 'We Are
The Other People,' first published in Green Egg magazine in the early 90s. The essay describes 
how Zell and his lover Diane welcomed some Christian door-knockers (whom he condescendingly
refers to as 'Yahweh’s Witlesses') into their house, in order to explain to them why this particular 
house had no need for salvation. Conveniently, while they are talking, Morning Glory wakes up 
and walks nude into the living room, and 'the Witlesses look as if she'd set titties on stun as they 
stand immobilized, hands clasped over their genitals.'134 Zell explains to his guests (‘using their 
own book’ for reference) that the reason why they were embarrassed was that they were People 
of the Book, whose ancestors had tasted the forbidden fruit of Eden. Adam and Eve had been 
unashamed of their nakedness at first, but once they ate the fruit, they hid in the bushes and 
could not emerge until God gave them clothes. Zell’s family have no taboos regarding nudity, 
which demonstrates that they have no line of descent to Adam and Eve. They are the 'Other 
People' whom the tribes of Israel are told not to emulate – the pagans who practice magic, erect 
stone idols, and worship the moon and the stars. His conclusion to the door-knockers is that 
Pagans have not inherited the sin of Eden, and as such, they have no need for Christ’s 
redemption. His more important conclusion, however, is addressed to the reader of Green Egg: 
'the Bible is not our story; we have our own stories to tell, and they are many and diverse.'
The intellectual smugness that Zell exhibits towards the ‘Witlesses’ in this essay is typical 
of his attitude towards 'normal people' who do not share his enlightened Pagan worldview. When 
he and Lance Christie first met, they both described themselves as being 'more evolved' than their
peers, a notion which flows into Zell’s mystical vision of Terrebia/Gaia. As Mother Earth matures, 
new organisms evolve as She needs them to serve specific functions. Zell’s beliefs about many 
magical notions vary over time as new fancies strike him, but this concept of teleological evolution
is one to which he returns again and again. The reason why he is the one who receives missions 
from the Goddess is that he is uniquely capable of performing those tasks. He sees himself as 
open-minded, exceptionally perceptive, and possessing unique supernatural powers – and these 
qualities distinguish him (and his fellow Other People) from the rest of humanity. Zell describes 
himself as being so open-minded that he does not value “purity” at all. In his own words:
133 Tatum cited in Michael and Conger 2009, p. 57
134 Zell 1991, http://caw.org/content/?q=node/65
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(there are) ‘people whose whole attitude revolves around exclusiveness. They’re coming 
from a place of, “what can we keep out of this?” What they want is to have something that 
is pure and uncontaminated by extraneous or incompatible factors. Morning Glory and I do 
not consider purity to be of value. Our idea is, “what can we bring into the mix that will 
make it more interesting?”’135
Zell is not merely inclusive, he voraciously seeks out novel elements that can be 
incorporated into everything he does. He loves ideas in the same way that he loves women’s 
bodies – he doesn’t want to claim any kind of ownership of them, but he passionately wants them 
to be accessible to him. This attitude has profoundly racist implications when Zell applies it to 
other people’s cultural heritage:
‘Many tribal people and many of the old nature-based folk religions such as native 
Australians, Hawaiians, Siberians, Tibetans and Americans have come to the brink of 
extinction rather than to allow the mysteries of their sacred rites to pass outside their tribes.
Others have realized the need to become more eclectic if they are to survive.’136
The message is that colonised peoples would be better off if they made their culture more 
accessible to Pagans. This reasoning takes for granted that colonised peoples are doomed, that 
colonisation has initiated a genocide-in-progress which cannot be halted, and that, just like Marlo 
Morgan’s “Real People,” the only sensible course of action left to Indigenous people is to accept 
their fate, and to initiate those enlightened, spiritually-conscious white people who are eager to 
replace Indigenous people as caretakers of the ancient wisdom. This idea also resonates with 
Castaneda’s assertion that ‘anyone’ can become Toltec.137 Although the Wizard values other 
people’s cultural identities, he considers the free flow of ideas to be more important, because that 
flow is precisely what constitutes reality. Human efforts to exclude, to block the flow, are 
unnatural. If the wisdom of the ancestors is possessively hoarded by one culture, then when their 
genocide is completed, that wisdom will be lost forever: an entire mythic world, a region within of 
the Goddess’ mind, would be annihilated. 
Zell delights in walking through Penelope’s Gate of Horn into the realm of Faerie, to climb 
up the world-tree Yggdrasil in order to watch Ra sailing by on his solar barge. He writes of the 
multitudinous 'other worlds' that are accessible to a Wizard, including the afterlives and spirit-
135 Sulak 2014, p. 242. Recall Liza Gabriel’s account of discovering that the Zells allowed their home to fill 
with literal and metaphorical shit. The desire to include everything and discard nothing is also evident in 
Sulak’s oral history – see especially the publisher’s note in Sulak 2014, p382. As well as commenting on 
the prodigious length (370,000 words) of the first draft, the publisher also notes that many, many names 
were removed from the book, because of legal concerns over the privacy of people who never 
consented to be included. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Zell fought to include these names regardless.
136 Zell and Zell 1990
137 This thread of Castaneda’s thought is particularly embraced by don Miguel Ruiz.
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worlds of Norse, Greek, Egyptian, Gaelic and Welsh mythology.138 He touches also on the 
Summerland of Wicca – a concept borrowed from Theosophy, which refers collectively to all 
versions of a heavenly afterlife, a psychic world which is dreamed up by the dead themselves.139 
And crucially, Zell describes all of these worlds as being accessible through the Dreaming, which 
he calls 'the greatest astral country... Australian Aborigines call it alcheringa, and psychologists 
call it the Collective Unconscious.'140 Thus for Zell, all worlds and all ideas are naturally 
accessible, because they are all part of the immanent psychic reality which constitutes the site of 
Zell’s indigeneity, and which, by Zell’s reckoning, implicitly becomes the global site of humanity’s 
indigeneity – our Mother Earth.
 In his catalog of fantastic worlds for the Wizard to visit, Zell also offers his account of the 
Christian heaven and hell. Heaven is a seven-tiered paradise where good Christians become 
angels with wings, haloes, robes and harps, while hell is a spiralling pit beneath the earth where 
seven classes of sinners are tortured, according to their sins, by demons with a strong sense of 
poetic irony.141 Zell also argues that Judaism, Christianity and Islam have ‘suppressed the worship
of the Goddess, and have tortured and brutally murdered millions of Her people.’142 If Christianity 
has any place in Zell’s world, then clearly it is as a religion of poetic hellfire and prosaic 
oppression, to be heroically resisted by the Wizard and his allies. Those Christians who cling 
exclusively to their own cultural heritage are just “Yahweh’s Witlesses,” until they recognise that 
their Heaven is merely one region within ‘the greatest astral country,’ the Dreaming. If the squares
fail to exercise their white privilege – that is, if they fail to appropriate the cultural practices of the 
‘exotic’ other – then they are too overtly white, too stuck in their superstitious Christian past to 
participate in the march of progress.143
In his endeavour to change the world, the most heroic role that Zell can play is to bring 
people together, people of all faiths, by awakening them to their spiritual unity and 
interconnectedness in the Goddess’ global dream. Zell and Morning Glory observe that one of 
their proudest achievements in decades of creating religious rituals was a ceremony performed on
138 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, pp. 303-309. In the Wizardly way of thinking, every single one of these 
landscapes remains conceptually useful, even if the Wizard does not regard them in the same way as 
the ancient pagans might have done, as an exclusive object of belief and source of religious truth.
139 See Leadbeater 1912, pp. 28-29. The theosophical concept of summerland is that it is where the souls 
of the dead ‘call into temporary existence their houses and schools and cities. These surroundings, 
though fanciful from our point of view, are to the dead as real as houses, temples or churches built of 
stone are to us, and many people live very contentedly there for a number of years in the midst of all 
these thought-creations.’ See also Cunningham, 2004, pp. 75-76, who acknowledges this theosophical 
influence upon the common Wiccan concept of summerland. 
140 ibid. pp. 206, 303
141 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p.309
142 Zell and Zell 1990
143 This dynamic is also played out in Mary Bucholtz’ account of how the ‘hyperwhite’ nerds at Bay City 
High in 1995 were ostracised by their peers. The nerds preferred to use very formal English, rather than 
slang, and they generally did not take part in other practices (music, dance, fashion, sports) appropriated
from African American youth cultures. These nerdy children failed ‘to exercise the racial privilege upon 
which white youth cultures are founded’ (Bucholtz 2001, p. 96).
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Earth Day in 1990. The various faith groups in attendance could not reach consensus about how 
to celebrate the day, until the Zells stepped in to mediate:
‘The Working was the planting of a Tree for the Future by the Methodist Youth Group,
while  Tibetan  Lamas  intoned  a  trance-inducing  “Auoommm…”  The  Krishnas  served
prasadam  (holy  food)  for  Communion;  everyone  thanked  their  respective  deities,  the
Pomos  concluded  their  Pipe  ceremony,  and  the  Catholic  Priest  delivered  the  final
Benediction.’144
(Zell has relatively little to say about Islam, but at least to some degree he seems to regard
Islam as a conservative threat like Christianity, which values obedience, propriety, and sexual 
modesty – implicitly unnatural impulses, which impede the free flow of love and ideas. Bizarrely, 
Zell also claims that Muslim women, ‘according to the Koran,’ do not have souls and therefore 
cannot go to paradise.145 Obviously this is Islamophobic nonsense, and the Koran says no such 
thing:146 this factoid serves only to depict the Muslim Other as a threat to liberal Western 
values.147)
While Zell uses his ancestry to strategically distance himself from the Judeo-Christian 
religion of his conservative American peers, his own mythic affiliation is not based on any other 
ethnic boundaries – he is broadly 'pagan,' meaning Gentile and pre-Christian, and he will eagerly 
play with any identity which falls under that very wide umbrella. In his recollections of a trip across
Europe in 1987, Zell seamlessly blends his impressions of sites as varied as the ruins of Pompeii 
and Mycenae, the paleolithic Lascaux cave complex, and the catacombs of Paris. In all of these 
recollections, Zell emphasises the sense that everywhere he went, the Goddess was 
communicating with him – another Mission: Impossible concerning the chthonic powers of death 
and rebirth. In the Paris catacombs, he saw skulls which were 'not entirely human,' and as he 
emerged from the caves in Lascaux, he thought the curvature of the walls and the play of 
shadows made the animal paintings seem to move in the same direction he was moving – 'out of 
the womb, to be born.'148 Zell incorporated these images into his own religious rituals back in 
California in 1990: every year, he and the members of HOME would recreate the Eleusinian 
Mysteries honouring of the reunion of Demeter, the goddess of agriculture, with her daughter 
144 Zell-Ravenheart and Zell-Ravenheart 2006, p. 24
145 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 309
146 Indeed, Surah Ghafir 40:40 says the opposite: “...whoever does righteous deeds, whether male or 
female, while they are a believer, they will enter Paradise, being given provision therein without 
account.” 
147 The myth of soulless Muslim women is surprisingly widespread, and has been in circulation since at 
least the 19th century. Smith and Haddad (1975, p. 39) offer an example from 1878, although perhaps 
the most notable appearance of this bizarre factoid is in a paper by Alan Turing (1950) about artificial 
intelligence.
148 Sulak 2014, p.235
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Persephone, the chthonic goddess of spring.149 In 1994, Zell changed his name to ‘Oberon,’ a 
decision which he says reflects his role as Hades in the Eleusis rite.150
Of course, the various ancient sites that Zell visited in Europe were not constructed by the 
cult of Persephone, but by a variety of geographically and temporally distinct cultures. Zell’s 'other
people' are not a single culture, but in Zell’s accounts (and often in the writings of other English-
speaking151 neopagans as well), pre-Christian people all over the world are all united in their 
otherness, because their strong sense of autochthony and kinship was displaced by the 
deterritorialising forces of Christianity. Such accounts of Pagan solidarity might be interpreted as a
contribution to a globalising political voice which made itself felt during the late 20th century, 
which James Clifford calls the présence indigène.152
Zell’s most visible contribution to this movement of Indigenous solidarity is his role in the 
‘Papal Apology Project,’ which pressured Pope John Paul II to formally apologise for the evils 
committed by the Catholic Church against Indigenous cultures.153 The Church announced that 
during the Great Jubilee in 2000, the Pope was to offer a 'Prayer for Forgiveness of the Sins of 
the Church.' The Pope’s mea culpa was to acknowledge the harm done by the Church to the 
victims of the Inquisition, and specifically to those people of Jewish, Muslim and Protestant faith 
who had been wronged by the Church. Zell and other members of the Pagan community 
petitioned the Pope to extend a similarly explicit apology to ‘those accused of being Witches, and 
those indigenous (i.e. "Pagan") peoples who were forcibly converted by the Church.’154 In the end,
the Pope’s prayer did not refer to Pagans or Witches by name, but did ask forgiveness for the 
Christians who have 'violated the rights of ethnic groups and peoples, and shown contempt for 
their cultures and religious traditions.'155 The Pagan committee regarded this phrasing as a 
suitable apology.156 This project illustrates how the political goals of Paganism can at times be 
included within the larger umbrella of Indigenitude – namely, to reclaim political power and be 
149 The mystery cult at Eleusis is a common object of fascination among Western magical thinkers. Aleister
Crowley performed a series of public magical invocations titled the Rites of Eleusis at London’s Caxton 
Hall; in The Tempest, Prospero conjures up phantom performers to put on an Eleusinian masque, in 
celebration of Miranda and Ferdinand’s engagement.
150 The name was actually given to him by someone else, a woman he’d only just been introduced to. He 
made the decision very impulsively, simply because ‘Devaka is one of those people who names other 
people … the way that Devaka laid it on me was something I found irresistible.’ An alternative 
explanation for why he took the name Oberon in the way that he did is offered by Morning Glory: it was a
way for Zell to 'take back his power' after a series of frustrating challenges to his leadership of Green 
Egg and the Church of All Worlds. See Sulak 2014, pp. 293-295.
151 The discourses I have examined throughout this thesis have all been in English, but since I have 
borrowed several francophone terms in the discussion which follows (via James’ Clifford’s writing about 
Indigenitude), it is worth noting here that in France, neopaganism is strongly associated with white 
nationalism and the “New Right,” through figures such as Alain de Benoist, Dominique Venner, and 
Guillame Faye.
152 Clifford 2013, p.16
153 The Committee for the Pope’s Millennium Apology, 2000
154 The Committee for the Pope’s Millennium Apology, 1999 (Samhain letter)
155 Quoted in Bergen 2011, p. 134
156 The Committee for the Pope’s Millennium Apology, 2000 (Easter / Earth Day letter)
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taken seriously by a hegemonic culture which does not share the values of less-powerful local 
cultures.
The actions of Zell and his American colleagues seem to suggest that alongside the 
Indigenitude movement, they wish to champion a parallel movement of Paganitude, a présence 
sourcier which re-articulates what it means to be a magician in the modern world. Certainly, the 
political goals of a Pagan identity are very distinct from the goals of Clifford’s présence indigène. 
While people who have historically been labelled 'pagans' have faced systematic oppression, 
contemporary Pagans typically benefit from white privilege, and regularly embody the kind of 
condescending, paternalistic racism of someone who ‘just loves Indigenous culture!’ As such, the 
political voice of Paganism ought to be understood as the voice of a specifically white indigeneity, 
which has (at best) a supporting role to play within the larger Indigenitude movement.
Nevertheless, Zell believes that the diverse Pagan identities of the 'other people,' as they 
have been variously invented or rediscovered in the 20th century, need to band together in order 
to assert their uniqueness and to resist oppression. This was the purpose of the Pagan Way 
organisation in the 1970s, and also the reason why the 'outer-circle' CAW magazine, Green Egg, 
published its 170th issue in 2016, decades after the 'inner-circle' magazines had wrapped up. If 
these Pagan identities are to endure, they must also be embraced by future generations, and this 
last goal is the purpose of Zell’s latest project, the Grey School of Wizardry, which since 2004 has
been teaching magic to students of all ages.
4: A playground for The Other People
‘Another ideal runs before us, a peculiar, seductive, dangerous ideal to which we wouldn't 
want to persuade anyone, since we don't readily concede the right to it to anyone: the 
ideal of a spirit that plays naively ... with everything that was hitherto called holy, good, 
untouchable, divine.’
- Nietzsche, The Gay Science157
“There’s something buried deep within in all of us, I think, that would like to get the owl, 
and be told ‘you are not only unique and special, but I am going to take you to where your 
people are.’ That’s such a seductive idea. I think that’s not just something that children 
crave, it’s something that all of us crave.” 
- J.K. Rowling158 
Throughout the 80s and 90s, Zell initiated a number of different projects to spread the 
magic of the Goddess, and also to make a living, as the money from their 1984 deal with Ringling 
157 Nietzsche 2001, p. 247
158 Harry Potter: A History Of Magic, 2017
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Brothers and Barnum & Bailey would only last a few years. In 1986, the Zells partnered with their 
lover, Diane Darling, and several others, to create an occult book store called ‘Between The 
Worlds,’ which also sold comic books and hosted role-playing games like Dungeons And 
Dragons. However, Diane refused to stock any comic books that depicted violence – a 
disagreement which ultimately led to the store’s closure, as these comics provided most of the 
store’s sales.159 Unsurprisingly, Zell rationalises that this was an instance where his magical, 
inclusive way of thinking was simply incapable of dealing with a mundane situation: Diane was 
trying to keep Between The Worlds 'pure,' which the Zells found incomprehensible. With no idea 
of how to resolve the conflict, and the business closed.
The Church Of All Worlds and Green Egg were also revived in 1986, but these 
organisations fell to infighting in the 1990s, over similar controversies over where the organisation
ought to draw its boundaries. By 1998, the Church cut Zell out of their operations entirely, before 
effectively collapsing in 2004, and being revived, yet again, in 2006, with Zell back on board. 
Mythic Images, founded by Morning Glory in 1990, produced altar statuary, jewellery, and other 
hand sculpted art objects; that business eventually became profitable in 1998, particularly thanks 
to sales of Zell’s 'Millennial Gaia' sculpture.
‘Millenial Gaia’ statue, Academy of Arcana, 2015. (Photograph by Dan Coyro, Santa Cruz Sentinel)
During this period, Zell had also made some effort to reach out to young Pagans, but his 
son Bryan and Morning Glory’s daughter Gail had never been particularly enthusiastic about their 
weird parents’ Pagan lifestyle.160 Bryan had stopped talking to his father in 1975, after he learned 
159  Sulak, pp. 242-243
160 See Kermani 2013, p. 3: Zell’s relationships with children reflect a common tendency for Pagan adults 
to ‘construct a religious and relational tension in which they remain ideologically childlike, while seeing 
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that he was moving to Oregon with Morning Glory. He says he was afraid that they would kidnap 
him.161 Gail spent some time living with them on their bus, and some time at her father’s 
apartment, but when she was seven, she chose to live with her father permanently, because he 
had electricity and running water.162 Gail saw Zell as ‘a fun guy, like a kid himself,’ rather than as a
parent.163 Both Bryan and Gail say that what they had wanted most of all in their youth was 
stability, which the Zells could not provide.164 For a time, Zell convinced Gail that the world was 
going to end in March 1982, and so she only had a few years left to live. In Zell’s own words, he 
had 'got very caught up' in a book called The Jupiter Effect, which predicted that a planetary 
alignment would trigger a catastrophic earthquake along the San Andreas Fault.165 Zell regrets 
that he ever discussed this book with Gail, but he says that her distress taught him an important 
lesson: 'never promote a mythos that has no future, especially to the next generation.'166 In the 
1980s, Diane Darling’s son Zack would prove to be a more active participant in the CAW, and 
even became a sort of youth leader among the children of CAW members. During the church’s 
first May Games Festival in 1987, the twelve-year-old Zack coordinated an entirely separate 
festival for the children, who performed their own rituals and elected a May Prince and Princess.167
In 1989, a fourteen-year-old Zack began editing a companion magazine to the newly revived 
Green Egg, named HAM (How About Magic?), and in the years that followed, the job was passed 
down to new, younger editors, always under the age of 16. Zell later regarded Zack as his first 
'apprentice,' and a model for his relationships with other young magicians.168
The concept of teaching magic to young people began to fascinate Zell as the popularity of
the Harry Potter franchise grew in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Zell and Morning Glory were 
fans of the books, and their playfully conspiratorial theme of a magical society hiding in plain sight,
right under the muggles’ noses. Morning Glory had played Harry Potter role-playing games on the
internet, but she was disappointed that the other players simply wanted to pretend they were 
students at Hogwarts: 'It only went that deep. And I thought, “boy, there really needs to be 
chronological children as the bearers of an inherent religious wisdom. In many ways, Pagan adults 
displace children from the realm of childhood,’ often by presenting themselves as ‘overgrown children.’ 
This same idealisation of childhood is the basis for Gridley Wright’s Shivalila, and the ideal that people 
should ‘manifest some identification with nature and babies.’
161 Sulak 2014, p. 135
162 Sulak 2014, p. 144
163 Ibid.
164 Sulak 2014, pp. 150-151 and 142-144.
165 Gribbin and Plagemann 1976
166 Sulak 2014, p. 143
167 The ‘May Games’ were an erotic competition to determine which couple would be crowned the May 
King and Queen; the 1987 children’s games were independent from what the adults were doing, but that 
does not mean that these activities were completely chaste. In Zack’s words, ‘we kids did our own thing 
while the grown-ups did their thing’ (quoted in Sulak 2014, p. 247). In 1990 Zack wrote an article in HAM 
which argued that it was very important for Pagan children to take ‘adult’ sexual issues seriously, 
including safe sex, birth control, consent and privacy: ‘a lot to being Pagan is being a good lover. My 
attitude is, why not start sooner rather than later?’ (cited in Berger 1999, p. 95).
168 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 12
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something that goes all the way down, that’s all about the real stuff.”'169
With the release of the first Harry Potter film in 2001, Zell and Morning Glory went to the 
theater in costume, and were pleased to discover that they did not look at all out of place. Twenty 
years after the Wizard and the Enchantress had first brought unicorns back into the world, many 
of these children were dressed up in glittering capes and cloaks just like the ones that the Zells 
wore. Zell realised that at that moment, children all over the world were dreaming of becoming 
Wizards and Witches. Soon the synchronicities would begin piling up, confirming that this was his 
next 'mission from the Goddess.'170 A few months later he bumped into a friend at the New Age 
Trade Show in Colorado. She chided him for never having written a book, and she introduced him
to her publishers, New Page Books. A few weeks after that, he bumped into a different friend who 
was now working as a publicist for New Page, and when he returned home, he found that New 
Page had sent him a bouquet of flowers. Certain now that the Goddess had spoken, Zell began 
writing his first book, The Grimoire For The Apprentice Wizard.
In the introduction to the Grimoire, Zell describes himself as a member of the Grey 
Council, a 'secret network of Wizards, Mages and Sages that spans all of history and includes … 
many cultures and traditions.'171 Initially, the theatrical flourish of the 'Grey Council' was simply a 
way of justifying the large number of collaborative sections in the book which Zell co-wrote with 
other magicians. Zell wanted the Grimoire to contain all the foundational knowledge that would be 
useful for anyone wanting to call themselves a Wizard, and he felt that the best way of achieving 
this was to draw upon the expertise of his now-extensive network of Pagan friends. Zell’s intention
was that the Grimoire would cover a wide subject area, so that it might serve as a core textbook 
for any 'school of magic’ that already existed on the internet.
However, as the book took shape throughout 2003 and was eventually published in 2004, 
Zell was also looking into what options were available for his would-be apprentices who wanted to
study online. He discovered that the only organisations he could find that offered opportunities for 
'serious' magical study were for adults only, and he also felt that they were far too expensive. 
Furthermore, all of them framed magic as a religious practice. As a result of his frustrations with 
the Pagan Way in the 1970s (which Zell says treated most Pagans like faux Wiccans, who lacked 
the means or motivation to join a 'real' coven), Zell felt that he could not endorse any 'Wizard 
school' unless it was accessible to people of all faiths. The obvious next step in his mission was to
create such a school himself, with the members of the Grey Council each teaching classes on 
their respective specialties.
The Grey Council’s knowledge is divided into thirteen 'colours of magic' (a phrase 
borrowed from Terry Pratchett’s Discworld). These colour-coded specialties are also obviously 
reminiscent of the classes that Harry Potter takes at Hogwarts: green represents herbalism, 
brown represents 'beast lore,' yellow represents divination, black represents the 'dark arts' (and 
169 Sulak 2014, p. 358
170 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 159.
171 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p.x
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‘Defense Against the Dark Arts’), and so on. Under this taxonomy, the grey colour of the Council 
is the neutral colour of wizardry, associated with wisdom born from a wide and eclectic knowledge
base.
As much as the faculty and students would love to attend classes in a physical castle, the 
school has no brick-and-mortar headquarters. Instead, the school’s campus exists as a virtual 
environment in Second Life. Since 2015, the faculty has also operated a storefront in a tourist 
area of Santa Cruz, California, as the 'Grey School academy of arcana,' but this is not a school 
campus so much as a Pagan book store, museum and archive.172
The school was not designed to be a profitable business. Legally, it is a non-profit 
organisation which operates exclusively for charitable and educational purposes. It has 
approximately a few hundred paying students enrolled at any given time, but part of Zell’s vision 
for a magical education was that it ought to be affordable for everyone, and especially children 
whose parents hold the purse strings. Tuition fees have increased since the school was founded a
decade ago, but as of 2018, students under the age of 18 pay only US$10 per month, or $20 for 
adults. Through the Academy of Arcana and the school’s online store, Magick Alley, the school 
also supports itself by selling books, figurines, crystals, badges, and other magical knick-knacks. 
The most significant of these products are the school’s core textbooks, the Grimoire and the 
Companion For The Apprentice Wizard. This second book consists almost entirely of hands-on 
lessons written by the various members of the Grey Council, and thus it contains an eclectic set of
magical tools – scripts and incantations for a variety of rituals, Zener cards for testing a person’s 
clairvoyant abilities, lists of astrological and numerological correspondences, a diagram for 
identifying animal tracks, a reflexology chart, a recipe for mint jelly, and instructions for 
geometrical straightedge-and-compass constructions. Most tellingly, the book also contains many 
pages to be photocopied, cut out, and glued together – including a paper doll with a small 
wardrobe of goddess costumes, several thaumatropes, a pocket sundial, a set of calipers for 
calculating the Golden Ratio, and an assortment of model dragons. These latter examples of 
'Wizard’s tools' are clearly toys, but their function is no different to any of the other tools included 
in the book. Perhaps they are educational toys, but their raison d’etre is to be played with.
Indeed, the entire Grey School of Wizardry can be understood as a complex plaything. 
Although Zell cites A Wizard of Earthsea when he warns that ‘this sorcery is not a game we play 
for pleasure or for praise,’173 sorcery is very often a game. Gerald Gardner describes the secret 
rites of witches as being ‘more or less children's games performed by grown-ups, and like 
children's games they have a story, or are done for a certain definite purpose other than mere 
enjoyment.’174 Even when sorcery is a game, this should not imply that the game’s participants are
172 As a museum of contemporary paganism and archive of pagan texts, the Academy of Arcana has been
identified as an important historical resource, by scholars including Chas Clifton, Ronald Hutton, Sarah 
Pike, David Barrett, Carole Cusack, and Sabina Magliocco.
173 Le Guin 1968, chapter 2, cited in Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 98
174 Gardner 1954, chapter 1, ‘Living Witchcraft’
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less than completely serious when they cast spells. Games are often very serious: professional 
footballers are not just fooling around when they compete in the World Cup. Something very 
important is at stake at the Grey School as well. The Grey School produces what Johan Huizinga 
refers to as a ‘magic circle’ around the play activities that it facilitates, within which external 
concerns (such as outsiders who insist ‘but you can’t be a wizard!’) are ignored or forgotten.175 
Following the model that Zell has established, students give themselves permission to reinvent 
themselves as Wizards, to follow their whimsy and their intuition wherever it happens to lead 
them. This is the internet role-playing game that Morning Glory craved, the game which 'goes all 
the way down' to the ‘real stuff’ that the Zells both loved about Harry Potter. The game capitalises 
upon the real status of its players as a class of magical people, who are generally overlooked by 
the ‘muggles’ who deny that magic exists.
An advertisement posted on the Grey School of Wizardry facebook page, 3 November 2018.
This kind of ‘deep’ magical playfulness can be seen in every facet of the Grey School of 
Wizardry, because Headmaster Oberon teaches by example. Even though the magic practiced by
175 See Huizinga 1955
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Grey School students and faculty is completely serious, the fantasy of being at Hogwarts, of being
a character in a fantasy novel, is nevertheless crucial to how the Grey School functions. The back 
cover of the Grimoire asks 'is there a Hogwarts anywhere in the real world? A real Albus 
Dumbledore? Where is the book these aspiring wizards need?'
The Grey School is a conceptual assemblage made up of many playful works of bricolage.
The school’s crest is an amalgamation of an Egyptian ankh, the Greek caduceus, and a 
neopagan pentagram: its motto is ‘omnia vivunt, omnia inter se conexa' (everything is alive, 
everything is connected). On the school’s website, this crest sits atop a shield which depicts the 
four elemental spirits of Paracelsus (corresponding to the school’s four Houses), while on the 
cover of the Grimoire, it rests within a magic circle depicting the twelve signs of the zodiac. Of 
course, there is nothing unusual about this sort of bricolage when it comes to magical symbolism. 
However, the school also incorporates many elements from popular fiction, which provides a 
useful counterpoint to the more conventional acts of magical bricolage, and emphasise the sense 
of fun that Zell brings to his magic. The Grimoire is filled with quotes and terminology from fantasy
novels other than Harry Potter – particularly T.H. White’s The Sword In The Stone, Terry 
Pratchett’s Discworld series, and Ursula LeGuin’s Earthsea.176 Of course, Zell’s taste in media 
also extends outside of the fantasy genre: the Grimoire includes numerous references to Star 
Trek and Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure.177 In the process of writing the Grimoire, Zell also 
immersed himself in TV shows about young people who live ‘between the worlds,’ including 
Sabrina the Teenage Witch, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Roswell and Smallville.178 
Improvisational play is the magic which the Wizard most delights in – the magic whereby 
something is transposed from the imaginary world into the real, but only the Goddess can predict 
what that something will be. It is, perhaps surprisingly, the Wizard’s own form of sacred theurgy, 
as distinct from that illicit class of magic which has historically been called sorcery, goetia, ‘low’ or 
‘black’ magic. Magic for its own sake is generally held to be more holy than magic which serves 
practical ends: this is particularly evident in the early modern period, when the tension between 
practical and spiritual goals was particularly emphasised by educated occultists, who 
distinguished their own spiritually-enriching theurgy from the superstitious or diabolical magic 
performed by village wizards and cunning-folk.179 More recently, and particularly in the traditions 
influenced by the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, 'low magick' is understood as that which 
serves only mundane (and therefore profane) ends; this is distinguished from 'high magick' or 
'ceremonial magick,' which nourishes the magician’s spirit and is depicted as a serious and noble 
pursuit.180 High magick is still goal-oriented, but that goal is not of this world: it is only realised in 
176 These particular novels all feature prominently because they frame the Wizard as an educated 
magician, who passes on his knowledge through a formal master-apprentice or teacher-student 
relationship.
177 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, pp. 9, 58, 100-101, 162
178 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p. 159
179 See Thomas 1971, p. 238
180 See e.g. Regardie 1932, p. 31
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the spirit world, or the heavenly world that is yet to come. Zell’s goals are not worldly or practical, 
because he is participating in the creative work that his goddess demands of him. But in the 
process, he is also having fun, and it is important not to lose sight of this fact.
‘Magic’ and ‘play’ both refer to distinctive modes of thought, each involving a generalised 
sense of of wonder, excitement, and speculation about what might be, or what might happen next.
This is why play is often described in magical terms. Huizinga’s concept of the 'magic circle' helps 
to illustrate this similarity: when someone is caught up in playful activity, we might intuitively say 
that they seem 'enchanted' or 'spellbound,' and if their play is interrupted by outside forces, then it 
seems as though a magic circle has been broken, and the feeling of enchantment vanishes. In 
this way, playfulness is a fragile thing: when the allocated 'play time' is over, or when someone 
becomes emotionally upset during play, or when someone who doesn’t 'get it' interrupts our play 
and shows us that we are being silly, then the mood is destroyed. If we try to continue playing 
when we do not feel playful, then the activity seems meaningless or artificial, provoking an acute 
sense of disenchantment. 
Play is also a novel kind of movement – like the 'play' between components in a machine, 
or the 'play' of light upon the surface of a glass. Magic often entails a similar kind of novel 
movement: when a magician 'does magic' upon an object, they transpose that object from one 
mental category to another. This transposition might be a very serious act, but it might just as 
easily seem playful – Zell provides many demonstrations of this, chiefly by transposing objects 
from his fantasies (like unicorns or wizards) into real objects, which retain the traces of their 
fantastic origin. In true sorcerous fashion, Zell also plays very deliberately at the edge of 
Huizinga’s magic circle: he plays by transposing frivolous objects into serious ones (which is how 
Stranger In A Strange Land becomes holy scripture), and vice versa (which is why for Zell, divine 
revelation is accompanied by the theme music from Mission: Impossible).
The synthesis of all this playful bricolage is, however, presented with a sincerity that must 
not be ignored. Zell explicitly states in the Grimoire that 'the beings that you call forth within your 
Magick Circle exist within the spirit realm. Magic is real; it is not a metaphor.'181 Contrast this with 
Aleister Crowley’s advice that 'it is immaterial whether [the spirits you are invoking] exist or not: By
doing certain things, certain results will follow; students are most earnestly warned against 
attributing objective reality or philosophic validity to any of them.'182 These two statements are 
utterly contradictory, but their function is surprisingly similar: they instruct the magician to take 
their work seriously, and refrain from speculative magical playfulness about their magic, at least 
while they are doing magic. At the moment when the magician articulates their magical intent, 
they must be confident of their own desire, without leaving room for speculation and doubt. 
181 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p.6. 
182 Crowley 1929, part 3, 'Liber O vel Manus et Sagittae'. Zell says something similar in Zell-Ravenheart 
2004, p.132: ‘it is important to understand, however, that all of these systems [chakras, planetary 
correspondences, etc] have just been made up. … Most of these magickal systems were developed a 
long time ago, and were based on the limited scientific knowledge of the people who created them.’
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Magical work is easiest when the magician possesses total certainty that their actions are 
meaningful, and so they perform their magic with unwavering sincerity: this is why magic is 
impossible in a disenchanted world. Crowley encourages this resolve by telling his students not to
speculate about the invisible forces which might be real, or what they might signify. Zell declares 
that these beings are simply real, and thus not worth speculating about. 
Zell’s claim, that supernatural beings are simply real, is more audacious than Crowley’s 
claim, that magicians who go looking for supernatural beings in the right sort of way will certainly 
find them. However, for Zell, anything that can be imagined already exists in some particular 
imaginary world, and is therefore capable of translating from that place, through the Dreaming, 
and into our world. It should not be surprising that Zell prefers to be so credulous about the reality 
of all things, because the more wonderful things he believes in, the more wonderful toys he has to
play with.
Indeed, all of the objects of Zell’s magical attention – all of his publications and his 
sculptures and his costumes, and also every symbol and every narrative that he incorporates into 
his Wizardly repertoire – are transformed into toys. This is not true of all magicians, but for Zell, 
even his self (or, perhaps, the persona of the Wizard, which he so thoroughly identifies with) is a 
play-object. I should add that this is a remarkable achievement: Zell has become something 
extraordinary.
5: The persona as object, the self as art
 ‘They knew how to live: what is required for that is to stop courageously at the surface, 
the fold, the skin, to adore appearance, to believe in forms, tones, words ... [to be] 
superficial – out of profundity!’
- Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science183
“Is this real? Or has this been happening inside my head?”
“Of course it is happening inside your head, Harry, but why on earth should that 
mean that it is not real?”
- Albus Dumbledore, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows184
In Zell’s conceptual order, everything must be produced in the imaginary before it can be 
transposed into the real, and as a consequence of this, his Wizardly body retains the evidence of 
its imaginary origins. Zell very closely resembles Dumbledore, Merlin and Gandalf. He is a 
reproduction of a fiction – a hyperreal simulacrum. However, when Headmaster Oberon speaks 
about other people’s ideas, about Catholicism, or Islam, or (in a less politically troubling example) 
183 Nietzsche 2001, pp. 8-9
184 Rowling 2007, p. 723
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the fiction of H.P. Lovecraft,185 he does not strive to represent these ideas faithfully, on their own 
terms. It is far more important that these ideas should be interesting, delightful and inspiring to 
him, because only then is it worth assembling these ideas into some kind of new conceptual 
machinery. He would like for his performance to inspire and delight others as well, but the Wizard 
must satisfy Zell’s curiosity first, because as well as being a work of art, this persona is 
simultaneously the means by which Zell conceptualises his entire reality.
We can see in Zell’s Wizard identity a Pagan reflection of the nineteenth-century Parisian 
dandy, as described by Baudelaire.186 Baudelaire’s dandies perfectly exemplify the conditions of 
modern identity: in Foucault’s analysis, they recognise that ‘to be modern is not to accept oneself 
as one is in the flux of the passing moments; it is to take oneself as the object of a complex and 
difficult elaboration.’187 Baudelaire describes how a dandy transforms ‘his body, his behavior, his 
feelings and passions, his very existence,’ into a work of art, and this transformation is an act of 
rebellion against a mundane world of ugly necessity and pragmatism. In this way, Baudelaire 
describes the dandies of Paris as 'the last champions of human pride,' singular individuals who 
feel compelled to combat triviality, an impulse which is 'too rare in the modern generation.'188 
Conjuring the familiar image of a world which is progressively becoming disenchanted, Baudelaire
also invokes the noble savage: 'Dandyism is the last flicker of heroism in decadent ages; and the 
sort of dandy discovered by the traveler in Northern America in no sense invalidates this idea; for 
there is no valid reason why we should not believe that the tribes we call savage are not the 
remnants of great civilizations of the past.' Baudelaire was similarly taken with the Parisian 
'apaches,' a violent criminal subculture named for the indigenous people of the southwestern 
United States. In general, then, Baudelaire’s heroes are those defiant individuals who resist the 
pressures of mainstream society, who stand as exemplary spectacles for the rest of us to marvel 
at.
This transfiguration of one’s life into a work of art is not to be undertaken lightly: 
Baudelaire says that dandyism demands a certain discipline, even asceticism, more demanding 
than the most despotic religion, requiring its adherents to submit to a never-ending series of 
bizarre material conditions – of fashion, grooming, and leisure activities. A dandy will not permit 
himself to be vulgar or pragmatic. Though most of Baudelaire’s dandies are wealthy (as they must
be, in order to afford their lifestyle), they do not desire worldly goods, except as a means to their 
desired end. Baudelaire argues that, 'contrary to what a lot of thoughtless people seem to believe,
dandyism is not even an excessive delight in clothes and material elegance' – these are merely 
the symbols by which the 'perfect dandy' strives towards a state of perfect nobility. This condition 
must be expressed through the dandy’s body, because the body is the medium which is 
185 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p.110: ‘Avoid the Necronomicon – the spells it contains are for conjuring up 
really nasty imaginary monsters and demons, which are a damned nuisance, as they’re never properly 
housetrained, and they leave a terrible mess.’
186 Baudelaire 1863, chapter 9
187 Foucault 1997, pp. 311-312
188 Baudelaire 1863, chapter 9
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immanently available to them.
Implicitly, the transformation of oneself into a work of art requires the objectification of the 
self. Foucault lamented the fact that art is viewed as something related to objects, not to people. 
‘Why couldn’t everyone’s life become a work of art? Why should the lamp or the house be an art 
object, but not our life?’189 Foucault’s answer is that if we produce our identity through aesthetic 
practices (particularly through writing) then we may very well become works of art; but in doing so,
we must also submit our objectified selves to the aesthetic judgements of others. For Foucault 
himself, this is a danger worth confronting: he described his critics as though they were trying to 
nail down and define who he was, only to be frustrated because he had so carefully constructed 
that labyrinth into which he could vanish away, and then 'appear at last before eyes that he would 
never have to meet again.'190 (This relationship between the public figure and their public will be 
explored in more detail in my next chapter, on “the world’s favourite witch”191 Fiona Horne.)
If Zell feels objectified in the eyes of his critics, then like Foucault, he does not seem to 
suffer much as a consequence. Theatricality seems natural and comfortable for him. Zell fluidly 
alternates between describing the Wizard persona as his 'real self,' and as merely one of many 
costumes that he wears. Zell does not write for ‘the police and the bureaucrats’ who demand that 
our papers must be in order: he writes for himself and for the people like himself, the changelings 
and mutants and Pagans who feel that ‘the Bible is not our story,’192 who feel that ‘our story’ is ‘a 
complex and difficult elaboration,’ but that it will ultimately produce an authentic Pagan self. Zell 
chooses to be a Wizard, because that is what the Goddess wants him to be.
‘People would often tell me, “you really should write your autobiography! I want to read it!” 
A few misguided folks have even said that they want to grow up to be just like me – and I 
have had to try and dissuade them, telling them that … rather than try to become me (or 
anyone else), they should devote their efforts towards discovering and becoming who they
are. Just as I have.’193
Zell says that throughout his life he has ‘tended to just go on and do the thing, and then 
analyse it afterwards.’194 His Goddess facilitates this way of living: She dreams what Zell’s life will 
be, so that he is free simply to live it. This is why he says in the foreword to Sulak’s biography that
‘this isn’t going to be a book elucidating my philosophies and principles for how to make this a 
better world.’195 The books in which Zell does elucidate his ‘philosophies and principles’ are very 
simply instruction manuals on how to be a Wizard. Notably, Zell’s Grimoire demonstrates that he 
189 Foucault 1997, pp. 236-237
190 Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982, p. 89
191 Horne applies this epithet to herself: see Horne 2017, pp. 113, 188.
192 Zell 1991
193 Sulak 2014, p. 5
194 Sulak 2014, p. 6
195 Ibid.
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is well aware of the difficulty of becoming a work of art and facing one’s critics. In fact, Zell 
actually attempts to steer his young apprentices away from interpersonal conflict, and encourages
them to disguise their magical practices from strangers, because obviously, the ‘mundanes’ are 
simply incapable of understanding the vital passion which drives one to become a wizard.196 For 
Zell, living an authentic life is not a matter of honestly explaining why we live as we do; it is a 
matter of embracing a persona, of being totally committed to becoming whoever it is that one is 
becoming.
196 Zell-Ravenheart 2004, p.112
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Fiona Horne, the witch in flight
‘Bewitchers must think differently from everyone else. They are not locked in a depressed, 
fatalistic attitude when it comes to the difficulties of finding love in this world.’
- Bewitch A Man1
‘Witchcraft isn’t something you do, it’s something you become – and become and 
become!’
- L.A. Witch2
Even when mystical discourse enters the public sphere, the ‘other space’ in which mystic 
life actually occurs remains distinctly private, so that the magician must be capable of moving 
‘between the worlds.’ It is no coincidence that magicians who speak about magic in public often 
speak in terms of sexual desire – sex is generally positioned as the ‘elsewhere of political public 
discourse,’ and the private sphere remains ‘the unquestioned non-place that anchors 
heteronormative public discourse.’3 In this next chapter, we will see how Fiona Horne maintains 
the quarantine between private and public spaces, as she discusses her magic, her sexuality, and
her private emotions in public. 
Horne is a minor Australian celebrity, best known as the vocalist of the 1990s industrial 
rock band Def FX. She describes the lyrics she wrote for Def FX as her 'coming out of the broom 
1  Horne 2006, p. 27
2  Horne 2007, p. 29
3  Laurie and Stark 2012, p. 32
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closet.' In the years since the group disbanded, Horne has gone on to work as a presenter on 
numerous radio and television shows, speaking primarily about witchcraft. She has also written 
nine books on witchcraft, and a young-adult fantasy novel. Most of her books contain procedural 
instructions on how to cast spells, along with advice and emotional strategies typical of the self-
help genre.4 Horne’s strategies for living are strategies for conceptualising the self, but she is also 
free to reinvent herself if and when she must, by flying away from her old life and her old self. 
(She often jokes that a light aircraft is more comfortable than a broomstick, but both promise the 
same freedom.) She is a survivor of abuse, addiction and depression, and she describes herself 
as having exactly one talent: “I’m really good at not giving up!”5 Rather than needing to define why
life is worth living, Horne simply chooses to live and embraces life for its own sake: ‘our reason for
living doesn’t have to be tangible. We don’t need to have a definition. We just accept that we are 
this. We are okay with it.’6 Whatever else Horne wishes to escape from in her life, ‘this,’ what she 
is, is worth preserving and nurturing. 
Horne’s magic generally serves as a way of providing care or support. Performing magic 
for oneself is self-care,7 and performing magic for anyone who asks is an act of generosity.8 The 
witch shares with her community, and she feels honoured when others share their gifts with her in
return.9 This spirit of caring mirrors the way that ‘wonderful lovers take the time to really feel and 
focus on their partners – and the best way to enhance this ability is to take the time to really feel 
and focus on yourself.’10 Motives are vitally important to Horne’s magic. For example, she 
describes how she struggled to earn her certification as a pilot, but once she identified that the 
reason she wanted to fly was ‘so that I could contribute usefully to the world’ by delivering aid to 
remote communities, ‘a switch turned in my head, and all of a sudden I could grasp and apply all 
of the technical information.’11 She often cites the Wiccan law of threefold return as the most 
important ethical rule of witchcraft: whatever ‘energy’ a witch sends out into the world will return to
them, magnified three times.12 Because ‘energy’ is a holistic concept, Horne says that the law of 
threefold return also concerns a witch’s motives. A wise witch acts out of love, without expecting 
reward, because a calculating, self-interested attitude of “I’d better do nice things so three times’ 
4  Particularly Witch: A Magickal Journey (2000) (which combines material from two of Horne’s earlier 
books), Seven Days to a Magickal New You (2001), Magickal Sex (2002), Witchin': A Handbook for 
Teen Witches (2003), Bewitch A Man (2006), and L.A. Witch (2007).
5  Horne, quoted in Eley 2017
6  Horne 2017, p. 220. Horne attributes this statement to her friend Laura Daen.
7  See e.g. Horne 2006, pp. 21-26, which encourages the reader to initiate themselves into witchcraft by 
throwing a ‘bewitchment bash.’ This private rite consists primarily of looking fabulous, taking selfies, 
drinking champagne and eating fruit. Horne summarises it as an opportunity to ‘luxuriate in yourself and 
celebrate your existence.’
8  Horne 2007, p. 194
9  Horne 2007, p. 5
10  Horne 2002, p. 110
11  Horne 2017, p. 190
12  See e.g. Alternatives 1996, Horne 2002, p. 50, and Horne 2006, p. 184.
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nice things come back to me”13 would pollute the witch’s energy. The quarantine between the 
enchanted and disenchanted worlds serves to prevent her energy from becoming polluted in this 
way.
It is important to note the way that Horne emphasises gender in much of her work. She 
explicitly frames becoming a witch as an act of feminist resistance, saying that ‘when a woman 
calls herself a Witch she is confronting patriarchal society’s prejudice towards independent and 
empowered women.’14 Although Horne has had sexual relationships with women in her private 
life,15 the concept of magic that she writes about publicly is anchored in a heteronormative ideal.16 
She says it is natural that men should want to worship the Goddess, but this desire is frustrated 
whenever modern people fail to recognise that the divine feminine consists in every woman.17 
Horne’s model of idealised gender relations has significant implications for how she performatively
becomes a ‘woman in her power,’ which in practice consists largely of capturing the sexual 
attention of men. Looking back on her dysfunctional marriage, she says she convinced herself 
‘that I needed to be in a relationship to be complete. That if a significant “other” wasn’t loving me, I
was a failure.’18 Horne frames realisations such as this as the catalyst which initiate her mystical 
life. Whenever she discovers that her thinking is dysfunctional, she must follow her own advice 
that ‘Bewitchers must think differently.’19 Her magical self is confident, beautiful, and worthy of 
love. As she becomes this magical self, her destiny is to say ‘I like who I am now; I didn’t like who 
I was before.’20 In Horne’s writing, this destiny led her to leave home at fifteen, to break free of her
heroin and amphetamine and alcohol habits, to renounce her former Catholicism and her 
Satanism and her ‘positive thinking’ and her atheism, to become a rock star and a pilot, to move 
to Los Angeles and to move away from Los Angeles. Each time Horne becomes something new, 
what she actually ends up being is of little consequence, so long as she survives.
Horne’s primary conceptual persona is an explicitly feminine subject who yearns to live ‘as
nature intended.’ Although we might say that this subject appears throughout Horne’s writing, it is 
only in her private life that Horne is free to fully become this persona, in a way that she was never 
13  Horne 2007, p. 14
14  Horne, quoted in Ezzy 2001, p. 31
15  Horne 2017, p. 139: Horne was in a lesbian relationship when she wrote Bewitch A Man, and she 
characterises this as ‘the ultimate act of Witchy inauthenticity.’ Horne’s public persona sometimes 
acknowledges that queer desire exists, but usually as an afterthought. For example, see Horne 2002, p. 
74, a spell ‘for the boys (and of course some girls!)’ who want to make their lover ‘feel like a Goddess.’ 
16  Horne is certainly not unique in this: many Wiccans going back to Gerald Gardner have considered sex 
between men and women to be the most perfect expression of divinity. See Gardner 1959, p. 228: ‘The 
worship of the witch cult is, and always has been, that of the principle of Life itself. It has made of that 
principle, as manifested in sex, something sacred.’ According to Lois Bourne (2006, p. 38) one of the 
high priestesses of the first Wiccan coven, Gardner told his followers that homosexuality was unnatural, 
and he  said that there are no homosexual witches because it would be impossible for homosexual 
couples to channel the powers of the God and Goddess.
17  Horne 2006, pp. x-xi.
18  Horne 2017, pp. 157-158
19  Horne 2006, p. 27
20  Horne 2017, pp. 14-15
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able to while she was living in Hollywood under unnatural, hyperreal conditions. The title of her 
most recent book, The Naked Witch, seems like an appropriate name for this persona. However, 
the subject who speaks in The Naked Witch is not necessarily who Horne has been all along. Like
Foucault, Horne is not ‘coming from the same place’ each time she writes: sometimes she 
changes her mind, as people do.21 Although she refers to personae such as 'Fiona from Def FX' 
and 'the world’s favourite witch,'22 these are certainly not the personae which enable her to think 
as a magician in the first place. Horne says that these celebrity personae were a mask that she 
wore, an attempt to trick everyone (including herself) into believing that she was worthy of love 
and success, while she secretly felt unworthy and depressed. After she realised that this pretense
was not helping her to manage her feelings, Horne resolved to abandon these false selves, to 
‘start at the very bottom and rebuild my life from scratch.’23 Her authentic self is a goddess who 
yearns to be seen and adored, but who remains always in a private other-space, behind her 
apparent self, always becoming (‘and becoming and becoming’).24
The blurring of the boundary between private life and public performance is crucial to the 
function of celebrity. This is why social media strives to bring celebrities into ‘a social space closer
to us than ever before,’25 why we have so thoroughly normalised the notion that celebrities do not 
really have private lives. Instead, celebrities have secrets. The precondition for hermeneutics is 
the secret hidden by the text,26 and so a celebrity’s life becomes as a text to be interpreted. Their 
every intimate thought or feeling is transformed by the public imagination into potential gossip. We
crave this revelation because celebrities demonstrate for us how to be individuals, how to 
conceptualise ourselves as individuals.27 In the tradition of William Hazlitt’s Spirit of the Age, we 
presuppose that these exceptional people must embody the feelings and attitudes of a wider 
public, and we hope that by better understanding them, we will better understand ourselves.28 
Celebrities are our modern saints, and celebrity biographies today fulfil the function of 
hagiography – they presuppose29 a class of exceptional people who have become stars in 
21  One notable change is that early in her writing career (2000, p. 4), Horne said ‘I have always felt that the
gods and goddesses do not exist in their own right, but are projections of our consciousness.’ Since 
joining Alcoholics Anonymous, however (2017, p. 177), she says that she no longer has any doubt that 
what she feels really is the presence of God. She acknowledges that her thinking has changed, and 
although she says she has heard the voice of God throughout her life, she makes no pretense that ‘deep
down’ she was a believer all along.
22  Horne 2017, pp. 113, 188
23  Horne 2017, p. 190
24  Horne 2007, p. 29
25  Marshall 2014, pp. xi, xiii
26  De Certeau 1992a, pp. 98-99
27  See Marshall 2014, p. 4: ‘Celebrities are the production locale for an elaborate discourse on the 
individual and individuality that is organized around the will to uncover a hidden truth, or, as Richard 
Dyer has developed it, to uncover the "real" person behind the public persona. … The celebrity, as a 
concept of the individual, moves effortlessly in a celebration of democratic capitalism.’
28  Hazlitt (1825) prefaces his ‘contemporary portraits’ with the aphorism, ‘to know another well were to 
know one’s self.’
29  At its most critical, celebrity discourse might question whether certain ‘unworthy’ celebrities (such as 
Courtney Love, Charlie Sheen, or the Kardashian-Jenner family) might not deserve their status, but 
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heaven, and whose enchanted lives must be documented and discussed, so that we might live as
they have lived.30 
In order to pursue fame, Horne has deliberately objectified and commodified many facets 
of her self: her identity as a Wiccan, as a woman, as an Australian, etc. Because she wanted 
audiences to treat her as a charismatic individual and not a poseur, Horne has often cultivated the
illusion that 'the real Fiona Horne' (the subject of her private thoughts) was identical to the 
persona that she presented to the world. But ironically, in maintaining this pretense, she attracted 
the scrutiny that celebrities are typically subject to, which has allowed her magical self-expression 
to be interpreted (by other Pagans and by Horne herself)31 as a choreographed performance, 
calculated to attract ‘undeserved’ attention. Even after moving away from Hollywood, Horne 
continues to frame her writing as if she has attained secret wisdom – although she has spent 
most of her life not knowing how to be happy, at long last ‘the secret is revealed in my new 
book!’32 
Although Horne is a musician and a writer, her public identity is not constructed around her
talent. She tells us quite clearly that she is “not especially gifted at anything” other than her talent 
for not giving up.33 Her saintly departure from this world occurs in the breaks between her various 
lives, and is most visible in the moments when she ends those lives and begins something new. 
Her conceptual persona is the witch-in-flight, flying away from an unbearable life towards a better 
future. This persona makes its presence felt in her self-help books, but it is also the private ‘voice 
in her head’ which once screamed at her to quit heroin: “Fiona, this isn’t you! This is not your life! 
Stop this!”34 Certeau describes how ‘mystical life is comprised of experiences that initiate or 
transform it.’35 Horne’s early writing provides some accounts of such transformative moments,36 
but in her recent memoir, she makes it clear that her initiations and transformations generally 
proceed through trauma. The pivotal experiences occur as she is crawling down the street and 
hallucinating, or as she learns of a friend’s death, or as she wakes up in a hotel room with no 
recollection of why there is blood on her shirt, or when she has barely eaten or spoken to anyone 
in ten days. She recounts these traumatic experiences because they provide the context for what 
really happened – the mystical experience which motivated her to change her life. In spite of her 
writing about it, this experience remains private, because it is not quite explicable in terms of the 
regardless of who belongs to that class, the discourse presupposes that such a class must exist. 
30  See de Certeau 1988, ‘A variant: hagiographical edification.’
31  There is no shortage of Pagans on the internet who dismiss Horne as an inauthentic ‘fluffy bunny’ 
Wiccan. This label is discussed in an academic context by Coco and Woodward (2007, p. 2), who 
specifically mention Horne as someone who has been accused of ‘selling warm fuzzy ideas about the 
craft.’ 
32  Eley 2017
33  Horne, quoted in Eley 2017
34  Horne 2017, pp. 45-47
35 De Certeau 1992b, p. 17
36  She casually mentions a ten-day meditation retreat in several of her books, but the trauma of this 
experience is particularly described in Horne 2000, pp. 27-9, and Horne 2017, pp. 71-78.
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observable event. “It happened there, but it was not that.”37  
This chapter is presented in four sections. The first introduces the Bewitcher persona 
which Horne utilises in one of her most interesting books of magic. The second section examines 
the gendered self which stands at the ontological foundation of Horne’s thinking, and which
the Bewitcher uses to conceptualise relationships between men and women. The third section 
examines the ‘false lives’ which Horne sheds in her pursuit of an authentic life. These false 
lives are shed in her break-ups, when she breaks free of her addictions, whenever she renounces
the things that she once believed. In these ‘breaks’ we can see the dialectical process whereby 
Horne conceptualises her private self – skyclad, and bound for the horizon. The fourth section 
considers Horne’s discussion of her own celebrity career, focusing on how she problematises her 
pursuit of authenticity. Horne’s renunciation of her past life illustrates some of the ways that her 
magic is not quite as compatible with modern capitalism as her status as a ‘celebrity witch’
might suggest. This incompatibility reinforces Michel de Certeau’s separation between the world 
of everyday practice and the mystical other-world.
1: The Bewitcher
‘“I am a Bewitcher. I have power over men.” Say this as often as possible – too
many times is not enough!'
- Fiona Horne in Bewitch A Man38
Fiona Horne’s books broadly follow a do-it-yourself format, established by Scott 
Cunningham’s extremely popular book Wicca: A Guide For The Solitary Practitioner.39 According 
to interviews conducted by Douglas Ezzy and Helen Berger, Cunningham’s books were a very 
popular source of information for teenage witches in the 1990s and 2000s,40 providing a format for
rituals which could be modified by the reader in order to develop their own personal style of 
Wicca. However, Cunningham’s books also discuss Wiccan ethics and divinity in a way that sets 
them apart from most other 'how-to' guides to magic, which consist primarily of spells and rituals, 
with little discussion of the spells’ spiritual significance. Ironically, Ezzy suggests that spellbooks 
like Horne’s are not particularly interesting to Pagans, and they appeal more to dabblers who 
don’t think of themselves as magicians.41 If magic is a significant part of someone’s identity, they 
probably engage in magical work on a semi-regular basis, and see this work as part of a larger 
search for spiritual awakening. Many Pagans have derided the less-committed dabblers as 
'McWiccans,' 'Wicclets,' or 'fluffy bunnies,’ and such labels have often been applied to Horne.42
37  De Certeau 1992b, p. 17
38  Horne 2006, p. 21
39  Cunningham 2004, first published in 1988
40  Berger and Ezzy 2007, p.41
41  Ezzy 2003
42  Similarly, Horne (2000, p. 3) dismisses the New Age authors she read in her youth, such as Louise Hay 
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Horne sometimes conceptualises magic as a way of participating in the creative power of 
the Goddess. She uses one of Zell’s 'Millennial Gaia' figurines for her own personal altar, and she 
explicitly refers to this statue in order to explain to her readers who the Goddess is.43 In Horne’s 
work, gender is framed as the ontological foundation of human existence, and the figure of the 
Goddess stands as the Platonic ideal that any other performance of femininity ought to emulate. 
Horne’s magical persona, then, is an avatar of this Goddess, the most perfect woman that she 
can be. Horne does not always give this magical persona a name (or even acknowledge her 
adoption of such a persona in most of her writing), but she coins a distinctive label in one of her 
later spellbooks, Bewitch A Man. Here she identifies herself as a 'bewitcher' – a witch who uses 
her feminine charms to fascinate men – and she encourages her readers to think of themselves in
the same way.
Horne on The Woman’s Connection, 2001, with Zell’s ‘Millennial Gaia’ figurine.
In many ways, Bewitch A Man is Horne’s most interesting book. It is entirely dedicated to 
the worship of the feminine self, and it demonstrates the convictions of her magical persona with 
greater intensity and consistency than any of her other work. Because Horne is already well-
practiced in her role of ‘celebrity witch,’ she is able to capitalise on her Hollywood credentials, 
including testimonials from her celebrity friends – so many testimonials, it seems, that they could 
not be contained on a single page of ‘praise for the author.’ Every few pages, we encounter yet 
another actress or talk-show host insisting that Fiona Horne’s magic is real and life-changing! 
There are still plenty of 'do-it-yourself' spells for the reader to experiment with, but the themes of 
(explicitly heterosexual) female empowerment and the restoration of natural justice give these 
spells a clearer sense of purpose. Horne says that her earlier work had tried too hard to be 
and Shakti Gawain, as ‘the positive thinking brigade.’ 
43  Horne 2007, p. 11. Horne also refers to the Zell-Ravenhearts as her friends, and includes chapters 
written by both Oberon and Morning Glory in her 2004 book, Pop Goes The Witch.
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'politically correct,'44 and she had been hesitant when giving out spells to inflict suffering upon a 
person, or spells to directly interfere with a person’s free will (most notably by making someone 
fall in love).45 In Bewitch A Man, she has no such hesitations. She argues that 'dark magic' which 
violates conventional Wiccan ethics is often justified, because 'men have been interfering with our 
free will for years,' and turnabout is fair play.46
The Bewitcher’s innate magical power is explicitly tied to her femininity, and her writing 
consistently evokes the notion of 'essence' in magical and gendered terms. Horne’s magic holds 
that men and women have essential qualities, as do days of the week, colours, and herbs. These 
essences (and the Bewitcher’s authority to disclose their meaning) arise from a prescriptive set of 
categories that seemingly exist 'before the law,' a phrase which Judith Butler borrows from a 
parable in Kafka’s The Trial.47 In the parable, a man from the country waits 'before the law,' sitting 
at the door of the law, and asking the doorkeeper when he will be allowed to enter. As he 
anticipates his encounter with 'the law,' he grants it the authoritative power to disclose the 
meaning that he seeks. Butler says that the concept of gender functions in the same way. We 
create the categories of gender by performing what we already understand gender to be, and we 
imagine that we are invoking some transcendent and objective law which exists independently of 
human action, some essence which our performance might channel.48 But in Butler’s analysis it is 
the other way around: our performance is precisely what constitutes the ‘essence’ of gender.
Horne’s goal is a re-enchantment of womanhood, and the recapturing of a mythologised 
golden age of ideal gender relations. The Bewitcher tells us that all things feminine should be 
exalted, especially in the eyes of men, as they were in ancient times. She presents a Pagan 
creation myth which emphasises that women were created to be adored by men.49 Modern 
women are not adored as they ought to be, because as a society we have forgotten how 
bewitching they really are. In this account, the nature of woman is as mysterious and beautiful as 
the moon, and she is not something to be interrogated or judged, but simply appreciated – ideally 
from a distance, like a work of art. Accordingly, she possesses an aura much like the one that 
44  Horne 2006, p. 1. 
45  Horne actually does offer a love spell to ‘make this guy fall for you’ in Horne 2002, pp. 46-50, but here 
she characterises the use of such spells as ‘creepy,’ and says they are guaranteed to cause trouble for 
the witch.
46  Horne 2006, p. 186
47  Butler 2006; Kafka 1925, chapter 9
48  Locating the ‘essence’ of gender within the unconscious, Butler cites Freud’s claim that someone might 
resolve her Oedipal attraction differently depending on ‘the strength or weakness of masculinity or 
femininity in her disposition … “whatever that may consist in”’ (Butler 2006, pp. 81-82). Beneath the 
mysterious Oedipus complex which he teases up out of the unconscious, Freud implies that there is an 
even more mysterious secret: this ‘disposition’ towards masculinity or femininity. Butler reveals that this 
is a ruse. The dispositions are actually ‘traces of a history of enforced sexual prohibitions which is untold,
and which the prohibitions seek to render untellable. … [The law produces] the very phenomenon it later 
claims only to channel or repress.’ (pp. 87-88).
49  Horne 2006, pp. x-xi. This myth, which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, is based on 
stories of the Kamilaroi and Euahlayi people, about the sun-goddess Yhi.
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Walter Benjamin sees in a distant mountain range.50 Clearly, this is a deeply conservative version 
of feminism. It is a feminist ideology, since it still seeks to improve the lot of women, but it also 
embraces the status of the feminine Other in relation to a primary masculine subject. A woman’s 
purpose in life is expressed in the passive voice: she exists to be observed, to be adored.
 Horne’s particular feminism owes something to Simone de Beauvoir’s observation that to 
be a woman in a patriarchal culture is always to be a source of ambiguity for men. When men are 
the presumed default subjects, women are conceptualised as the mysterious 'second sex.' Much 
like the Indigenous Other, Beauvoir observes that a woman is not the privileged subject of modern
civilisation because she is too close to nature, because 'motherhood left woman riveted to her 
body like the animal.'51 For Beauvoir, women are confined to their immanent, natural experiences, 
while men are free to transcend and dominate the natural – and by extension, men are thus able 
to dominate the bodies of women. Silvia Federici suggests, however, that this view of women’s 
bodies only arises from the modern capitalist invention of the ‘full-time housewife’ in the 18th and 
19th centuries, a role which ‘not only fixed women to reproductive work, but increased their 
dependence on men, enabling the state and employers to use the male wage as a means to 
command women's labor.’52 Similarly, Silvia Bovenschen cautions that feminist thought must 
maintain a critical distance from the mythology of women’s ‘natural’ powers of witchcraft, because 
feminist resistance is always ‘contemporary and political. It is not based in mythology, even 
though it occasionally makes use of mythological imagery. … I find the reference to myth 
dangerous when it is used as proof of the eternal recurrence of the same.’53 Bovenschen suggests
that ‘we can use the symbolic potential of the witch, and the special relationship to nature 
attributed to women, without believing that we are the creatures of nature that men wanted to 
make us.’54 
The Bewitcher embraces her status as an object of male desire, whose entire existence is 
defined in relation to male subjects. Within her ideology, primary power rests in the hands of men,
but the Bewitcher, as a woman in her power, is able to capture the attention of a men, and to 
subtly command whatever power he possesses. However, under most circumstances, the 
50  Benjamin 1936, part III: ‘We define the aura ... as the unique phenomenon of a distance, however close 
it may be. If, while resting on a summer afternoon, you follow with your eyes a mountain range on the 
horizon or a branch which casts its shadow over you, you experience the aura of those mountains, of 
that branch. This image makes it easy to comprehend the social bases of the contemporary decay of the
aura. It rests on… the desire of contemporary masses to bring things “closer” spatially and humanly. … 
To pry an object from its shell, to destroy its aura, is the mark of a perception whose “sense of the 
universal equality of things” has increased to such a degree that it extracts it even from a unique object 
by means of reproduction.’
51  Beauvoir 1949, p. 100
52  Federici 2004, p. 75. In Federici’s view, this is precisely why so many women were executed as witches 
from the 16th century onwards, during the transition from feudalism to capitalism: so that the owners of 
newly-enclosed lands could extract as much value as possible from women’s reproductive labour, 
‘women suffered a unique process of social degradation that was fundamental to the accumulation of 
capital, and has remained so ever since.’
53  Bovenschen 1978, p. 87, cited in Howard 1983, p. 73
54  Howard 1983, p. 73
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Bewitcher does not anticipate any need to interfere with her man’s natural will, because she says 
that a 'good man,' a man in his power, is essentially wise and benevolent. The crucial challenge of
Bewitching is finding such a man, and the Bewitcher tells us that all of the ‘assholes, losers and 
tricksters’ she meets along the way are merely obstacles or lessons during her personal journey 
in search of him.55
It is worth noting that although Horne writes mostly about the magic of women’s bodies, 
she does acknowledges the existence of masculine magic as well, which is similarly contained 
within the body. The phallus possesses a dangerous power. Bewitch A Man warns that only an 
advanced bewitcher should ever have sex with a man if she knows that he is 'not relationship 
material,' and even then, she should only do so if he wears a black condom (the essential colour 
of binding and banishing),56 in order to protect her from 'falling under the spell of his magical 
cock.'57 The Bewitcher provides little instruction for men who might want to better understand their
own magical bodies. Her writing is primarily directed at women,58 and particularly, women who feel
powerless in their relationships with men. Furthermore, while the Bewitcher takes deliberate care 
to always frame women as intrinsically beautiful and worthy of love, she emphasises that 
apprentice bewitchers must learn to make good judgements about men, and not simply adore 
them as a matter of course. She implies that (since God has been unnaturally exalted over the 
Goddess) we love masculinity far more than is natural, and so in the modern world it is important 
to think critically about whether a man is 'relationship material' or not before falling in love with 
him.
When Horne describes her experiences of disenchantment, she generally does so in 
terms of feeling powerless and ugly. This sensation is most apparent in her accounts of when she 
was young, when abusive men expressed a grotesque fascination with her body.59 This is the 
condition of the disenchanted world into which Horne was born, the condition of ‘being-already-in-
a-world,’ and inevitably she must construct her self in response to that condition.60 In her youth, 
Horne blamed herself for how men treated her, rationalising that ‘yucky things happen to yucky 
girls.’61 Years later, the Bewitcher redefines her body as something to celebrate. Her body is still 
natural, and still sexual, but it is re-enchanted by her ownership of it, by her resolute anticipation 
of the body’s consistency. The Bewitcher inhabits her sexed body, observes how men objectify it, 
55  Horne 2006, p. 173
56  Horne 2000, p. 39
57  Horne 2006, p. 131
58  See e.g. Horne 2002, p. 88. ‘Focus on the awesome power that you have to create, carry and nurture 
life within you, and channel this to fuel your desire. If you’re a guy trying out this spell, don’t just think 
about Playboy, think also about your body’s incredible ability to create life.’
59  Horne 2017, p. 53. The most notable example of this fascination is Horne’s grandfather, who sexually 
abused her throughout her childhood, typically while oblivious family members were also in the house 
(pp. 23-24). Also noteworthy is her first sexual partner, who told her that she “would be perfect” if she 
had her labia removed (p. 33).
60  Heidegger 1962, p. 369
61  Horne 2017, p. 24
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and understands this objectification to be a feature of how her body works, how it affects the world
beyond herself. This is her power, and she resolves to put it to practical use.
  
Fiona Horne, proudly embodied and unambiguously gendered, in 1998, 2001 and 2017
Nevertheless, Horne is ambivalent about her two appearances in Playboy. She is very 
proud of how the photographs turned out in Australian Playboy in 1998: her dramatic eyeshadow 
and long black fingernails were unlike anything she had expected to feature on the cover of a 
men’s magazine. But she also says that appearing in Playboy in the first place was something 
that she only did in order to prevent her career from stalling – and so at that time, she 'said yes to 
almost everything.'62 She also justified her decision by telling herself that it would help her to 
overcome her enduring belief that she was ugly and did not deserve to be loved, which for many 
years had driven her to self-harm and substance abuse.63 In 2005, she posed for Playboy again 
simply because she needed the money, because trying to keep up appearances while living in 
Los Angeles was very expensive.64 Nevertheless, she resolved to celebrate her 'playmate' status 
because it placed her in the same category as Elle Macpherson and Dannii Minogue – Australian 
women Horne admired because they had 'made it big' on an international stage.
Horne accepts patriarchal dominance as a natural fact. Her feminism is not concerned with
strategically addressing the systemic problems that affect women, but rather tactically helping 
women to survive in a world full of dangerous men. The tactics that she endorses revolve around 
the seduction of ‘good men’ and the maintenance of ‘natural’ power dynamics. Horne says that 
62  Horne 2017, pp. 110-111
63  Horne 2017, pp. 111, 44-47 
64  Seddon 2017
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men are ‘basic beasts,’ and it is their nature to chase women.65 Sex and love implicitly belong to 
women, and men desire to get these things from women. The good men are the ones who know 
how to treat a lady: these are the ‘real men;’ they are ‘relationship material.’ The Bewitcher sees 
herself in a position of power, because she judges how men go about getting what they seek, and
she rewards the good men with affection, and punishes the bad men with curses. (This has 
something in common with the way that internet misogynist communities conceptualise gender 
relations within a ‘sexual marketplace’66 – if sex is a commodity, then it can be earned, and it can 
be owed.)
Following from Beauvoir’s characterisation of the feminine as Other, Judith Butler 
observes that the ambiguous status of the Other leads inevitably to trouble, and undermines 
patriarchal power merely by existing. Because the ‘true essence’ of gender lies unseen-but-
anticipated, beyond Kafka’s impassable door, Butler says that some kind of disruptive ambiguity is
inevitable. The question she asks of herself and her readers is not 'how do we avoid trouble,' but 
'what kind of trouble do we want?' In her romantic relationships, the Bewitcher simply wishes to 
stay out of trouble and live comfortably – ideally under the protection of a strong and generous 
man. But she cannot avoid making some kind of trouble, which is evident in her rebellion against 
the religious sensibilities of Horne’s Catholic upbringing.
In the model of Levi-Strauss’ pensée sauvage, the Bewitcher utilises the methods of both 
the bricoleur and the engineer. Clearly, Horne is a magician and a performance artist, and so she 
weaves together a diverse range of seemingly unconnected elements in order to construct a novel
and meaningful bricolage. For the most part, this is the way that the Bewitcher prefers to think: 
she finds joy and fulfilment in relating to people as individuals, trusting her intuition, and striving to
create things that are good, with little regard for whether they are correct.67 But without meaning 
to, the Bewitcher also utilises gender as the conceptual tool of an engineer. The impotent goal of 
gender-essentialism is to resolve the ambiguity of gendered signs, to define all signs as 
masculine or feminine, or at best to position complex signs (such as personal identities) 
somewhere on a spectrum between these two poles. This concept of gender is deployed in order 
to render certain ideas unthinkable. But even though Bewitch A Man is Horne’s most fully-
developed articulation of a conceptual persona, the Bewitcher is not all that Fiona Horne is. The 
magic of the bricoleur is the ability to dissolve categorical definitions and embrace the chaotic 
ambiguity of life as we find it: in the enchanted world, a woman might just as easily be a man, or a
hawk, or a forest. In the enchanted world, Horne is worthy of love as she is, whatever she 
happens to be.
65  Horne 2006, p. 30
66  Valkenburgh 2018 describes how the internet community The Red Pill ‘explicitly integrates neoliberal 
and scientific discourses into its seduction strategies,’ evaluating individuals in terms of their ‘sexual 
market value.’ 
67  Thus her rejection of ‘political correctness’ on the very first page of Bewitch A Man (Horne 2006).
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2: The ontology of the gendered self
“Yoni, he stares there, wondering about conquering. Will I fuck it? Will I eat it? Will I kill it?”
- Def FX, “Hymn to Her,” Majick (1996)
Horne completed a course on vipassana meditation in 1995. She discusses this retreat 
frequently, and she frames it as a crucial event in the formation of her identity.68 In 2017, she 
notes that ‘overall, the girl I was then doesn’t resonate much with the person I am now. Except for 
Vipassana.’69 During the ten-day retreat, Horne spent fourteen hours every day meditating in total 
silence, and eating very little. Such excruciating practices are typical of the modern vipassana 
movement, which emerged in the 1950s based on the teachings of S.N. Goenka. Goenka insists 
that the Buddha’s methods for attaining enlightenment are not religious, but universal, rooted in 
scientific reason.70 He describes vipassana as simply the capacity for ‘seeing things as they really 
are.’71 Goenka’s teachings reimagine all of the aesthetic, ethical and philosophical traditions of 
Buddhism through a much-simplified hermeneutics of experience, and this approach implicitly 
frames private mystical experiences as the primary goal of Buddhist practice.72 Because of 
Goenka’s aspiration to ‘colour-blind’ cross-cultural accessibility, his vipassana revival appeals to 
atheists, Christians, Wiccans, and people of any other faith or culture, so long as they believe in 
the empirical evidence of their own senses (especially when those senses reveal private mystical 
experiences, brought on by hunger, exhaustion and boredom).73 Horne says that the vipassana 
course was the most rewarding thing she has ever done because it taught her about 'the 
impermanence of the flesh and the permanence of the spirit.'74 Suffering ends, but Horne’s spirit is
indestructible. Horne says that she pierced her lip afterwards, as a permanent reminder of this 
68  See e.g. Horne 2000, pp. 27-9, The Spirit Of Things 2002, and Horne 2017 pp. 71-78.
69  Horne 2017 p. 71
70  Goenka is part of a broad historical movement to make Buddhism more compatible with Western 
discourses of secularisation, individualism and consumer capitalism; one of the crucial strategies in 
demonstrating this compatibility has been the patronage of celebrities and the representation of 
Buddhism in Western pop culture. See Cusack 2011b.
71  See the Australian vipassana website http://www.dhamma.org.au/meditation.htm.
72  See Sharf 1995, pp. 230
73  Sharf 1995, p. 260: ‘it would be surprising if those who subjected themselves to the rigours of a 
Buddhist meditation retreat, which can involve upwards of fourteen hours of meditation a day in an 
excruciatingly uncomfortable cross-legged posture … would not undergo some unusual and potentially 
transformative experiences.’
74  Horne 2000, p. 28, emphasis added. Goenka’s Westernised vipassana practice permits Horne, a 
devoted individualist, to hold an ontological position which is radically different from vipassana’s 
philosophical origins. Buddhist doctrine broadly holds that, despite the illusion of self which we 
experience, a person does not possess an immortal soul: there is no 'essential' self deep down inside of 
us, only the false appearance of a self which we must learn to see beyond.  This doctrine, called anatta 
or anatman, is the ontological basis of Buddhism, and is one of the major tenets which explicitly 
distinguishes Buddhist thought from the Hindu belief in atman, the eternal soul.
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lesson:75 the steel bolt symbolises her enduring self, smooth and pure and cool, distinct from her 
body but nevertheless contained within it.
The feminine body is often discursively linked to ‘nature.’ This link regularly serves to 
justify the claim that nature is in need of ‘husbandry’ by a masculine, civilised intellect.76 While 
Wicca celebrates nature and femininity, the religion is nevertheless extremely conservative in its 
gender politics. Wicca’s boldest claim is that divinity is essentially dual-gendered, unlike the 
patriarchal divinity of the monotheistic religions, but in most other respects, Wicca tends to 
conform to a very traditional model of gender essentialism. Indeed, gender serves as the 
ontological foundation of the Wiccan faith. Masculinity and femininity are described as the 
fundamental forces in the universe, the forces from which all life, culture and activity arise from.77 
In Judith Butler’s terms, these gendered forces are conceptualised as though were already 
established 'before the law,' pre-existing the signifying systems from which gender actually 
arises.78 In a universe where everything arises from masculine and feminine energies, where else 
could the universe itself have come from, but from the union of a God and Goddess who pre-exist 
everything?
In keeping with the mother-goddess imagery of Horne’s pagan community, the femininity 
of the Bewitcher is always framed as natural, and therefore implicitly magical. For pagans who 
think as Horne does, the 'natural union' of gender is synonymous with the divine act of creation, 
but the precondition for this creation is that the masculine and feminine essences must be 
unambiguously distinguished from one another. This ontological position gives Horne the 
opportunity to embrace the 'darker' feminine archetypes which traditionally frame women’s 
sexuality and women’s emotions as a threat to be contained – Horne calls upon the power of 
Hecate, 'goddess of retribution,' to curse her ex-boyfriends, and her Los Angeles coven considers 
Lilith to be its patron deity.79 In the Catholic faith of Horn’s childhood, these particular expressions 
of feminine power are taboo, but it is therefore not surprising to think that Horne possesses 
magical powers because she is a woman, because women have been discursively positioned 
closer to the Earth and Satan in the Christian tradition.80 The Bewitcher utilises these archetypes, 
75  She also adds, “I’m sure my teachers would be horrified to know that the experience inspired me to 
pierce my body with steel.”
76  Butler 2006, pp. 50-51
77  This same sentiment, that divinity is both gendered and heterosexual, also makes a surprise 
appearance in the Church Of All Worlds’ annual May Games. Zell writes that ‘from these early 
experiments, we came to a deeper understanding of the proper role of the May Royalty as the avatars of
the land and the community – the Sacred King representing all the men, and the Queen representing all 
the women. So after that, we agreed that we would not have any more same sex couples – or triples – 
entering the Games (or at least, not eligible to win). This was (and remains) a controversial decision, as 
the Church of All Worlds has always embraced people of all sexual persuasions and proclivities.’ See 
Sulak 2014, p. 247.
78  Butler 2006. Butler’s interest in ‘the law’ and how it dictates our thinking about gender very likely derives
from Foucault’s challenge in The History of Sexuality (1990, p. 91), that we must ‘conceive of sex without
the law, and power without the king.’ 
79  Horne 2006, pp.190, 193; Horne 2007, p. 67
80  See e.g. Merchant 1990, or Federici 2004
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in spite of their misogynistic history, because by simply giving them a positive twist, the clarity and
structure of gender conformity provides a sense of purpose. Horne insists that although women 
are defined by and ‘riveted to’ their bodies, those bodies are holy temples to the Goddess. 
Defining herself specifically as a seductress with magical sexual powers may be threatening, but it
is far less threatening than if she were unfeminine, if she rejected her feminine essence. When 
Horne is in command of her own public image, she strives to explain how her 'dark side' is always 
tempered by a gendered sense of propriety. The men she curses are abusive, and their 
punishment is just; Horne’s Dark Light of Lilith coven is dedicated to the 'feminist Sumerian 
Goddess' whose divinity, the coven claims, was reappropriated by Jewish and Muslim patriarchs, 
who twisted her into a demonic figure.81
Horne’s 'favourite goddess,' however, is an Aboriginal sun goddess named Yhi, of the 
Kamilaroi people.82 Horne presents this story in this way: in the dreamtime, Yhi woke up and 
looked at the earth, and light fell upon it, and wherever the light fell, she gave life to all manner of 
animals and plants. After admiring her work every day for many millennia, she woke up one day 
and discovered a Man on the earth, who had not been created by her light.83 She saw that he was
lonely, so she waited until the Man was asleep, and then shone her light on a particularly beautiful
flower. When the Man woke up and he saw this lovely flower, it transformed into a Woman. The 
Man wanted nothing more than to make the Woman happy, and so he ran about doing things to 
impress her and make her smile. All of creation agreed that this was a good thing for him to do. 
Horne presents this story in the introduction to Bewitch A Man. The moral that Horne 
offers is a gendered version of the historical-disenchantment narrative: in the mythic past, women 
were created (by the gaze of the Goddess and by the gaze of man) so that men would adore 
them. But over time, Western civilisation has forgotten how men are supposed to look at women. 
(Horne reinforces the ‘naturalness’ of this knowledge by implying that Indigenous people preserve
what white Europeans have forgotten.)84 Today, men do not see women ‘as they really are,’ as 
blessings from the Goddess. Although the purpose of Bewitch A Man is to give women the 
magickal tools they need in order to realise their own desires, Horne feels that the first thing that 
must be emphasised is an affirmation that it is natural for women to be the objects of men’s 
desire. From this lesson, Horne’s reader is to understand that any dissatisfaction she feels in her 
love life is not her fault: simply by virtue of being a woman, she is desirable, and if she feels 
unloved it is only because a process of ‘civilisation’ has perverted the natural order into something
81  Horne 2007, p. 67. Although Lilith’s heritage as a benevolent Sumerian goddess is spurious, this 
narrative is popular among neopagans. A version of the narrative which has been widely recirculated on 
the internet states that the goddess was declared to be a demon ‘at the dawn of patriarchy.’ (See 
https://www.google.com/search?q=Lilith+"at+the+dawn+of+patriarchy") 
82  Horne 2006, pp. ix-xi. 
83  Another version of this story is recorded in Reed 1965, pp. 15-25. In this account, the Man is Baiame, 
the supreme deity whom Christian missionaries have often syncretised with their own God.
84  Although this Aboriginal myth is only an illustration of Horne’s thinking, it nevertheless employs the 
same logic employed in Castaneda’s claim that anyone could learn to 'become a Toltec,' or Goenka’s 
claim that vipassana-induced mystical experiences should be decoupled from Buddhist thought.
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unsatisfying and inauthentic. For Horne, the world that Yhi created is a world where women had 
power, and Horne re-enchantment (through witchcraft and seduction) promises that women might 
'take back the power' and awaken men to their forgotten purpose of giving women pleasure and 
happiness.85
In her own analysis, Horne connects her personal craving for the approval of men to a 
dysfunctional relationship with her adoptive father, 'the first man who broke my heart.'86 This man 
told her regularly that instead of being adopted, she should have been “put in a bucket” (a 
dysphemism for abortion).87 One of Horne’s fantasies is that she could have instead raised by her 
biological father, George Korner, a man who she believes understood the importance of making 
women feel beautiful. In the 1950s, Korner and his wife Judit founded the Madame Korner chain 
of salons and beauty schools, where Horne’s birth mother also worked for twenty-four years.88 
Horne wonders, if she had had a doting father who made her feel beautiful and worthy of love, 
'would I have been more careful who I gave my heart to? Would I have expected more than 
abuse?'89 Horne did not know Korner well, but she says that his spirit visited her at a Samhain 
ritual in the United States, which she found immensely comforting.90
Horne’s emphasis on ‘natural’ gender relations reflects Wicca’s origins as a ‘nature 
religion.’ Wiccan High Priestess Vivianne Crowley claims that Gerald Gardner was never 
particularly interested in ecology, and was far more interested in practicing magic.91 In particular, 
Gardner was most interested in the magical powers of sexual desire, and in the union of 
masculine and feminine energies, so his references to ‘nature’ serve primarily to justify why sex 
and nudity are not inherently sinful, but natural.92 As a consequence of Gardner’s primary interest 
in the ‘natural’ expression of desire, scholars of paganism such as Margot Adler and Susan 
Greenwood have observed that practitioners of Wicca, and of other ‘nature-focused’ Pagan 
religions, often place a great deal of emphasis on their own psycho-spiritual experience, while 
only superficially paying lip service to the importance of caring for the natural environment.93 A 
positive attitude towards sexuality is similarly central to much of Horne’s writing about magic, and 
Horne demonstrates an exemplary personal commitment to the feminist ideal of sex-positivity. But
ironically, she also reproduces many problematic conventions regarding what ‘natural’ female 
sexuality ought to look like. 
Horne’s efforts to frame 'bewitching' as a form of female empowerment are often deeply 
problematic. She is well aware of the danger that women face when they are sexually objectified: 
85  Horne 2006, p. xi
86  Horne 2017, p. 53
87  Horne 2017, p. 25
88  Horne 2006, p. 206
89  Horne 2017, p. 130
90  Horne 2017, pp. 129-130
91  V. Crowley 1996, cited in Greenwood 2005, p. 22
92  See e.g. Gardner 1954: 'You must be this way so that it becomes second nature; you are no longer 
naked, you are simply natural and comfortable.’
93  Greenwood 2005, p. 175
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in addition to Horne’s own early and traumatic sexual encounters with men, Horne also writes that
her birth mother was abused by her first husband, who abducted her and kept her locked her in 
the bedroom 'so that no other man could lay eyes on her.'94 In Horne’s account, he was 'so 
bewitched by her, he went nuts.' Horne rationalises that the abuse occurred because her mother 
was such a perfect example of what a woman ought to be, that this man became obsessed with 
her beauty and attempted to take away the power that she had over other men. His sexual 
jealousy is defined as madness, but he is evidently driven mad by a woman’s irresistible beauty.
Horne shares this story while demonstrating a magical exercise for her readers, stressing 
that a woman must have female role-models. This exercise is a celebration of all of the women 
who have touched the bewitcher’s life, particularly including the women with whom the bewitcher 
has a difficult or hostile relationship.95 Horne instructs her reader to list the names of every woman
that the she has had some kind of personal relationship with, and then for each woman on the list,
to write down something inspiring and beautiful which makes her worthy of the bewitcher’s love. 
For example, Horne says that her adoptive mother, the Catholic woman who raised her, is 
actually a bewitcher if Horne 'really looks,' because as a traditional matriarch and homemaker she
is ‘in her power,’ and she has achieved the great feat of having 'kept her man by her side through 
thick and thin for longer than I have been alive.'96 (Horne also writes that her adoptive parents 
were disappointed with the woman that she would become.97)
Horne’s feminism is similar to the superficial 'girl power' essentialist feminism of many 
other celebrities, which emphasise the uncontroversial values of sisterhood, admiration and 
solidarity. These values make audiences feel good, without demanding anything that might seem 
'too political.'98 Horne says that by celebrating and supporting other women, a woman 
simultaneously empowers herself, because all women are connected via their femininity, and 
'everything good that you see in them is a quality and ability that resonates in you.'99 But the sort 
of feminism that Horne endorses, which celebrates women for their beauty and their connection to
nature, is extremely prescriptive. The Bewitcher explicitly discourages us from judging other 
women (because, as facets of the Goddess, all women deserve love), but if we accept her claim 
that there is a feminine essence, then inevitably some women might not perform their femininity in
the way that ‘nature’ dictates they ought to. The ideology of Bewitching subtly justifies the use of 
coercion in order to make these individuals conform, 'for their own good.' Horne can be seen 
applying such pressure in the reality TV show Mad Mad House. One of the contestants, Loana, 
reacts with obvious discomfort to Horne’s witchcraft and flamboyant sexuality, and Horne 
interprets this discomfort to mean that Loana is a prude who feels uncomfortable in her own body.
94  Horne 2006, p. 205
95  Ibid., p. 201-210
96  Ibid., pp. 207-208
97  Horne 2017, pp. 19-25. She calls her adoptive father ‘the first man who broke my heart,’ p. 53.
98  Taylor Swift, for example, has infamously surrounded herself with female celebrity friends during her 
performances, particularly on stage in her 1989 tour, and in the music video for Bad Blood.
99  Horne 2006, pp. 202-203
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Horne tells Loana that she is “wasting her life,” and asks her “what’s the point” of living such an 
inauthentic life. When Horne hosts a goddess-honouring ritual and invites Loana to attend, she 
stresses that obviously Loana will not enjoy it, because she is so deeply uncomfortable with her 
own goddess-nature. After a great deal of pressure, Loana finally submits, and allows Horne to 
anoint and bathe her on camera. The Bewitcher believes that women in general should be free, 
but liberalism always makes exceptions.100 
3a: The liberated witch and the will to do what ‘must be done’
'Love is the law, love under will.' 
- Aleister Crowley101
‘Any form of transformation or revelation involves pain: it involves releasing something.’
- Fiona Horne102
In Bewitch A Man, the Bewitcher adopts a contrarian position on the ethical use of her 
power. From the outset of this book, she positions herself as an iconoclast among Pagans, 
eschewing political correctness in order to 'tell it like it is.' This revelation is perhaps the most 
interesting moment in the development of the Bewitcher persona. It suggests a kind of rebellious 
authenticity, rejecting the supposed wisdom of her fellow practitioners (many of whom have by 
this point have already dismissed Horne as a ‘fluffy bunny’ Wiccan), instead advocating for the 
use of her own 'forbidden magic' in order to win the love that women deserve, and to punish the 
men who have treated women unjustly. Horne’s willingness in this book to place curses on people
is a new development. In her earliest discussions of witchcraft in the 1990s, she was emphatically
disgusted by the idea of using magick to harm others: “Hexing, black magick… ugh! Whatever! As
you send out, so comes back to you threefold, so if I do something nasty, I’m gonna cop it three 
times as bad.”103 In the early 2000s, she made a point of correcting an interviewer who asked her 
about the 'recipes for hexes' in her book, Life’s A Witch, clarifying that “a hex is when you wilfully 
cause harm to someone else ... and I don't encourage that whatsoever in my books.”104 With 
Bewitch A Man, Horne changes her mind.
The primary ethical tenet that most Wiccans adhere to is the Wiccan Rede, which Horne 
cites in several of her books: “an it harm none, do what ye will.” This phrase is obviously 
100 See Losurdo 2011: for as long as liberalism has existed, liberal discourse has always said that “in 
general people ought to be free, except in the following cases…” This is particularly evident in the writing
of John Locke, the so-called ‘father of liberalism’ who was also hypocritically ‘the last major philosopher 
to seek a justification for absolute and perpetual slavery’ (p. 3), and who argued that Native Americans 
were too uncivilised to own property (p. 24).
101 Crowley 1904, chapter 1
102 The Spirit of Things 2002
103 Alternatives 1996
104 The Spirit Of Things 2002
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reminiscent of Aleister Crowley’s central thesis in the Thelemite Book Of The Law, which holds 
that the 20th century was the beginning of a new aeon, in which 'do what thou wilt shall be the 
whole of the Law.' The religions of Wicca and Thelema are both concerned with natural law, and 
both hold that magic provides a greater understanding of the magician’s purpose in life by 
‘releasing’ or ‘revealing’ unconscious desires. Thelema (a name which means 'will' or 'desire' in 
Biblical Greek) is the religion that Crowley invented in the early 1900s. While Thelema never 
achieved the widespread popularity of Wicca, it would seem that Crowley was correct when he 
prophesied the 20th century would be ruled by the law of Thelema: ‘do what thou wilt’ is a 
mandate for individualism. Sigmund Freud’s new science of psychoanalysis would refine how we 
understood the self as the product of conflicting desires, and through Edward Bernays’ influence 
on consumer capitalism, our identities have very deliberately been defined in terms of the objects 
of our desire. But Crowley had no interest in the sorts of fleeting, 'inauthentic' desires that could 
be instilled in us by mass media advertising. What Crowley cared about was the 'True Will,' the 
deep wisdom of the soul, which charts our destiny. The whole of Crowley’s law, then, is that we 
must obey the essential force which has authority over us, but we must also understand that that 
authority is immanently present in our own minds. We submit to our True Will because our 
authentic self is wiser than our ego, because what we truly desire is that which is best for us.
The Wiccan addition of 'an it harm none' to Crowley’s law resembles the Hippocratic ideal 
of avoiding harm as an ethical principle. This suggests that witches see themselves in a similar 
authoritative role to physicians, with all of the responsibility that comes with that role: if such a 
trusted authority figure were to behave unethically, they would be capable of inflicting immense 
physical and psychological harm on the people they are supposed to be helping. The notion of 
witches as healers is consistent with the ecological rhetoric of many Pagans, particularly when we
visualise the Earth as Oberon Zell does: as a beautiful woman’s body, which humans have 
polluted and made sick, and so we are obliged to heal her. For Fiona Horne, whose magic is 
mostly focused on the sphere of interpersonal relationships, the ethical concern of avoiding harm 
is most relevant when it comes to casting spells on people that she considers unworthy of her 
respect.
Both Thelema and Wicca share the conceptual lynchpin that magic is a method of 
expanding one’s consciousness in order to better comprehend one’s position in the universe 
(whether that occurs by recognising one’s True Will, or the external will of the great God or 
Goddess). Here, magic is the performative articulation of desire, decoupling desire from the ego, 
and reframing desire as a destiny or divine plan. Horne’s thinking consistently holds that the 
universe is just, and we all get what we deserve.105 In practice, her magic addresses itself to 
personal problems or anxieties: fostering strong relationships, banishing sickness and negative 
emotions, and (particularly in Bewitch A Man), ‘hexing the bastards who really deserve it.’106 
105 See Horne 2017, p. 33: ‘For decades I was convinced that you had to pay for happiness with sadness. 
One week of happiness cost three weeks of sadness. … I was so convinced of it that I made it happen.’
106 Horne 2006, p. 185.
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Horne does not consider these goals to be self-serving.  She argues that illicit magic still serves a 
spiritual higher order, because a scorned bewitcher is an agent of natural justice. She justifies this
claim with reference to a variety of Wiccan ethical adages: 'Do what you want, but don’t hurt 
anyone. (But what if he’s already hurt you?) Do what you will, but don’t interfere with another’s 
free will. (But what if he’s already interfered with your free will by seducing you and then dumping 
you?) And the biggie: as you send out, so returns threefold.'107 Horne suggests that 'perhaps your 
job now is to be the flow,' an instrument of the cosmos sending his own destructive energy back to
its source, magnified threefold. Horne’s hexes call particularly on Hecate, the tripartite Greek 
goddess. Hecate is a popular goddess among Pagans because of her specific association with 
magic, and because her status as a feminine trinity serves as a gleefully subversive mirror of the 
patriarchal Father, Son and Spirit. She is therefore an excellent patron for women who wish to 
make trouble.108 Her magic allows Horne to address, with laser-sharp focus, the anxieties of 
individual survivors of abuse, by directly offering those survivors power over the specific men who 
have harmed them. 
Horne offers several hexes which are transgressive and upsetting, evoking the death-and-
burial of a relationship that can never be restored to its previous state. When the bewitcher 
resolves to end a relationship with an unfaithful man, she first hides her underwear under his 
mattress.109 If he has been lying to her, she stealthily deposits a pile of rusty nails and crossroads-
dirt by his front door.110 But the simplest hex that Horne recommends is to face the abuser and 
say the magic words, “fuck off” – and then, ‘like you do after casting any other powerful spell, walk
away without looking back.’111 The Bewitcher rejects abusive men as an unnatural presence, and 
so she casts them out of her life. 
The Bewitcher’s hexes seemingly have more to do with a personal obsession than they do
with any sort of grand spiritual awakening, but nevertheless it seems fair to say that they realise 
what Crowley would have called her True Will. They are an attempt at a 'clean break,' because 
the Bewitcher must strive towards her destiny, without becoming distracted by her fleeting desires
for unworthy men. She trusts that her magical actions are just, because magic is the domain of 
Hecate, who is ‘a divine manifestation of the scales of balance in the universe.’112 Out of all the 
laws of magic that she endorses, the 'biggie' is that the energy that we send out into the world 
always remembers its essential nature, and returns inevitably to its source. Even if her spells 
cause harm to others, she cannot make the world a fundamentally unjust place, because in the 
enchanted world, anyone who abuses their power is always punished for it, one way or another. 
107 Horne 2006, pp. 184-185 
108 In Macbeth, the threat posed by Hecate’s coven is a broader, more archetypal form of the personal 
threat posed by Lady Macbeth. These witches see men to their doom because they are dissatisfied with 
the status quo, and they demonstrate to the audience that even the most powerful men are vulnerable to
a woman’s influence.
109 Horne 2006, pp. 191-192
110 Ibid., pp. 188-190
111 Ibid., p. 191
112 Horne 2006, pp. 189
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The ethical goal of 'harming none' is thus secondary for Horne, and her highest duty is to strip 
away all distractions and reveal her authentic desires, in order to reshape her life into the one that
she is meant to live. Horne’s values are consistent with the Crowleyan ethic that weaves itself 
through the history of Wicca. We might regard every significant break in Horne’s life as the 
intervention of her True Will, when she realises that her 'false life' must be interrupted before it 
can reach its terrible conclusion. Implicitly, this terrible conclusion would be something that injures
her real essential self, the spirit-self that is contained within her body. Her false life may end, but 
she will need her body afterwards if she wishes to get her real life back on track.
When Doreen Valiente joined Gerald Gardner’s coven in the 1950s, she was shocked by 
how much of Gardner’s Book of Shadows was borrowed directly from Crowley’s writing (as well 
as other modern sources, since Gardner claimed that he had inherited the book from the ancient 
witch cult). She was also the most influential Wiccan to repudiate Crowley’s work, although many 
other Wiccans would also be uncomfortable reciting sacred words that were written by the man 
who called himself 'the Beast 666.' Gardner’s ‘Charge of the Goddess,’ which contains lines from 
Crowley’s work, is recited in various forms at many Wiccan ceremonies, and Valiente made an 
effort to rewrite this poem so as to expunge Crowley’s influence. The following passage from the 
Charge is particularly relevant to the present study:
‘My law is love unto all beings.
Keep pure your highest ideal;
Strive ever towards it, let naught stop you or turn you aside;
For mine is the secret door which opens upon the door of youth, 
And mine is the cup of wine of life, 
And the cauldron of Cerridwen, which is the Holy Grail of immortality.’
Obviously, this passage still endorses the spirit of Thelema. What else is the True Will if 
not one’s highest ideal, which one must keep pure and strive towards? But this specific section of 
the Charge is also strikingly Christian, and thus serves as a fine example of Valiente’s efforts to 
assure everyone that the Goddess’ horned consort is not ‘the Beast 666.’ The charge’s tone is 
more deliberately inclusive than a Christian prayer ('love unto all beings' is certainly broader than 
'love thy neighbour'), but the Goddess also offers us an obvious incentive to obey this law: she is 
the Goddess of life, and she has the power to grant life to her most faithful worshippers.
But I am particularly intrigued by the ‘secret door which opens upon the door of youth.’ We
have already seen some evidence that the enchanted world behind the Goddess’ door is a world 
in which we can become children once again, where Oberon Zell is able play at being a character 
from one of his favourite stories. What does this mean for Fiona Horne? Her magical play is not 
as overtly childish as Zell’s, since she generally speaks about magic as a mature, sexually 
empowered woman, whose divine mandate is to pursue healthy relationships and to take 
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responsibility for her own emotional wellbeing. But the Goddess of Wicca also grants a measure 
of youth to Fiona Horne, and that youth is not just the sexualised beauty of a 'young woman' – it is
innocent, childish and playful. 
3b: Life as a dialectic of conceptual personae
‘Some of the things you are about to read may seem unbelievable, even at times silly and 
pointless. … Often, the sillier and more pointless something appears, the more powerful 
its effect on your life will be.’
- Bewitch A Man113
‘I said to the voice, “all those times I had wise words for myself, was that me speaking, or 
was it you?” And the voice said, “I am you.” … My idea of God speaks loudly and shines 
brightly to me in places of natural beauty. It’s the same presence I communed with when I
was a little girl growing up in the Australian bush.’
- The Naked Witch114
As she breaks up with the toxic men in her life, the Bewitcher echoes that voice who tells a
younger Fiona Horne to stop abusing heroin and speed: “Fiona, this isn’t you! This is not your life! 
Stop this!”115 Horne’s inner voice knows how to live an authentic life, and she will not settle for 
anything less. A similar ‘break’ occurs again when she joins alcoholics anonymous in 2011, and 
realises that for the first time, she actually believes in God, not as a metaphor but as a real 
presence in her life.116 Looking back on her life before this revelation, she identifies a clear division
between who she was and who she has become: ‘I thought not believing in God to be a 
pragmatic, sensible, responsible thing to do. And I felt alone, very alone in the universe.’117 But 
then she heard God’s voice speaking to her ‘as clear as day.’ 
In her writing about her youth, Horne generally emphasises her credulity and her naivete, 
which she needed to grow out of before becoming the woman she is today. Before she 
discovered Wicca at the age of 21, she embraced a series of other belief systems which she looks
back on and laughs at.118 Horne often speaks about her childhood faith in Catholicism, and the 
fact that she had aspired to become a nun, like her favourite school teacher, Sister Geraldine.119 
After realising that she did not find the Catholic faith spiritually fulfilling, and finding herself 
113 Horne 2006, p. 11
114 Horne 2017, pp. 180-181
115 Horne 2017, pp. 45-47
116 Horne 2017, pp. 176-181
117 Horne 2017, p. 179
118 Horne 2000, pp. 2-4
119 See e.g. Horne 2000, p. 2: to Horne’s young eyes, Sister Geraldine had ‘always loved God and He’d 
always loved her back,’ and as a consequence, ‘she always felt happy and good about herself.’
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particularly frustrated by the Church’s patriarchal structure and its subtle but pervasive 
misogyny,120 Horne turned briefly to the obvious alternative for a Catholic teenager who has lost 
her faith: Satanism, modelled on the pulp novels of Dennis Wheatley, and on Horne’s naive 
reading of the Malleus Maleficarum. (Horne observes that “when you’re brought up Catholic, 
you’re sort of taught that there’s only one other religion in the world…”121) Later in her teen years, 
she describes her involvement in the New Age movement, reciting affirmations in the face of 
every disappointment. But like most people with low self-esteem, Horne found that 'positive 
thinking' was far less comforting than she had hoped.122 The rationalisation that she developed in 
her teenage years, and privately clung to for decades afterwards, was that one must 'pay' for 
happiness by being miserable; one week of happiness costs three weeks of sadness.123 
Importantly, however, this concept never quite makes itself clear in Horne’s magical writing. The 
Bewitcher’s enchanted world is filled with essential forces that ebb and flow – most notably, 
Hecate’s justice – but in keeping with the Wiccan law of threefold return, one’s own happiness is 
not earned through misery, but through making other people happy.
In light of this discrepancy, it is worth noting that when Fiona Horne writes about her own 
childhood, her writing takes on a different voice that has nothing to do with her Bewitcher persona.
This is especially true in The Naked Witch, in which she discusses suicidal ideation, substance 
abuse, being sexually abused by her grandfather, leaving home at the age of fifteen, and other 
experiences which made her feel ashamed and unworthy of love. But even in her earlier books, 
when Horne speaks about the less traumatic experiences of her childhood, she does not speak as
the Bewitcher explaining how the world works – instead, Horne emphasises her feelings of being 
small and vulnerable, of communicating from a position of vulnerability, rather than speaking from 
the Bewitcher’s position of strength and confidence.124
As is common for Pagan narratives of ‘returning’ to their spiritual nativity, Horne’s 
recollections of her childhood emphasise an early awareness that she possessed magical 
120 Horne 2000, p. 2, says that she realised in her teen years that Christian texts were riddled with 
‘disempowering female stereotypes.’ On The Spirit of Things 2002, Horne describes the Catholic view of 
women as ‘essentially unclean and the source of all sin.’ She adds that shortly after she reached 
puberty, her priest told her that children emerge from between the anus and the urethra, ‘two places of 
filth.’ 
121 The Woman’s Connection 2001. Compare G’Zell 1988: conservatives ‘feel that all other religions are 
“false” but their own, and that other people all worship the Devil.’
122 See Wood, Perunovic and Lee 2009: in general, when a person considers the truth-value of a claim 
that they strongly disagree with, they tend to cling to their original belief with even greater certainty. 
Simple affirmations such as “I am beautiful” or “I deserve to be loved” can be reassuring for people who 
are already somewhat confident of these claims, but if (like Horne) someone already believes that they 
are ugly or undeserving, then 'positive affirmations' tend only to reinforce their pre-existing beliefs, and 
prompt the person to ruminate on those beliefs. “‘I am beautiful’ – oh, but that’s absurd! Just look at all 
the evidence of how ugly I am...” 
123 Horne 2017, p. 33
124 The Bewitcher persona seems quite distinct from the ‘overgrown child’ described in Kermani 2013, but 
Horne insists (2017, p. 181) that the ‘voice’ which tells her how to live is the same voice which she 
communed with when she was a little child.
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powers, long before she had met anyone else who agreed that magic was real.125 The magic of 
Horne’s childhood occurred in the bush that she played in along the shore of the Georges River, 
in Illawong in the Sutherland Shire.126 In this childhood play, Horne was always an interpreter of 
signs. Whenever her mother sent her to 'go play outside,' Horne went looking for fairies who lived 
in the trees, like the characters in her Enid Blyton books. She would use twigs and moss to 
construct tiny houses and toys for the fairies to play with, and the next day when she returned, 
she would examine the placement of these toys for signs that the fairies had moved them. She 
would look for colourful pebbles which her intuition told her would correspond to certain wishes, 
and throw them into the water while looking for signs from the trees and the birds, to indicate that 
her wishes had been heard. She would say aloud, “blow, wind, blow, make my feet and fingers 
glow,” and look up at the treetops to see if the the branches would start to dance.
Horne hedges this account, only claiming very hesitantly that she actually had magical 
powers as a child, and always allowing for the possibility that her search for signs will be 
dismissed as a childish fantasy. She says 'my memories are that every time I said my little 
incantation, the wind would indeed arise.'127 She says she believed that she could control the 
wind, and that at the time, 'it seemed that I was right.' She allows for the possibility that we might 
not believe her, that (as rational adults) we will doubt the validity of these signs, but this serves to 
frame the truth of her story as a matter of faith. Implicitly, she admits that believing in fairies is 
childish, but she was a child, and the subject of her Illawong bush story is always that child.
Although Horne often positions herself in her writing as a guru, she does not seem to see 
herself as one. Several of Horne’s personae possess that confidence, but it does not belong to 
the innocent, naked self beneath her various masks. Horne’s stories about communicating with 
the bush spirits do not emphasise that Horne herself is special or powerful, but rather that she 
entertained a childish notion. Her acknowledgement of the story’s implausibility – “this is what I 
remember,” “this is how it seemed to me” – is a display of intellectual humility, a removal of all 
pretense, all masks. She cannot say with certainty that the spirits are real, all she can do is 
describe her own experience of them. But Horne’s account demonstrates that she trusts her own 
memories, her senses, and her intuition, and this is an example that we might wish to follow. By 
sharing her vulnerability in this way, Horne gives us permission to be childish, to trust ourselves 
and our experiences. If her writing affects us, it is because the subject-positions of reader and 
author become ambiguously blurred together in the intersubjective space. If we do not judge her 
for embracing her own mystical experiences (however unreasonable they may seem), then surely 
we will not be judged for doing the same. In this intersubjective position, in the magic circle 
‘between the worlds,’ we are freed from judgement. This is a far cry from Hecate’s just retribution, 
125 When Horne eventually discovered Wicca, through Ly de Angeles’ book Witchcraft Theory And 
Practice, Horne realised that she’d 'been a witch all along,' even in her naive Satanist phase. See Horne 
2000, p.4, and also Horne’s profile of de Angeles in Horne 2004 (which is actually largely 
autobiographical, focusing on the impact that de Angeles had upon Horne).
126 Horne 2000, pp. 87-90
127 Horne 2000, p. 89
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and the will to end a ‘false life’ – it is an innocent life that will never end, will never ‘need to doubt,’ 
will never ‘need to call myself an atheist,’ will never need to don a mask and pretend to have 
grown up.128
F. Scott Fitzgerald says that 'of course all life is a process of breaking down.'129 Horne 
seems to accept Fitzgerald’s premise (his 'of course'), but even as the world breaks us over and 
over again, Horne’s magic promises to do the impossible, and return us to the enchanted world of 
our innocence, not just mending our broken selves but starting over fresh. As we have seen, 
when Horne’s life is building towards something truly unbearable, her magical strategy is to end 
that life decisively, and begin a new one. But importantly, she always survives – she needs her 
body far more than she needs her inauthentic 'life.' This echoes the strategy that Fitzgerald 
employs:
‘...The ones who had survived had made some sort of clean break. This is a big word and 
is no parallel to a jailbreak when one is probably headed for a new jail or will be forced 
back to the old one. ... A clean break is something you cannot come back from; that is 
irretrievable because it makes the past cease to exist. So, since I could no longer fulfill the 
obligations that life had set for me or that I had set for myself, why not slay the empty shell
who had been posturing at it for four years?’130
Fitzgerald imagines that he might kill the person that he was, and persist only as a writer, 
living a life uncomplicated by kindness, justice, or generosity. All the feelings of his old life are 
deemed irrelevant to his life’s function, and so they are stripped away, leaving only an efficient 
and well-engineered writing-machine. Unlike Fitzgerald, however, when Horne kills her old life and
begins a new one, she hopes to feel everything afresh, like she did when she was a child and she
understood that fairies still lived along the riverbank. Obviously this method is only partially 
effective, since Horne has carried her insecurities through her entire life, even through the breaks.
But for practical purposes, her method works: she has survived.
The historical narrative of disenchantment can be framed as a dialectic of childish credulity
and mature cynicism. When the world was young, we looked around with wonder and asked 
“what is this place? How do I fit in here?” But as we became more familiar with the world and its 
processes, we began to ask “what use is this to me?” We learned how to manipulate and exploit 
the natural world, and we rejected the childish beliefs that we once held which could not stand up 
to scientific scrutiny, not primarily because these intuitions were wrong, but because they were 
deemed useless. The cynical, disenchanted worldview is born from world-weary experience, after 
so many of our beliefs and traditions have failed us. An idealist might very well be correct when 
they insist that “magic is real,” but that does not matter when a cynic can simply say that “magic 
128 Horne 2017, p. 177
129 Fitzgerald 1936, Part 1: The Crack-Up
130 Fitzgerald 1936, Part 3: Handle With Care
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doesn’t work,” dooming the whole endeavour without ever worrying about its ontological validity.
Because innocence seems to have an expiration date, and cynicism is nothing more than 
the accumulation of experience, the process of disenchantment is nobody’s fault. Like Walter 
Benjamin’s 'angel of history' caught in the storm blowing him away from paradise, we do not 
participate in the disenchantment of the world: we are passively swept up in it. (Indeed, our 
inability to participate, to engage meaningfully with the world around us, is precisely the problem 
of disenchantment.) Re-enchantment, however, is aspirational, and if it is to be made reality, then 
the people who desire it must act methodically, dismantling the structures which crush our belief, 
and participating in novel cultural activities that shape the future into a more desirable one. Some 
of Horne’s writing demonstrates a subtle utopian impulse (although never as overtly utopian as 
Zell’s). Most of Horne’s books do not dwell upon why the world must be changed, they simply 
offer a toolbox full of practical solutions. Magic is presented as the solution to a host of personal 
problems, and most of Horne’s books are dedicated to showcasing all of her ‘better mousetraps,’ 
the clever magical tools and solutions that she has invented.131
The implicit first step in the creation of Horne’s spells is identifying common problems in 
need of a magical solution. Jameson observes that utopian writing tends to take the form of 
'blueprints, maps and plans' for a happier world.132 We might read a spellbook as a catalogue of 
problems which exist in the present world, with each spell acting as merely a possible solution for 
an individual to deploy (although it is certainly not the best possible solution, a fact which is sure 
to frustrate Levi-Strauss’ engineer). To take a few examples from Bewitch a Man, Horne’s 'break 
the ice' ritual exists because many women are uncomfortable articulating their desire or even 
speaking to the men they find attractive;133 the 'hurry up and propose' spell exists because a 
sexual relationship is still widely regarded as illegitimate unless the couple is married;134 and 
Horne’s all-purpose 'bewitcher BS detector' exists to resolve the inevitable doubt that arises from 
interacting with other human beings whose minds we cannot truly know.135 All of these spells are 
tiny catastrophes: they disrupt the 'normal' tedium of dysfunctional human relationships, in the 
hope of initiating an entirely new kind of relationship afterwards.136 
Horne’s magic is anti-utopian, however, whenever it presumes that the underlying 
131 Accordingly, I can only presume that Horne must be quite proud of them.
132 Jameson 2007, p.12. He also notes that utopian plans are 'to be read negatively, as what is to be 
accomplished after the demolitions and the removals, and in the absence of all those lesser evils that the
liberals believed to be inherent in human nature.' Remember that for Jameson (1981, p. 1), the political 
is ‘the absolute horizon of all reading and all interpretation.’ In the preface to the 1888 English edition of 
The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels dismiss utopian thought as the domain of ‘social quacks’ 
who impotently promise to change the world ‘without any danger to capital and profit,’ but even so, 
utopian thinkers clearly share many of Marx and Engels’ concerns about the conditions of modern life.
133 Horne 2006, p. 32
134 Horne 2006, p. 53
135 Horne 2006, p. 174
136 This idea is also relevant to Alan Moore’s comic book Promethea, about a superhero who uses magic 
to destroy the world. The world is not all that great anyway, and the magicians know how to make a 
better one: as Oberon Zell makes abundantly clear, magical thinking often produces a utopia.
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systemic problems cannot be solved by witchcraft: this magic addresses itself to only those 
immanent problems that we face as individuals.137 Intellectually, we might concede that gender 
roles can shift over time, or that the institution of marriage is becoming less oppressive and 
monolithic than it once was. But if we feel these pressures as an immanent presence in our lives, 
causing us anxiety or destabilising our relationships, then such abstractions are unlikely to provide
any sort of satisfying solution. Horne’s spells are a grounding exercise, a recapitulation of her 
vipassana meditation technique: they encourage us to focus on our breathing, to articulate our 
problems clearly, and to take specific action here and now. The spells are obviously useful (even 
if they are not intended to solve the underlying problems), because they resolve the subjective 
crisis that occurs when a magician finds themselves overcome.
But of course, this is not to say that Horne’s spells are nothing more than ‘positive 
thinking.’ It would be profoundly cynical to cast one of her love spells – to light red candles, intone 
rhyming couplets, and eat honey on a friday under a waxing moon – if one didn’t actually believe 
in the efficacy of those actions.138 If the anticipated result is nothing more or less than mindfulness
of one’s feelings, then surely there are other mindfulness meditation exercises that would be 
simpler than faffing about with a meaningless ritual. The reason why Horne’s magic resolves the 
specific subjective crisis (the emotional distress brought about by a broken heart, or an unrequited
obsession, or some other specific circumstance) is that simultaneously, fundamentally, her magic 
always makes reference to the dialectical crisis of disenchantment. “I will solve my problem using 
magic,” says the witch. “But magic doesn’t work,” rebuts the entire disenchanted world. And the 
witch, in all her girlish audacity, speaks her incantation aloud, looks to the trees and sees that her 
wish has been heard.
On the topic of how magic works, Horne has had fairly little to say in most of her published
work. (She has vaguely suggested that it might have something to do with quantum uncertainty, 
but the details do not seem particularly important to her.139) However, she does say that whenever
she tries to conjure something new into her life, she finds that her most powerful ally is an attitude 
of “joyful abandon and trust in the knowledge that you are a child of the universe,” which she 
models on the tarot card of The Fool.140 Magicians often describe the zeroth trump of the tarot as 
137 Compare one of the most famous legends about Wicca, Gerald Gardner’s “Operation Cone Of Power,” 
a rite conducted in 1940 to thwart the Luftwaffe’s attacks on Britain. This was one of Gardner’s favourite 
stories about his coven, as the rite was so demanding that several witches died. Heselton 2000, pp. 244-
250, offers a sympathetic analysis of Gardner’s claims. See also Hutton 1999 pp. 208-209: Amado 
Crowley insisted that Operation Cone Of Power was a lie, inspired by the real “Operation Mistletoe.” 
Amado Crowley’s claims are obviously false: if Aleister Crowley had really been recruited by MI5 to 
attack the Nazis using magick, then he would have sung it from the rooftops. This is the same Aleister 
Crowley, after all, who claimed to have invented the “V for Victory” hand gesture as a magickal antidote 
to the swastika (see Kaczynski 2010, pp. 506-7 and 511).
138 Although this is precisely what Grant Morrison encourages cynics to do if they wish to understand 
magic, and particularly, chaos magick. Morrison says that to the great surprise of many cynics, it doesn’t 
matter what you believe, because chaos magick “just fucking works,” like any other complex technology.
139 Horne 2006, p. 5
140 Horne 2006, p. 6
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a universal ‘origin point’ for mystical journeys: Alan Moore writes that, ‘Indeed, in blithe uncaring 
bliss, the Fool steps o’er a precipice. … Thus any venture is begun, the reckless step from nought
to one. It’s magick’s foremost trick, I guess, how something comes from nothingness.’141 The Fool 
and the Child are who we are in the beginning, establishing the first principles of subjectivity. This 
is a recurring conceptual persona in the history of philosophy, which Deleuze and Guattari name 
‘the Idiot.’ Merely by declaring “I think,” the Idiot ‘forms a concept with innate forces that everyone 
possesses on their own account.’142 Plato thinks as Socrates, the man who knows that he knows 
nothing, and this persona persists through history, seizing in turn the pens of Nicholas of Cusa, of 
Dostoyevski, and of Descartes.143 In each instance the Idiot dares to think for himself, to create a 
new concept, in contrast to the educated public thinker who refers to concepts which are taught 
and learned. Wisdom emerges out of the mouths of babes, who have learned nothing yet, but 
they ‘already know this.’144
Today, Horne distances herself from the Sutherland Shire. When she lived there in the 
1970s, their driveway had been a 1 kilometer long dirt road, but Illawong has seen a great deal of 
development since the 80s and has now become a relatively exclusive suburb of high-income 
four-bedroom households. Her family has since moved away, and she says she will never go 
there again, because the Illawong of the 21st century holds no remnant of the 'magical bush 
playground' that she remembers.145 (However, while the face of Illawong has changed significantly
in the last 40 years, it is worth noting that despite Horne’s nostalgia, the suburb has historically 
been used as a 'playground' for the wealthy, precisely because of its remoteness and its location 
along the Georges River – from the 1880s until the 1980s, most of the property in Illawong 
consisted of holiday houses owned by wealthy Sydney residents.146)
When Horne reflects on her childhood, she seems to be describing a living memory which 
still inspires and delights her, because she identifies with those childhood fantasies. But then 
when she reflects on how Illawong has changed, her desire for re-enchantment suddenly seems 
bittersweet and nostalgic. This change reflects Deborah Rose Bird’s distinction between the 
conceptual images of colonial and Indigenous history. For the colonist, history consists of 
generations marching into the future, with some people getting ‘left behind’ or ‘stuck in the past,’ 
but Rose observes that ‘Aboriginal people instead face the source; the image is of generations of 
people returning into Dreaming,'147 so that 'we here now are the behind mob,' walking behind our 
ancestors. When we imagine the enchanted world as simply 'the past,' then the little girl playing in
the bush along the Georges River has been replaced by a nostalgic woman, and her magical 
141 Moore 2001, Promethea #12
142 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 62
143 Deleuze and Guattari 1994, p. 62
144 Moon and Serpent self-titled album, track 7, ‘The Book of Copulation.’
145 Recall Huizinga’s (1955, p. 10) description of how ‘playgrounds’ show up everywhere, ‘temporary 
worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act apart.’
146 Sutherland Shire Council, http://profile.id.com.au/sutherland/about?WebID=260
147 Rose 2004, p. 152
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bush playground has been replaced by suburban housing. In the language of indigeneity, 
however, Horne’s memories of this place are an enduring connection to the source of her life. The
little girl who believes in fairies is a persona that Fiona Horne can follow behind. The little girl 
believes, because believing feels natural and right, because she has always believed.
If Horne felt only bittersweet nostalgia for the lost magic of her childhood, then I suspect I 
would not find her story noteworthy. The striking thing is that she does feel this nostalgia keenly, 
but at the same time she also continues to believe in magic, to live simultaneously in both the 
disenchanted world where Illawong properties sell for millions of dollars, and in the enchanted 
world where fairies play along the banks of the Georges River. In the modern dichotomy posed by
Ernesto de Martino, Horne refuses to choose between magic and rationality, and in doing so, she 
rejects the fundamental premise of modernity – that magic and reason are mutually incompatible 
modes of thought. Instead, Horne embraces a dialectic between magic and reason, reminiscent of
William Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience. She writes that, ‘as children, we 
become “adult”-erated’ as the disenchanted world  trains us ‘to think that everything can be 
bought with money.’148 Considering Horne’s Catholic upbringing and her ontological stance 
regarding gender, this dialectic also resonates with the paradoxical mysticism of Mary the Virgin-
Mother, especially as she is articulated in Marina Warner’s Alone of All Her Sex.149 Unfortunately, 
Horne struggles to express this dialectic eloquently in much of her work: when she performs as 
one of her ‘false selves,’ she often seems awkwardly one-dimensional. She alludes to this 
awkwardness in the lyrics that she wrote for Def FX:
‘Her life is a vast charade, she's only loved for what she fakes. 
But she wants to be something; she’ll do anything. 
She starves, and faints, and paints her face. Anything is better than what she is.’150
If the enchanted world lies beyond a door, then Fiona Horne stands on both sides of it, like
all magicians who walk between worlds. As her magical persona, Horne passes freely through 
that door; but as a public figure and writer (who implicitly promises that access to the enchanted 
world can be ‘bought with money’), Horne remains trapped in the disenchanted world, even as 
she encourages us to follow where her conceptual persona has gone. The crisis that Horne faced 
in her professional career was that if her conceptual personae were reducible to just 'Fiona from 
Def FX' or 'the world’s favourite witch,' these are inauthentic false-selves that she does not identify
with, and so the subject who passes into the enchanted world (and the enchanted world itself) 
would be nothing but an affectation.
148 Horne 2017, p. 34
149 Warner 1976
150 “Mask,” Post-Moronic (1994). Horne also quotes these lyrics in Horne 2017, p.169 
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4a: Celebrity, worthiness, and the crisis of authenticity
‘Must not he who wants to move the crowd be an actor playing the role of himself? Must 
he not first translate himself into the grotesquely obvious, and present his entire person 
and cause in this coarsened and simplified version?’
- Friedrich Nietzsche151
‘No matter how many magical powers I could eventually develop, I would never have the 
perfect body, blonde hair and cheerleader status that Cassidy had.’ 
- Vania Thorne, the protagonist of Fiona Horne’s novel152
Horne is often self-deprecating when she speaks or writes about herself. The secret to her
success, she says, is that she carries an “underlying deep sense of insecurity and not feeling 
worthy – so I feel like I constantly have to prove myself. … I am never satisfied with what I do, I 
never think what I do is good enough.”153 Her mental health and self-esteem are not topics that 
she often elaborates on in great detail, however. She acknowledges in public that she suffers, but 
the intimate details of her suffering have generally remained personal, not public. Horne also does
not often discuss in her writing the question of how she manages her privacy, or how concerned 
she is about it. This silence is, itself, an example of how she maintain clear boundaries. A more 
visible example of her boundaries is the major health event that she suffered in 2011, which 
required her to be hospitalised. Years later she revealed that this had been stress-induced 
cardiomyopathy, brought on by the end of her marriage (to a man who is not a public figure)154 
and by the death of her friend Andy Whitfield.155 These events also caused her to ‘hit rock bottom’ 
and join Alcoholics Anonymous. At the time, however, she kept all of these details understandably
private. She acknowledged in interviews that she had almost died, but she did not discuss what 
had happened.156 On Facebook, she posted that she had “had a bit of a health scare.”157  
However, celebrity culture has a tendency to erase the boundaries between the public 
persona and the private self. This collapse of boundaries is what sets celebrities apart from other 
public figures. A performer, author, politician or athlete might be recognised for their public 
achievements while still maintaining an entirely separate private life, but they become a celebrity 
when the public begins to interrogate their personal lives in order to make sense of their public 
151 Nietzche 2001, p. 147
152 Horne 2012, chapter 4
153 Failla 2012
154 Horne 2017 (particularly in chapters 6 and 7) discusses her relationship with her husband at length, but
notably, she does not publicise his surname.
155 Horne 2017, pp. 158-159
156 Valentino 2012
157 Horne 2017, p. 198, notes simply that she puts on a ‘positive face’ on social media, which ‘may not 
necessarily reflect real events.’
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lives.158 If Horne’s audience were to accept the fiction that the 'real Fiona Horne' and the celebrity 
persona that she adopts are one cohesive identity, then it would follow that her intimate thoughts 
must become an object of speculation and fascination for her fans. (This is why celebrities are so 
frequently the victims of stalking: we have dedicated an entire industry to making people we have 
never met seem like they somehow belong in our lives, like we ought to know them intimately.) As
Horne has attempted to court celebrity, she has needed only to frame her own private self as an 
object of revelation. Like all celebrity personae, she presents her self as someone for her 
audience to crave intimacy with, to feel as though we know her or that we might know her. 
Although Horne’s audience craves the re-enchantment that she embodies, it is interesting 
to note that a significant portion of Horne’s audience probably do not think of themselves as 
magicians. Douglas Ezzy and Helen Berger suggest that the kinds of spellbooks that Horne has 
written typically appeal to people who are curious about witchcraft but do not identify as 'serious' 
witches.159 However, Ezzy and Berger nevertheless found in their interviews with young witches 
that approximately one third of their Australian cohort said that they read Fiona Horne (whereas 
she was never mentioned by any of the British or American witches that they interviewed).160 One 
Australian witch explained the appeal that Horne’s books held for her simply by virtue of the fact 
that Horne’s spells includes dates and seasonal information for the southern hemisphere, 
whereas most authors who make use of Gardner’s 'wheel of the year' seem to write exclusively 
for magicians in the northern hemisphere.161 This awareness of seasonal differences between the 
hemispheres isn’t simply a matter of utility, though – it signifies Horne’s authentic Australianness, 
demonstrating here awareness of a trivial yet common oversight that other Australian witches also
find frustrating. Horne specifically includes this information because she felt that same frustration 
when she first began practicing magic and she didn’t know of any other Australian witches.162 
Most of Horne’s writing is not profoundly intimate, but attempts to build upon points of subtle 
familiarity in this way.
A more cloying example in Bewitch A Man can be seen in the various testimonials of 
Horne’s power and legitimacy that are peppered throughout the book. Most of the testimonials 
early in the book are also celebrity endorsements, which capitalise on the illusion that we 'know' 
these celebrities in some personal sense, and so their opinions are somehow more relevant to us 
than the opinions of strangers. Dannii Minogue says that “just by reading Fiona’s love spells, I 
have found that magickal things happen.”163 Leeza Gibbons, co-host of Entertainment Tonight, 
158 As Marshall (2014, p. 3) observes, ‘in contemporary biography, the psychoanalytic tales of how the 
star's psyche was formed predominate as the elixir of truth. Brando is allowed to ruminate in his recent 
autobiography Songs My Mother Taught Me on motivations and undercurrents that helped define his 
brooding public personality. Michael Jackson, in his 1988 book Moonwalk, explains that “I suppose I got 
my singing ability from my mother and, of course, God.”’
159 Berger and Ezzy 2007, pp. 41, 44
160 Berger and Ezzy 2007, p. 44
161 Ibid., pp. 98-99
162 Horne 2007, pp. 3-4
163 Horne 2006, p. 10
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says “I love having her on my show so much I could call myself a bewitchling now!”164 Later in the 
book, the testimonials become more elaborate, and more personal, but the names attached to 
them are less recognisable. Most of these latter quotes are testimonials to the efficacy of a 
specific spell. The 'Conjure The Man You Will Marry' spell is appended with a quote from Mindy 
Burbano, an actress who played a minor part in The Princess Diaries, who says that “within one 
month of casting Fiona’s spell, I met, fell in love with, and married my soulmate.”165 Similarly, 
Georgia, a journalist from Los Angeles, says that the 'I’m Not In Love' spell allowed her to get out 
of an abusive relationship, and emphasises how wonderful she felt afterwards: ‘meeting Fiona 
was truly an act of the goddess … I felt lighter, more powerful, more feminine, free, more me, and 
less “in love” with the wrong guy. I came to understand what real love is, and how to start 
bewitching the right man.’166
Popular discourse on celebrities tends to focus on the essential 'presence' or 'star factor' 
that celebrities are supposed to possess. There is something familiar and magical about this 
supposed 'star' quality. It supposedly pre-exists all of the advertising, promotion and human 
artifice that makes celebrities famous, because it is described as an essential quality that lies 
hidden away inside of someone, awaiting discovery by media producers and talent scouts. Reality
television shows such as Australian Idol and The X-Factor rely heavily upon this narrative. This 
model of 'discovering' a unique genius is also echoed in fantasy stories about ordinary folks 
becoming magical heroes, like Harry Potter, Luke Skywalker and Bilbo Baggins. 
The widespread use of the word 'charisma' to describe a sort of pseudo-magical social 
power can be traced back to Max Weber’s reinvention and development of the word, in defining 
the rational and irrational forms of leadership.167 In Weber’s analysis, charismatic leadership is a 
gift from the grace of God, and prophet-like charismatic figures arise when 'extraordinary needs' 
cannot be resolved by the conventional methods of social organisation. Weber also considers this
form of social power, with its supernatural origins, to be inherently unstable. When the decrees of 
charismatic authority figures become well-established, the weight of those decrees can only be 
maintained in the long term by conventional authority. The Catholic Church, with its foundational 
mythology of the Saints and their miraculous powers, provides an exemplary case of how the 
charismatic authority of a few passionate individuals must eventually be transformed into the 
pragmatic authority of an institutional bureaucracy. The burning of witches, by contrast, has been 
interpreted by recent feminist thinkers as an effort to prevent charismatic women and pagans from
forming rival institutions. (This interpretation has at times tended towards the utopian framing of 
witches as the instigators of a thwarted feminist revolution.)168
If institutional authority is always the ultimate authority, then academic literature on 
164 Ibid., p. 18
165 Horne 2006, p. 52
166 Ibid., pp. 183-184
167 Weber 1968, cited in Marshall 2014, pp. 20-22
168 Bovenschen 1978, p. 83, cited in Federici 2004, p. 164
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celebrity culture tends to focus on the economic and cultural tools which are deployed by the 
media industry in order to manufacture celebrity and make it serve the institution.169 Within the 
context of capitalism, the social function of celebrity is to stand as an exemplar of individualism, 
which places celebrities in the very center of the 'ideological ground of western culture.'170 We 
read celebrities as texts, as articulations of what it means to conceive of oneself as an individual, 
and to embody a social or cultural identity. Across all media collectively, celebrities model a range
of subject-positions which audiences can identify with, or denounce. This allows the audience 
member to play out the distinctions and differences that they must navigate in order to define their
own individuality. We constantly interrogate these constructed celebrity personae, to try and 
locate some proof of their authenticity – who are they really, how do they really think and feel? By 
making a career of appearing in public and speaking about her spiritual beliefs, Fiona Horne 
presents her public persona to be interpreted, interrogated and manipulated by her audience.
Like Zell’s Wizard or Baudelaire’s Dandy, Horne’s celebrity persona can be understood as 
a work of art. However, because celebrity status is also a valuable commodity in the media 
marketplace, the 'aura' that Walter Benjamin ascribes to unique works of art is destroyed when 
too many people come into close contact with it – or even if people simply experience a sense 
that they have seen beyond their distant, mysterious contemplation of the artwork. For Horne (and
for celebrities in general), this contact occurs when we feel as if her mask has slipped to reveal 
the 'real' emotional life of someone who is merely playing a role. The audience will frequently turn 
on the celebrity if the motivations of the 'real' person seem manipulative or inauthentic, like they 
were trying to fool an audience into believing that they were talented or interesting. A perfect 
example can be seen in the controversy surrounding the Monkees. After Michael Nesmith's 
revelation that the band’s producer had not allowed them to play their own instruments in the 
studio recording of their first album, the Monkees never shook off the image of being a 'pre-fab' 
pop band whose work had no artistic merit.171
While it is impossible for Horne to maintain total personal control of her own celebrity 
image, she has rarely had control of her narrative wrested away from her by the entertainment 
industry. Her fame has been modest enough that she has not been the subject of as much 
controversy as she might have faced, given her long history of substance abuse, and the fact that 
she had an extramarital affair with Tom Jones. Media coverage of her work and life has largely 
focused on the positive aspects of her identity which she herself emphasises: her religious and 
magical beliefs, of course, but also her love of adventure, and her liberal-but-non-threatening 
sexuality. In Australia, she is best known as the vocalist of Def FX, which was the 'big break' that 
made her into a celebrity (although she did not develop her celebrity witch persona until after the 
band had already achieved popularity).172 After the band split up in 1996, Horne spent several 
169 Turner 2004, p. 4
170 Marshall 1997, cited in Turner 2004, pp. 24-25
171 Turner 2004, p. 56
172 This is why Def FX has fairly little relevance to this case study. Compared to Horne’s later work, and 
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years moving between her solo musical career and other interests. She appeared several times 
on Good News Week and sang duets with Paul McDermott; she posed for Ralph, FHM and 
Playboy Australia; and she appeared in an episode of Pizza. At the urging of her celebrity friends, 
she moved to Los Angeles in 2001.
The work that Horne is best known for in the United States is the reality TV series Mad 
Mad House. The series placed ten 'straight,' conservative Americans in a competition to impress 
the five 'alt' judges (including Horne) who would vote out one member of the house each episode, 
until the last contestant remaining would win $100,000. The judges could vote on whatever criteria
they decided, but they agreed among themselves that the winner should be the most open-
minded contestant, who learned something valuable from the experience and demonstrated some
kind of spiritual growth. A critic in 2016 described the show as a ‘competition to be the most 
woke.’173 
Authenticity is routinely interrogated in reality television – for example, we know that fans 
of Big Brother often watch that show specifically in order to try and see 'through' the format of the 
gameshow, to try and make judgements about the contestants’ authentic selves.174 In Mad Mad 
House, the dramatic core of the series’ narrative lies in the cynical 'revelation' that someone is not
as ‘woke’ or as ‘spiritual’ as they pretend to be: they are just trying to win the $100,000. The 
guests who succeed in impressing the judges are the ones who seem to have transformative 
experiences in the house, but they all have an obvious incentive to lie, and so the audience is 
invited to anticipate the moment that the truth will finally be established about these liars. One 
contestant, Noel, is seen taking cold medicine before bed, and when confronted about it by a 
judge, he pretends that he is struggling with addiction, before confiding to the audience that “it’s 
not going to be too hard to quit, I’ll put it that way.” Another contestant, Nichole, is regarded as a 
fraud by the other housemates, who nickname her 'Malibu Barbie' and form alliances to try and 
prevent her from winning the show’s immunity challenges – not because they think she is phony 
or unworthy (although certainly they do think so), but because she seems the most authentic to 
the judges, and thus she is a threat that everyone in the alliance wishes to neutralise. The series’ 
atmosphere of cynical revelation does not reflect well on the judges either, who are depicted as 
hypocrites, unworthy to sit in judgement of others.
According to Jameson, in postmodernity it is impossible to represent or comprehend the 
process of decision-making on a holistic level.175 This angst is made all too apparent in Mad Mad 
House and other reality game shows like it, but they also promise the audience some relief. Even 
though the contestants do not have enough information to predict the outcomes of each move 
they make in the game, the audience sees more than any individual contestant in the house does.
especially her magical self-help books, the persona that she adopted during her time with Def FX is 
relatively unremarkable.
173 Koester 2016, quoted in Horne 2017, p. 124
174 Hill 2002, p. 337
175 Jameson 1991, cited in Buchanan 2001, p. 6
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In this way, we are permitted to imagine that we can strategise, and anticipate how the game will 
reward certain behaviours. We are witness to the judges’ emotional biases, the contestants’ 
secret confessions, and the alliances formed behind closed doors, and we imagine that we 
understand the connections between these things which go unseen by the people in the house. 
While the judges struggle to discern the contestants’ real feelings, we understand the truth that 
has been revealed to us through the magic of television. The show tempts us with the notion that 
we understand the contestants’ motives, and so we are uniquely capable and worthy of casting 
judgement.
The pleasure of watching Mad Mad House, or almost any other reality TV show, is not that
we desire intimacy with the Other: rather, we take pleasure in the knowledge that television has 
saved us from ever having to confront the Other ourselves.176 Horne observes that during her 
dysfunctional marriage, she believed ‘that I needed to be in a relationship to be complete. ... What
a horrible burden I’d placed on him.’177 Television saves us from having that burden placed on us: 
it permits us to indulge the feelings of attraction, fear, and loathing that we feel towards others, 
while absolving us of the reality that our fascination with them is antisocial and destructive. 
From a cursory glance, Mad Mad House might seem like a nihilistic response to post-
modernity: nothing is worth believing in, all authority is fallible, and people are grotesque, 
simultaneously disgusting and fascinating. It might seem that when we are ‘saved’ or 'freed' from 
all of the constraints that formerly dictated what we believed (or pretended to believe) about social
life, this 'freedom' is an abyss of meaninglessness. But television’s rejection of meaning is just a 
means to an end, and ultimately serves to reinforce the post-modern demands that are imposed 
upon individuals. In this way, reality TV reflects Ulrich Beck’s framing of the two distinct ways that 
'individualisation' operates: on the one hand, individualisation negates collective identity, 
invalidates any meaning we might find in religion, gender, family, class, and so on.178 But less 
obviously, it also means that new demands are placed upon us to act as individuals: each of us is 
required to comprehend the complex bureaucratic regulations that permeate our lives. We are 
obliged to incorporate these conditions into the narrative of our life, if not our sense of personal 
identity. This is why a person’s professional career will so frequently become the tentpole of their 
identity. Capitalism does not require that we actually believe in any higher power – not in the 
power of the free market, nor in the goodwill of our favourite brands, not even in the fetishised 
power of the commodity179 – and even if some of us do believe in these forces, it hardly matters. 
What consumer capitalism requires far more crucially is that, like Horne, we must believe in 
ourselves, in the most literal sense: we must continue to conceptualise ourselves as individuals, 
as rational actors with the freedom to pursue our own desires (and particularly, to choose which 
176 Buchanan 2001, p. 6
177 Horne 2017, pp. 157-158
178 Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2009, p. 14
179 Commodities, according to Marx, are magical fetishes, because we imagine that these inert objects 
produce wealth somehow when we invest in them. In reality, the source of all wealth is human labour. 
However, even after we see through this illusion, capitalism does not cease to function.
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products we buy) and to chart our own life paths (particularly our careers, or how we will sell our 
labour). If we are dissatisfied with our lives, then logically, it can only be because we individuals 
have made poor choices. In Beck’s phrasing,
‘Most of our rights and entitlements to support … presuppose employment (or, in the case of
the unemployed, a willingness to work). Employment in turn implies education and both of 
these presuppose mobility or a willingness to move. By all of these requirements, individuals
are not so much compelled as peremptorily invited to constitute themselves as individuals: 
to plan, understand and design themselves as individuals – or should they ‘fail’, to lie as 
individuals on the bed they have made for themselves.’180
Mad Mad House relies upon this same premise. Every contestant on the show is an 
individual who must take primary responsibility for their own spiritual transformation and/or their 
popularity among the judges, and be rewarded accordingly. The judges are searching for a 
'worthy' individual because that is the crux of individualism: every decision we make about our 
lives serves to clarify who we really are, and thus, what we really deserve. So long as we imagine 
that people are 'free' to pursue their own individual goals, then whatever someone gets – money, 
love, fame, or a bewitcher’s hex – is precisely what they deserve, a result of their choices.
4b: The commodification of magical identity
‘The stronger the influence of the market on Witchcraft, the greater likelihood that it will 
lose its critical political edge, and that it will tend to become instrumental and materialistic, 
rather than transformative and encouraging of self-discovery.’
- Douglas Ezzy181
‘Look no further for what you’re needing: I’ll be your majick.’
- Def FX, Majick (1996)
From 2011, Horne effectively retired from public life: she continued to write, perform, offer 
psychic readings, attend festivals and conduct workshops, but her attitude towards these activities
had clearly changed. The way that she conducted herself in this time was less deliberate, less 
calculated. In her own words, now that she is a pilot, she is ‘doing something constructive and 
useful with my life.’182 She has returned to public life by publishing her memoir, but this memoir 
emphasises the clean break she has made from Hollywood. She remains a witch, and she 
accepts payment for certain services (such as psychic reading) which are associated with her 
180 Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2009, p. 16
181 Ezzy 2001, p. 43
182 Horne 2017, pp. 14-15
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status as a witch, but she no longer makes her living by being a witch in public. For the most part, 
her memoir has very little to do with her being a witch, and although witchcraft is still a major pillar
of Horne’s identity, she asks, ‘does it matter that a witch is writing this book?’183 
We should give some thought to the doorkeepers who stand at the door of the enchanted 
world. In Kafka’s parable, the doorkeeper that we encounter warns that he is just one lowly 
member of an unseen bureaucracy. Beyond his door are more doors with more guardians, each 
more powerful than the last. The first doorkeeper says that “it's more than I can stand just to look 
at the third one.”184 In our disenchanted world, we need all of these gatekeepers to tell us which 
conceptual spaces we may enter, to prevent us from approaching that transcendent ideal which 
gives meaning to our lives by our anticipation of it. We are all alone. As individuals, we are obliged
to define ourselves, without reference to that supposed reality which we imagine ought to define 
us ‘naturally.’ This is why the individual, overwhelmed by the responsibility of defining themself as
an individual, ‘seeks, finds and produces countless authorities in social and psychic life, which, as 
his professional representatives, relieve him of the question “who am I and what do I want?”’185
The Bewitcher does not style herself as a gatekeeper: she does not stand in anyone’s 
way, but rather she promises that if we become like her, then we can ‘open the door to that world 
inside you’ at any time.186 But her path to the enchanted world is charted through the thoroughly 
disenchanted world of capitalist consumption. As a matter of general principle, Horne says that 
she does not charge money for the spells that she casts.187 But if we want to understand her 
message, to live as her magical persona lives, then the path to understanding is to consume her 
products, to buy her books, watch her shows, and “follow” her on social media – and thus draw 
her persona as close to ourselves as possible. If a persona can take over someone’s life and 
become an art object (like Zell’s Wizard or the Parisian Dandy), then like any other art object, that 
persona can also be mass-produced.188 But this only serves ‘to pry an object from its shell, to 
destroy its aura.’189 In the disenchanted world where identities have been commodified, the culture
industry contains a hierarchy of gatekeepers who will accept our money. We offer this money in 
the hope that our sacrifice might bring us closer to that enchanted world which we long for; just 
like Kafka’s gatekeeper, the culture industry cannot simply move aside when we bribe it, but it will 
accept our money all the same, so that we do not feel helpless.
 There is an apparent contradiction between profit and authenticity, and people often 
assume this contradiction without necessarily being able to articulate or justify it.190 This is the 
reason why, in Michael Taussig’s research, South American peasant farmers and tin miners 
183 Ibid., p. 11
184 Kafka 1925, chapter 9
185 Angsar Weyman 1989, cited in Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2009, pp. 19-20
186 Horne 2007, p. 140
187 Ibid., p. 194
188 Recall Leeza Gibbons’ comment that Fiona Horne is very popular with her listeners, and that she has 
had Horne on her show so many times that “I could call myself a bewitchling now!” (Horne 2006, p. 18)
189 Benjamin 1936, part III
190 Cattelino 2009, cited in Clifford 2013, p. 17
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developed so many magical beliefs about literally ‘making a deal with the devil’ when they began 
working within a capitalist system.191 It is also why Aristotle insists that someone who buys a shoe 
and wears it on their foot is using the shoe for its primary, intended purpose, while someone who 
buys shoes and sell them for profit is using those shoes improperly.192 When we feel ourselves 
inspired by that authentic natural aura of a distant mountain range, Lewis Hyde characterises 
such inspirational experiences as 'a gift' from the spirits or gods. In a commodity exchange, Hyde 
says that the goods are to be consumed by their owners, but when a gift is given it is already 
'consumed' by the exchange – the people involved in the exchange do not imagine the gift as a 
thing that they own, but as something which flows through them. 'The desire to consume is a kind 
of lust. We long to have the world flow through us like air or food. We are thirsty or hungry for 
something that can only be carried inside our bodies. But consumer goods merely bait this lust, 
they do not satisfy it.'193
A magic spell, if provided for free, would generally create a bond of emotional significance 
between the magician and the person receiving this gift. The purchase of a commodity creates no 
such connection. Indeed, this is the central appeal of commodity exchange – if we want 
something that’s sold in a shop, we can just go and buy it, without having to cultivate any kind of 
special relationship with the shopkeeper.194 Horne freely shares her magical gifts with her friends 
and loved ones, and encourages other witches to do the same: she says it is always easier to 
cast a spell to help someone else than it is to cast a spell for personal gain. But her consulting 
work helps to supplement her income from writing and performing. In a disenchanted world, 
where 'magic' is the forgotten art of seeing and manipulating the deep connections between 
things, is it even possible for magic to persist as a commodity? Or, like Walter Benjamin’s 
beautiful and distant mountain range, as soon as a beautiful thing is mechanically reproduced and
made accessible to everyone willing to pay for it, has its ‘magic’ already been lost? 
Horne says that it is important not to charge money for spell-casting: to charge a fee would
undermine the petitioner’s faith in the witch’s sincerity and power. For the same reason, Horne 
tells her reader that it is best not to offer to cast spells for others, but rather to 'put her energy out' 
into the world, to think of herself as an instrument of the divine who can serve people in need, and
wait for those people to come to her and ask for magical assistance.195 If a petitioner has 
approached her, then Horne interprets that as a sign that the petitioner trusts her and believes in 
her magical abilities. This is particularly important for Horne, because the trust of the other 
191 Taussig 2010; one such magical belief involves a fetish which magically increases a plantation worker’s
productivity, but the money the worker earns this way is tainted, and can never be used to feed one’s 
family. Another belief involves the hijacking of a Catholic baptism in order to “baptise” a peso note in 
place of the child: the bank note gains the magical power to steal from cash registers, but the infant’s 
soul is damned. 
192 Aristotle, Politics, book 1, part IX
193 Hyde 2006, pp. 9-10
194 Hyde 2006, p. 58: if the hardware store clerk ‘always wants to chat about the family, I’ll shop 
elsewhere. I just want a hacksaw blade.’
195 Horne 2007, p. 194
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validates the Bewitcher’s belief in herself. It is a sign that she is worthy, that she really has 
something precious to share with the world.
I have already discussed the discursive framing of charisma as a supernatural gift which 
cannot be dissected or wholly understood. As John Potts emphasises, the use of the word 
charisma today still 'denotes something of the mystery, the inexplicable, in human relations.'196 
Charisma is distinct from celebrity. Celebrity is nothing more than reputation: it can be 
manufactured artificially, a commodity to be bought and consumed by the mass audience, sold by
an industry that commodifies people and their personae. But the concept of charisma seems to 
pre-exists this process, promising that the truly great people, the worthy celebrities, have already 
transcended the material conditions of fame from the outset. Charisma is presumed to exist 
before the law; it is a force which the entertainment industry ‘claims only to channel or repress.’197 
If the gods have a habit of bestowing their gifts upon certain individuals, then those blessed 
people would have achieved fame and recognition naturally, regardless of any cynical human 
artifice. 
If charisma truly is a gift, however, then like all gifts, its nourishing spirit can only be 
maintained as long as it is shared within a gift-community. This nourishing spirit is a kind of 
'energy' which increases through circulation, as Horne describes through the Wiccan law of 
threefold return. Horne speaks, as many celebrities do, of ‘giving back’ to her fans, of being 
grateful for the attention they give her. Fans are not merely consumers, because their motives 
define their consumption, just as the witch’s motives define the ‘energy’ of her spells. Fans 
purchase consumer goods, of course, but their motive for doing so is that believe that an artist is 
'gifted' with talent or genius, and the artist shares their gift with the world. Fans support their 
favourite artists by buying the artist’s work and their merchandise, and by encouraging their 
friends to do the same. These acts of support are not impersonal commodity exchanges, but a 
gift-exchange between members of a community. Money is given out of appreciation and love. 
The ‘energy’ that fans put out into the world is generous, and that generosity must be returned to 
them threefold. Horne is obliged, then, to invest a great deal of her own energy into her work, 
because the artist is compelled to ‘give something back’ to the fans. This form of exchange does 
not extract value from the system in order to generate profit for any party, but increases the value 
within the system as each party shares their ‘energy’ with the other.
Lewis Hyde describes an analogous series of gift-exchanges in a ritual performed by 
Maori priests, called whangai hau, or the nourishing of the spirit.198 When the hunters return from 
the forest with fresh kills, they understand their success as the 'gift' of food granted by the spirit 
(hau) of the forest. The hunters then give a portion of their bounty to the priests, who prepare the 
food in a sacred fire, eat some of it, and use the rest to prepare a talisman called a mauri. The 
mauri is a spiritual gift which is then returned to the forest, in order to protect and nourish the 
196 Cited in Marshall 2014, p. xx
197 Butler 2006, p. 88
198 Hyde 2006, pp. 18-19
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forest’s hau. Hyde argues that this cycle of gifts serves to prevent the hunters from becoming 
greedy. By interacting with the priests, the hunters become part of a sustainable cycle, which 
includes the natural processes of the forest and its life-giving spirit. The priests’ magic really does 
work, exactly as intended: the forest remains abundant, because the priests have instilled in the 
hunters a sense of gratitude and humility, which discourages them from over-hunting. The 
concept of the hau is immanently real: it is a physical, mechanical system which transforms mauri
offerings into abundant wildlife, and the hunters and priests are each part of that system. The 
whangai hau ensures that that every living component in that system is fed.
Hyde goes on to suggest that if the priests were not part of the system, and the hunters 
entered into a binary relationship with the forest, they might begin to see themselves not as 
elements within an ecosystem, but as agents separate to the forest. They would become 
responsible for killing the birds and for ensuring the birds’ abundance: that is to say, they would 
see themselves as having power over the forest. As soon as this shift occurred, they would begin 
to think of the forest as something that they could exploit or profit from. 
In Hyde’s example, we might still interpret the priests as the gatekeepers of an enchanted 
world, who ensure that the hunters have access to the spirit, but clearly they also maintain the 
proper feelings of awe, enchantment and reverence. The priests are not expected to perform this 
task for free. They eat the food that the hunters bring them, and therefore it is in the priests’ 
interests to ensure that the gift community remains stable and generous. This is not greed: the 
spirit cannot be sustained without work, and in exchange for performing this work, the priests 
receive only what they need. Indeed, V.G. Childe proposes that 'civilisation' is effectively just the 
condition of having enough food to be able to support the priests and poets and shamans, and he 
suspects that as a society prospers, developing more scientific knowledge and more complex 
economies, magic might actually become more and more common:
'technological progress depends not only on an accumulation of useful knowledge ... but 
also on a multiplication of wants. There are more things an advanced society can do, just 
because there are more things it wants to do. Hence there is also more scope for magic in 
such a society. An absolute increase in magic might for this reason alone be expected to 
go hand in hand with the proliferation of crafts.'199
The most relevant ‘multiplication of wants’ which emerges in Horne’s modern life is the 
flourishing of mass-mediated cultural identities, which instill in us a desire for an identity of one’s 
own, for a persona that we can identify with. This is why Horne sings that ‘she wants to be 
something … anything is better than what she is.’200 The publicity industry, epitomised by Mad 
Mad House, saves audiences from ever having to confront the Other ourselves, assures us that 
199 V.G. Childe 1949, http://www.marxists.org/archive/childe/1949/magic.htm
200 “Mask,” Post-Moronic (1994). Horne also quotes these lyrics in Horne 2017, p.169 
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we can be whoever we want to be and the Other has no power to define us. But since the 
celebrity personae that we identify with have each been pried from their shells and stripped of 
their auras, they cannot possibly satisfy our hunger. This is why Horne decided after so many 
years as a public figure that the quarantine between worlds must be maintained: so that she can 
be free of her false public lives, free from being defined by the Other’s gaze. After many years of 
living an ‘adulterated’ life in public, Horne values the kind of private life which Oberon Zell 
denounces, a life kept ‘pure and uncontaminated,’201 behind the secret door which opens upon the
door of youth. 
201 Sulak 2014, p. 242
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Conclusion
‘You can be critical and be under spectacle’s spell simultaneously. Ideology has holes 
because of this ambiguation. Maybe that’s something the history of secular magic can 
teach.’
- Simon During1
The celebrity magicians I have examined in this thesis each offer an example for readers 
to follow, but it should be clear by now that none of them holds the Answer to the Problem of 
modern life. They demonstrate that another world persists behind the modern world, and that it is 
always possible for us to ‘think differently,’ but there is nothing conclusive at the other end of this 
possibility. As Fiona Horne observes, magic is something that ‘you become – and become and 
become!’2 This thesis does not ask what we might wish to be after the becoming is completed. I 
certainly do not hope to convince anyone that they should be a magician. It is enough to simply 
accept that the magicians and their discourse exist, that their narratives cry out to be interpreted. 
This is a conceptual mess that we are forced to live with. My own particular response to this 
chaotic situation has been to accept that (paraphrasing Judith Butler) mess is inevitable, and the 
challenge is not to eliminate mess, but rather to cultivate the kind of mess that we want to live 
with. 
Magical discourse positions itself in opposition to modernity, and promises the restoration 
of a utopian otherworld. This is a direct reaction to the forces which frustrate us in the present 
world. Contemporary cultural studies seems extremely well-suited to the analysis of this tension, 
or at least, I think it can help us to live with it. Within cultural studies, mass media texts are viewed
as the ‘raw material made available for a variety of popular practices,’3 and so celebrities, comic 
books, self-help books, etc, clutter the studio of the modern magician-bricoleur. Although cultural 
studies has been variously accused of being too Anglo-centric,4 of being too politically radical,5 
and of becoming interminably banal,6 Mark Gibson observes that each of the shortcomings of 
cultural studies are perfectly ordinary and manageable, that all of its problems cannot be ‘reduced
to one big Problem that threatens to overwhelm the field.’7
Ronald Hutton describes the academic study of witchcraft as ‘a showpiece for the new 
cultural history,’ illustrating ideas which are ‘officially, and in large measure actually, alien to the 
modern mind.’8 Hutton allows that this alienness might not be wholly unknown to the modern 
1  Najafi and During 2007
2  Horne 2007, p. 29
3  Morris 1988
4  See e.g. Abbas and Erni 2005
5  See e.g. Hall 1992, p. 282
6  Morris 1988
7  Gibson 2007, p. viii
8  Hutton 2017, introduction
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world, but the magicians in this thesis demonstrate that ‘none of this is speakable’9 – not without a
magical subject to speak on our behalf. Even once the concept of magic has been brought to light
and written down, it is just one forgettable chapter in the sisyphean project of cultural history, 
which has been called the ‘history of everything.’10 Magic is that secret which the crowd is ‘always 
forgetting.’11 At the end of my own project, I find myself once again intensely conscious of Michel 
de Certeau’s mystical hermeneutics, which argues that the secret is the precondition for 
hermeneutics.12 Jameson insists that ‘to seek a latent meaning behind a manifest one’ always 
presupposes the unconscious or something like it, some ‘mechanism·of mystification or 
repression.’13 The alien presence which hides within magical thought belongs to the unconscious: 
it has been repressed, and will be repressed again as a matter of course, in everyday social life. 
‘Sorcerers have always held the anomalous position, at the edge of the fields or woods. They 
haunt the fringes.’14 
How to conclude, then? After Theodore Roethke completed The Dance (a poem which 
invokes the spirit of Yeats), he knelt down and wept, overwhelmed by ‘the actual sense of a 
Presence – as if Yeats himself were in that room’ where Roethke had been writing.15 I must admit,
I know this feeling, and I should like to conclude this thesis by acknowledging the mysterious 
subjects who haunt me. The goal of this thesis has been to have the magicians’ conceptual 
personae speak through me, to set my own thoughts aside and allow the thoughts of another 
subject to pass through me, to ‘have the world flow through me.’16 This is what magic offers us, 
and it is why I must conclude this thesis with an invocation:
‘I should have liked there to be a voice behind me, which had begun to speak a very long
time before, doubling in advance everything I am going to say. … I think a good many people
have a similar desire to be freed from the obligation to begin speaking, a similar desire to be
on the other side of discourse from the outset.’17
9  Moore 1996, p. 306
10  See Kelley 2005, p. 514, and Rubin 2014. Kelley cites Henri Berr’s notion of historical synthesis, and 
especially his 100-volume Evolution of Humanity, as indicative of the ideal of 'holistic' scholarship which 
would define cultural history in the 20th century. The eclectic 'schizo' scholarship of Deleuze and 
Guattari demonstrates this same impulse towards holistic thinking.
11  De Certeau 1992a, p. 43
12  De Certeau 1992a, pp. 98-99
13  Jameson 1981, p. 45
14  Deleuze and Guattari 1987, p. 271
15  Roethke 2001, pp. 39-40
16  Hyde 2006, pp. 9-10
17  Foucault, The Order of Discourse, in Young 1981, p. 51
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